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PREFACE

Since the days of Sir W. Jones, Sanskrit literature, in almost every

department, has been zealously ransacked by scholars, both European and

Indian. As the results of their labours we are now in possession of

ample facts and data, which enable us to form some idea of the

knowledge of the Hindus of old in the fields of Philosophy and

Mathematics including Astronomy, Arithmetic, Algebra, 1 rigonometry

and Geometry. Even Medicine has received some share of attention.

Wilson in a series of essays published in the Oriental Magazine (1823),

Royle in his Antiquity of Hindu Medicine (1837), and Wise in diis com-

mentary on the Hindu System of Medicine were amongst the first

to bring to the notice of the European world the contents of the ancient

medical works of the Hindus, and recently the lhakur Sahib of (jondal

has added his quota. These contributions are, however, of a fragmentary

nature. A comprehensive history of Hindu medicine has yet to be

written. Materia Medica has also found, in Udoy Chand Dutt, an able

exponent. One branch has, however, up till this time, remained entirely

neglected—namely. Chemistry. Indeed, it may be assumed that on account

of its complex and technical nature it has hitherto repelled investigators.

The progress of chemical knowledge among the ancient nations has

always had a fascination for me. The classical works of T-homson, Hoefer

and Kopp have been my favourite companions for the last twelve years

and more. In the course of my studies in this field I was naturally led

to an inquiry into the exact position which India occupies therein, and

with this view I undertook a systematic examination, from the chemical

standpoint, of the Charaka, the Sujruta and the various standard works of

the Ayurvedic and latro-chemical Periods, which have escaped the ravages

of time. It was at this stage that I was brought into communication with

M. Berthelot some five years ago—a circumstance which has proved to be

a turning point, if I may so say, in my career as a student of the history

of chemistry. The illustrious French savant, the Doyen of the chemical

world, who has done more than any other person to clear uj) the sources

and trace the progress of chemical science in the West, expressed a strong

desire to know all about the contributions of the Hindus,* and even went

* “Cependant il serait necessaire d’examiner certains documents qui in'ont ete re-

cernment signales par une lettre de Ray, professeur a Presidency College (Calcutta).

D’apres ce savant, il existe des traites d’alchimie, ecrits en Sanscrit, remontant au xiii®
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the lenglli of making a personal u[)peal to me to help him with information

on the subject. In response to his sacred call I submitted to him, in

1898, a short monograph on Indian alchemy: it was based chiefly on

Rasendrasdra Samgraha, a work which I have since then found to be

of minor importance and not calculated to throw much light on the

ve.xed question as to the origin of Hindu Chemistry. M. Berthelot not

only did me the honour of reviewing it at length! but very kindly presented

me with a coni[)lete set of his monumental work, in three volumes, on

the chemistry of the Middle Ages, dealing chiefly with the Arabic

and Syrian contributions on the subject, the very existence of which I

was not till then aware of. On perusing the contents of these works

I was filled with the ambition of supplementing them with one on

Hindu Chemistry. Although I have written all along under the inspira-

tion of a master mind, it is not for a moment pretended that my
humble production will at all make an approach to the exemplar set

before my eyes.

When I first drew up the scheme of the present work, 1 had deluded

myself with the hope of finishing the study of all the available literature

on the subject before I took to writing. But I soon found that the task

was one of vast magnitude. Some of my friends, whose judgment is

entitled to weight, advised me under the circumstances, to curtail the scope

of the work as originally planned out, and present a first instalment of it in

its neces.sarily defective and imperfect shape (see Introduction, p. xlix),

reserving for a suhseciuent volume the working up of the materials which

are accumulating from time to time. In the present volume only one or

two representative works of the Tantric and latro-chemical Periods have

been noticed at length.

As regards the transliteration, I have not rigidly adhered to any

particular system, but, in the main, I have followed that of the Sacred

Books of the East.

Before concluding, I must acknowledge the valuable a.ssistance 1 have

received from Pandit Navakanta Kavibhushawa with whom I have toiled

siecle, el (jui renfemienl des pieceptes pour preparer les sulfures de mercure noir el

rou”;e et le calomel employes comme medicaments. Ccs indications s’accordent avec

cellos (les alcliimistes arahes si^nalees plus liaut. II est ft dtisirer (jue ces lrait(fs soicnl

soumis a line etude approfondie, pour en diilerminer l’ori_o;ine, prohablemenl atlrihuable

a line tradition persane on nestorienne.”-

—

Journal DK Savants, Oct.
, 1897.

t MdtCriaux pour un chapitre nCgligi! de riiisioire de la Chiuiie ou coutribulions

a r Alchhuie iudieune ( Mijmorie ananuscrit de 43 payes), par I’lafulla Chandra Kay,

professeur a Presidency College, Calcutta”.— PVrife Journal de Savants, April, 1898,
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through many a obscure passage of the Mss. of the Ta?ifras. His sound

knowledge of the Ayurvedas has also been of much help to me.

It would be invidious to single out any particular name amongst my

circle of friends and pupils, who have ungrudgingly lent their services,

whenever required, either in the transcribing of the copy or in revising

proofs. 1 am, however, bound to make an exception in the case of my

esteemed friend, Afr. Prithvb’a Chandra Kay, author of the Poverty Problem

in India, and proprietor of the Cherry Press, who has all along taken a

personal interest in the execution of my work, and who has done every

thing in his power in piloting it through the press, notwithstanding the

peculiar difficulties which the use of a large variety of special types have

neces.sarily involved. Mr. Mohini Mohana Ghosha, Manager of the

Cherry Press, has also laid me under deep obligations in this respect.

And now it only remains for me to discharge the grateful duty of ex-

pressing my thanks to the Government of Mengal, which at the instance of

Mr. Alexander Pedler, F. R. S., Director of Public Instruction, placed a

liberal grant at my disposal to enable me to meet various incidental

expenses, chiefly in the matter of collecting rare Mss.

PkKSIDENCV COLI.KGE :

Calcutta, June ist, igo2
, P. C. RAY.
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Introduction

CHAPTKR I

Alchemical Ideas in the Vedas

In tracing the progress of chemical know-

letloe amono- the civilized nations of old, one al-
O O

wavs finds it intimately associated with medicinal

preparations, metallurgical operations, the tech-

nical arts and the belief in the transmutation

of metals. In India, more so than in Europe,

chemistry has, however, been evolved chielly as a

handmaid of medicine
;
and, somewhat later on, as

an adjunct of the Tantric cult. The efficacy ol

the drug alone was by no means considered

sufficient unless backed by the kindly interposi-

tion of the deities. Thus in the Rigveda we

find the A.yvins, the divine physicians, invoked,

who oive siorht to the blind and make the lameo o

walk. These twin gods have many points in

common with the Dioskouroi of Greek mytho-

logy. One very curious myth is that of the

maiden Vi^pala who, having had her leg cut off

in some conflict, was at once furnished by the

A.s'vins with an iron limb.

d'he higher gods of the Rigveda are almost

entirely personifications of the elements and the

other natural phenomena, such as the fire and

the wind, the sun and the dawn. But we often

find also herbs and plants endowed with

potent and active properties, raised to the

dignities of the gods and addressed as such.

D;i\mi ol

I lindu x-\r

cheiny.

I
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1 he Soma plant is an object of particular adora-

tion and the Vedic worshippers are in ecstacy

over the exhilarating effects of the fermented

juice expressed from itd The Soma rasa (juice)

began even to be regarded as the amrita ; this

immortal draught, allied to the Greek ambrosia,

is “the stimulant which conferred immortality

upon the gods it is medicine for a sick

man and the god Soma heals whatever is sick.”

It will be seen later on that in the Soma rasa

and its attributes we have the dawn of f lindu

Alchemy
( pp. 43-44).

Other plants were likewise invoked as divi-

nities. Thus one entire hymn is devoted to the

praise of plants [oshadhi) alone, mainly with

regard to their healing powers.^

Again, in another hymn we read : “O King

(1) Sec Roth
;

Uebcr den Soma : Zeit. deut. morg. Ges.

XXXV. pp. 680-692; also ibid, XXXVIII. 134-139; Wo wachst

dcr .Soma? And Windischmann : Ueber den Somacnitus der

Ariel- : Abhand. d. Munch. AK. d. Wiss. IV. B. Abh. 2.

(2) One or two typical hymns may be cpioted here :

—

j^ifr g Tifi ^ II

VTrf
: I 97 - '

efift II
2.

Saya//a’s commentary to the above is ;

—

1 fqgjt frig giig

f^g gffg mffq viff? I

9id ?T5T ^ ^44’^»ir^'*nfvrg^4f4^g’T! ^itstnA 4

f ^mifir 4 i Jirf

;
^fufq ^ i] gqnqf

i

^ % y.fifitq: % qqbrfi 4 iit qr 4^

q-4; fpi; ifiq giqq
1



Ill

VrU'Li//a ! a hundred and a thousand medicinal

drugs are thine.”

It is in the Aiharvaveda, liowever, that

plants and vegetable products in general are

fully recognised as helpful agents in the treat-

ment of diseases, though their use is invariably

associated with the employment of charms, spells,

and incantations. Thus the plant apiwidr^a

( Achyraiithes aspera), which still occupies a pro-

minent place in the Hindu system of medicine

as a di-uretic and laxative etc., is invoked as the

“mistress of remedies” (IV, i.) and “sole ruler

over all plants.” In another hymn the Soma

plant is. thus referred to :

—

“The strength of this amr/ta (ambrosia) do

we give this man to drink. Moreover, I prepare

a remedy, that he may live a hundred years !”

Again, “as many (plants), as the human

physicians know to contain a remedy, so many,

endowed with every healing quality, do I apply

to thee !” ^ Here is a spell for the cure of leprosy

by means of a dark-coloured plant :

—

Born in the night art thou, O herb.

Dark-coloured, sable, black of hue :

Rich-tinted, tinge this leprosy.

And stain away its spots of grey
! (1.23,1).

—-Macdonell

There is also a distinct reference to a remedy

for promoting the growth of hair.

“As a goddess upon the goddess earth thou wast

born, O plant! We dig thee up, O nitatin, that

thou mayest strengthen (the growth) of the hair.

(1) Bloomfield : Hymns of the Atharva-vcihi pp. 43-44.



IV

The Healing
Artsditferen-

tiated.

The earliest

literary record

of Indian
Medicine.

“Strengtlien the (old hair), beget the new

!

That which has come forth render more luxuri-

ous !” VI. 136. 1,2.

Although in the Vcdic age caste as a heredi-

tary system did not exist, the healing arts had

evidently acquired sufficient importance to be

pursued by particular members of the patriarchal

families. Thus with that charming simplicity

which is the characteristic beauty of the

veda, one /v/shi says pathetically of himself

:

“Behold I am a composer of hymns, my
father is a physician, my mother grinds corn on

stone. We are all engaged in different occupa-

tions^” (IX. 1 1 2, 3).

“Princes like Divodasa, and bards and lead-

ers of the tribe of the Angiras, administered

medicines and gloried in effecting cures. A
skilled physician is distinctly defined as one who

lives in a place abounding with medicinal plants,

and who assiduously devotes his time to the

acquisition of knowledge^.”

Thus not only in the Atharvan but even in

the Rik, we can trace the earliest literary record

of Indian Medicine.

The Athai'va-veda deals chiefly with sorcery,

witch-craft and demonology. There are deadly

imprecations against evil-doers
;
magical incan-

tations for bringing about ruin, death, dementa-

tion and stupefaction of one’s adversaries
;
and

charms intended to secure the love of women
through the potency of various herbs. Some of

(1) R. C. Dutt : Civilisa/ion in ancient India, p. 65. (Calc, eel.)

(2) Introduction to the Astahga/tridaya of Vhdgbha/a, by Knnix

Morsvar Kiinte, 11 . A., M. D., p. 2.



them are of hostile character, being meant to

injure rivals. The picture here presented has

its counterpart in the ancient Egyptians, who

were noted for their magical lore to which the

Greeks were no less attached. There is a close

resemblance between the contents of the A. V.

and those of the Papyrus of Leyden in some

essential features. In the latter also there is an

intermixture of magic, astrology, alchemy as well

as recipes for love philters.^

The A. V., on account of its frequent calling-

in-aid of super-natural agencies for selfish and

malevolent purposes, has not generally been

accorded the canonical sanctity of the Vedic

Triad—The Rik, the Yajus and the Saman ;
the

very authority of the fourth Veda as a scripture

has been questioned in the several law-books of

the Apastamba, the Vishnu, the Yajnavalka

and the Manu schools, and the practices it

sanctions strongly condemned.

As Hindu medicine has seldom been able

to shake itself completely free from the influ-

ence of magic and alchemy as auxiliaries, phy-

sicians, as practicers of the “black art,” have been

given an inferior position in the legal treatises.

The Mahabharata, reflecting the spirit of the

above law-books, regards the physicians as im-

pure. In spite of this “the Athai'van retains in

a measure its place by virtue of its profound

hold upon popular beliefs, because the Atharvan

performs, especially for the king, inestimable

(i) The reader may compare this portion with liertlielot’s

Les Oi igines dc V Alchiiiiic, pp. 81-83.
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Rasajana
Alcheni)’.

services in the injury and oveilbrow of ene-
• 1 ) 1

mies.

In the A. V., tlie liymns for the cure of dis-

eases and possession by demons of disease

are known as bhaishajydjii, while those wlhch

liave for their object the securing of long life

and health are known as dyushydni—a term

which later on gave place to I'asayana, the Sans-

krit equivalent of alchemy (see p. 44). We
shall quote two under the latter heading as in-

vocations to pearl and its shell and gold respec-

tively. “Born in the heavens, born in the sea,

brought on from the river (Sindhu), this shell,

born of gold, is life-prolonging amulet.”

“The bone of the gods turned into pearl :

that, animated, dwells in the waters. That do

I fasten upon thee unto life, lustre, strength,

longevity, unto a life lasting a hundred autumns.

May the (amulet) of pearl protect thee!”

“The o'old which is born from fire,^ the im-

mortal, they bestowed upon the mortals. He
who knows this deserves it : of old age dies he

who wears it.”

“The gold, (endowed by) the sun with beau-

tiful colour, which the men of yore, rich in

descendants, did desire, may it gleaming envelop

thee in lustre 1 Long-lived becomes he who

wears it
!”

While gold is regarded as the elixir of life,

lead is looked upon as the dispeller of sorcery ;

(1) Bloomfield’s Ny»ntx of the Athorva-rr/hi :— Introduc-

tion, p. XLVl.

(2) Among the five kinds of gold referred to in Rosaratnaxatiw-

,/h/taya (]). 58), (born from fire) is one.
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“To the lead Varu//a gives blessing, to the lead

Agni gives help. Iiidra gave me the lead :

unfailingly it dispels sorcery.”
^

It is of interest to note the alchemical notions

which had gathered round gold and lead ^ at

the time of the A. V.

To the student of Hindu medicine and al-

chemy, the A. V. is thus of special interest as the

earliest repository of information on the subject.

CHAPTER II.

The Ayurvedic Period.

We now alight upon a period when we find

the Hindu system of medicine methodised and

arrano;ed on a rational basis, with a scientific

terminology.

The two great works of this period are the

Charaka and the Su^ruta. In them we find the

study of the subject to have been made a distinct

advance and to have evolved out of the chaotic

state it was in during the Vedic period. Oi

the two, the Charaka is by far the more ancient.^

u) 'I’he quotations are from Bloomfield’s A. r. pp. 62-65.

(2) In the alchemy of the West, lead, as is well known, is asso-

ciated not with licneficient but “Saturnine” influences.

(3) Cf. “ riie theolo^dcal doctrine of the nature of disease indicat-

ed its means of cure. For Hippocrates was reserved the great glory

of destroying them botli, replacing them by more practical and

material ideas, and, from the votive tablets, traditions, and other

sources, together with his own admirable observations, compiling

a body of medicine. The necessary consequence of his great

success was the separation of the pursuits of the physician from

those of the priest. Not that so great a revolution, implying the

diversion of profitable gains from the ancient channel, could h.ive

been acconqilished without a struggle. We should re\ercnce the

memory of Hippocrates for the complete manner in vhich he

I'lie Hindu
system of incil •

icinc method-

ised and ar-

langed oti a

raliotial hasi-..

The Charaka
atid the Su-

sntta.
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The age
Cliaraka.

1 here must have been a wide gap between

the age of the A. V. and that of the Charaka—
an interval of probably a thousand years or

more. In the latter the humoral pathology is

fully developed, the diagnosis and prognosis

of diseases described at length, and an elaborate

mode of classification adopted. We have seen

above that the physicians were assigned rather

an inferior status in society
;

the healing art

was, in fact, never recognised as a division of

the Vedas. ^ Still the claims of the indispen-

sable science of medicine, which can be distinctly

traced to the A. V., could not altooether be

ignored, and ultimately a compromise was arrived

at. In the Charaka itself the Science of Life

[Ayiu'veda) is regarded as a secondary or sub-

sidiary branch {upangd) of the Atharvan and

as a direct revelation of the gods (sutra. Ch.

XXX. 8-9).

The Susruta even goes a step further and

asserts that the self-existent [BrahiiA) created

A)'ui''vcda, as an up^nga of the Atharvan

(sutra. I. 3.)

We shall now concern ourselves with finding

the time of Charaka within approximate limits.

The task is not a light one, as it is one of the

most abstruse questions of Indian chronology.

M. Sylvain Levi has recently unearthed

eflected tliat object.”— [draper’s Hist, of tlie Intellect. Dev. in

Ivnrope, i. p. 393 (ed. 1896). The services rendered l>y Charaka,

.Simula and their predecessors were equally valuable.

(() The six or divisions of the \’edas are sUcs/ia (phon-

etics), kalfni (ceremoniai), iiyakarana (grammar
,

niiukla (ety-

mology', c/ihiinda}, (metre) \\x\^ jyoiisIt<x (aslronoinyX
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from the Chinese Tripitaka the name of a

physician named Charaka, who was attached

as spiritual guide to the Indo-Scythian King

Kanishka, who reigned in the second century

A. D. The French Orientalist would have

this Charaka as the author of the famous Hindu

medical work, specially as it would offer an

easy explanation of the supposed Greek influence

discernible in it.

“Les elements traditionnels mis en oeuvre par les

conteurs peuvent se resumer ainsi : le roi devaputra

Kanishka, de la race des Kushawas, regne sur les Yue-

tchi, sept cents ans apres le Nirvana
;

il est assiste

de ministers eminents, nommes Devadharma et

Ma/hara. Le bodhisattva A.yvaghosha est son conseiller

spirituel ;
I’illustre medecin Charaka est attache a sa

personne.”

# # # *

'‘La mention de Charaka est la premiere indication

positive obtenue sur la date du savant praticien qui

dispute a Suj’ruta la gloire d’avoir fonde la science

medicale dans I’lnde. Les influences grecques c]u on

avait cru reconnaitre dans les doctrines de Charaka

s’expliquent aisement, s’il est vrai que ce grand

medecin vivait au temps et a la cour des Indo-

Scythes, alors que rhellenisme semblait penetrer

en vainqueur dans la vieille civilisation brahmanique.

Journ. Asiatique (1896), T. VIII. pp. 447-51-

We confess we are by no means convinced

of M. Levi’s theory. If we are to go by name

alone, we can claim a still higher antiquity

for our author. The appellation of Charaka

occurs in Vedic literature as a patronymic : in

short, Pa//ini felt it necessary to compose a spe-

cial s^dra for deriving the “Charakas” iw the
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Evidence
based upon
the liandling

of the sul)ject-

matler,

followers of Charaka.^
,

Then a^ain, Patanjali,

who is now Generally admitted to have lived in the

second century B. C., is known to have written

a commentary on the medical work of Charaka,

thus further proving the antiquity of our author

and both Chakrapa;d and Bhoja agree in allud-

ing to him as the redactor of Charaka.^ Indeed,

in such matters we would do well to set store by

native traditions. It would be beside our pur-

pose, however, to enter into any lengthy discus-

sion on the grounds on which we are inclinedO

to place Charaka in the pre-Buddhistic era, but

we shall summarise below the salient points.

In the handling of the subject-matter the

Charaka is not so systematic as the SiLfruta, but

indulges in random, hap-hazard and irrelevant

discourses, which make the reader often lose the

thread of the main narrative. The author, when-

ever he has an opportunity, boldly and with evi-

dent relish, launches into metaphysical disquisi-

tions, which, he believes, make up for lack of ex-

periments and observations.^ In this respect the

SiLS-ruta is far more scientific than the Charaka.

The Ny^ya and the Vai.s'eshika systems of phi-

(i)
I 4. 3. lO/-

(21

5C 13 Tfct
1

Quoted in tlie Lai^/nt Afa/'i-

jiishd of Nageva Ifliatta.

(3) 1

N

/
’/V/r Salutation in the commentary named on the

Charaka l)y Chakrapa;/i.

(4) 'rids has given ample scope to a recent commenialor, the

late Kaviraja C.angadhara Ka\ iratna, who in his 5isq=fif?qrfff, rus-

passcs Charaka himself in philosoi)hical dissertations.
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losophy, which have been interwoven into the

body of the text, again remind us of a stage when

thev were more or less in a state of llux, but

had not crystallised into the well-defined form

and shape of the sutras in which they have come

down to us—this also goes towards proving

the high antiquity of the Charakad

Again, only Vedic gods and mantras figure

in the Charaka, not a trace ol Pauranic mytho-

logy being discernible in itd Charaka follows

closely the Vedic authority^ in counting the

number of bones in the human body
;

the limit

of childhood he takes to be thirty years—quite

in keeping with the conception of the heroic age.

It should, however, be borne in mind

Al>sence of

riunanic ni\ -

Uiology

(1) The Nyaya of Gotaina enumerates i6 paclartlias (cate-
. . .

gories), while Charaka under his (medical) disputation,

mentions 44 categories [Vide Vimdna. Ch. VIII. 22., also A. C.

Kaviratna’s Eng. trans. pp. 564-65). Bodas in his learned Intro-

duction to the Tarkasamgri/ia of Annawbha//a {pp. 12-14) pkaces

the aphorisms of Gotama and Ka;/ada in the period between 400

B. C. to 500 A. I).

(2) The names of Kr/sh«a and Vasudeva occur in a salutation

in the supplement added by Dr/Vfavala. (Chikitsita. Ch. 21. 92-93.

ed. GaDgadhara). But Krishna-worship was in vogue at the time

of Pa;/ini
; 4. 3. 98. See also Lassen’s Alterthumski/ndc i. p. 648.

Bidder also points out that “the earlier history of the pura/?as,

which as yet is a mystery, will only be cleared up when a real

history of the orthodox Hindu sects, especially of the Sivites and

V'^ish^/uites, has been written. It will, then, probably become

apparent that the origin of these sects reaches back far l^eyond

the rise of Buddhism and Jainism.”— Intro, to Apasiam/dia, &c.

p. XXIX.

(3) Namely 360 ;
Xarira. Ch. VII, 5. .According to the Ittsfi-

tutes of Vishmi “it (the human frame) is kept together by

three hundred and sixty bones” (XCVI. 55). This has been ad-

duced by Jolly as a “reason in favour of the high antiquity of

its laws.” Vide Intro, to \’’ish;/u. pp. XVIII-.X.X.
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that the Charaka, as we now possess it. can

by no means lay claim to be the first compre-

hensive and systematic treatise on Hindu medi-

cine, it represents rather a more or less final

development of the subject, just as the elaborate

grammar of Pa^zini is based upon some twenty

previous works of his predecessors, notably of

Yaska, 5'akalya, Sakatatayana, Gargya and others.

ii Of internal evidence the first notable feature

is the style.

The simple, unvarnished prose of the Charaka

reminds one of the BrdJimanas of the Vedas.

Thanks to the researches of Biihler and Fleet,

we have now some idea of the prose Kdbya style

as it existed in the second century A. D. The lit-

erary prose inscriptions discovered at Girnar and

Nasik, although less ornate and artificial than the

romances of Subandhu and Va;^a (seventh cen-

tury A. D.), abound in long-winded metaphors

and alliterations and thus stand in bold contrast

with the simple prose of the Charaka.

Between the period ot tne A. V. and that

of the Charaka there must have been composed

several medical treatises, each reflecting the

spirit and progress of its age. At the time of

the Charaka itself there existed at least six

standard works by Agnive.Ta, Bhela, Jatukar/^a,

Parasara, Harita, and Ksharapa/^i, respectively.

Charaka simply based his work on that of

Agnivei'a,^ which he completely recast and re-

(i) Charaka himself naively assigns his reasons for giving

preference to the treatise of .\gnive.va in the words ;

—“of the six

(authors) Agnive,fa was the most “sharp of intellect” (siitra.

Ch. 1. 2.)
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modelled. Later on, Dim/avala added tlm last

forty-one chapters.^ The other five works seem

to have perished.^ Vagbhata, the epitomiser

of the Charaka and the Sujruta, mentions the

works of Harita and Bhela, which were probably

extant in his days.

On reading- the Charaka, one often feels as

if it embodies the deliberations of an international

Congress of medical experts, held in the Hima-

layan regions to which ev^en distant Balkh (Bac-

triana) sent a representative in the person of

Kawkhaya;^a (see p. 1 3). The work professes

to be more or less of the nature of a record of the

Proceedings of such a Congress.^

Bodas in discussing the philosophical disqui-

sitions of the Bj'dhinanas observes :

“It was a special function of the Brahma priest to

give decisions on any disputed points that may arise

in the course of a sacrifice, and this he could not have

^ 11
Siddhi. Ch. XII. 28.

Also Chikitsita. Ch. XXX. 112 : ed. D. N. Sen and U. N. Sen.

(2) Cf. “We know how often in India the appearance of a

convenient abstract has led to the neglect and subsequent loss of

all earlier works on the subject.”— Intro, to Stein’s Raja/arngnii,

p. 25. In Burnell’s Tanjore catalogue Pt. 1
. pp. 63-65, a full

analysis is given of Bhelasawhita, from which it would appear

that this work is still extant, though in a mutilated form. Dr.

Burnell remarks ;
“the most superficial comparison shows how

much Vagbha/a was indebted to this ancient work.”

An Hariia Sa??i/iita has recently been published ; but its

authenticity is questionable.

(3) Cf ‘‘La lecture de cet ouvrage nous initie aux compte-

rendus de veritables congr^s philosophiques et medicaux, dans

lesquels des maitres accourus des points les plus eloignes de I'lnde

et meme de I’etranger, prennent successivement la parole.”—Quel-

ques Donnees Nouvelles a propos des Traites mddicatix Sanscrits

anterieurs au XI lie si^cle, P. Cordier, p. 3.
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The age of

Sujruta.

done unless he was a master of ratiocination. Such
decisions, which may be likened to tlie chairman’s

rulings in a modern assembly, are scattered through the

ancient Brdhmanas, and are collected together as so

many Nydyas in the Pfirva Mimdmsd aphorisms of

JaiminiP *

We would invite the reader to go throuoh

the “Discourse on the Tastes” (pp. 13-15) and he

will naturally agree that the above remarks apply

with equal force to our author. In short, judg-

ing both from the manner and the matter of

the work, we have little hesitation in placing it

in the pre- Buddhistic era. We shall revert to

the subject under Su5ruta.

As regards the Su^ruta we are on more solid

grounds. Its terminology and technique, in

general, do not differ much from those of the

Charaka. In style the Su.fruta is rather dry,

pithy, laconic, and matter-of-fact, as the Charaka
is discursive and diffuse, and its composition

altogether would point to a much later date.

This is easily accounted for. The Su<rruta, such

as has been preserved to us, is generally held to

be a comparatively modern recension by the

celebrated Buddhist Chemist, Nagarjuna.^ who
is said to have added the Uttaratantra or the

Supplement. ^ Here for the first time in the

(i) Intro, to .\nnawbha//a’s Tarkasanii^rahn, p. 2S.

e.

iTTJTT^^ l" Vide yOalva/za’s commentary.

(3) Cf. “It is said liy Aalva;/acliarya, llie commentator of

Siurruta, that at the time of war between the Hauddhas and

Hindus, the .Sirn'iitatantra was re-edited and rendered more com-

prehensive Iry the renowned chemist Siddhanagarju;;a with a sup-

plement called utfanitanira. Since that period it has been known
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history of Hindu Medicine and Chemistry, we

come across a personage who is historical rather

than mythical (see below). That the redactor

thoroughly recast and remodelled the Sui'ruta

is evident from the fact that there are numerous

passages in it which agree almost verbatim with

the Charaka, and which appears to have been

amply laid under contribution.

The Su^ruta is par excellence a treatise on

surgery ^ as the Charaka is on medicine proper.

Ancient India must have acquired considerable

skill in the handling of the lancet
;

for in the

Charaka we find a distinction drawn between the

Kayacliiki/sakas, i. e. the physicians properly

so called, and the Dlianvantvarisampradayas

7. e. followers of Dhanvantvarl or the Chirur-

geons—a distinction which we have already seen

in the beginning of the Vedic Age.

I'he age of Su.^ruta has been the subject of

animated controversy for a long time past. The
Hindus regard this branch of Ayurveda as a

direct revelation from the A.fvins or the Divine

Surgeons (see p. i, intro.). The origin of this

myth can be traced to the Rigveda as already

seen. In the jUahdblidrata, Su^'ruta is spoken

of as the son of the sage Vixvamitra and

in the Vdrttikas of Katyayana (about 4th

century B. C.) we also find mention of the

same name. It is not, however, easy to estab-

by the name of .Siumita Sa/z/liita.” Introduction to Vaidyaka-

sabdaxindhu p. 6. Ijy Kaviraja Ume.sachandra (iiipta Kavir.itna.

(1) Fora descriptionofihcsurgir.il instruments with Draw-
ings, see Wise : Commentary on the Ilindn System of medieinc,

(i.Si5)pp. 168-170
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lish any connection between these names and

our present author. Tliat there was a Vr/d-

dha (old) Sroruta, existing as early as the fifth

century A. U., has now been established almost

beyond doubt. Dr. Hoernle, to whose profound

scholarship and indefatigable labours the world

is indebted for the excellent edition of the Bower

Ms., has deduced from palaeographic evidence

that it must have been copied within the period

from about 400 A. D. to 500 A. D. ^—a con-

clusion at which Prof. Buhler has independently

arrived. The work professes to be by Sui'ruta,

to whom it was declared by the Muni Kajiraja.

The origin of the Ayurveda as given in the

Bower Ms. is on much the same lines as in

the Charaka and the mention in it, among others,

of such names as Harita, Bhela, Paraj-ara, and

the Alvins as founders of the science of medicine,

would go to prove that even so early as the

5th century A. D., the old Su.yruta had come to

be regarded as of mythical origin, and that there-

fore it must have been composed many cen-

turies anterior to that time. Several important

recipes as given in the Bower Ms., e.g. those of

the chyavanaprasa, silajatuprayoga (the doc-

trine of bitumen p. 28) etc., occur in practically

identical recensions in the Charaka. 1 his is easily

accounxed for. The Charaka, the Sujruta, and

the Bower Ms., and even the Astahgahr/daya

of Vagbha/a have more or less a common basis

or substratum. In order to understand this

(1) On the date of the Howcr Ms.. .See joiirn. As. Soc.

].X. I't. I. p. 79.
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point more clearly it is only necessary to reler

for a moment to the legal literature ot the

Hindus. The Maiiava Dharmasdstra or the Ins-

titutes of Manu, which still exercises a potent

inhuence in the regulation of the social life of the

Hindus, is by no means the ancient work that it

pretends to be. Modern research has shown

that it is only a recension, or rather a recension

ol a recensi< 3 ii, ot D/uu'uicisdtrcis connected with

the VTdic Schools, incorporating at the same

time the laws and usages of the age at which

it was remodelled.^

It W'ould equally be a great mistake to sup-

pose that the knowledge—chemical and thera-

peutical—which our Sm'ruta embodies is only

re[M'esentati ve ot the time of its final redaction.

As a matter of fact it is a repository ot the

informations on the subject accumulated trom the

Vedic eige to the date of its final recasting.

'bhe remarks of M. Berthelot regarding

a Greek technical treatise, which, from pakeo-

graphic evidence, seems to have been written

about the iith century A. 13., apply with still

oreater force to the Su^ruta.
o

“En effet la date de redaction originelle n’est cer-

tainement pas le meme pour les divers articles que le

traite renferme : les uns etant plus anciens et remont-

ant parfois jusqu’a I’antiquite greco Egyptienne ; tandis

que les autres reproduisent des recettes i)ostcricures

et des additions peut-etre contemporaines du dernier

copiste. En tons cas, ce traite continue la vieille tra-

dition de I’orfevreric alchimi([ue, qu\ remontc aux

C 1 j
\'ide lUihlcr's Introduction to //tr Liiu's of Momt .

]>p.

Will et scq. Saorcd Uooks of tlic \'ol. .X.W.

3
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ancicns Eg^) ptiens.”

—

Coll, des ancien.^ alcli. Grecs. 1 . Hi.

trod. p. JO’/.

I he period when the vSirsTuta received its

final cast must always remain an open (piestion.

X^at^bha/a in his Astahgar/daya makes copious

extracts both from the Charaka and the Su^ruta.

The latter must therefore have existed in their

present form prior to the 9th century A. D.

Madhavakara in his Niddna quotes bodily from

the Ullaralanlra, and as the Niddna was one

of the medical works which were translated

for the Caliphs of Bagdad (see below), it can

safely he placed in the 8th century at the

latest. It is thus evident that the present re-

daction of the Suj'ruta must have existed anterior

to that date, and that it had become at that

age stereotyped as it were. The Vagbha/a

and the Niddna are simply summaries of the

Charaka and Sui-ruta,^ and were written at a

time when the latter had become very old, and

were therefore studied by few experts, and

their abstracts were likely to be prized by the

general practitioners.

Vaobha/a concludes his masterlv treatise withO ^

the following observation, which is highly

significant :

—

Vagbha/a’s “Jf a work is to pass current as authoritative
apologia

simply because it is the production of a sage of

old, why are not the treatises of Bhela

(i) '1 Ills statement we make in a qualified sense, and we fully

agree with Roth when he observes “Udoy Chand Dutt in seiner

Mat. Med. bezeichnet das Werk als eine methodische geordnete

Coni|)dation aus Charaka und Su.vruta. Ich glaiibe er thut ihm

damit llnrerht : \'agbha/a der sich iibrigens mehr an .Simuta

hiilt, ist nicht so unselbstaiulig.” Zeit. dent. morg. Gcs. 49. p. 184.
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and others^ studied except those ol Chai'aka

and SiLs'ruta ? It thus follows that \vliate\'er is

reasonable [methodical and scientificj is to be

preferred.”
^

Read between the lines the above is to be

taken as an apology on the part of our autlior

for appearing in the held ; it further establishes

clearly that even during his lifetime^ the Charaka

and the Su.s'ruta were regarded as hoary with

the prescription of age, and their memories had

passed into the region of tradition.^

The earliest commentary of the Su^ruta that

has been partially preserved to us is known as the

Bhdnuiiiati by Chakrapa//J Datta, the celebrated

author of the medical work which goes by his

name {about 1060 A.D). The other well-known

commentary, the Nibandha Sanigraha, is by

/?alva;za, who lived in the reign of Sahanapala

Deva whose kingdom was situated somewhere

near Muttra. Z^alvawa acknowledges his obliga-

tions to the previous commentators, namely

Jejja/a, Gayadasa, Bhaskara, and Madhava

whose dates it is not easy to ascertain.

Since a remote period the text of the Su^ruta

has been jealously preserved and no tampering

with it tolerated. Thus Z^alva;^a refuses to recog-

nise the authenticity of a passage, because an

ancient commentator, Jejja/a, has not noticed it.^

(1) e./C- Jalukaiv/a, Para.rara, Ksharapani, etc. see p. xii.

(2) I

(3) On tlie age of \’agljha/a see below p. X.XIX

(4) ^^nq'fS '4 qt^T:, I I

C/iiki/si/ti. VI 1
, 3.

The conimen

-

tiitois of .Sii-

j'lul.a

The purity of
tlie text
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1 1.uis on the

age of Sn fi ula

We li:ive been al some pains in arrivino' at

an a[)[)roximate age of the composition of

the SiLTriita, because attempts have been made
now and then by a certain school of European
scliolars to prove that the medical works of the

Hindus are of comparatively recent date. Haas
has propounded the bold and astounding theory

that the systematic development of Hindu

medicine took place between the tenth and six-

teenth centuries A. I).^ We shall see later on

that this is precisely the period which marks the

decadence of the Hindu intellect in the field of

medicine and mathematics.^ We should not

have thought it necessary to discuss seriously

the various arguments which Haas adduces in

support of his views, some of which Dr. Hoernle

curtly disposes of as “an elaborate joke,”

were it not for the fact that this German critic

represents a school, which cannot or will not see

anvthino- in India, which can claim orioinalitv

or antiquity. In his blind zeal to support this

theory, Haas has been led into the most egregi-

ous blunders. He comes to the strange conclu-

sion that the works of Yagbha/a, Madhava and

Wirngadhara and others supply the germs, out of

Many such instances may be cited. For the purity of the text

we are much indebted to these commentators.

ii) Kehren wir nunmehr wieder zur historischen Frage zuriick,

so konnen wir jetzt einen Anfangs—und einen Endpunkt aufstellen,

zwisclien welche wir mit einiger .Sicherheit das Entstehen der

systematisclien Wissenschafift der Medizin bei den Indiern verlcgen

miissen, namlich den Zietraum von der Mitte des lo. biS Zur

Mitte des 15. Jahrhunderts.—Ueber die Urspriinge der Indischen

Medizin, mit besonderem Uezug auf Siuruta. Zeit. dent. morg.

Ges. XX.X. p. 642.

(21 /7^/c “Decline of .Scientific Spirit” pp. 104-107.
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which the Cliaraka and Siixnita have been

elaborated, foroettinjj^ or ignoring- that the former

repeatedly and oratefully acknowledge their in-

debtedness to the latter.

Haas is anxious to prove that the Hindus

borrowed their notions of humoral pathology

from the Greeks, and that the ongines of Indian

Medicine are to be looked for in the writings

of Galen and Hippocrates
;
indeed he goes so far

as to suooest that the very name of Suxruta is

derived from the Arabic word Sukrat
(
= So-

kraies), which is often confounded with Bukrat,

the Arabic corruption of the Greek Hippocrates,^

There is certainly a strange similarity between

the chapter on “Initiation” in the Charaka

and the “Fades” of yEsculapius as pointed out by

Roth, ^ and there is also much in common be-

tween the doctrine of humoral pathology of the

Greeks and the Hindus respectively—suggest-

ing that borrowing may have taken place on

one side or the other. But the Hindus would

seem to have priority of time in their favour.

The doctrine of humoral pathology or at

any rate the first beginnings of it can be traced

so far back as the time of the Rigveda}

and tlie orig-

in of Indian

medicine.

Tlie doctiine

of humoral
pathology :

(1) No less preposterous is the etymology of Ka.rl iBenares),

which Haas derives from Kos, the native ]ilace of Hippocrates.

(2 ) Indische Medicin : Charaka, Z. D. M. G., Vol. 26. p. 441.

Roth, whose knowledge of the \’edic and, to a certain extent, of the

Ayurvedic, literature was encyclopedic, simply points out the

analogy and stops short there. M. Lietard, who evidently borrows

his inf( rmation from Roth’s article, jumps at once to the conclusion

that the Hindus owe their inspiration to the Greeks I
— Bull, de

I’Acad. de Med. Paris, May 5, 1896 and .May ii, 1897.

(3; =;;= ang
II 1

. 34. 5.

Saya//a’s commentary to the above:—
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Karly Hiicldhist literature al.so furnishe.s us witli

evidences of an ingrainetl i)eliel in the causation

of diseases by the disturbance of the humors.

On ooiug through tlie chapter on “Medicaments”

in the Mahavagga, we are often reminded of the

contents of the Suvruta.^ From Pa//ini also

we can glean technical terms as used in the

Ayurveda, suggesting that a system of medicine

existed in his life time.^

VVe have thus what amounts to positive

historical evidence that during the life time of

Buddha and even much earlier the doctrine of

(1) One or two instiinces maybe quoted here :

—“Now at that

time a certain Bhikkhu had a superfluity of humors in his body

— Vinaya Texts-, pt. II. p. 6o.

“And the l)lessed one said to the venerable A'nanda : ‘.V dis-

turbance, A'nanda, has befallen the humors of the ThathaKUta’s

body”— ibid^ p. 191.

The various kinds of salts used in medicine as also the

eye ointments, to wit, black collyrium [stibium], lasa ointment

[rasawjana], sota ointment [SrotafijananJ &c. ibtd. p. 50, are

exactly the same as prescribed in the Siumita and other works

on Hindu Medicine. iSee also under alijanas, p. 52 of this book).

Note specially the reference to 'veitthiJctiuiiJiiX winch is a I ah

corruption of the Sanskrit 7Jiistik(iKiiKi ;

“Now at that time the Chhabbaggiya Bhikkhus, since a suigical

operation had been forbidden by the Blessed One, used a clyster.”

No body has yet been bold enough to suggest that in the

Mahavagga Greek influence can be traced.

(2) The very terms Ayurveda and Ayurvedika i. c. expert in

the Ayurveda occur in Bani//i. We give below a list of some of

the technical terms.

aiaK°^ I
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luimoral pathology and the Ayurvedic method of

treatment were in vogtied

In the Varttikas Katyayana also (4th to 3rd

century B. C.) the three humours of vata (air),

pitta (bile) and sleshman (phlegm) are ranked

together.^

Regarding the age of the Yinaya Text, Rhys

Davids and Oldenburg say :

“The Vibhanga and the Twenty Khandhakas were

at that time (circa 350 B.C.) already lield in such high

repute that no one ventured to alter them
;

a sanctity

of this kind is not acquired without the lapse of a

considerable time : and we think it is not going too far

to say. Firstly, that these books must have been in’exis-

tence, as we now have them, within thirty \’ears, ear-

lier or later, of, at least, 360 or 370 B.C.” (Inti'o. p. xxiii).

It is therefoi’e evident that almost before the

birth of Hippocrates, the Hindus had elaborated

a system of medcine based upon the humoi’al

pathology. And yet Hass would have it that

the Greeks, in the field of medicine as in several

others, were the “pioneers and the first teachers

of the world.

(1) riie Jivaka Komarabhachcha, who treats Buddha, derives

his surname from “kaumarabhr/tya,” a technical term for one of

the eiglit divisions {astdiij^as) of Ayurveda, meaning Ircaimcnl of
infants. Vide the Mahdvao-ga., Pt. ii, p. 174.

In A,fvaghosha’s Life of Buddha we also read : “Atri, the AVshi,

not understanding the sectional treatise on medicine, afterwards
begat A'treya, who was able to control diseases.”— Beal's trans.

p. ir. This A'treya (Punarvasu) is very probably the same sage
who taught Agnive.va.

(2) Weber’s Hist. Sansk. Lit. p. 266, Eng. trans. ed. 1892.

(3) “Wenn abereinmal der Boden von der V'orstellung geraumt
ist, dass die Araber den Siu-ruta und Charaka schon im 9. Jahrh.
gekannt haben miissen, und wenn auf der andern .Seite sich

herausstell te, dass die J heoiien dei iiuhschen Autoritaten in ihren
GrundAigen mit denen des Galen iii)creinstimmten. so stiindc
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Concluding
icmaiks.

rhe capacity of a nation must be judged by

what it has independently achieved in the several

fields of knowledge and branches ol literature—
Mathematics, including Arithmetic and Algebra,

Geometry and Astronomy
;
Phonetics, Philology,

Grammar, Law, Philosophy, and Theology.

Cantor, the historian of mathematics, was so

much struck with the resemblance between

Greek geometry and the Aulva sutras that he, as

is natural to a European, concluded that the

latter were infiuenced by the Alexandrian school

of Hero (215 B. C.). The Aulva sutras, however,

date from about the 8th century B. C., and Dr.

Thibaut has shown that the geometrical theorem

of the 47th proposition, Bk. I., which tradition

ascribes to Pythagoras, was solved by the

Hindus at least two centuries earlier, ‘ thus con-

firming the conclusion of v. Schroeder that the

Greek philosopher owed his inspiration to India.

Nor must we forget that the most scientific

grammar that the world has ever produced, with

ks alphabet based on thoroughly phonetic

principles, was composed in India about the 7th

or 8th century B. C.^ As Professor Macdonell

remarks : “we Europeans - 5 ®*^

years later, and in a scientific age, still employ

an alphabet which is not only inadequate to

represent all the sounds of our language, but

ichis del- Annahme un Wcge, dass auc:h auf diesem Feldc, wie auf

0 vielen andern, die Gnechen wieder das l>ahnbreehende \ ,dk

nd die ersten Lehrmeister der Welt gewesen smd. -/.D.M.t-

/ok 30. p. 670.

(1) Journ. As. Soc. Heng, 1875, jv 227.

(2) .See Goldsliickci on I’a/zini : his place in Sanskrit Litera-

ture.
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even preserves the random order in which

vowels and consonants are jumbled up as they

were in the Greek adaptation of the primitve

Semitic arrangement o( 3000 years ago.”

It is curious to reHect that the upholders of

the "Greek Culture” are often l(jund i'ead)%

though unconsciously, to twist and t(mture facts

and conclusions to serve their (3wn purpose, and

reserve to themselves the benefit of doubt as

regards date
;
but whenever the priority of the

Hindus IS unquestionable, an appeal is made to

the theory ol common origin and independent

parallelism of growth.^ These scholars seem to

smart under a sense of injury if they have to

confess that Europe owes an intellectual debt

to India, hence many a futile attempt to explain

away positive historical facts. ^ It may not be

superfluous to add here that Alberuin, before

he took to the study of Sanskrit, entertained

(1) Cp. “uae affirmHCion nouvelle de I’unite de I’espril humain.
Chacpie fois que Thomme au meme degree de culture se retrouve

dans le menies circonstances, il tend k penser, a croire, a sentir,

k agir de la meme fa-on.”—-Goblet d’ Alviella on “Classical Influ-

ence in Literary and Scientifle Culture in India”
;

Bull, de
1

’ Academie Royale de Belgique, 3rd. .Series, T. 34, pp. 484 et seq.

(2) 1 he late Prof. .Maxmiiller, who always held the balance

evenly in deciding between the rival claims of the East and the

West, in his last work, thus gives expression to the European
sentiments : “In some respects, and particularly in respect to the

greatest things
,
India has as much to teach us as Greece

and Rome, nay, I should say more. We must not forget, of course,

that we are the direct intellectual heirs of the (B-eeks, and that our
philosophical currency is taken from the capital left to us by them.

Our palates are accustomed to the food which they have supplied

to us from our very childhood, and hence whatever comes to us

now from the thought-mines of India is generally put aside as

merely curious or strange, whether in language, inytiiology, reli-

gion, or philosopy.— .Auld Lang .Syne : second sries, p. 161.

4
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The analogy

more superfi-

cial than real.

Vaghhala.

notions similar to those of Haas, d’Alviella and

others, but after his intimate acquaintance with

the literature of the Hindus he had to change

or modifv his views. We are here reminded

of the essay written by Dugald Stewart “in which

he endeavoured to prove that not only Sanskrit

literature but also Sanskrit language was a forgery

made by the crafty Brahmans on the model of

(ireek after Alexanders conquest (IMacdonell).

Th ose who attempt to prove that India owes

her civilisation—or at any rate such advance

and progress in the arts and sciences which

make civilisation worth the name—to Hellenic

influence seem to be only one degree removed

from a Dugald Stewart.

After all, we are afraid, too much has been

made of the resemblance between the Greek and

the Hindu theory and practice of medicine.

The analogy is more superficial than real, and

does not seem to bear a close examination. The

Hindu system is based upon the three humors of

the air, the bile and the phlegm, w'hilst that of

the Greek is founded upon four humors, namely,

the blood, the bile, the water and the phlegm—

a

cardinal point of difference.

Next to the Charaka and the Sm^ruta, the

medical authority, who is held in the highest

estimation throughout India, is Vagbha/a, the

author of Aslangahridaya {lit. heart or the kernel

of the eight limbs or divisions of the Ayurveda).

(i) Cf. “II y a dans le corps quatrc luimeiirs ; le sang, la bile,

ITau et le plilegnie.'’-Oyuvres d’Hippocrate, T. vii. p. 475> ed.

Litlre, (1851). -\gain : “Les cpiatre lunnenrs, sang, bile, pblegme

ct ean, j’ai denmnue coninienl ct pourcpioi tmites s^aiignicntent

dans Ic cnriis par Ics alinieiUs el les Iroissons.”—//'/if, p. 5 57 -
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Indeed, in many parts of the Ueccan the very

names of Charaka and Sm'ruta were forootten,

and Vagbha/a is looked np to as a revealed

autlior, and this is one of the reasons which

led Haas to conclude that the former succeeded,

and owed their inspiration to, the latter^ (see

ante p. xx).

rhe treatise of Vagbha/a may be regarded

as an epitome of the Charaka and the SicTruta

with some oleaninos from the works of Bhelao o

and Harita, and contains little or nothing that

is original.^ In Surgery alone the author intro-

duces certain modifications and additions. Mineral

and natural salts chiefiy figure in the prescriptions

along with vegetable drugs
;
mercury is inci-

dentally mentioned, but in such a perfunctory

manner that it would not be safe to conclude

that any compounds thereof are referred to.

There are, however, a few metallic [treparations

recommended in it, which would presuppose an

advanced knowledge of chemical processes.

The opening salutation of Astanga, which

is adressed either to Buddha or some Buddhistic

emblem, clearly reveals the religious faitli of its

author
;
there is a tradition current among the

learned Pundits of S. India, “that Vfigbha/a,

formerly a Brahmin, was persuaded by a Baud-

dha priest to adopt his religion, which he

embraced in the latter part of his life." ^ Inter-

(1) An die Stelle des seines Vorranges beraulaen Sn.nuta

wiirde icii unbedenklicli das Ash/awgali;vdaya selzen.— Hi[>p(jkrates

und die indische Medizin des Mittclalters. Z.D. M.(k, \’ol. 31, p, 649.

(2) .See, liowcver, p. xviii. foot note.

(3) Preface to Vaidyakasavdasindhu. p, 6.
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nal evidence also fully supports our author’s

proclivities towards Buddhism, ^ and he seems

to have tlourished at a time when the religion

of 6"akya Muni held its own in India. I he

Chinese pilgrim I’Tsing speaks of a compiler of

the eight divisions of the Ayurveda—possibly

this may refer to Vagbha/a. ^

Cordier, following no doubt the authority

of Vaidyakasabdasindku, states that, according

to RajatarangBn, Viigbha/a lived at the time of

King Jayasi/;^ha ( 1
1
96- 1 2 1 8 A. K)

;
this view is

cpiite untenable, and it is one of the many in-

stances which would go to prove that Kadhawa

in writing his Chronicles had often to draw

largely upon vague traditions, and hence his

dates are to be accepted mm gran0 sahs. ®

Csoma de Koi'os was the first to announce

(1)

See the numerous passages quoted by Dr. Kunte in liis

Introduction to Yagbha/a, pp. 14-' 5 -

The remarkable passage we have cited above, in which our

author asserts the right of every man to think for himself vP- xviii), is

quite in keeping with the rationalistic age in which he lived, and he

further observes in the same place that a medicine will have its

efficacy all the same by whomsoever it is prescribed, be he Brahma

himself or any body else. It should be commended to those who

are lost in admiration over the “keen edged intellect” of Sawkara,

who does not find a better weapon to fight with his opponents than

an appeal to the Vedas and other scriptures, see foot note to p. 107.

^ ^ I

^ II

Vitara. XL. 85, 86.

(2) “These eight arts formerly existed in eight books, but

lately a man epitomised them and made them into one bundle.

I’Tsing : Records of Ihe Buddhist Re/i_<;ion by Takakasu, p. 128.

(3) 'I'he eminent Sanskrit scholar, the late A. M. Bartia, in
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that the Thibetan I'anjur contains among others

translations ot the Charaka, the Su^ruta, and the

Vagbha/a. ^ Georg Hnth, who has recently

critically examined the contents of the Tanjiir,

concludes that the most recent date at which

it can be placed is 8 th century A. D, ^ This

is in agreement with the fact that the Vagbha/a

was one of the medical wcjrks translated by

order of the Caliphs. I3ut no positive informa-

tion as regards the most distant date is yet

available
;

^ Kunte. from internal evidence, is in-

clined to place him “at least as early as the

second century before Christ.”

That Hindu Pha rmacopoeia in the 7 th century

ran on the lines ot the Charaka and the Su.vruta,

and did not include any elaborate metallic jjre-

parations is evident from the testimonies of Va;/a

and of the Chinese pilgrim, I-Tsing. Thus,

we read in the Harsha-Charita ; “amoncr theiro
number, however, was a young doctor of Punar-

vasu’s race named Rasayana, a youth of about

eighteen years of age, holding an hereditary

position in the royal household, in which he

had been cherished like a son by the King.

Hindu I'har-

m.'icopfieia in

the 7lh cen-

tury.

discussing the age of Kshirasvami discards the authority of Rcija-

tarahgini and observes 1 do hot see any valid reason for regard-

ing it as a historical authority for all its statements and the more
I learn the more my view is confirmed.” The name of \’agbha/a,

however, does not occur in Stein’s edition of /v’a/., which may be
pronounced as the most reliable that has yet appeared.

(!) Journ. Asiatic Soc. xxxvii. 1,1835).

(2) Zeit. dent morg. Ges, T. Ixix, pp. 279-284.

(3) Regarding the bibliography of Wagbha/a, see two short

monographs by Dr. Palmyr Cordier
; also Julius Jolly : Zur

Quellenkunde der indischen Medizin, I. ‘\’agbha/a.’, Zeit. deut.
Morg. Ges. LIV. pp. 260-74.
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He had mastered Ayurveda in all its eight

divisions, and, being naturally of an acute

intellect, was perfectly familiar with the diagno-

sis of diseases I-Tsing also records : “I made

a successful study in medical science, but as it is

not my proper vocation, I have finally given it up”^

In his rules on oivino- medicine he further lays

stress on abstinence and fasting, and recommends

such drugs as the myrobalans, ginger, pepper,

liquorice, etc. In both instances, in vain do

we look for any metallic salts, which form the

leadino- features of the later Tantric and latro-
o

Chemical Schools.

CHAl^TER III

The Transitional Period

Circa 800—iiio A.D.

V/vVNDA AND CHAKRAPAWI

We now come upon a period which determines

the parting of ways in the progress of Hindu

medicine. Hitherto we have been chiefly

concerned with herbs and simples and a lew

readily available products of the mineral king-

dom. About the year 1050 A. D. Chakrapa;/i

Datta, himself a learned commentator oi

both the Charaka and Su.frata, wrote the cele-

brated medical treatise which bears his name.

Since the days of Vagbha/a, metallic prepa-

rations had begun slowly to creep into use, and

at the time of Chakrapa;/i and his predecessor

Vrfnda, they had so fully established their claims

(1) Cowell and Thomas’ Trans, pp 143- 144.

(2) Takakasii ; Records of the Buddhist Relii^ion, p. 12S.
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that they could no longer be ignored. Thus vve

find from the tenth century and downward every

medical w'ork more or less recommending com-

pounds of metals which can only be synthetically

prepared.

It should not, however^ be forgotten that

Suj'ruta at times shows a knowledge of pharmacy,

unsurpassed in the later Hindu medicine.

Although Chakrapa;^i belonged to the Brah-

manical creed, his writinos show a decided lean-

ing towards Budhism. Thus Maghadha itself is

named or the country of the Maha-

bodhi
;
we have also such expressions as

might well be expected
;

for Chakrapa;/i’s father

was physician to king Nayapala, the successor of

Mahipala, who ascended the throne about 1040

A. D.'

Both Vr/nda and Chakrapa/d mention Nag-

arjuna as an authority, and they follow closely

in the footsteps of Charaka,Sujrruta and Vagbha/a
;

but at the same time they are amenable to the

influences brought to bear upon medicine by

the Tantras.

(i) The author, fortunately for future historians, has given an

account of himself in a colophon :
—

“The author of this work is Xri C.p., who belongs to the family

of Lodhravali and who is younger brother of Hhanu and the son

of Narayana, the superintendent of the kitchen of the King of

Ciour.” Regarding the date of Nayapala, vide Cunningham’s

An/iacoloffical Survey of India, HI. p, 119, also Journ. As. Soc.

LX. J’t. I. p., 46, Life of .-\tiva by S. C. Dasa.
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Indeed, they go so far as to recommend the

uttering of the cabalistic interjections of the

votaries of the Tantric cult with a view to

increase the efficacy of some of their prepara-

tions. ^ (see ante p. i.)

Dr. Hoernle observes : “it would be satis-

factory to be able to discover what the sources

were on which Chakrapa;^i drew for his com-

pilation
;

they are not specified anywhere, I

believe, in his work.” ^ It is not easy to account

for the above remarks, seeing that Chakrapa/ri

distinctly mentions that he has modelled his work

on the Siddha-yoga of Vfznda,^ and that he

draws largely upon the Charaka, the Su^ruta and

the Vagbha/a, all of whom he quotes verbatim

and at length.

Fhe religion of 6'akyamuni inculcates the

alleviation of distress and suffering, both

moral and physical, as one of the essential

articles of faith, and hence we find throughout

Budhistic India hospitals attached to the nume-

rous monasteries for the treatment of man and

(1) II

It'S! I

ed. p. 5 1 8.

(2) JoLirn. Soc. lieng-. LX. pi. 1. p. i jO-

(3) w.
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beast alike. ^ It would also appear that ins-

criptions were engraved on rock pillars giving'

recipes for the treatment of diseases. Thus
both Vrznda and Chakrapa/d speak of a formula

for a collyrium as inscribed on a stone pillar by

Nagarjuna at Pataliputra ; 5TT^TWiT5T f%f^rTT

I

Chakrapa/d bases his work on that of Vrdicla,

who again follows closely the order and the

pathology of the N'idana of Madhavkara. ^ It

necessarily fcdlows that Vr/nda was a recognised

authority at least one or two centuries before

the time of Chakrapa//i and that the former was

preceded by the Nidana by at least as many
centuries and thus we have internal evidence of

the existence of the Niddna in the eighth century

as the lowermost limit—a date which is further

corroborated by the fact that the Niddna was

one of the medical treaties translated by order

of the Caliphs.

As regards alchemy in India in the Kith cen-

tury, we cannot do better than quote in extenso

Alberuni, who was well versed in Arabic and
Greek astronomy, chemistry etc,

“The Hindus do not pay particular attention to

alchemy, but no nation is entirely free from it, and one
nation has more bias for it than another, which must
not be construed as pro\’ing intelligence or ignorance

;

for we find that many intelligent people are entirely

given to alchemy, whilst ignorant people ridicule the

(i) “Everywhere the King Piyadasi, beloved of the T.ods, has
provided medicines of two sorts, medicines for men and medicines
for animals.” Edict II. of A.voka.

(3) \'rinda himself admits tins :

5

Probable date

of tb /nda.

Alchemy i

the elevent

century.

c

.r
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art and its adepts. Those intelli^'cnt people, thoujjh

exulting boisterousl)- over their make-believe science,

are not to be blamed for occipn ing themselves with

alchem)^ for their motive is sim-pl)’ excessive eagerness

for accjuiring fortune and for avoiding misfortune. Once

a sage was asked why scholars alwa\'s flock to the

doors of the rich, whilst the rich are not inclined to

call at the doors of scholars. ‘1 he scholars,’ he

answerd, ‘are well aware (T the use of mone)', but

the rich are ignorant of the nobility of science.’ On

the other hand, ignorant peo[)le are lujt to be })raised,

although they behave quite cjuietl)', sim[)ly because

the)- abstain from alchemy, for their motives are

objectionable ones, rather practical result of innate

ignorance and stu[)idity than aig'thing else.

“ The adepts in this art try to keep it concealed,

and shrink back from intercourse with those who

do not belong to them. Therefore, I have not been

able to learn from the Hindus which methods the)'

follow in this science and what element they principally

use, whether a mineral or an animal or a vegetal)le

one. I only heard them speaking of the process of

sublimation, of calcination, of analysis, and of the iva-xing

of talc, which they call in their language tdlaka, and

so 1 guess that they incline towards the minerological

method of alchemy.

“The)' have a science similar to alchemv which is

quite peculiar to them. They call it Rasayana. a

word composed with rasa i.e. gold.‘ It means an art

which is restricted to certain oi)erations, drugs, and

compound medicines, most of which arc taken from

plants. Its principles restore the health of those

who were ill beyond hope, and give back youth to

fading old age, so that people become again what

they were in the age near puberty
;
white hair becomes

black again, the keenness of the senses is restored as

well as the ca[)acity for juv'enile agilit)', and even

(i) See, however, pp. 43-44, for the meaning of the term “rasa.”
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for cohabitation, and the life of the people in this

world is even extended to a long period. And why

not? Have we not alreadv mentioned on the autho-

rity of Patahjali that one of the methods leading

to liberation is Rasuvana ? What man would hear this,

being inclined to take it for truth, and not dart off

into foolish joy and not honour the master of such a

wonderful art by po[)ping the choicest bit of this meal

into his mouth?” Sachau’s Trans. Vol. i. pp. 187-88.

CHAPTER IV

The Tantric Period

Circa 1100 A.D.—1300 A.D.

Before we proceed hirther it would be advis-

able to take a hasty glance at the origin of the

Tantric Cult, as Indian Alchemy very largely

derives its colour and flavour from it. In almost

every country the progress of chemistry can be

traced to medicine and the belief in the artificial

gold-making,—tlie search alter elixir viler and

the philosopher’s stone. In India, howe\'er,

these ends have played a secondary part in

promoting a knowledge of the chemical processes.

Here the origin of astronomy, geometry and
anatomy is to be sought in the exigencies of

religious rites. ^ No less is the case with alchemy.

Origin of liie

Tanlric Cult.

(i) Cf. the opening remarks by Dr. Thibatit on the St/hui-

su/ras

“It is well known tliat not only Indian life with all its social

and political institutions has been at all times under the mighty
sway (jf religion, but that we are also led back to religious belief

and worship when we try to account for the origin of resetirch in

those departments of knowleilge which the Indians have cultivated

with such remarkable success. Ai lirst sight, few traces of this

origin may be visible in the .Vastras of the later times, but looking
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We have already seen how the Atharva-veda

deals almost exclusively in charms, sorcery, exor-

cism of diseases by means of amulets and

so on. It is sometimes supposed that the A.V.

represents the latest of the Vedas. This is

evidently a misimpression.^ The truth seems

to be that human frailty has always fought shy

of the tedious and laborious methods of gaining-

an object, d'he spiritual hankering as foreshadow-

ed in the prayers of the Rik, and lat-er on so

fully developed in the Upanishads, represents

only the aspirations of the few cultured 7\^/shis.

The bulk of the people have always sighed

for a royal road to salvation, hence the necessity

for an A. V. ; as Emerson appositely says in

his essay on Demonology, “the history of man is

a series of conspiracies to win from Nature some-

advantage without paying for it.”_ Atharvanic

rites have therefore more or less held sway over

mankind in every age and clime. As the Aryan

conquerors began to settle in India and came

into frequent cantact with the aborigines, they

had unconsciously to imbibe some of the gross

superstitions of the latter, and thus in course

of time a superstructure of monstrous growth

sprang up, ready to swallow even the purer

and more orthodox creed. Hence the protests

recorded from time to time in the Mahdbdhrata

closer we may always discern the connecting thread.”—Journ. .A.S.

Soc. (1875) Vol. XLIV. part i. p. 227.

(i) As Bloomfield remarks:—“There is no proof that even

the oldest parts of the R. V. or the most ancient Hindu tradition

accessible historically, e.xclude the existence of the class of writings

entitled to any of the names given to the Atharvan charms.” Intro,

to A. \’. p. XXX.
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and in the law-books against the vulcraritv of

the aims of the A. V. and the refusal to accept

its authority (see ante p. v). But on the other

hand, by virtue of its profound hold upon

popular beliefs and because indispensable sciences

like medicine and astrology are Atharvanic

by distinction, the fourth Veda has always

retained a considerable following^ If we turn

to Europe in the middle ages, we find the pro-

fessors of the “black art” sharino- a fate similar

to the priests of the Atharvanic rites, now
openly received in the bosom of the holy church

now anathematised and flung into prison.^

In the Sanskrit Literature whenever there

is any reference to sorcery or magic, it is generally

laid to the account of the A. J''. But in the

course of time the worship of S'iva came into

vogue, which incorporated much that was non-

Aryan in character, and which seems to have
got blended with A. V. rites as modified by
changes and requirements of the time. The
original inhabitants, “the Dasyus are described

in the Rigveda as non-sacrificing, unbelievino-

and impious. They are also doubtless meant
by the phallus-worshippers mentioned in two
passages, d he Aryans in course of time came
to adopt this form of cult. There are many
passages in the Makubhdrata showing that

(1) Bloomfield Intro, to A. V. xlvi.

(2) This is exemplified in Albertus Magnus and Roger Bacon
The former rose to be a Bishop but “minder glucklich oder un-
vorsichtiger als Albertus Magnus, entging Roger Baco der \Trfol-
gung als Zauberer nicht. Er wurde in Oxford von seinen eigenen
Klosterbriidern in das Gefangniss geuorfen.”— Chnn. i. 63.
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Tantlic riles

prevalent in

the seventh

centu ry.

.Siva was already venerated under the emblem
ot the phallus when that epic was composed.” ^

By the V^IIth century A. D., we find Aiva’s

worship well established in India. In the life

of Kin<y Harsa by Va;^a there is a oraphic

description of a weird ceremony performed by

a Aaiva saint named Bhairavacharvya. “Seated
^ ¥

on the breast of a corpse which lay supine,

anointed with red sandal and arrayed in oarlands,

clothes and ornaments, all of red, himself with

a black turban, black unguents, black amulet,

and black garments, he had begun a fire rite

in the corpse’s mouth where a flame was burn-

ing.”^ In the drama of MalaHmadhava by

Bhavabhuti (690 A.'D.) we have also references

to similar rites.

We have here the outlines of what has been

known latterly as the Tantric Cult—a curious

admixture of alchemical processes on the one

hand, and grotesque and obscene and sometimes

revolting rites on the other—all centred round

the worship of Aiva and his consort Parvati.

The sidelight which is thrown in the life of

King Harsa and the graphic account left by his

contem[)orary, the Chinese pilgrim Hiuen Psang,

enable us to draw a picture of N. India in the

Vllth century A. 13 . It has hetherto been taken

almost for granted that Buddhism was expell-

ed from India by the persecution of the Brah-

mins of the Renaissance period. There may

have been zealous biga^ts who now and then

went the length of hunting down Buddhists
;

(1) Macdonell : Hist. Sansk. Lit. p. 153.

(2) Cowell and Thomas’ Trans, of the Hai'sa-chanta p. 92.
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blit the concensus of testimonies seems to be

that both the people and the princes generally

maintained an attitude of philosophic toleration

towards the creed ol 5’akyamuni even so late

as the Xlth century A. Dd The causes which

brought about the extinction of Buddhism in

India worked from within. The purity of life,

and tlie austerity of practices enjoined on the

followers of the creed, became in the long run

irksome. 1 he monasteries degenerated into hot

beds of corruption, so much so that the semi-

savage Mussulman conquerors felt little compunc-
tion in putting the inmates thereof to the sword.

Hinduism also, which has been noted in all aoes

for its assimilative and elastic character, swal-

lowed up the remnants of the Buddhists by
acknowledging- the founder of their religion to

be an Avatdra or Incarnation of Vish?/u.

(i) Cf. riie anual report of the Asiatic -Soc. to hand
1 he copper-plate of Madan;ipala which has just l:)een re-

ferred to is interestin.u also from a sociological point of view. We
know that all the Palti kings were followers of the Huddhist reli-

gion, and that it was during their reiyn th;it Buddhism llourished

for the last time in India. Now the grant recorded in the plate
was niadf; h\- Madanapala to a Brahmtin as a (takshiua or hono-
rarium for having read the Mahabharata to the queens of the
king’s harem. This is one more fact, in addition to others pre-
viously known, showing the intimate conne.xion that existed in

the time of those Buddhist kings between Buddhism and Hindu-
ism, a connexion that resulted in the former losing more and more
its ground against the latter, and that thus prepared the way
for the final destruction of 13uddhism by the Muhammedan in-

vadors.” p. 26 . Similar evidence is also afforded by Rdjtar. e.g.

“Kalha//a does not hesitate to refer repeatedly to the Bodhi-
sattvas or to Buddha himself as the comforters of all beings, the
embodiments of perfect charity and nobility of feeling. They are
to him beings of absolute goodness “who do not feel anger even
against the. sinner, but in patience render him kindness.,,— .Stem s
Intro, p. 8.

The causes

which brought
al)out the ex-

dnetiou

of Buddhism.
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Tanlras—
Brahminic and

Biiddliislic

We have seen that the A. V. rites as also

the Tantric cults cover almost identical ground
;

both had their origin in the attempts at popular-

ising the religion among the masses by appeal-

ing- to the baser or the less refined elementso

of human nature. An enormous bulky literature

has thus sprung up representing this corrupt

and effete outgrowth A Brahminism.^ There are

however two distinct classes of Tantras— Brah-

minic and Buddhistic—dealing in magic, al-

chemy, sorcery, and allied subjects, which will

claim our attention here. The causes which

favoured the rise and progress of the Hindu

Tantras equally contributed to the development

of the Buddhistic,^ only in the latter, instead of

.Siva and Parvati, a Buddha, a 1 athagata or an

Avalokitesvara is often addressed in the in-

vocation as the source and fountain of all know-

ledge. We have also a class of Tantras which
o

is an admixture of Buddhistic and S'aiva cult.

A notable example of which is afforded by the

]\Iahdkdla Tantra^ Rasaratndkara, the author-

(i) Tantras grew up in Ka.vnilr also : “lantric cult \vhich in

Ka.vmlr is still closely connected with _Vaiva worship, seems also to

have been well known to Kalha//a.” Stein’s Intro, to Rdjtar. j). 8o.

^2) Cf. “Four des esprits grossiers et ignorants, de tels hvres

out certainement plus de valeur que les legendes morales des pre-

miers temps du lUiddhisme. 11s promettent des avamages tem-

porels et immediats ;
ils satisfont enrin a ce besom de supeisti-

tions, a cet amour des practiques devotes par lequel s’expnme

le sentiment religieux en Asie, et auquel ne repondait qu’impar-

faitement la simplicite du Buddhisme primitif.” Burnoufs—///Me

a Phist. du Buddhis/uc Ind. p. 466. Regarding Buddhistic Tantras

and their relationship to .Saiva lantras, the leadei is lefeired to

BurnouPs admirable exposition (loc. cit.).

(^3 ) J/itro. Pl/sL Bitdd/i. Ind.^ p.
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ship of which is ascribed to Nagaijuna, also

belongs to this category
;

this work as well as

Rasdrnava, a Tantra of the ^aiva cult, will claim

our special attention, as they embody much

valuable information on chemistry.

What is it that made these Tantras the re-

positories of chemical knowledge ? The answer

is given in the words of Rasdrnava (lit. sea of

mercury) itself, which extols the virtues of mer-

cury and its various preparations :

—

“As it is used by the best devotees for the highest

end, it is called pdrada (quicksilver).”

“Begotten of my limbs, it is, O goddess, equal to me.

It is called rasa because it is the exudation of my body.”

“It may be urged that the literal interpretation of

these words is incorrect, the liberation in this life

being explicable in another manner. This objection

is not allowable, liberation being set out in the six

systems as subsequent to the death of the body, and

upon this there can be no reliance, and consequently

no activity to attain to it free from misgivings. This

is also laid down in the same treatise.

“Liberation is declared in the six systems to follow

the death of the body.”

“Such liberation is not cognised in perception like

an emblic myrobalan fruit in hand.”

“Therefore a man should preserve that body by
means of mercury and of medicaments.”

A few more typical extracts are given below
which will throw further light on the subject :

“The body, some one may say, is seen to be pe-

rishable, how can then its permanenc}^ be effected ?

Think not so, it is replied, for though the body, as a

complexLis of six sheaths or wrappers of the soul,

is dissoluble, \'et the body as created by Mara and
Gauri under the names of mercur)- and mica, may be

perdurable. Thus it is said in the Rasahridava :

—

6



“Those who without quitting their bodies have

attained to new ones tlirough the influence of Mara and

Gouri (mercury and mica), are to be praised as

Rasasid(tl/ia (alchemists). All mantras are at their

services.”

" I'he ascetic, tlierefore, who aspires to li-

beration in this life, shoidd first make to himself

a glorified body. And inasmuch as mercury

is produced by the creative conjunction of Hara

and Gauri, and mica is produced from Gauri,

mercury and mica are severally identified with

Hara and Gauri in the verse :
-

“Mica is th)’ seed, and mercury is my .seed ;

“'I'he combination of the two, O goddess, is des-

tructive of death and poverty.”

“d'here is very little to say about the matter.

In the Rascsva?'asid(i/i(infa many among the gods,

the Daityas, the Munis and mankind, are de-

clared to have attained to liberation in this life

by acquiring a divine body through the efficacy

of quicksilver.”

"‘Certain gods, Mahe.ra and others
;
certain Daityas,

Kavya (Sukracharva), and others ;
certain sages, Bala-

khilyas and others
;

certain kings, Somesvara and

others ;
Govinda-Bhagavat, Govindanayaka, Charva/i,

Kapila, Vyidi and others—these alchemists, having

attained to mercurial bodies and therewith identified

are liberated though alive.”

“'I'he meaning of this, as unfolded by Siva

to Parvati, is as follows :
—

“'bhe preservation of body, O Supreme goddess ! is

obtained by mercury and by (the suppression of)

breath.' Mercury, when swooned, cures diseases and

(i) Here Cowell and (iough translate simply as “air.”

We are inclined to think, however, that it is used in the sense of

closing the of 'S'oga philosophy.
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when killed, restores life to the dead. Mercury and air

when confined, enable a man, O goddess, to fly about.

swooiii7ig siaU’ of inercury is thus des-

cribed :

—

“The)’ say quicksilver to be swooning when it is

thus characterised.

—

“Of \arioLis colours, and free from excessive

fluidit)' or mobility (see p. 41).

“A man should regard that quicksilver as dead, in

which the absence of the following properties is

noticed.

—

“Wetness, thickness, brightness, heaviness, mobility.

“The fixed condition is described in another

place as follows :

—

“The character of fixed quicksilver is that it is :

—

“Continuous, readily fusible, efficacious, pure, heavy,

and that it can revert to its own natural state.” Cf. p. 1 36.

“Some one may urge ; If the creation of mer-

cury by Hara and Gauri were proved, it might

be allowed that the body could be made per-

manent
;
but how can that be proved } The

objection is not allowable, inasmuch as that

can be proved by eighteen modes of elaboration,

“Thus it is stated bv authorities :

—

“Eighteen modes of elaboration are to be carefully

discriminated.”

“In the first place, as pure in every process, for

perfecting the adepts.”

And these methods of elaboration are enu-

merated thus :

—

“Sweating, rubbing, swooning, fixing, dropping,

coercion, restraining.”

“Kindling, going, falling into globules, pulverising,

covering.”

“Internal flux, external flux, burning, colouring, and

pouring.”
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“And eating it by parting and piercing it, are the

eighteen modes of treating quicksilver.”

“These treatments have been described at

length by Govinda-Bhagavat, Sarvajna-ramej>-

vara and the other ancient authorities, and are

here omitted to avoid prolixity.

“By the science of mercury is to be understood

not only a branch of chemistry alone, but it is

also to be applied to salvation by means ol

dehavedha. Rasar?/ava says :
—

“V^OLi have, O God, explained the killing of metals.

Now tell me that process of dehav edha by means of

which aerial locomotion is effected. Mercury is equally

to be applied to metals and body. First make its ex-

periment on metals and then [having thus gained

experience] apply it to the bocly.”^

“Kmancipation of a man when alive, as declared in

the mercurial system, O subtile lhiid<er ! is (to be

found) in the tenets of other schools though holding

different methods of arguments. It is according to all

sacred texts to be known by knowledge. None, when

not alive, is likely to know the knowable and therefore

a man must live (to know the knowable).”

(i) We have in some places adopted Cowell and Gough’s

trails, of Sarvcuiarsanasamagraha, but the rendering appears to

be faulty in many instances, notably in the above .sloka. The

original runs as follows :

—

fi f 11

i

^ II

/. C. Vidyasagara's Ed. (1858).

Here Cowell and Gough render as “eulogistic of the

metal and as “blood.” Regarding See d. 104
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‘‘It is mercury alone that can make the body

undecaying and immortal, as it is said :

—

“Only this supreme medicament can make the body

undecaying and imperishable.”

“Why describe the efficacy of this metal ? Its

value is proved even by seeing it, and by touch-

ino- it, as it is said in the Rasarwava :
—

“By means of seeing it, touching it, eating it, re-

membering it, worshipping it and bestowing it upon

others, six kinds of highest merits are attained.

“Equal merit accrues from seeing mercury as ac-

crues from seeing all the phallic emblems.”

“On earth, those at Kedara, and all others what-

soever.”

“In another place we read :

—

“The adoration of the sacred quicksilver is more

beatific than the worship of all the phallic emblems at

Ka.yi and elsewhere.”

“Inasmuch as there is attained thereby enjoyment,

health, exemption from decay, and immortality.”

“The sin of disparaging mercury is also set

out :
—

“The adept on hearing quicksilver heedlessly dis-

paraged should recall quicksilver to mind.”

“He should at once shun the blasphemer, who is

by his blasphemy for ever filled with sin.” Cf. under

R. R. S. p. 43-

The quotations given above are from the

Sarvadarsanasamgraha, or a “Review of the

different systems of Hindu Philosophy” by

Madhavacharya, prime minister to Bukka I.

of Vijayanagara, and who was elected in 1331

A. D. head-abbot of the monastery of Sringeri.

Of the sixteen philosophical systems current in

the 14th century during the author’s lifetime,

Rasesvaradarsana or x\\Q “Mercurial System” is
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Tlie ;ige of

the Tiintras,

dealing with

mercury

one. Prom ihe tact that Rasaniva is quoted in it

as a standard \V(jrk on this subject it would be

safe to conclude that it must have been written at

least a century or two earlier, say sometime about

the 1 2th century. In Amarasi;/i?ha’s Lexicon

(ca. looo A. D.)^ the following synonyms of pa-

rada (mercury) are given, namely, chapala, rasa,

and suta
;
but in the vocabulary of Visvakosa

by Mahei'vara (ii 88 A. D.), haravija (lit. semen
of Aiva) is added thereto. Now in the Tantric

literature, of which the [)hilosophy of mercury is

the main outcome, quicksilver is regarded as

the generative principle, and directions are given

for making a mercurial phallus of Niva. We may,

therefore, take it that the Tantras which deal in

mercurial preparations, had their origin sometime

about the iith to 12th centurv A. D. It would

not be justifiable however to hold that the

Tantras did not exist before this time.

Althouojh we have maintained above that

the alchemical Tantras had their orioin abouto

the iith century A. D, it would be safer to

conclude that the Tantric processes had sprung

into existence long before this time, but that

they did not acquire sufficient importance to

force the attention of the physicians, as we have

seen above that the R. V. and the A. J'\ existed

almost side bv side thouoh the latter was held
y O

for a long time in contempt and was not quoted

in the orthodox treatises.

One very strong argument in favour of much

older dates of the above Tantras is that Madha-

(i) Reg.arcling tlie date of Amarasi///l)a see also p. 80.



vacharya, a very cautious and discriminalino writ-

er, whom we have quoted above, describes the

works he cites, including Rasar^/ava, as “ancient

authorities” in his lifetime (see above p. xliv).

We have already had occasion to draw atten-

tion to the non-mention of metallic preparations,

notably of those of mercury, in the writings of

Va//a and I’Tsing (p. xxix). But this is another

apt illustration of the dangers of the aroumentum

ex sileiitio. In the Vrihat sainhita of Varaha-

mihira (d. 587 A. D.) there is mention of it on

and mercury among the aphrodisiacs and ton-

ics ;
^ and this historical evidence is of great

use to us in deciding the age of the 1 antras, deal-

ing with mercury.

Contemporary collateral records by foreign

writers 00 to corroborate the date of the alchemical

d'antras tentatively fixed by us, as the name

and fame of mercurial remedies as used by the

* Hindu yogis had spread far and wide. I he

following two extracts will suffice :

“There is another class of people called Chughi

(yogi), who were indeed properly Abraiman, but they

form a religious order devoted to the idols. The)’

are extremel)’ long-lived, every one of them living to

150 er 200 years. They eat ver\^ little * * %-

and these people make use of a strange bex’erage, for

the)’ make a potion of sulphur and quicksilver mixed

n 3 11

CI1. Kern's Kcl. p. 3R4.

Ertiliesl his-

torical evi-

dence of llie

internal use

of mercury.
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Tantras.

together, and this they drink twice every month.

This, they say, gives them long life
;

it is a potion

they are used to take from their childhood.”—Yule’s

Marco Polo, Vol. II. p. 300.

“Arghun, der Alchymie und den geheimen Wissen-

schaften ergeben, hatte indische Bachschi, d. h. Schrei-

ber, gefragt, durch welche Mittel sie sich ihr Leben

so langwierig fristeten. Sie gaben ihm ein aus Schwefel

und Merkur zusammengesetztes Mittel als die Panacee

der Lebensverlangerung ein.” (1290 A. D.)—Hammer-
Purgstall

;
Geschichte der Ilchane, I. p. 391.

It i.s to be regTetted that of the several works

quoted by Madhava, Rasdrnava alone seems

to have survived to our days. This work is

almost unknown in Bengal, and extremely rare

even in N. India and the Deccan. We have been

fortunate enough to procure a transcript of it from

the Raghunatha Temple Library, Ka^-mlr, and

another from the Oriental Mss. Library, Madras.

As one of the earliest works of the kind, which

throws a flood of light on the chemical know-

ledge of the Hindus about the 12th century A. D.,

Rasdrnava must be regarded as a valuable na-

tional legacy. It has, besides, the merit of being

the inspirer of several works of the latro-che-

mical period, notably Rasaratnasamuchchaya and

Rasendrachintamani. Althouoh Rasdrnava aso

a Tantra pretends to have been revealed by the

God Mva himself, its author, whoever he may

be, now and then blurts out hints, which clearly

prove it to have been compiled from preexist-

ing works, for instance, it has not hesitated, as

we find, to borrow C(jpiously from Rasaratnd-

kara attributed to the renowned alchemist Naga-

rjuna. Of this last work we have been able to
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obtain as yet only a fragment from the Kai'mir

Library
;
but it has been of signal use to us, as

by the parallelism of its text the genuineness and

authenticity of a great portion of the Rasdrnava

have been established.

In the present volume it has been our aim to

compare and collate carefully the passages in

the Mss. of Rasaralndkara, Rasdrnava and Ra-

saratnasainuchchaya, in so far as they bear on

chemistry and allied subjects ;
in this \va)

several important lacunm have been filled up

and many doubtful readings restored. Parallel

passages have often been quoted in the foot-notes

and cross-references given, pointing out where

the probable borrowing has taken place. It is to

be hoped that by instituting this sort of inter-

comparison, the verbal integrity of the texts

adopted may be depended upon, and the danger

ot interpolation has been avoided.

The translations presented do not always pre-

tend to be strictly literal, and we hope the indul-

gent reader will put up with infelicities of ex-

pression here and there, which could not be

avoided without taking undue liberty with the

original. We have drawn very largely upon R. R.S.,

because it has several features to recommend.

P'irst, an excellent edition of it has been publish-

ed at Puna, based upon a comparison of 13 Mss.,

procured from different parts of Southern India.

.Secon I. there exists a Ms. of it in the library

of the Sanskrit College, Benares, in a very neat

and legible handwriting, copied in sawvat 1850

i,c. 1793 A. i^., to which we have had access

whenever required. We have also obtained a tran-

CoH.iiiun of

Mss.

Recom iiienda-

tury feaUire.s

of R. R. S.

/



pseudo-

Vagbhadi.

1

script ot it from the Ka^inir Library. Fhe Benares

and the Kasmir Mss. agree in all essentials, but

differ in certain places from the Puna edition.

The text we have adopted is thus based upon a

com[)arison of the Deccanese and N. Indian

exemplars. Third, while Rasaratnakara and

Rasdi'iiava are Tantraspure and simple in which

alchemy is incidentally dwelt upon, R. R.S. is a

systematic and comprehensive treatise on materia

medica, pharmacy and medicine. Its methodical

and scientific arrangement of the subject-matter

would do credit to any modern work, and al-

together it should be pronounced a production

unique of its kind in Sanskrit literature. Its

value is further enhanced from the fact that the

materia medica portion is harmoniously blended

with chemistry.

The author, whoever he may be, is very anx-

ious to establish his identity with Vagbha/a, the

celebrated author of the Astdnga, and describes

himself as such in the colophons at the end

of every chapter (p. 43) ;
but he forgets that

in doing so he is guilty of a glaring piece of

anachronism. The chemical knowledge, as re-

vealed in the Vagbha/a, is almost on a par with

that in the Smruta. But this sort of utter dis-

regard for chronological accuracy is by no means

uncommon in the alchemical literature of the

middle ages in Europe. The world is indebted

to the genius and perseverance of M. Berthelot

for unravelling the mysteries which so long hung

about the writings of Geber ^
;
and the interval

(1) “L’hypothese la plus vraisemblabic a mcs yeux, c’cst rju -



of time between our pseudo-Vagbha/a and the

author of Astdno-a is even much wider than that

between the Latin Geber and the real Geber.

We are apt to be very harsli on tliese literary

forgerers
;
rather we ought to give them credit

for their utter self-effacement. We often forget

that the spirit of the times in which they wrote

was dead against them—reluctant to accept

revolutionary ideas or discoveries
;

hence the

temptation to fasten them on old and recognised

authorities.

Although no direct historical evidence is

available, we are not left entirely in the dark,

(dur author, at the very outset, names twenty

seven alchemists from whose writings he derives

his materials (p. 42), and later on, in the section

on a[)paratus (p. 72), he quotes Rasarnava as

a source of his information. Opium was not

employed in medicine in his time nor is there

any mention of Ferangaroga^ (lit. the disease of

the Portuguese),^ which was introduced into India

about the middle of the i6th century, and the

treatment of wdiich by means of calomel and

chob-chini (China root) occupies a conspicuous

place in the much later work, Bhdvaprakdsa.

The date of the R. R. S. may, therefore, be placed

between the 13th and 14th centuries A. D.

un auteur latin, reste inconnu, a ecrit ce livre dans la seconde

moitie du Xllle siecle, et I’a mis sous le patronage du noin venere

de Geber ;
de ineine que les alchimistes gieco-egyptiens avaient

emprunte le grand nom de Democrite pour en couvrir leurs elu-

cubrations .”—La Chimie an Moyeti age, T. i. p. 349.

(i) This is the name by which syphilis is known in the later

Hindu medical works. .See p. 138

Probable date
of K. K. S.
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Cl-rAHTKV'e V
latro-Chcmical Period

During the Tantric period, with its system

of the “Philosophy of Mercury,” a vast mass of

chemical information was accumulated, which

was pressed into signal service in the period

immediately succeeding it—the latro-chemical

Period of India. The prominent feature of the

former lies in the search after the elixir vitae and

the powder of projection as the contents of the

Rasaratnakara and Rasarnava amply testify :

whereas in the latter these phantastic and ex-

travagant ideas, impossible of -realisation, had

subsided into something more practical and tan-

gible. The numerous preparations of mercury,

iron, copper and other metals, although they

could not secure immortality or revive the dead,

were found to be helpful accessories in medicine.

At first they came to be used cautiously and

tentatively, mixed up with the recipes of the

Charaka and the Su.?ruta, which are drawn chief-

ly from the vegetable kingdom
;
but they soon

began to assert a supremacy of their own and

even to supplant the old Ayurvedic treatment

by herbs and simples. Nay more, absurd pre-

tensions were set up on behalf of these metallic

preparations. Thus in Raseiidrachiiitaiuaiii, a

work probably co-eval with R. R. S., we

come across this remarkable passage : Rever-

ed teacher ! be pleased to instruct me, for the

benefit of the weak and the timid, in a mode of

treatment which will dispense with th\j use of

the lancet, and both active and potential can-
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teries.” thus puttino in a plea for the indiscrimi-

nate use of mercurial remedies.

R. R. S. is a typical production of the lalro-

chemical period. The name of treatises treating

of medicinal chemistry is simply legion. But they

are all cast in the same mould, and the close

similarity of their contents would render their

translation only a work of supererogation. We
have, therefore, confined ourselves to quoting

only such parallel passages in the foot-notes as

are calculated to throw light upon or corroborate

the authenticity of, the text of R. R. S.

An account of this period will be scarcely Na^arjuna.

complete, which fails to take note of the con-

spicuous figure whom the Indian alchemists

unanimously look upon as the inventor of the

processes of distillation and calcination—^the re-

nowned and the venerable Nagarjuna, the repu-

ted author of Kakshapulatantra, Rasaratnakara

and Arogyamanjart etc. Our R. R. S., in the

opening lines, invokes him as one of the 27 alche-

mists, and in the chapter on minerals quotes him

as an authority. So does Rasendrachintaniam

as also Chakrapa/d while describing the process

of roasting iron (p. 34).

We have already seen that according to

V/-/nda and C. p., Nagarjuna was the first to in-

troduce the preparation known as Kajjvali

(black sulphide of mercury p. 32). DAv'awa.

also makes him the redactor of the Su^ruta.

The mention of Nagarjuna by all these authori-

ties would not remove him far from the 8th or

the 9th century A. D., a date which is also con-

firmed by Alberuni. who says :
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“A famous represeiUali ve of this arl [alchemy]

was Naoarjima, a native of the fort Daihak, near

Somaiiatli, He excelled in it and composed a

book which contains the substance of the whole

literature on this subject and is very rare. He
lived nearly a hundred years before our time.”—
India I. p. 189.

But there are difficulties in the way of accep-

ting this chronology of the age of Nagarjuna.

Hiouen Thsang, who resided in India from 629

A. I), onwards, relying upon local traditions,

speaks of Nagarjuiud as a learned and revered

Buddhist and alchemist, and a friend of King

Satvahana.^ The poet Wdwcx, a ccmtemporary

of the Chinese pilgrim, also corroborates this

account in his life of King Harsha.

In the Buddhist canonical literature, Nagar-

juna is a prominent figure as the founder, or,

at any rate, the systematiser of the Madhyamika

philosophy. Western scholars maintain that he

lived in the ist century A. D., while according

to Rdjatarahginl the “History of Ka.ymir” by

(1) “Nagarjuna Boclhisatva was well practised in the art of

compounding medicines
;

by taking a preparation (pill or cake),

he nourished the years of life for many hundreds of years, so that

neither the mind nor appearance decayed. Satvaha-raja had par-

taken of this mysterious medicine.”— Beal’s Biuidhist Records of

the Western Wot/d, vol. II. p. 212.

Again :

—“Then Nagarjuna Bodhisatva, by moistening all the

great stones with a divine and superior decoction (medicine or

mixture), changed them into gold.”—I/dd, p. 216.

(2) “Nagarjuna was a friend of Satvahana, a king of Kojala

country to the South West of Urisya and watered by the upper

feeders of the Mahanadi.”—//dd. II. p. 209. As to the age of

Satvahana see Burgess’ Archaeological Survey of S. India. Regard-

ing Nagarjuna see also Introd. a /’ histoire du Buddh. But. p. 508.
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Krilha/^a Mij>'ra (ii century A. D.), Nagfirjuna

nourished 150 years after ^Srikyasi/z/ha had be-

taken himself to asceticism, i.e. he lived in the

last quarter of the 4th and first quarter of the

3rd century B. C. It is doubtful, however, if

Nagarjuna, the philosopher, is the same as Nagar-

juna, the alchemist, considering that vve find no

reference whatever to the processes of distilla-

tion, sublimation etc. in the Charaka, the

SLoruta, and the Vagbha/^, though it must be

admitted that the latter can lay claim to superior

chemical knowledge, (see p. xxvii).

We have also another alchemist in Pataiijali,

who is better known as the commentator of

Fa/dni. He probably lived in the 2nd century

B. C.^ Aivadasa, in his commentary of Chakra-

paiii, quotes him as an authority on Lohasdslra,

or the “Science of Iron,” and Chakrapaiii himself

speaks of him as the redactor of Charaka (see

p. x). Bhoja in his Nydyavch'tika speaks of Pat-

anjali, as a physician both to the mind and to

the body.^ The moksha (salvation), as taught

in the Yoga system of Patahjali, is also connected

with alchemy.^ We have already seen, while

discussing the “Philosophy of Mercury” (see

(1) Prof. Bhandarkar : Ind. Antiquary, 1872, pp. 299-302.

ft 11”

— Bhoja ; Nyayavartika, quoted Idv .S'ivarama, the commentator

of Vasavadatta.

(3)
“ The author (Ikatahjali) adds to the three parts of the path

of liberation a fourth one of an illusory nature, called

consisting of alchemistic tricks with various drugs, intended to

realise things wliich by nature are impossible.”— AlbC'rfmi’s India

— I. p. 80.

Palahjali



ante p. xliv), iliat Rasayana or Alchemy was

simply regarded as a means to an end—as a

path leading to mokska. It is significant that

this connection can be traced from so early a

date.

Progress of

clieiniciil

knowledge in

K 11 rope.

Knowledge
in practical

chemistry,

prevalent in

India in the

1 2th and 13th

centuriesA. D.,

and perhaps

earlier.

In the present volume vve shall seldom have

occasion to go beyond the 14th century A. D.

It will, perhaps, add to the interest of the subject,

it we turn our eyes for a moment to the progress

of chemical knowledge in Europe at that time,

and the alchemistic ideas and beliels dominating

it. Contemporary with the authors ot Rasdrnava

and Rasaratnasamuchcliaya, were Roger Bacon

(d. 1294), Albertus Maguns, Raymond Lully,

and Arnaldus Villanovanus. Roger Bacon does

not hesitate to assert that the philosopher’s stone

was able to transform a million times its weight

of base metal into gold. The above-named al-

chemists are also unanimous in regarding it as

a universal medicine, and “it was no unusual

assertion that adepts, the fortunate possessors

of the panacea, had been able to prolong their

lives to 400 years and more.”—Meyer. 1 he

readers of Rasdrnava and the other 1 antras

will not fail to find that there is much in common

between the Hindu alchemists and their Euro-

pean Confreres.

The knowledge in practical chemistry, pre-

valent in India in the 12th and i3^h centuiies

A. E)., and j)erhaps earlier, such as we aie en-

abled to glean from Rasarnava and similar works,

is distinctly in advance of that of the same period

in PAirope. It wais known for instance that

blue vitriol and a variety of the pyrites (see p.39)



yielded an essence in the shape of copper
;

and calamine, zinc. The metallurgical processes,

described under the latter, leave little to improve

upon (p, 49), and, indeed, they may be transfer-

red bodily to any treatise on modern chemistry.

Even Paracelsus, who flourished some three cen-

turies later, leaves us in the dark as to the nature

of his '‘zinken,” which he designates a “semi”

or “bastard” metal. And Libavius (d. 1616)

“wlio stood up manfully against the excesses of

Paracelsus, and who vigourously combated the

defects in his doctrines, # * * ^^ikI the em-

ployment of “secret remedies,” believed in the

transmutation of the metals and the efficacy of

potable gold.^ It is not necessary to pursue this

subject further here, as details will be found in

the chapter on metallurgy (pp. 83-92).

The truth is that up till the time of pseudo-

Basil Valentine (ca. 1600 A. D.), very little scien-

tihc progress was achieved in Europe. The doc-

trines of Aristotle and of the Arabian alchemists

held the ground, and the enigmatic and mystic

language, which was often used as a cloak for

ignorance, simply confounded the confusion.

Still more solid progress was effected in

pharmacy. Eor two thousand years or more the

Charaka and the Siuruta have been paid all the

honours of a state-recognised Pharmacopoeia.

Partly due to their being regarded as of revealed

origin, and partly due to that veneration for the

past, which is inherent in the Hindu, the text of

the above works has seldom been allowed to be

(1) Gcsc/i. d. chcm. I, 113.

8



tampered with. A critical examination of the

Bovver Ms., such as vve owe to Dr. H(jernle,

shows that the recipes of several important pre-

parations agree in all essentials, and sometimes

word for word, with those of the Charaka and

the Suxi Lita of the existing recensions (see ante

p. xix). Mr. Ameer x^li is scarcely correct

when he claims that “the Arabs invented chemi-

cal [)harmacy. and were the founders of those

institutions which are now called dispensaries.” ^

We have only to refer our reader to the

chapter on the preparation of caustic alkali, in the

Su.yruta, with the directicm that the strong lye is

to be “preserved in an iron vessel,” as a

proof of the high degree of perfection in scientific

pharmacy achieved by the Hindus at an early

age (p. 22). It is absolutely free from any trace

of quackery or charlatanism, and is a decided im-

provement upon the process described by a

Greek writer of the Xlth century, as unearthed

by M. Berthelot.^ As regards dispensaries and

hospitals, every one knows that Buddhistic India

was studded with them {vide p. xxxii).

Speaking of the progress of chemistry in

Europe in the XVI th century, Prof. Schorlemmer

remarks :
—

“Up to the XVlth century almost the sole object of

chemical research had been to find the philosopher’s

stone. Hut now chemistry began to develop itself

two new and different paths, opened by two distin-

guished men Agricola, the father of metallurgy, and

Paracelsus, the founder of latro-chemistry or medical

(i) /fist, of the Sonuens. p. 462. (lol. 1899).

(2} See p. 22
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cheiTiistry. Both contributed chief!)' to the develop-

ment of inorganic chemisti')’
* * * In opposition

to the school of Galen and Avicenna, Baracelsus and

his followers chiefly employed metallic prepaiations

as medicines.” ^

Udoy Chand Dutt, in the preface to his

Materia Medica of the Hindus states :

—

“The oldest work, containing a detailed account of the

calcination or preparation of the different metals (such as

gold, silver, iron, mercur)', copper, tin and lead) for

internal use with formuke for their administration, is, I

believe, a concise treatise on medicinal preparations by

Aarngadhara.”

This is evidently a mistake. Aarngadhara is

simply a compilation based upon the Charaka and

the Sujruta on the one hand, and the 1 antric

w'orks described above on the other. It cannot

be regarded as going beyond the latter [)art (.)f

the 14th century, and it will come under our

notice in the second volume of the present work.

In the European histories of chemistry, the

credit of being the first to press chemical know-

ledge into the service of medicine and introduce

the use of the internal administration of mercurial

preparations, is given to Paracelsus (1493-1541).

The Nagarj Linas and the Patahjalis ot India,

however, had the merit of anticipating Paracelsus

and his followers by several centuries. The

earliest historical record of the internal use ol

black sulphide of mercury dates so far back as

the loth century A. D. at the latest ^ (see ante

U) AV.VC and development of Oriianie C7/cw/.sV;j, iccl. 1894 . p. 9.

(2) In Europe, its use dates from the I7tli century. "Das

schwarze hcliwefelquecksilber lelirte ztierst rtirquet de Mayerne,

im .\nfange des 17. Jalirliunderts, durdi Zusammenreiben von
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p. 32). We liave, indeed, reasons to suspect that

l^iracelsus got his ideas from the East, and in

Cha[)ter on Arabian Indeblcdiicss to India we

have pointed out the media through which Indian

sciences filtered into Europe.

Duttsays :
“We cannot help admiring the inge-

nuity and the boldness of the Hindu physicians, when

we find that they were freely and properly using such

powerful drugs as arsenic, mercury, iron, etc., when

the Mussulman Hakims around them with imperial

patrt>nage and the boasted learning of the West, re-

cording such remarks regarding them as the fol-

lowing :
—

“Soomboolkhar, ‘the white oxide of arsenic.’—There

are six kinds of this, one named Sunkia, the third

Godanta, the fourth Darma, the fifth Huldea. The

Yimani ph}'sicians do not allow this to form a part of

their prescriptions, as they believe it destro}'s the

vital principle. The physicians of India, on the con-

trai')', find these drugs more effectual in man)- disorders

than others of less power, such as the clax of metals,

h'or this reason too I am in the habit of seldom giving

these remedies internally, but I usuall)- confine my

use of them to external application and as aphrodisiacs

which I prescribe to a few friends, who may have

derived no benefit from Yunani prescriptions. It is

better to use as few of them as possible.’’ ‘

“Para, ‘Mercury.’— It is vei'}’ generally used through-

out India in man>' ways, both in its native and pre-

pared state, but in the latter we ought to be very

cautious, for it is seldom sufficiently killed or removed

from its native state, in which it is a dangerous

drug.’’ ^

warmcn Quecksillier mit t^eschmolzcncni Schwefel darstellen.”

—

K()])p : Gcsc/i. vol. I\’, 186.

( i) Talcef Sharccf ti ans. George 1 ‘layfair, p. 99 -

Ki, Ibid, page 26.



“Loha, ‘Ifon.’— It is commonly used by physicians

in India, but my advice is to have as little to do with it

as possible.” ‘

Nor must we forget that so late as 1566 a.d.,

the Parliament and the P'aculty of Medicine,

Paris, condemned and forbade what was regard-

ed as the dangerous innovations of Paracelsus.^O

Apart from the historical data already ad-

duced, the above extracts from a Mohammedan

writer would show that the Hindus were perhaps

the earliest in the field to advocate the internal

use of mercury.^ Ainslie, in a note appended to

‘‘Lepra Arabum,” written in the early part of

the last century, thus expresses his views on the

subject :

—

“It is well known that the Eastern nations were the

first who employed mercury in the cure of obstinate,

cutaneous and leprous affections
;
and it may be cjues-

tioned whether the natives of India were before the

Arabians or only second in order in availing themselves

of the virtues of that powerful mineral. Phases, *

(i; Ttilcef S/iarecf, page 146.

(2) Gi’si'/i. il. Chon. I. no.

(31 Of course, we are keeping China out of view. Cf. “The

E/ixir 0/ life and the art of transmuting metals had been sought

after in the East long before the Arabs introduced the study of

alchemy into Europe. The philosopher’s stone is the la/i s/ia of

the Chinese i.e. the red bisulphuret of mercury or cinnabar”

—

Vtit'AVs Euiiti/iisl Records^ II. 56.

(4) “Argentum vivum cum extinguitur ardens est, quod scabei,

et pediculis auxilium ofifert”—Rhazes : de Re med. (lib iii. cap. xxiv).

In the days of Pliny the Elder the medicinal virtues of mercury

do not appear to have l^een at all ascertained
;
that writer termed

quicksilver the bane and poison of all things and what would

with more propriety be called death silver. ,yVa/. Hist, lib xxxiii.

Cap vi).



iVlesu and Avicenna ' all notice it, and accordintr to

r'allopins, as we find observed by Le Clerc in his

Histoire de la Medicine pp. 771 -791, it was the opi-

nions of those writers which first suggested its use in

venereal diseases.”

From the evidences we have adduced all

along there can now be scarcely any question as

regards the priority of the Hindus in making-

mercurial remedies a speciality
;
and they are

entitled to claim originality in respect of the

internal administration of metals generally, see-

ing- that the Charaka and the Su^ruta, not to

speak of the later Taiitras, are eloquent over

their virtues.

CHAPTER VI

Indebtedn?:ss of the Arabians to India

The Arabians are acknowledged on all hands

to have played a prominent part in the propagation

of science and mathematics in the West. When,

in the dark and middle ages, the lamp of know-

ledge had begun to burn very low in Europe,

and even when the very vestiges of Greek cul-

ture and learning had all but disappeared, save

in the obscure and dingy cells of the monk, it

was the Arabs who carried there the accumulated

intellectual treasures of the East, and thus laid

the foundation, so to speak, of modern European

greatness.O

(1) Avicenna says of merenry “argentuin vivuni extincUim

adversns pediciilos et lendes cum rosaseo oleo valet.” Vide

canon nted. lib. ii. tract, ii. p. 1 19.

(2) Trans. R. As. Soc. (1824-27).
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It will, perhaps, be not out of place to discuss

here briefly as to how much India indirectly

contributed to this result in the departments of

medicine, pharmacy and other kindred subjects.

The author of Kitdb-al-Fihrisl, who wrote

towards the middle of the tenth century,^ Haji

Khalifa and I bn Abu Usaibiah, who flourished at

the commencement of the 1 3th century, distinct-

ly mention that by order of the Caliphs Harun

and Mansur several standard Hindu works on

medicine, materia medica and therapeutics were

translated into Arabic. The information on the

subject has been gathered at length by Dietz

in his Ana/ecta medica, Wustenfeld, author of

Geschichte der Arab. Aerzte, Cureton,^ bliigel,

Muller and other Arabic scholars.

Fliigel ^ states on the authority of Kddb-ai-

Fihrist that Susrud (the Sanskrit name Su.?ruta,

(:) “Abu’l Faraj Mohammed bin Isliak, suinamed au-

Nadim, a native of Bagdad, first conceived the idea of a biblio-

graphical dictionary. His Kitab-iil-Fihrist deals with every branch

of learning. It gives the names of many authors and their works

which have ceased to exist .”

—

Hist, of the Saracens by Ameer

Ali, p. 469.

(2) Prof. H. H. Wilson in a /Vh/t’ appended to a paper by the

Rev. W. Cureton entitled “A collection of such passages relative

to India as may occur in .Arabic writers” thus pithily summarises

his own views :

—“In medicine the evidence is more positive,

and it is clear that the Charaka, the Susruta, the treatise called

Nidana on diagnosis, and others on poisons, diseases of women
and therapeutics, all familiar to Hindu Science, were translated

and studied by the -Arabs in the days of Harun and .Mansur,

either from the originals or translations, made at a still earlier

period, into the language of Persia.”

—

Journ. Royal. Asiatic Soc.

old series, vi. pp. 105- 1
1
5.

(3) “Zur Frage fiber die altesten Uebersetzungen indischer

und persischcr mcdicinischer Werke ins .Arabischc Ziet. deut.

morg. Ges. xi. pp. 148 ami 325.
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thus corrupted into Arabic) was translated by

Mankh, the Indian, who cured Ilarun ar-Raschid

of a severe illness, and was appointed physician

in charge of the Royal Hospital. We also learn

that a work on the officinal plants of India was

rendered into Arabic by the same Mankh.

The other comprehensive Sanskrit treatise, the

Charaka, was also fully laid under contribution.

We have ample and overwhelming testimony

of Arabic writers, notably of Haji Khalifa, that

Hindu astronomy, algebra, and medicine were

zealously studied by their compatriots, and many

Hindu savants were induced to reside at the Court

of the Caliphs as their instructors. Mussulman

students, in their eager thirst for knowledge, used

to Hock to the centres of learning in India, .and

there drank deep at the very fountain-head.

Indeed, it had come to be regarded as an essential

part of completing one’s liberal education to

travel to India and learn the sciences firsthand.

That this is no language of rhetoric will be

evident from the extracts quoted below from

Gildemeister’s Scriptoruin Arabum De Rebus

Indicis loci et opuscula :

“Etiam Muhammed ben Ismail al Tanukhi in

Indiam profectus est eo imprimis consilio, ut Indorum

astronomiam cognosceret.,

“I bn Albaithar, rei herbariae inter Arabes peritis-

simus, qui ad eiiis disciplinae studium longinqua

itinera [^er Hispaniam Africam et Asiam instituit,

etiam in Indiam venit, teste Leone Africano
;
Abulfada

tamen et I bn Abi Ucaibia, qui de eius vita scrip.serunt,

eius rei mentionem non faciunt.” p. 8o.

“Sed etiam accuratius edocti erant, et scite iam

vetus Indopleusta eas disciplinas, in quibus Indi maxime
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exccllercnt, nominat has ; inedicitiam, philosophiam

et asti'oiiomiam. Eodem modo Ilag'i Khalfa arithmc-

ticam, geometriam, medicinain, astronomiam et meta-

physicam enumerat.” p. 8i.

“l)c libris ex Indica lingua in Arabicam convcrsis iam

inter Arabes egerunt ii, qui libros de re literaria coni-

posLiere. IMurimi de iis sine dubio apufl Hag’i

Khalfain legentur, cuius hucusque pars tantuni publico

usui [xitet. De antiquioribus his libris locuples testis

est antiquissinuis de Arabum literis scriptor I bn Abi

Yaqub ibn Alnadim, qui in Indicc scientianim * *

* * * (juem scripsit anno 337 fine. 10 lul. 948)

inter monuinenta literarum Arabicarum etiam pecu-

liari cura egit de libris e linguis Graeca, Persica et

Indica conversis.” p. 82.

Haas, whose criticism of the Sienaita we MuHci's

filiation

have already noticed, having once taken up the

position of denying- the antiquity of Hindu

medicine with special regard to the Charaka and

the SiLfruta, was driven to the necessity of

discounting, nay, explaining away, the numerous

references to Hindu works made by Mussulman

writers. This had the effect of eliciting a reply

from Muller, who subjected the Arabic literature

bearing on the subject to a crucial examina-

tion, es[)ecially Book XII of Useibia. He finds

that not only the Charaka and the Sio'ruta, but

also the Niddna and the compendium Asdnkai',^

a book on Poison by Sanaq the Indian, and an-

other on Warm and Cold, and several other works

were rendered into Arabic. This German orien-

talist also arrives at the conclusion that Indian

physicians practised at the Court of Bagdad.^

(i ) A X’ariant lias As/ank(tt\, \\\\\ch will be readily Identifiorl

as the As/thii^ij of Vagbha/a (see p. xxvi.)

(2) “Schon vor Er-Kasid, vicllcichl snj^ar uleichzeitiy mil deni

9

re-

nf
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j\lhei uni's

cvidonco

We luive now to ['ihicc belcjre llie reader the

evidence of a remarkable author— remarkable

alike for the depth of his learning, versatility of

his genius, rare impartiality of his judgment

and his sinoular freedom from race-bias.o

Alberuni lived in India from J017-1030

A. 1)., and during this long sojourn he mastered

Sanskrit and studied Hindu mathematics and

philosophy in the original. At a time when his

patron, Sultan Mahmud of Ghzni, was busy

})illaoing the temples in Thaneswar, Mathura.

Kanauj and Somnath with the zeal of an icono-

clast, this philosophic Moslem was pondering

over the Sdmkhya and the Pd/afijala, and in-

stituting a comparison between their
.
contents

and those of the I'imceus and its commentator,

Ih'oclus.

We have elsewhere quoted at length Albe-

I'unl’s views on Ras^yana (alchemy) ;
it now re-

mains for us to glean such information from him

as will throw light on the subject under inquiry.

According to .Sachau, the learned translator of

/MberunI, “some of the books that had been

translated under the first Abbaside Caliphs were

extant in the library of Alberuni, when he

wrote his India, the Bi-ahimuiddhdnta or Sind-

hind the Charaka in the edition of Ali

I bn Zain and the Pahchatantra ox Kalila c\\\(S.

nimua." d'he fact that the Charaka occupied

a j)lace in the library of a cultured Arab affords

llebcrgan^e inclischet Aslronomie nach Haddad liaben sicli

aurli indistdie Acme in Ua-dad ein}-cfunden.” (l.oc, cit. p. 499)-

“.Vraliische Qucllen zur (’.esrliiclitc dcr indischen Medizm.”—

(fn//, iiioriy. Gi's. 34, p- 4(15.
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an atldiliuiial proof of llie estoeni in which the

llindu system of medicine was held by the

Mijslem world. VV e als(.> learn that "the Christ-

ian philosopher and physician from baguad,

Abulkahir Alkhamnoiir, friend of Alberunl, seems

to have practised in Ghazni his medical pro-

fession" (Sachaii). 1 his is significant ..is indicat-

iiK> that both the Greek and Ilindu systems held

sway side by side
;
but more of it anon.^

So far as regards historical evidence. bet

us now see if any internal evidence could be

oathered in corroboration of the former. Reference

has already been made to the Book on Poisons

by Sanaq the Indian. We shall cite here some

parallel passages on the Eixamination of Poisoned

Food and Drink. These are the chief character-

istics as given by Sanacj, the Charaka and the

Su^ruta respectively.

(i) “DieU also in liis Anatecla Medic<i proves lliat tlie later

Greek physicians were acquainted with the medical works of

the Hindus, and availed themselves of their medicaments ;
but

he more particularly shows that the .Arabians were familiar with

them, and extolled the healing art, as practised by the Indians,

quite as much as that in use among the Greeks.”— Royle : A/ilit/.

Ilhid. Med. p. 64.

Intel Hid c\i-

dence
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Sanaq TiiK Indian

The vapor emitted

by poisoned food has

the colour of the

throat of the pea-

cock when the

food is thrown into

fire, it rises high iti

the air
;

the fire

makes a crackling

sound as wlien salt

dertagrates the

smoke lias the smell

of a burnt corpse. Po-

isoned drinks : butter

milk and thin milk

have a light blue to

yellow line.

Tun CiiARAKA

The food is to be

throxon into fire for

testing . . the flame

becomes parti-col-

oured like the plume

of a peacock. The

tongue of the flame

also becomes point-

ed
;

a crackling

sound is emitted and

the smell of a puU'id

corpse is perceived.

. . . Water, milk

and other drinking

liquids, when mixed

with poison, have

blue lines printed

upon.—^^ Chikitsa, ”

Ch. xxiii, 29-30.

Tuk Suskuta

When poisoned

food is thrown into

fire, it makes a crack-

lixtg sound and the

flame issuing there-

from is tinted like

the throat of the

P>eacock.
—“Kal pa,”

Ch. i, 27.

The physician, as superintendent of the kitch-

en, well- versed in toxicology, is essentially an

Indian institution, Cf. SuArtita, Kalpa, Ch. I. 6-9

Muller has pointed out the parallelism as

shown above. We have, however, added to it

the diagnostic test of poisoned food as given in

the Charaka, and it will be seen that Sanaq was

equally indebted to this authority and to the

SuAruta.

The description of leeches as given by Rases

agrees almost word for word with that of the
O

SuAruta (Sanasrad) in many places.

SUi'KUTA

'The variety of leeches

called Krishna is black in

colour and have thick heads,

Karvurds have their bodies,

like that of eels with ele-

Rases, quoting Sanasrad

Of the leeches one is

poisonous, which is intensely

black like antimony having

a large head

:

and scales like

certain fishes and having
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vated stripes across their

abdomen. Alagardhds have

liairs on their bodies, large

sides and black mouths,

huirdyiidlids have longitu-

dinal lines along their back,

of the colour of the rai/ihoiv.

Sd/uudrihds are of a dark-

yellow colour and have var-

iegated spots on their bodies

resembling liowers in ap-

pearance. Gochandands have

bifurcated tails like the

two horns of a cow and

small heads. When these

poisonous leeches bite any

person, the bitten parts be-

come swollen and very itchy,

and fainting, fever, burning

of the body, vomiting, men-

tal derangement and lan-

gour occur. In these cases

the medicine called Mahd-

gada should be administered

internally, applied externally

and used as snuff. 'Hie

bite of the leech called

Indrdyudha is fatal. Such

is the description of the po-

isonous leeches, and their

treatment.

Now the non-poisonous

leeches, d’heir names are

as folkjws : Kapild, Pingald

Sankurnukhl, Mushikd
,
Pun-

darikamukhi and Sdvarikd,

the middle green ; also an-

other upon which are hairs,

has a large head and dif-

ferent colour like the rain-

bow ;

in the colour of which

there are lines as in blue-

s[)ar, bluestone, azure

—

which often bites : thence will

be caused abscess ivith faint-

ing : with coma and relaxing

of the joints : nevertheless

of these very leeches there

is a good one which is

assimilated to the colour of

water ;
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Kapila liuve tlieir bides of

the colour of orpiment

and

llicir back sinoolli and of llie

colour of ihc inilsc called

mudga ( Phaseoslus mungo).

Pingalas have round Ixjdies,

move i[uickly, and are of

slightly red or tawny colour.

Sdnhhianukhis are Itver-

coloured, suck blood quick-

ly, and have large sharp

mouths.

Mushikas have

the colour and shape of

rals and a bad smell.

in which there

will be greenness having up-

on it two lines like arsenic

[orpiment] but light red,

bay

coloured and corresponding

to the colours of liver :

which are swift to draiv to

themselves fine blood :

which

are assimlated to the tail

[colour] of a mouse : having

a horrible smell * * *

Jhindarikds have mouths like

the lotus and are of the

colour of the pulse of

Phaseolus mungo. Sdvarikas

have green colour like the

leaf of the lotus, are func-

tuous, and eighteen fingers

in length. They are used

only for extracting blood
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description of the non poi-

sonous leeclies. 'The non-

poisonous leeches are found

in Turkey, Pamiya (the

country to the south), Sahya

(a mountain on the banks

of tlie Narbada) and Pau-

tana (the tract of country

about Mathura). Of non-

poisonoLis leeches, those

which are stronger and have

large bodies, can drink

blood rapidly and eat much,

are especially free from

poison.

Leeches which are pro-

duced in dirty water and

from the decomposition of

poisonous fishes, insects,

frog.s, urine and fteces are

poisonous. Those produced

in pure water and from the

decomposition of the dif-

ferent varieties of the

Xelumhium Spedosum and

of the Nymph(C.a lotus and

of Saivdla [ Blyxa octandra)

are non-poisonous.

'I'he varieties of Nvm-
phce.a and lYe/umbium men
tinned here are padma,

utpa/a, kumuda, na/iua,

kuvalaya, sai/oandhika and

piindai ka.

On this subject there is

.And having the

belly red along with black-

ness and the back green :

they are bitter but they will

be worse in bad water quite

stagnant : in which are many

small tadpole frogs : fiever-

the/ess, they are good in

good and excellent 'water.
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the following verse ;

—

Non

poisonous leeches go about

in the fields and fragrant

waters. 'They do not live

in confined places or lie

in mud as they seek com-

fort. 'These should be

caught by means of wet-

leather or some other arti-

cle. 'They should be kept

in a new large earthen pot

filled with mud and water

from a tank. Mosses, dried

flesh and powdered tubers

of water-plants should be

given them for food. For

bedding they should be

furnished with grasses and

leaves of water-plants. Fresh

water and food should

be given every second or

third day, and every seventh

day the earthen pot shoidd

be changed. On this sub-

ject there is the following

verse

;

Leeches which are very

thin or thick or with their

central portions thick, which

move slowly or do not

stick to the part to which

they are applied, which

drink little blood, or which

are poisonous, are not fit

for use. When about to

aj)ply leeches on a person

whf) has got a disease

curable by them, the jiatient

should be made to sit or

lie down. The affected

also when they are seized

or caught, let them be

put away while all that

which is in their own belly

is being purged : also they

ought not to be put on ex-

cept in a place not healthy ;
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part, if free from pain, should

be rubbed with a little cow-

dung and earth. 'I’he lee-

ches should then be taken

hold oft and smeared with

a mixture of turmeric and

mustard reduced tcj a paste

with water. They should

then be placed for a while

in a cup of water, till they

are relieved of their weari-

ness and afterwards applied

to the dise .sed part. IF/ie//

being af>plied, their mouths

should he left open and
their bodies covered with

fine white wet rags.

If
they do not bite, a drop of
milk or blood should be ap-

plied to, or a small incision

may be made on the diseased

part. If even by these

means a leech cannot he ap-

plied, it should be changed

for another.

A leech is

known to have fixed it-

self to the part when it

raises its shoulder and
bends its head like a horse

shoe When fixed it should

be covered with a piece of

wet cloth and a little water

sprinkled on it occasionally.

If the part bitten by a leech

also

anointments ought to be

made around the place with

paste that they may not

touch the healthy place :

also as often as leeches are

applied, put over them a fine

soaked cloth :

If a leech

does not stick let the place

be anointed with milk or

with blood : if it still refuses

to bite, let another be ap-

plied in the place of it :

lo
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itches or is [>ainlul, it is a

sign that the leech is drawing

pure blood and it should he

removed from the part.

Iffrom fondness for blood

it cannot be readily remov-

ed, a little rock salt should

be sprinkled on its head. J

but

ifyou ivish that they fall of ,

sprinkle their heads ( mouths)

with salt and keep them in

a jar. t

There is thus unmistakable evidence heie of

the use of a chapter of the Su^ruta or some such

work.

Tlie.i aoai,i several drugs, which are repeat-

edly me,ttioned in the Charaka and are almost

exclusively Indian products, have been borrowed

in the materia medica of Useibiah and others.

The following may be taken as examples :

Pepper,' lac, nard,; liquorice, assafcetida, occi-

munt sanctum, bdellium, cinnamon, the chebuhc

myrobalans, calamus acorus, agallacha, berberis

I
Dutt’s Trans.

t The version of Rases,

being in the “dog” Latin of the

middle ages, is not always

very intelligible to us.

(,) Dioscorides also mentions the three peppers. Arabian

physicians of the tentli century also describe their

f
Dymock, Warden and Hooper's

HI. pp.

jalamami, tire Nardin of Dioscorides, called

also <;„yr,y/A, because the Ganges florved from the foot of the

mountains where the plan.

j f
(3) For discussion of agallocha

urab. dc Reb. Ind., pp. 65-72.
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asicitica,^ myrrh, melia azadirechta, calotropis (as-

clepias), and red sandal. To cpiote Gildemeister :

“Ex hac Indiae parte asportatur agallocluim Ku-

marense, quod inde nomen cepit.” p. 156.

“Abuldhali Sindius dum Indiae regiones describit,

dicit :

“Negarunt quidem sodales mei nec tamen istud

praestantissimum est,

“Ouando laudabatur India Indaque sagitta in campo

caedi.s.

“Per vitam meam ! terra est : in quam si pluvia

decidit,

“Contingunt hyacinthi et uniones ei qui monilibus

caret.

“Ibi originem habent muscus et camphora et ain-

barum et agallocluim

“Et aromatum genera, quibus utuntur qui inodori

sunt,

“Et odoramentorum species et myristica et spica

nardi
;

“Ibi ebur et tectonae lignum, ibi lignum aloes et

santalum

‘Ibique est tutia montis instar longissimi,”pp. 2 17-2 18.

I'hat the Charaka should be chanoed by

Arabic writers into Sarak, Sns7'u/a into Snsriid,

iVidana into Badan, Astdnga into Asaiikar

and so forth, need not at all surprise us. Such

transformations can well be explained on phone-

tic jirinciples. Moreover, one must remember

(i) The extract of the wood was also known to the Greeks

under the name of Indian Lycium. Pharni. hid., i. 65.

Cf “Among the strictly Indian products, we have the two kinds

of Pepper (long and round), Cardamoms and Ginger (?) ... .

the Dolichos, mentioned by Hippocrates and Theophrastus, as

well as by later authors, is considered to be P/iascoli/s Vu/tiaris,

and to have been introduced from India in the time of Alexander.”

Royle : Antiquity of Hindu Med., bond., 1837, p. 112.
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Arabian in-

debtedness to

India ignored

by the Euro-
pean histori-

ans of che-

mist ry

that the Indian works translated into Arabic were

sometimes derived from preexisting Phelvi ver-

sions, and in the migrations through successive

languages, the names often got frightfully disfigur-

ed. A notable instance of this kind is afforded

by the fables of Pilpay (Kalila and Dimna

from which La Fontaine borrowed the idea of

several of his fables as he himself acknowledges ;

“I shall only say, from a sense of gratitude, that

I owe the largest portion of them to Pilpay, the

Indian saoe.” It has now been made out thato

Pilpay or Bidpai is a corrupt form of the Sans-

krit word vidvapati (master of learning).

Even long before the time of the Caliphs,

India was the favourite resort of the students

of medicine and other sciences. Thus Barzouh-

yeh, a contemporary of the celebrated Sassa-

nian king Nashirvan, (A. D. 531-572), visited In-

dia to acquire proficiency in the Indian sciences.^

Thomson, Hoefer, Kopp, and Berthelot have

done ample justice to the claims of the Arabians

as the originators or, at any rate, as the propa-

gators of alchemy in Europe in the middle ages.

M. Berthelot, indeed, has recently shown that the

ideas and theories, as regards alchemy, humoral

(1) “ et malgre I’espece de transformation que ce livre

a du subir en passant de I’indien en pehlvi, du pehlvi en arabe,

de r aral)e en persan, on y retrouve encore des caracteres fra])pans

de cette origin de Sacy : Calila ct Dimna ou Fables

de Bidpai^ (i8i6), p. 5.

(2) “ que Barzouyi:h dans sa jeunesse, avoit deja fait

un premier voyage dans 1’ Inde, pour.y recbercber des substances

medicinales et de simples, et que c’etait dans ce voyage qti’ il avoit

acquis la connoissance de la langue et de I’ecriture Indiennes

” ibid^ p. 23.
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patholooy and physiology, which were [)romii]oat-

ed in the writings of Geljer, Rases, Avicenna,

Bubacar and others, were essentially Greek in
¥

origin, though extended and improved upon by

the Arabians. The French savant has, however,

presented only one side of the shield.^ In short,

European historians of chemistry have scarcely

one word to say on the indebtedness of the Ara-

bians to the Hindus, who contributed not a little

to the making of a Rases, a Sera[n’on, or an Avi-

cenna, who, in turn, were the chief inspirers

of the European iatro-chemists down to the 17th

century.^

Prof. Sachau, the learned translator and edi- Prof. Sachau

tor ot Alberuni’s Lndia, however, does justice justice to the

to the claims of both Greece and India in this

respect, when he remarks :

—

“The cradle of Arabic literature i.s not Dama.scu.s

but Bagdad, the protection nece.ssary for it.s growth

being afforded by the Caliph.s of the hou.se of Abbas.

“The foundation of Arabic literature was laid be-

(i) Cf“—les Arabes, heritiers et traducteurs de la science

grecque.”— Herthelot : La Chimie au moyen %e, I., preface,

ii. “Les sciences natiirelles ftirent surtout etudiees au.x ixe et .x*^

siecles, chins la celebre ecole des inedecins syriens de Bagdad,
attires et proteges par les califes leurs clients. Dioscoride, (ia-

lien, f'aiil d’E'gine fruent ainsi traduits du grec en .syriaque, puis

en arabe
;
p.'irfois meme traduits directement dans cette derniere

langue,” ibid, iv. “Les califes recherchaient les savants syriens,

a cause de leui habilete inedicale or toute leur science \ en-

ait des (^recs” ibid I L, Introduction, iii.

12) Speaking of Albert the Great and Roger Bacon, Kopp
writes . beide haben aus derselben Quelle, den .Vrabern. ges-
chopft. Geiii/i. d. c/iciii. i. 64. Draper equally ignores the
contributions of the Hindus ; e.g., “The teachers of the Sara-
cens were the Nestorians and the Jews.” Hist, hitcll. Dev. of
Europe, V'ol 1

. p. 384, ed. 1896.
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tween 750-850 A. 13 . The development of a large

literature with numerous ramifications, carried out with

foreign materials, as in Rome the origines of the nation-

al literature mostly point to Greek sources. Greece,

Persia and India were taxed to help the sterility of

the Arab mind.”

We cannot conclude this chapter better than

sum up its substance in the words of Prof.

Sachau :

—

“What India has contributed reached Bagdad by two

different roads. Part has come directly in translations

from the Sanskrit, part has travelled through Eran,

having originally been translated from Sanskrit (Pali ?

Prakrit ?) into Persian, and farther from Persian into

Arabic. In this way, e.g. the fables of Kdlila and Dinina

have been communicated to the Arabs, and a book on

medicine, probably the famous Charaka. Cf. Fdirist,

P- 303-

“In this communication between India and Bagdad

we must not only distinguish between two different

roads, but also between two different periods.

“As Sindh was under the actual rule of the Khalif

Mansur (A. D. 753 -774),
there came embassies from

that part of India to Bagdad, and among them

scholars, who brought along with them two books,

the Brahmasiddhanta of Brahmagupta (Sindhind), and

his Khandakhadyaka (Arkand). With the help of

these pandits, Alfazari, perhaps also Yakub I bn

Tarik, translated them. Both works have been largely

used, and have exercised a great influence. It was

on this occasion that the Arabs first became acquainted

with a scientific system of astronomy. They learned

from Brahmagupta earlier than from Ptolemy.

“Another influx of Hindu learning took place under

Harun, A. D. 786-808. The ministerial family Bar-

mak, then at the zenith of their power, had come

with the ruling dynasty from Baikh, adiere an

ancestor of theirs had been an official in the Buddhistic
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temple Naiibehdr, i. e. navavihdra, the new temple

(or monastery). The name Barmak is said to be of

Indian descent, meaning paramaka, i. e. the superior

(abbot of the vihdra ?). Cf. Kern, GcschicJite des

Buddhismus in Indien, ii, 445 , 543 - Of course, the

Barmak family had been converted, but their contem-

poraries never thought much of their profession of

Islam, nor regarded it as genuine. Induced probably

by family traditions, they sent scholars to India, theie

to study medicine and pharmacology. Besides,

they engaged Hindu scholars to come to Bagdad,

made them the chief physicians of their hospitals,

and ordered them to translate trom Sanskrit into

Arabic, books on medicine, pharmacolog)', toxicology,

philosophy, astrology and other subjects. Still in

later centuries Muslim scholars sometimes travelled

for the same purposes as the emissaries of the Barmak,

e. g. Almuwaffak, not long before Alberuni s time

( Codex Vindobonensis, sive niedici Abu ])/Iansur liber

fundamentorum pharmacologice, ed. Seligmann, Vienna,

1859, pp. 6, 10, and 15, 9).”

We shall finish with another appropriate ex-

tract from Prot. Macdonell’s recent work ^ :

—

“In Science, too, the debt of Europe to India has

been considerable. There is, in the first place, the

great fact that the Indians invented the numerical

fieures used all over the world. The influence which

the decimal system of reckoning dependent on those

figures has had not only on mathematics, but on the

progress of civilisation in general, can hardly be over-

estimated. During the 8th and 9th centuries the

Indians became the teachers in arithmetic and algebra

of the Arabs, and through them of the nations of

the West. Thus, though we call the latter science

by an Arabic name, it is a gift we owe to India.”

So also Prof.

Macdonell

(i) Hist. Sans. Lit. p. 424.
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THE AYURVEDIC PERIOD

( From the pre- Buddhistic Era to circa 800 A. D. j

CHAPTEK

1

The Constitution and Properties of Matter : the Atomic Theory

It is not our purpose to discuss in the present volume the

theories dominating Hindu medicine and, incidental!)-, chemistry.

A concise preliminary summary of some of the salient features

of the Samkhya and Vaiseshika svestems of philosoph)’ is, ho\ve\-er,

absolutely needed in order to follow with advantage the excerpts

given in this book from the Charaka, the Susruta and other

works. In connection with this, it would also be interesting to com-
pare the indebtedness of Hippocrates to the doctrines of Par-

menides, P^mpedocles and other philosophers of the same school.^

Kauada, the founder of the Vaiseshika system, chiefly occupied

himself with the study of the properties of matter. The atomic

theor)-, as propounded by him, has many points in common with

that of the Greek philosopher, Democritus. His theory of the pro-

pagation of sound cannot fail to excite our wonder and admiration

even at this distant date. No less remarkable is his statement

that and heat are only different forms of the same essential

stibstance. But Kauada is anticipated in many material points by

Kapila, the reputed originator of the Saiiikhya philosophy. With the

purely metaphysical aspects of these systems we are not concerned

here. Their theories of matter and its constitution alone fall within

the scope of our present enquiry. We shall now briefly refer to

some of their doctrines.

The Samkhya, in common with other sx-stems of Hindu philo-

sophy, teaches that salvation in after-life is only attainable bv-

perfect knowledge. According to Kapila, there are three sources

of knowledge which consists in right discrimination of the percep-

(i) CEuvres d Hippocrati\ par E. Littre, Paris, rSjg, Tome /, pp. ij et seq.
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tible and imperceptible principles of the materia] world from the

immaterial sold. He enumerates these principles to be twent)'-five

in number. For our present purpose, however, a few of these onl}'

come within our purview. These we will |)resent to our readers in

the inimitable language of Colebrooke, whose masterly exposition

of Hindu thought, though written nearly four scores of years ago,

still retains its value and authoritative stamps ;

—

Tan.matr.\ or Tarticlk.s.

“Five subtile particles, rudiments, or atoms, denominated Tan-

matnx
;
perceptible to beings of a superior order, but unapprehend-

ed by the grosser senses f>f mankind : derived from the conscious

principle, and themselves productive of the five grosser elements,

earth, water, fire, air, and space.

]''IVK Klemknt.s.

“Five elements, produced from the five elementary particles or

rudiments. 1st. A diffused, etherial fluid {akds'a), occup\’ing space :

it has the property of audibleness, being the vehicle of sound, derived

from the sonorous rudiment or etherial atom. 2nd. Air, which is

endowed with the properties of audibleness and tangibility, being

sensible to hearing and touch
;
derived from the tangible rudiment

or aerial atom. 3rd. Fire, which is invested with properties of

audibleness, tangibilit)' and colour ; sensible to hearing, touch

and sight : derived from the colouring rudiment or igneous

atom. 4th. Water, which possesses the properties of audibleness,

tan£^ibilit^•, colour and savour
;
being sensible to hearing, touch,

sight and taste
;
derived from the savour\- rudiment or aqueous

atom. 5th. h'arth, which unites the properties of audibleness,

tangibilit)-, colour, savour and odour ; being .sensible to hearing

touch, sight, taste and smell : derived from the odorous rudiment

or terrene atom.

ID 7 'ra»s. Royal As. Sor., Vol. i,pp. ig-4p and pp. g2-iiS. The European

student wlio wislies to pursue the subject further may consult Max M tillers Si.r

.Svsf(’/ns of Indian Philosophy in which an ample and exhaustive biblioj^raphy

will be found.
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Animated Atom.
“ 1 he iKjtion of an animated atom .seems to be a compromise

between the refined dogma of an immaterial soul and the difficultv

which a gross understanding finds in grasping the com[)rehension

ot individual existence, unattached to matter.

Gro.sser Hodv.

“ The gro.s.ser body, with which a soul clad in its subtile person

is inv'ested for the purpose of fruition, is composed of the five

elements, or of four, e.xcluding the etherial, according t(j some
authorities

; or of one earth alone, according to others, d'hat

gros.ser bod\% propagated by generation, is perishable. 'I'he sub-

tile person is more durable, transmigrating through successive
bodies, which it assumes,^ as a mimic shifts his disguises t<j repre-

sent v'arious characters.”

We now come to the treatment of the subject b\’ Kauada in his

famous Vaiseshika .system. Here also we are indebted to Cole-
brooke for the following summary. Kaufida arranges the objects of
sense in six categories, viz., substance, quality, action, communitv.
ditference and aggregation. According to him :

—

"I. Substance is the intimate cause of an aggregate efi'ect or

product : it is the site of qualities and of action ; or that in which
qualities abide, and in which action takes place.

Nine aie enumerated, and no more are recognised. Darkness
Jias been alleged bv .some philosophers

; but it is no substance
; nor

is body a distinct one
; nor gold which the Mhnamsakas affirm to be

a peculiar substance.

‘‘Tho.se specified b\- Ivaiifida are ;

Earth.

‘‘I. Earth, which besides qualities common to most substances
(as number, quantitv, individualitv, conjunction, disjunction,
prioritv-. posterioritv', gravit)', fiuidity and facultv’ of velocity and
of elasticitv), has colour, savour, odour and feel or temperature
Its distinguishing (luality is smell

; and it is succinctlv defined as
a substance (xlorous. In some instances, as in gems, die smell E
latent : but it becomes manifest bv calcination.
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“It is eternal, as atoms
;
or transient, as aggregates. In either, those

characteristic qualities are transitory, and are maturative, as affected
^

by light and heat ; for by union with it, whether latent or manifest,

form colour', taste, smell and temperature are in earth of any .sort

annulled, and other colour etc. introduced.

“Aggregates or products are either organised bodies, or organs

of perception, or unorganic masses.

‘ Organised earthly bodies are of five sort.s. The organ of smell

is terreous. Unorganic masses are stones, lumps of clay, etc. Ihe

union of integrant parts is hard, soft or cumulative as stones,

flowers, cotton, etc.

Water.

“
2 . Water, which has the qualities of earth

;
excepting smell,

and with the addition of viscidity. Odour, when observable in water,

is adscititioLis, arising from mixture of eaithy particle.s.

“The distinguishing quality of water is coolness. It is accord-

ingly defined as a substance cool to the feel.

“It is eternal, as atoms
;
transient, as aggregates. The qualities

of the first are constant likewise ;
those of the latter inconstant.

“Organic aqueous bodies are beings abiding in the realm of

Varuua. The organ of taste is aqueous ; witness the saliva. Ln-

or^anic waters are rivers, seas, rain, snow, hail, etc.

“It is by some maintained, that hail is pure water rendered

solid by the supervention of an unseen virtue : others imagine its

solidity to be owing to mixture of earthly particles.

Light.

“3. Light is coloured, and illumines other substances ;
and to the

feel is hot ; which is its distingui.shing quality. It is defined as a

substance hot to the feel. [Heat, then, and light are identified as

one substance.]

“It has the qualities of earth except smell, taste, and gravity.

It is eternal, as atoms ;
not so, as aggregate.s.

“Oro-anic luminous bodies are beings abiding m the solar realm.

The visual ray, which is the organ of sight, is lucid. Lnoi^anic

light is reckoned fourfold : earth)-, celestial, alvine and ninreral

Another distinction concerns sight and feel ; as ig >t 01 lea
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may be either latent or manifest, in respect of both sight and

feel, or differently in regard to either. Thus fire is both seen and

felt
;
the heat of hot water is felt but not seen

;
moonshine is seen,

but not felt
;
the \-isual ray is neither seen nor felt. Terrestrious

light is that, of which the fuel is earthy, as fire. Celestial is that of

which the fuel is watery, as lightning and meteors of various sorts.

Alvine is that of which the fuel is both earthy and watery :

it is intestinal, which digests food and drink. Mineral is that which

is found in pits, as gold. For some maintain that gold is solid

light
;
or, at least that the chief ingredient is light, which is rendered

solid b\' mixture with some particles of earth. Were it mere earth,

it might be calcined by fire strongly urged. Its light is not latent,

but overpowered by the colour of the earthy particles mixed with

it. In the Mimamsa, however, it is reckoned as a distinct substance,

as before observed.”

After giving an account of air and ether etc., Colebrooke

proceeds with Kanada’s

Conception of the Simple, Binary, Tertiary,
AND Quaternary Atoms.

“Material substances are by Kaiiada considered to be pri-

maril}’ atoms
;

and secondarily, aggegates. He maintains the

eternity of atoms
;

and their existence and aggregation are ex-

plained as follows :

“The mote, which is seen in a sunbeam, is the smallest percept-

ible quantit)-. Being a substance and an effect, it must be com-
posed of what is less than itself

;
and this likewise is a substance

and an effect
;

for the component part of a substance that has

magnitude must be an effect. This again must be composed of

what is smaller
;
and that smaller thing is an atom. It is simple

and uncomposed
;

else the series would be endless : and, were

it pursued indefinitely, there would be no difference of magnitude

between a mustard seed and a mountain, a gnat and an elephant,

each alike containing an infinity of particles. The ultimate atom

then is simple.

“The first compound consists of two atoms
; for one does not

enter into composition
; and there is no argument to prove, that
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more than two must, for incohation, be united. 'I'he next consists

of three double atoms ; for. if only two were conjoined, magnitude

would hardly ensue, since it must be i>roduced either by size or a

number of particles ; it cannot be their size and, therefore, it must

be their number. Nor is there an\' reason f(u' assumimr the union
•> *

'

of four double atoms, since three suffice to originate maj^nitude.

The atom then is reckoned to be the sixth part of a mote visible

in a sunbeam.

“Two earthb’ atoms, concurring' by an unseen peculiar \ irtue,

the creative will of God, or time, or other comjretent cause, cons-

titute a double atom of earth ;
and, by ccjncourse of three biiiarx*

atoms, a tertiary atom is produced
;

and b\^ concourse of four

triple atoms, a cpiaternarx' atom
;
and so on. t(.) a oj-oss, Grosser, or

g'rossest mass of earth : thus great earth is produced
;
and in like

manner, great water, from aqueous atoms
;
great light, from lumi-

nous
;
and great air. from jerial. The (lualities that belong to the

effect are tho.se which appertained to the integrant part, or

primary particle, as its material cau.se : and conversely, the qualities

which belong to the cause are found in the effect.

“The dissolution of substances proceeds inverselx'. In the

integrant parts of an aggregate substance resulting from com-

position, as in the potsherds of an earthen jar, action is induced

by pressure attended with velocitx', or b\' simple pressure. Dis-

junction ensues
;
whereby the union, which was the cause of

incohation of members, is annulled
;
and the integral substance,

consisting of those members, is resolved into its parts, and is

destroyed : for it ceases to subsist as a whole.

OUALITV OF THF3 .SUH-STANCF \’IZ., C(JLOL’K, Sa\ OUK. FFI'C.

“II. Quality is closely united with substance
;
not, however, as

an intimate cause of it, nor consisting in motion
;
but common : not

a genus, \'et appertaining to one. It is independent of conjunction

and disjunction ;
not the cause of them, not itself endued with

qualities.

“Twent\--four are enumerated. Seventeen onl\- are, indeed,

specified in Katiada’s ai)horisms ; but the rest are understood.

“I. Colour. It is a peculiar cpialit)' to be apiuehended onl)- by
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sight
;
and abides in three substances

;
earth, water, and light. It is

a characteristic qualitx' of the last
;
and, in that, is white and

resplendent. In water it is white, but without lustre. In the

primal'}’ atoms of both it is perpetual
;

in their products, not so.

In earth it is \ ariable
;
and seven colours are distinguished : 77’c.

white, }'ellow. green, red, black, tawny (or orangej and variegated.

1 he varieties of the.se seven colours are man}’, unenumerated. The
si.K simple colours occur in the atoms of the earth

;
and the seven,

including variegated, in its double atoms, and more complex forms.

1 he colour of integrant parts is the cause of colour in the integral

substance.

“2. Savour. It is a peculiar qualit}’, to be apprehended onh’

by the organ of taste
;
and abides in two substances, earth and

water. It is a characteristic qualit}’ of the last
;
and in it is sweet.

It is perpetual in atoms of w ater
;
not so in aqueous products. In

earth it is variable, and si.x sorts are distinguished ; sw'eet, bitter,

pungent, astririgent.-acid, and saline.

"3. Odour. It is a peculiar qualit}’, to be apprehended only by
the organ of smell

;
and abides in earth alone, being its distinguish-

ing qualit}’. In w’ater, odour is adscititious, being induced b}’ uni-

on with earthy particles
;
as a clear ci’}’stal appears red b}’ asso-

ciation w’ith a hollyhock, or other flow’er of that hue. In air

also it is adscititious : thus a breeze, w hich has blow’n over
blo.ssoms, musk, camphor, or other scented substances, w’afts

fragrant particles of the blossoms, etc. The flowers are not torn, nor
the musk diminished

; because the parts are replaced b}’ a repro-

ductive un.seen virtue. How’ever, camphor and other volatile

substances do w'aste.

Gr.witation.

“12. Gravity is the peculiar cause of primary de.scent or falling,

“It affects earth and w’ater. Gold is affected b}’ this quality, by
reason of earth contained in it.

“In the absence of a countervailing cause, as adhesion, velocity,
or some act of volition, de.scent results from this qualitv. Thus
a cocoanut is w’ithheld from falling by adhesion of the foot-
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stalk
;

but, this impediment ceasing on maturity of the fruit,

it falls.

“According to Udayana Acharya, gravity is imperceptible,

but to be inferred from the act of falling. Vallabha maintains

that it is perceived in the position of a thing descending to a

lower situation.

Levity.

“Levity is not a distinct quality, but the negation of gravity.

Fluidity.

“13. Fluidity is the cause of original trickling.

“It affects earth, light and water. It is natural and essenial in

water
;
adscititious in earth and light

;
being induced by exhibition

of fire in molten substances, as lac, gold, etc.

“Fluidity is perceptible by external senses, sight and touch.

“In hail and ice, fluidity essentially subsists, but is obstructed

by an impediment arising from an unseen virtue which renders

the water solid.

Viscidity.

14. “Viscidity is the quality of clammine.ss and cause of

agglutination. It abides in water only. In oil, liquid butter, etc.,

it results from the watery parts of those liquids.

Sound.

“15. Sound is a peculiar quality of the etherial element, and

is to be apprehended by the hearing. It abides in that element

exclusively and is its characteristic quality. Two sorts are dis-

tinguished : articulate and musical.

Theory of the Propagation of Sound.

“To account for sound originating in one place being heard

in another, it is observed, that sound is propagated by undulation,

wave after wave, radiating in every direction, from a centre h<e

the blossoms of a Nauclea. It is not the first, nor the intermediate

wave, that is the sound heard : but the last that comes in contact

with the organ of hearing : and therefore it is not quite correct
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to say, that a drum lias been heard. Sound on\i^inate.s in conjunc-
tion, in disjunction, or in sound itself. I lie conjunction of c\'inbals,

oi that of a drum and stick, may ser\e to exemplify the first.

It is the instiumental cause. 1 he rustlinj^' of lea\es is an instance
of disjunction being' the cause (jf sound. In some cases, sound
becomes the cause of sound. In all, the confoi'mit\' of wind
or its calmness i.s a concomitant cause : for an adxerse wind
obstructs it. The material cause is in every case the etherial fiuid ;

and the conjunction of that with the sonorous subject is a

concomitant cause.”

It now only remains for us to furnish a precis of the atijmic
theory of Ka//ada in the words of Max Miiller ;

Aa"U.S or Atom.s
“What IS thought to be peculiar to Ka//ada, nay the distin-

guishing feature of his philosophy, i.s the theory of A//us or Atoms.
They take the place of the Tanmatras in the Sa///kh\-a philosophx'.
Though the idea of an atom is not unknown in the X\'a)-a-philo-
sophy (Nyiiya Sutras, IV. 2, 4-25), it is nowhere so full\- worked
out as in the Vaijeshika. Kawiida argued that there must be some-
where a smallest thing that excludes further analysis. Without
this admission, we should have a regressns ad infinitum, a most
objectionable process in the eyes of all Indian philo.sophers. A
mountain, he says, would not be larger than a mustard seed. These
smallest and invisible particles are held b\- Ka;/ada to be eternal
in themselves, but non-eternal as aggregates. As aggregates again
they may be organi.sed organs, and inorganic. Thus the human
body is earth organised, the power of smelling is the earthlx- organ,
stones are inorganic.

"It is, no doubt, very tempting to ascribe a Greek origin to
Ka//ada’s theory of atoms. But suppose that the atomic theory
had really been borrowed from a Greek source, would it not be
strange that Iva/iuida s atoms are supposed never to assume x'isible

dimensions till there i.s a combination of three double atoms
(lrya;aika), neither the sim[)le nor the double atoms being-
supposed to be visible by themselves. I do not remember anv^
thing like this in h.picurean authors, and it seems to me to "-^ix-c

2
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quite an indc[:>en(lent cliaracter to Ka«ada’.s view of the natuie of

an atom.

“We are told that water, in it.s atomic state, is eternal, as an

agqreqate transient. Jleings in the realm of \ aruwa (god of the

sea) are organised, taste is the water)' organ, rivers are water in-

organic.

“Light in its atomic state is eternal, as an aggregate transient.

There are organic luminous bodies in the sun, sight or the visual

ra\' is the luminous organ, burning fires are inoiganic.

^

“Air, again, is both atomic and an aggregate. Beings of the air,

spirits, etc., are organised air
;
touch in the skin is the serial organ,

wind is inorganic air. Here it would seem as if we had something

not very unlike the doctrine of Empedocles.

Jhat thmigh we may discover the same thought in the philosophies

of Ea//rida and hhnpedocles, the form which it takes in India is

characteristicall)' different from its Greek form.’’^

Dates of the riiiLOSoniiCAL Sutras—

The Question of Prior it v

As regards the dates of the philosophical siitras, nothing-

definite is known
;

here, as in the subsequent portions of our

history, we have to depend largely upon constructive chronology.

We quote below two short extracts from Professor Max Mfiller’s

“Indian Philosophy” which summarise all the information available

at present on the subject :

“If we consider the state of philosophical thought in India such

!is it is represented to us in tite liraliinaKas and Upamshads, and

Iftertvards in the canonical books of the liiiddliists, we cannot

wonder tliat all attempts at fixing the dates of the six recognised

systems of philosopliy, naj- even their mutual relationship, should

hitherto liave failed. It is true that Buddhism and Jainism were

likewise but two philo.sophical sy.stems out of many, and th.it it has

been possible to fix their dates. But if in their case we know

something about their d.ites and their historical development,

this is chielly due to the social and political importance which they

acrinired ,luring the fifth, the fourth, andqhe diircUentunes B. C..

(i) Indian Philosophy, pp. 584-85-
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and not simpl)' to their philosophical tenets. We know also that

there were man\- teachers, contemporaries of Buddha, but they

have left no traces in the literal')’ history of India.

SIS-

“We cannot be far wrong' therefore if we assign the gradual

formation of the six s)’stems of philoso[)h)’ to the [leriod from

Buddha (5th centur)-) to Avoka (third centur)'), though we ha\e to

admit, particulary in the cases of Vedanta, Sa;/dvh)’a, and Yoga a

long previous development reaching back through Upanishads

and Brahmawas to the ver\^ hymns of the Rig Veda.

“It is equall)' difficult to fix the relative position of the great

systems of philosophy, because, as I explained before, the)’ (juote

each other mutuall)’. With regard to the relation of Buddhism to

the six orthodox .systems it seems to me that all we can honestly

say is that schools of philosophy handing down doctrines ver)’

similar to those of our six classical or orthodo.x .s\’stems are ])re-

supposed b)’ the Buddhist Siittas.” (pp. 116— 120)

As regards the question of priority, we shall also take the liberty

to quote below from Prof. Macdonell’s “Histor)’ of Sanskrit

Literature” :

“Turning to Philosophical Literature, we find that the early

Greek and Indian Philosophers have many points in common.
Some of the leading doctrines of the Eleatics, that God and the

universe are one, that everything existing in multiplicit)' has no

realit)’, that thinking and being are identical, are all to be found in

the philosophy of the Upanishads and the Vedanta ,s) stem, w hich is

its outcome. xAgain, the doctrine of Empedocles,- that nothing can

arise wdiich has not existed before, and that nothing existing can

be annihilated, has its exact parallel in the characteristic doctrine of

the Sawkhya .s)’stem about the eternity and indestructibilit)’ of

matter. According to Greek tradition, Thales, hhnpedi >cles,

Anaxagoras, Democritus, and others undertook journe) s to

Oriental countries in order to stud)’ philosoph)-. 1 lence there is

at least the historical po.ssibilit)’ of the Greeks having been influ-

enced b)’ Indian thought through Persia.

“Whatever may be the truth in the ca.ses just mentioned, the

dependence of lA’thagoras on Indian [)hilosnph)' and science cer-

tainly seems to have a high degree of probabilit)’. Almost all the
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doctrines ascribed to him, religious, philosophical, mathematical

were known in India in the sixth centur\’ B. C. d'he coincidences are

so numerous that their cumulative force becomes considerable. The

transmigration theor\-, the assumption of five elements, the B\’tha-

gorean theorem in geometr\’, the prohibition as to eating beans, the

religio-philosophical character of the P}Thagorean fraternit}’ and the

m)’stical speculations of the Bx’thagorean school, all have their

close parallels in ancient India. The doctrine of metempsx’chosis

in the case of P)’thagoras apijears without an)' connection or ex-

planator)- background, and was regarded by the Greeks as of foreign

origin. He could not have derived it from Eg)’pt, as it was not

known to the ancient Kgv[)tians. In spite, however, of the later

tradition, it seems impossible that Pythagoras should have made

his wa)’ to India at so early a date, but he could quite well have

met Indians in Persia.”^

(i) History of Sansi'?-!f Liti'rafun\ ^ 2 V
—22 . Colebrooke himself sums

up his views in these words :
—“I should be disposed to conclude that the

Indians were in this instance teachers than learners.” Trans. Roy. As. Soc.,

Vol. I., p. 579. I’rof. H. H. Wilson observes :
—“that the Hindus derived any of

their philosophical ideas from the Greek seems very improbable, and if there is

any borrowing in the case, tlie latter were most probably indebted to the

former.” Preface to the Sawkhya Karika
(

1 1^371 P- 'x.



CHAPTKK II

Chemistry in the Charaka and the Sus'ruta

TIIK C'll iU.iKA

[The subject-matter in the first few extracts in this chapter is practically

based upon the \'aii'eshika system
;
see ante pp. 3 et seq?^

The Tastes—The Metals and their Calces

“The object of the tongue is taste. Water and earth are the
objective existences in which taste inheres. In its manifestation
and as regards particular kinds of it, space, air and light are also
its adjunct.s. Sweet, sour, salt, pungent, bitter and astringent,
these are regarded as the sixfold catalogue of tastes. * * * Ob-
jects are again known to be of three kinds, viz., animal products,
vegetable products, and products appertaining to the earth. Honey!
vaccine, secretions, bile, fat, marrow, blood, flesh, excreta, urine,
skin, semen, bones, tendons, horns, nails, hoofs, hair, bristles,'

and the bright pigment called Gorochandi are used (as drugs)
among animal products. Gold, the ordure of the metals, [ic\ their
calces] the five metals (zu.z. silver, copper, lead, tin and iron), sand,
lime, red arsenic, gems, salt, red chalk and antimon}', are indicated
as drugs appertaining to the earth.

A Discourse on the Tastes—their Relationship
TO THE FIVE PrLMAL ELEMENTS—THE

Nature of the Alkali

“Once on a time, the son of Atri, and Bhadrakapv'as Nakunte\-a
and the full-eyed Maudgalya, and the golden-e^-ed Kauvika, the
sinless Bharadvaja otherwi.se called KumaraAras. the ble.s.sed
king Varyovida, that foremost of all intelligent men, Nimi, the
ruler of the \ idehas, Van'Ba of high intelligence, and Kawkha\-ana-
valhTka, that foremost of all physicians of the Valhlka country,—
these i^zshis, all of whom were old in years and learning and all

(1) Concretions found in the gall bladder of the ox.

(2) A. C. Kaviratna’s Translation of Charaka San;hi/a. pp. 6-7.
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of whom had subjugated their souls, came together to the deliglit-

ful Chaitraratlia woods, desirous of jrassing a few daj’s in enjoy-

ment and pleasure. As those Ab'shis conversant with ever\' t(jpic

were seated there, the following discourse of grave import took

place among them on the subject of the proper ascertainment

of the (different) tastes and food.

“There is one kind of taste, .said Bhadrakap)'a
;
which persons

skilled in the subject regard as are of the five subjects of the

senses, viz., that which relates to the tongue. That, again, is

not different from water.

“The Brrdimawa Aakunteya said there are two tastes, theii

virtues being that one of them cuts or removes from the bod}'

all bad humours or ingredients, and the other onh' checks or cuibs

them.

“There are three tastes, said the full-e}'ed Maudgal}'a. Iheii

virtues are cutting, curbing, and both.

“There are four tastes, said the golden-eyed Kauvika. The\' are

agreeable and beneficial, and agreeable and non-beneficial, dis-

agreeable and beneficial.

“There are five tastes, said Kumarai'ira-Bharadvaja. 1 he\'

appertain to Earth, Water, Fire, Air and lAher (or Space).

“There are six tastes, said the royal sage Var\-ovida. 1 hey are

heavy, light, cold, hot, oily and dry.

“There are seven tastes, said Nimi, the ruler of the \ idehas.

They are sweet, sour, saltish, pungent, bitter, astringent, and

alkaline.

“There are eight tastes, said Vac/i.ra-L)hamargava. i hey are

sweet, sour, saltish, pungent, bitter, astringent, alkaline, and that

which remains in an unmanifest form.

“The tastes are infinite in number, said Kawkhayana, foremost

among the physicians of the Villhlka country, in consequence of

the infinite variety of their virtues, operations or effects and

methods of corrections (or mixture for adding to their virtues, etc.).

“The illustrious son of Atri, viz. ITmarvasu, said that the

number of tastes is truly six. The}’ are sweet, sour, saltish, jAin-

gent, bitter, and astringent. The source from which these six flow,

i.e., their origin, is water. Their operations or effects are of two

kinds, viz., cutting and curbing. In consequence, again, of mixture
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or combination, the\' become both cutting and curbing at the

same time. Agreeable and disagreeable are their divisions that

depend upon the likes and dislikes of men. l^eneficial and non-

beneficial are their powers. The refuge of the tastes are the modi-

fications of the five primal elements (of Earth, \^Ater, Fire, Air,

and Ether or Space). The taste.s, again, depend upon the (original)

nature of their refuge, the modifications of that refuge, combina-

tions of the substances that form their refuge, as also place, and

time. ‘

“I'he virtues or properties (attaching to the tastes) (jccur in

those which constitute the refuge (of the tastes), called objects.

Those virtues are heav\', light, cold, warm, oily, dr)-, and others.

“Kshdra (alkali) is so called from its being produced by ksharana

(dropping down or straining) . This is not a taste. It is, on the

other hand, an object. It is, in fact, produced from man)’ kinds

of taste. Hence, it has main- tastes. Among them, [ningent and

saline predominate. It is composed of main’ objects of the senses.

It is manufactured with the aid of different processes.******
“At the outset, however, we shall say something referring to the

di\’ersity of objects (which are the refuge of the tastes). All objects

are the results of the combinations of five primal elements (zvA,

Earth, Water, Fire, Air and Ether or Space). As regards Medical

Science, objects are of two kinds z'/S., those endowed with anima-

tion and those that are inanimate. The attributes which inhere

in objects are sound, &c., heaviness &c., ending with solubilit)’.”^

We now quote onl)’ a few t)q:>ical instances of mineral and

metallic [ireparations.

The Five Kind.s of Salts

“The five kinds of salts virj. sauvarchala, .saindhava, vit, audbhida,

with samudra.” [See Index under the respective headings]

(1) The modifications of the five primal elements constitute the refuge of the

tastes. Every substance is formed by modifications of those elements. What
is said, therefore, is that material substances are the refuge of the tastes, />.,

the tastes inhere in them.

(2) Kaviratmi's Trans., pp. 295-99.
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MliNliRALS FOR EXTERNAL AprUCATlON

“Sulphate of copper, sulphate of iron, realgar, or[)inient and

sulphur in combination with vegetable drugs are prescribed for

external application in ringworm, eczema, leprosy, &c.”‘

The ItK.niT Varieties of Urine

“The eight varieties of urine are those of the sheep, the goat, the

cow, the buffalo, the elephant, the camel, the horse, and the ass.”-

Preparation of Ksfiara (alkali)

“A young hutea frondosa is to be cut to pieces and dried and

finally reduced to ashes. The ash is to be lixiviated with hjiir or

six times its weight of water and strained ('through linen) 2 1 times.”-^

Pill Iron Compound

“Into the composition of pill iron compound pyrites and the

rust of iron enter.”

A COLLYRIUM

“The ingredients of a collyrium are conch-shell, coral, lapis lazuli,

iron, copper, the bone of the frog, sulphide of antimony and the

seed hyperanthera morungaP^

[The first five articles are interpreted as meaning the calces

thereof.]

Powder of Pearl Coimpound

“/\mong the constituents we have, pearl, sulphur, powder

of iron, copper and silver.”^’

[The text does not precisely say whether the metals are to

be used such or by being roa.sted with sulphur. The

Hindu physicians however always take them in the lattei sense.]

Iron, Gold and Silver Tonics

“A thin iron plate is to be made red hot and plunged into the

(,) Ch. HI, 4-5 (^) Ch. I, 43-

(3) C///Xv7.v!, Ch. X.XIII, 26. (4) /XA/, Ch. XVI, 28.

(5) /(5/V/, Ch. XX\’l, 123. <!6) C///7v/j-a, Ui. X\ 1

1

,
.10.

The references are according to the edilion of Kavirajes D. N. Sen and

U. N. Sen.
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decoction ot the myrobalans, cow’s urine, the solution of “the salts”,

the solution of the alkali extracted from the ash o( bittca frondosa
;

t.e. made red hot and plunged into one of the abo\ e liquids at

a time. When the iron beccjines black like cf>llyrium it is to

be powdered. * * ^ *

“ 1 he same [process to be adopted in the case of gold and silver.”'

R .v.s.WAN A Defined

“Medicines are (Ttwo kinds ; the one promotes the strength and
vitality of the health}’, the other cures diseases.

“\\ hatever promotes longeviW, retentive memor}’, health, \ irilit)’,

&c, is called Rasayana.”-

rm; ,si .ski ta

Preparation and U.se of Aj.kalie.s and

.Alkaian e Caustkas”’

Of all cutting’ instruments and accessor\’ cutting instru-
ments, caustics are superior inasmuch as the\- perform the
work of incisions, punctures, and scarifications, reliexe derange-
ments ot the three humours, viz., air, bile, and phlegm, and uniform-
ly affect the diseased part to which they are applied. Kshdra
(caustics) are so called because they remove di.seased parts and
destroy the skin and flesh. From being aunpo.sed of numerous
medicines the\’ can affect the three humours. Caustics being white
in colour are cooling or of lunar origin. ' This origin is not
inconsistent with their burning, escharotic and lacerating proper-
tie.s. Being composed of numerous heating medicines, caustics
aie acrid, hot and pungent. They [iromote suppuration, destroy
parts, improve unhealthy sores and promote granulation. dr\-
up discharge, stop bleeding and abrade the skin, d'heir

(1) Cliikitsa, Ch. 1.5, pp. 497-98.

(2) II)hi, Ch. r. 2-6.

(3j \Ve have adopted Ddoy Chund Dutt’s Translation of Chs. ,\I and XU’
with ccitain corrections licre and there.

(4 ) The ,-ca.lcr will fail „ati,:c lhat silver niuale is, in ,l,c laneuaee
of \\ estern Alchcm\-. named luiuir i.ws/ic.

e
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internal use removes worms, acidity, phley;m, skin diseases, some

poisons and corpulence. Their excessive use causes impotence.

“Alkalies are of two .sorts, nafnel)’, for e.Kternal application and

internal administration, d'hey are used e.xternall}’ in the skin

di.seases called kiist/uh in keloid, ringworm, leucoderma, lepra,

fistula-in-ano, tumours, unhealthy ulcers, sinuses, condyloma,

moles, chloasma, brown spots on the face, warts, external inflam-

mations, worms, poisons and piles, and m the seven, following

diseases of the mouth naniel)', upajihvd (ranula), adhijihva (tumour

on the tongue), upakusa (inflammation of the gum), dantavaidar-

bha (inflammation of the gum from injury), and the three sorts

of ndiinl or inflammation of the throat. In these di.seases of the

mouth, accessory instruments, in the shape of caustics only,

should be used. Alkaline .solutions are administered internally

in chronic or slow poisoning, abdominal tumours, ascites, loss

of appetite, indigestion, disinclination for food, tympanitis, urinary

deposits, calculi, internal or deep-seated inflammation, intestinal

worms, poisoning and piles. Alkalies do not agree with children,

old and weak people, and persons having a tendency to hcemorr-

hacre from internal organs, or a bilious temperament. They are

injurious in fever, giddiness, intoxication, fainting, amaurosis

and such other diseases.

“Alkalies for escharotic use are prepared like other alkalies

by straining alkaline solutions as elsewhere explained in detail.

They are made of three strengths, namely, weak, moderate and

strong. He who wishes to prepare alkalies should m an auspici-

ous dav in autumn, fasting and in pure body, select a middle-aged,

large-sized, uninjured ghantdpdtali tree with black flowers

(Schnbera swietcnioides) growing on an approved spot on a

mountain, and address it with certain mantras or incantations

as a preliminary ceremony called adhivasa. Next day the tree

.should be cut or killed after reciting the following mantra or

praver : “Oh you with great fiery power may not thy strength

b- lost! Oh you auspicious tree, stay here and accomplish my

work. After accomplishing my work you -iH go to heaven

Then the ceremony of homa, or burning the sacii icia le, ^

be performed with one hundred red flowers. 1 he tree shou

then be cut to pieces and piled in a place free from wind, borne
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limestone should be placed on the pile which should be set on

fire b\’ stalk's of Se.suvn/nn hidicum. When the fire is extinguished,

the ashes of the <^hantdddl(ili tree and the burnt lime should

be kept separate. In the same way the following trees may

be burnt with their root, Iwanches, leaves and fruits for the pre-

paration of alkalies , ' namely :

Kutaja 1 lollarrhena antidj’senterica.

Palfi.va Putea frondosa.

A.s'vakar//a Shorea robusta.

Paribhadraka Erj’thrina indica.

VibhTtaka Terminalia bellarica.

Aragvadha Cassia fistula.

Tilvaka St'inplocos raceinosa

Ark a Calotropis gigantea.

Snuhl Euphorbia nerii folia.

Apamarga Achy ran thes aspera.

Patala Stereospermum suaveolens.

Naktamt'da Pongamia glabra.

Vrisha Justicia adhatoda.

KadalT Musa sapientum.

Chitraka Pltnnbago ze}'lanica.

Putika Guilandina bondticella.

Indrat'riksha Terminalia arjuna.

Asphota Salvadora persica

xY.s'vamaraka Nerium odorum.

Saptachchhada -Vlstonia scholaris.

Agni mantha Premna serrati folia.

Gunja Abrus precatorins.

Four sorts of Ko.va 4 Varieties of Luffa amara.”

Lixiviation of the Ashes

“Thirty two seers of aslies should be stirred or mixed with
six times their quantity of water or cow’s urine and the mixture
strained through cloth. This should be repeated twenty-one
time.s. The strained fluid should then be boiled slowly in a

(1) Cf. Rasarnava, p. 37, wliere the standard “plant ashes” are enumerated^
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large pan and agitated with a ladle. When the fluid becomes

clear_, pungent and soap\' to the feel, it should be remcjved

from the fire and strained through cloth. 1 he fdtrate^

being thrown awa\’, the strained fluid should t)e again boiled.

From this alkaline solution take three quarters of a seer.’

Rendkrixc', the Alkali Caustic

“Then take eight palas each of Banduc nut, burnt limestone,

conch shells, and bivalve shells, and heat them in an iron pan till

the\' are of the colour ol fire. 1 hen moisten them in the same

vessel with the above-mentioned three-quarters of a seer of alkaline

water and reduce them to powder. This powder should be thrown

on sixty four seers of the alkaline water and boiled with constant

and careful agitation by the ladle. Care should be taken that

the solution is neither too thick nor thin.

How TO Store up the Alkali

“When reduced to proper consistence, the solution should

be removed from the fire and poured into an iron jar. The

opening or mouth of the jar should be covered, and should be

kept in a secluded place. This preparation is called Madhyama

kshdra or alkaline caustic of middling strength. When the alkaline

water is simply boiled to the proper consistence without the

addition of burnt shells &c., the preparation is called

kshdra or weak alkaline solution. The strong alkaline caustic is

prepared by boiling the weak solution with two tolahs each in fine

powder of such of the under-mentioned ingredients as are

available, namel)’ :

Danti, Baliospermun montanum.

Dravanti Salvinia cucullata.

Chitraka Plumbago ze\danica.

Langalikl Gloriosa superba.

Putik-a Gtiilandina bonducell.

Kanaka Salvinia cucullata.

(i ) This is evidently a mistake. According to the original

“the dregs” /. v. the precipitate.
^

(2) “Mridu” may be rendered more accurately as mild.

it should be
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Kshtri Cleome felina.

Vacha Acorus calamus.

‘CAconite root, carbonate of soda, asafcetida, black salt and

corals.

‘This solution is used for bringing to a head or opening ab-

scesses. These three varieties of alkalies should be used accoicling

to the state of the disease. In weak persons_, the alkaline water

without the addition of other caustic ingredients, should be applied

to strengthen the parts.”

Cll.\R.\CTERI.STIC.S OF THE GOOI) AND THE BaD AlKALI
*

On this subject there are the following verses ;

“Good alkaline caustics should be neither too strong nor too weak.

They should be white in colour, smooth and soapy to the touch,

should not spread be\'ond where they are applied, anrl act rapidly

and successful!}’. These are the eight good properties of caustics.

Their bad qualities consist in their being too weak or cool, too

strong hot, too slippery and spreading, too thick or too under-

boiled, or they may be deficient in ingredients.

“In applvdng caustic to a [)atient suffering from a disease

curable b\- this remedy, he should be made to sit in a spacious

place, protected from wind and sun. The physician should then

procure the instruments or necessaiA' articles according to the

rules laid down in the fifth chapter. Me should then examine

the diseased part^ rub, scarify or scratch it, and then apply the

caustic by means of a probe, and wait for the space of time

required to utter one hundred words. The diseased part turns

black on the application of the caustic which is a sign of its

having been burnt. The application of some acid mixed with

clarified butter or hone\' relieves the pain. If from the thickness

of the burnt part, it does not fall off, the following application

should be thoroughl}' applied to it, namel}’, equal parts of tamarind

pulp, of the refuse of Kdujika (fermented rice water), sesamum
seeds and liquorice root rubbed together into a paste. Sesamum
seeds and liquorice root rubbed together with clarified butter

promotes granulations in ulcers.”
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Wiiv THE Acid Neutralises the At,kali

“If you question, my son ! how is it that the application of the

pungent acid of Knnjikd relieves the burning of the fire-like hot

alkaline caustic, then hear the following explanation from me.

Alkalies possess all the tastes except that of the acid. The

acrid taste prevails in it and the saline one to a less degree

ante p. 15). The sharp saline taste when mixed with acid

becomes ver)’ mild, and gives up its sharp qualit)'. From this

modification of the saline taste, the pain of caustics is relieved,

just as fire is extinguished by water.”

Mild and Caustic Alkalies

It will be noticed that there is a distinct mention of “mild” and

"caustic” alkalies in the body. of the text. The process of lixivia-

ting the ashes and rendering the lye caustic by the addition of lime

leaves very little to improve upon, and appears almost scientific

compared to the crude method to which M. Berthelot pays a high

tribute :

“Fabrication de la Lessive :—Quatre muids de cendres sont

repartis entre deux cuviers, perces de trous au fond. Autour

du trou le plus petit, du cote interieur, mets une petite quantite

de foin, pour que la cendre n’obstrue pas le trou. Remplis

d’eau le pre T^ier des cuviers
;
recueille le liquide filtre qui en

decoule pendant toute la nuit et mets-le dans le second cuvier
;

garde ce qui filtere de ce second cuvier. Mets d’autre cendre

(dans Lin troisieme cuvier). Epiuse-la et il se forme une liqueur

pareille au nard couleur d’or. Verse-la dans un quatrieme

cuvier. La liqueur devient piquante et forte : telle est la lessive

particuliere.” Coll. d. Alch. Grecs, III. trad. p. 357 -

We reproduce the remarks of M. Berthelot on the above ; “On a

regarde comme modernes les precedes de lixivitation methodique,

usites pour exprimer les cendres et les materiaux salpetres ; le

passage .suivant, tire du manuscrit de Saint-Maic, montre que

ces proc6de.s remontent au XL siecle at sans doute au dela.

—Chiniie des Am iens, p. 284.
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Descrittion OE BL(XJD

( Chapter XI V of Siitrasthluiam )

“The four varieties of food derived from the five elements and

having the six tastes, the two properties of heat and cold or

according to some, eiglit properties and many qualities when

taken in moderation and thoroughly digested, produces a fine

substance imbued with energy and fire. This is called rasa

(chyle). The heart is the seat of the rasa or chyle. From the

heart it proceeds througli 24 arteries, namely, ten ascending, ten

descending, and four transv^erse to all parts of the body. By some

unseen cause or destiny, this chyle continually satiates, increases,

nourishes and supports the body and keeps it alive. The motion

of this chyle throughout the body is inferred form the processes of

decline, increase, and diseased condition of the different portions

of the body. It may be asked whether this chyle which pervades

all the external parts of the body, the three humours, the tissues,

including the blood and the receptacles of the secretions, is endow-

ed with the property of heat or cold. As this chyle is a circula-

ting fluid, and as it soltens, vitalises, supports and nourishes the

body, it should be known to possess the cooling property. This

watery fluid no doubt assumes a red colour in the liver and

spleen, that is, it is converted into blood in these organs. On this

subject tliere is the following verse :

“The rasa (chyle) of living beings is coloured red hy healthy bile.

This coloured fluid is called blood. The blood excreted by
women and called the menstrual fluid is derived also from this

rasa. This menstruation, coming at the age of twelve, ceases at

the age ot fift)’.

“The menstrual fluid is endowed with the property of heat,

owing to the womb being possessed of both the properties of heat

and cold. Other writers .say that the blood of living beings is

composed of the five elements. The five qualities of the five

elements as seen in blood are as follows, nameh’, flesh}- smell,

liquidit}-, red colour, tendenc)' to trickle or ooze, and lightness.*

Blood is produced from chyle, flesh from blood, fat from flesh.

(i) Cf. ante pp. 3-4 under \’ai^cbhika Philosophy.
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bones from fat, marrow from bones, and lastly the semen is

produced from marrow, 'i'he chyle produced from food and

drink nourishes these constituent parts of the body. Living beings

are produced from the rasa
;

hence sensible people should

carefully preserve this rasa by conforming to the proper rules

of diet and regimen.”'

On lilt: Collection oe Uruo.s

( Chapter XXX J III : Siitrasthdnam)

37 classes of vegetable drugs are mentioned, which chiefly

constitute the Materia Medica. There is only one Moka m which

the six metals viz, tin, lead, copper, silver, krishwaloha (iron)

and gold, and their calces are recommended.

The Salts

Rock-salt, sea-salt, bit, sauvarchala, romaka and audbhid &c.

(see ante p. i 5 )-

The Alkalies

Yavakshara (factitious carbonate of potash), sarjikakshara'-'

(trona or natron) ;
the alkaline solution prepared according to

directions given in Ch. XI
;
and borax.

Internal administration of alkali is recommended for dissolving

the stones or gravels (urinaiy calculi).

Internal use of Lead and Tin

Lead and tin are described as vermifuge—a property also

accepted bv the later latro-chemists.

Powdered tin rubbed for seven days together with the creamy

portion of curd is recommended for internal administration.

MINE-RALS for EXTERN.M. a 1 ’1’LlC a 1 ion

For the treatment of ulcer an external application of sulphate

of copper, sulphate of iron, orpiment and realgar &c. is prescribed.

(i) The reader may compare the

Physiology of Digestion and Nutrition

chiriic Arabc, trad. ])p. 20i 3.

(
Tf From the time of the Charaka

above theories on the Chemistry and

with those of (leber. I idc liaitc (fAl-

and the .Siuvruta, Hindu Pharmacy has

always recognised these two alkalies as distinct.
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Another recipe includes alum-earth, red-ochre, sulphate of

copper, )'ello\vish (basic) sul[)hate of iron, rock-salt, orpiment and

realgar. ‘

RoASTiNct (JF Iron and otiifr Metals, so as to Render
THEM Fit for Internevl Administration

Thin leaves of cast iron are to be smeared with the levigated

powder of “the salts” and heated in the fire of the cow-dung cakes

and then plunged into a decoction of the myrobalans and

asatoetida. This process is to be repeated i6 times. The leaves are

tlien to be ignited in the fire of the wood of mimosa catechu and

afterwards finely powdered and passed through linen of fine

texture.

The above process is equally applicable to the roasting of the

other metals.

-

The Origin of Bitumen

The origin of bitumen is much the same as in the Charaka and
the Bower Ms.

;
the only difference being that, according to SiLs-ruta,

bitumen is related to six instead of four metals (see below p. 28).

Iron Pyrites

Iron Pyrites are collected on the bank of the river Tapi, of the

lustre of gold and silver respectively (see below under Rasaratna-
samtichchaya, Bk'. ii, 77~8i) and prescribed in the treatments of

diabetes, leprosy, &c.

Gold Dust

Gold dust, mi.xed with lotus seed, honev, &c. is used as a tonic.

The Poisons

1 he Poisons are classified as animal, vegetable, and mineral

respectively. Under the last we have Phenasma hhasma^ and
orpiment.

(1) Chikitsttasthanam Ch. XIX, 37, cd. J. X’idyasagaia.

(2) See Note on “the Metals and tlieir Salts” at tlic end of tliis ChajAer.

(3) It is sometimes taken to mean w liite arsenic: ; “l)ut it is vei v doubtful
if Sus'iuta meant any n;iti\’e w hite arsenie l)y it. I lie deriv ation of the term
implies that it was obtained by masting some sort of stone or ore.” Dutt,

4
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Use of Mercury

T'he only references to mercury, which are however very vague,

are ;
aucl :

Note on The Metals and their Salts

Six metals are recognised, namely : tin, iron, lead, copper, silver

and gold.'-^ The thin leaves of the metals by being plastered

over with a paste of “the salts” (see p. 25) including common salt,

salt-petre and sulphate of magnesia and afterwards subjected to

roasting were no doubt converted into their respective oxides,

chlorides or oxy-chlorides as the case may be. We have thus in

the Siu'ruta a crude and imperfect, but all the same potenttally

niodsni, [)rocess for the preparation of the metallic salts. 1 he

much reputed “potable gold” in the shape of the chloride of the

metal was probably in this way obtained. It will be interesting to

note the successive stages in the evolution of the chemical proce.s.ses

as we proceed. (.See especially under “Chemistry in Rasaiv^ava
,

p. 39, where the mixture of the salts is technically named “bir/a”

and consists of green vitriol, alum, common salt, salt-petre, &c.)

The reader will find an analogy in the ancient Eg)’ptian and

Greek methods as preserved in the Leyden Parchment, one or

two extracts from which cannot fail to be of interest .

“ Ayant pris quatre paillettes d’or, faites-en une lame, chauffez-

la et trempez-la dans de la couperose bioyee avec de 1 eau et a\ec

une autre (couperose) seche, battez (une partie). . .une autie avec

la matiere melangee : deversez la rouille et jetez dans...

“11 y a la deux recettes distinctes. Dans toutes deux figure le

sulfate de cuivre plus ou moins ferrugineux, .sous les noms de

chalcanthon ou couperose et de sory. La seconde recette semble

un fragment inutile d’une formule plus ctendue. La premiere

presente une grande ressemblance avec une formule donnee dans

=:=
I Chikit., Ch. X, 9.

(2) I Chikit., Ch. xili, 3.

I
Siitra., Ch. xxxvili, 56.
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Pline pour preparer un remede avec I’or, en commiiniquant aux
objects torrefies avec lui une propriete specifiqiie active, designee

par Pline sous noin de virus * * *

...cequi complete le rapprochment entre la formule de Pline et

celle du papyrus. Voici les paroles de Pline :

“On torrefie Tor dans un vase de terre, avex deux fois son
poids de sel et trois fois son poids de misy

;
puis on repete

1 operation av'ec 2 parties de sel et i partie de la pierre appelee
schiste. De cette facon, il donne des proprietes actives aux sub-

stances chauffees avec lui, tout en demeurant pur et intact. Le
residu est une cendre que Ton conserve dans un vase de terre.”

“Pline ajoute que Ton emploie ce residu comme remede. *L’efifi-

cacite de I’or, le plus parfait des corps, contre les maladies et

centre les malefices est un vieux prcjuge. De la, an mo)^en age,
I’ldee de Tor potable. La preparation indiquee par Pline devait
contenir les metaux etrangers a I’or, sous forme de chlorures ou
d’oxychlorures. Renfermait-elle aussi un sel d’or .? A la rigueur,
il se poLirrait que le chlorure de sodium, en presence des sels basi-
ques de peroxyde de fer, ou meme du bioxyde de cuivre, dega-
geat du chlore, susceptible d’attaquer I’or metallique ou allie, en
formant du chlorure d’or, ou plutotun chlorure double de ce mcTal.
Mais la chose n’est pas demontree. En tons cas, I’or se trouve
affine dans I’operation pr^cedente.”^

(i) CoU, lies Amiens Alch. Grecs, \’oI. 1 ., pp. 14-15



CHAHTEK III

Chemistry in the Bower Ms.

'riiK Alkalies

The alkalies in the 15ower Ms. are the two carbonates of potash

and soda. (Yavak.shara and Sarjikakshara)

i'UMES OF Horn

The fumes of horn are recommended as giving relief in hiccough.

[Practicall)' the same as “spirits of hartshoin. ]

Ksiiarataila

“Oil, boiled with the ashes of long pepper, is a remedy for

ear diseases” (Ft. ii. fasc. ii. p. isO- [Cf- The formula given m

Chakrapawi (see p. 34)]

Formula for Hair-Dye

Sulphates of copper

myrobalans * * *

hair into black (ibid
; p.

and iron, boiled with the oil of belleric

is used as a remedy for turning grey

162).

kASAYANA Defined

It is called Rasayana because it has a beneficial effect on Rasa

or chyle and other elements of the body. Cf, p. I 7 -

The Doctrine of Bitumen^

Bitumen is produced from the following (our metals : Gold,

copper silver and iron. Gold and other metals in the mountains,

when heated by the sun, emit their impurities, oil-hhe. heavy,

and clay-like ; these are the bitumen.

"^(iTdhe whole of this chapter, m a practically identical recension, is found

i„ ,he Chamta. See Uotver Ms., I't. lb. fasc. ii„ ch. x.i„ p. 167.
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A LiNCTUS

With certain vegetable drugs and ‘T'iparian sulphide of

antimony,” ‘ a linctus is made up with honey into a paste. (Ft. 11.

fasc. 1 1, p. 123)

Eurmul/e for Eye-ointment

Red ochre, rasot, galena, realgar, calx of brass ( )
in

equal parts...

With pepper and calx (of brass) one should boil gold on a

slow fire together with clarified butter.

-

fi) Sro/ajci tvljana
]

it is one of the five kinds of a/}ja»a or substances

used for collyriuins. Tlie word literally means produced from a river, especially

from the Yamuna. See Garbe’s Tndische Mincralivtt^ p. 54.

(2) The Bower Ms., Pt. 1., verses no and iii.



CHAV^TKK IV

Chemistry in the Vagbhata

A typical example is contained in the following recipe :

Sulphate of copper, red ochre, realgar, orpiment, sulphate of

iron &c., are recommended for external application for genital

sores.

Preparations of Gold, Silver, Copper, Iron and Lead

Gold, copper, silver, iron or tin are to be taken with the myro-

balans, rock-salt and honey, &c.

Gold, silver, copper and iron are to be taken in conjunction

with bitumen and milk.

Take 64 parts of stibium ' and one part each of copper, iron,

silver and gold
;
now roast them in a closed crucible &c.-

Take 30 parts of lead, 5 parts of sulphur, 2 parts of copper

and orpiment each, i part of tin and 3 parts of stibium. Now

roast them in a closed crucible.^

[Here as well as in the preceding .rioka. we have distinct men-

tion of ^ or a crucible ivith the lid o?i. This is one of the

preparations which can be brought into line with those of the

Tantric and latro-chemical periods.]

Preparation of Alkali and Caustic AlkalH

[As Vagbhat borrows his method of preparation of alkali almost

word for word from Sioruta, it is quite superfluous to reproduce

it here.]

(1)
Srotonjana is eivdently stibnite or the native sulphide of

antimony (See p. ^9); Diitt translates it, we know not on what grounds, as

calx-spar.

(2) Uitarasthdfuim, Ch. Xlii. 20-21.

(3) Ibid, Ch. XI II, 31-32.

(4) Sii/m., Ch. xxx.
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Use of Mercury

Take equal parts of mercury and lead and make them up into

a collyrium with their equal weight of stibium and camphorU

[This is perliaps the only Instance in which the mention of

mercur}’ is found.]

(U Ch. xm. 36. Tliis very fnrmuln, with bm
tions,occurs also in Rasam/ii<is,vnmiuliayn, Ch. xxiii,,4tS.

sliftht varia-



THE TRANSITIONAL PERIOD

(From 800 A. D. to circa 1100 A. D.)

Chemistry in the Siddha Yoga of Vrinda and in Chakrapani

V nisnx

(Cirai goo A. D.)

Preparations in which Sulphide oi- Copper

AND /Ehiops Mineral Figure

Sulphur, copper and the pyrites are to be pounded together with

mercury and subjected to roasting in a closed crucible and the

product thus obtained to be administered with honey, this is

known as parpati tdmramP

Take one part of sulphur and half its weight of mercury [The

components to be rubbed together.]
‘-d

be administered with honey and clarified butter. Tin, .5 c

ycisdui yitd chui'uoiii .

-

Omcksilver. rubbed with the juice of DhaUm, r. o,- Piper belle,

and applied eKternall)', kill., lice. (Poona ed. p. laa)

A COLLY RIUM

Compounded of 14 i.rgre.lients amongst which occur the belleric

myrobala.rs, rock-salt, i/f&f c<,pp«' ->''d blue vrtnol-all m the

powdered form. (
Poona edition, p. 47°-)

• r-i 1 .

This veiT preparation, in identical recension, occurs m Chak.a-

pSKi under the name of NAgbrjuna Varti.

~A7AA7c,Kira.k>.. dors no. occur in die Poona edi.ion, but is to be

fouiul in die Kfinnii Ms. uiuler yrnarnfnsnr; 1

(j) Vi,U Kannir Ms. under snaftmrfviaimi. omitlcd in the Poona edition.
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A Process of Killing Iron

The text which occurs only in the Kaj-mir Ms. under

but unfortunately in a mutilated form, would seem to indicate that

the iron is to be first ignited in the fire and then macerated in

the juice of the emblic myrobalan, and treivia nudijlora and ex-

posed to the sun, and again to be macerated in the juice of certain

other plants and then to be rubbed in a mortar.

5



CHAPTKR II

< IIAKKA IMA I

( Circa 1060 A. D.)

Black Sulphide of Mercury (Kajjali)

or

Aithiops Mineral

The first process consists in the purification of mercury.

^‘Quicksilver, rubbed repeatedly in the juice expressed from

Sesbania aculeata, ricinus covimufiis, zi7igiber solatium nigiuin,

becomes purified.”

“Take one part of mercury and one part of sulphur, rub the two

together in a mortar and thus prepare kajjali or rasapaipatiA

Tamrayoga (lit. Powder of Copper Compound)

“Take a thin leaf of Nepalese copper and embed it m powdered

sulphur. The substances are to be placed inside a saucer-shaped

earthen-ware vessel and covered with another. The rims aie

luted with sugar or powdered rice-paste. The apparatus is heated

in a sand bath for three hours. The copper thus prepared is

pounded and administered with other drugs.”

Process of Killing Iron

“I shall now describe the science of iron as promulgated

by the sage Nagilrjuna.” [A tedious process given with weari-

some minutite of which the substance only is reproduced

below.]

A bar of iron is to be rubbed with the levigated powder of

the following vegetable products among others ; the belleric

myrobalans clitoria ternatca, vitis quadrangularis, boharhaavia

(i) Chakiapa//i himself claims its discovery or at any rate its introduction :

1

V^Vnda, honever, recommends its use as

well.
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diffusa and verbesina calcnd. It is then strong!}' heated to the

fusion point and plunged into the decoction of the myrobalans.

The iron is then powdered by being beaten with an iron hammer.

The powder is then digested in the decoction of the myrobolans

and roasted repeated!}' in a crucible.

Mandura or Rust of Iron

Rust of iron is prescribed in combination with other drugs.

Recipe for a Soap to re used as a Depilatory

Tlie ashes of schrebei’a swiet. and cassia fist, are to be

mixed with lime from burnt shells and lixiviated with the urine

of the ass. The lye is then to be boiled with a definite weight of

mustard oil.

Preparation of Caustic Alkali

[Much the same as in the Siuruta]



THETANTRIC PERIOD

(From 1100 A. D. to circa 1300 A. D.)

CHAE'TEl'^ 1

Chemistry in Rasarnava

[In Rasarnava, as iii all other Fantras, knowlerlgc is imparted

in the shape of a dialogue between Bhairava (6^iv"a) and his consort

Parvati.]

Extracts from I^ook IV—On Apparatus

AND THE COLOUR OF FLAMES

Sri Bhairava said :

“The rasas, the uparasas (see p. 43), the metals, a piece of cloth,

bidam, (see p. 40) a pair of bellows, iron implements, stone pestles

and mortars, the apparatus known as Kosh/I (see p. 38), mouth

blow pipe * * cow-dung, substantial wood (as fuel), various

kinds of earthen apparatus [e. g. crucibles &c.), a pair of tongs and

earthen and iron vessels, weights and balances, bamboo and iron

pipes, the fats, the acids, the salts and the alkalies, the poisons—
all these are to be collected and chemical operations begun.”

Dola Yantra;!/

As R. R. S.^ borrows the description of this apparatus vcibatwt,

it is unnecessary to repeat it here.^

An Apparatus for Killing Metals

'‘Make two iron crucibles, each 12 digits in length, the one with

a narrow orifice containing sulphur is inserted into the other

holding mercury ;
below the mercury is placed water [in a

separate vessel]. The mercury and the sulphur should be carefully

moistened in garlic juice, which has been filtered though a cloth.

The apparatus is now lodged in an earthen pot and another

(1) R. K. S. is tlie ablircviation for Ra.utratuasamuchchaya.

(2) See Hook ix. of K. R- S.
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placed over it, the rims being luted with cloth previously smeared

with earth * * now cow-dung fire is urged. After continuing

heating for three days the apparatus is taken out.” [I'his

description, in almost identical recension, occuis in R. R. S,

under the name of The language is faulty and
the meaning not very clear.]

Garhiia Vantra/1/

“I shall now describe the Garb/ia Yantrain for reducing pistika^

to ashes. Make a crucible 4 digits in length, and 3 digits in

width, with its mouth rounded. Take 20 parts of salt and one of

bdellium and pound them finely, adding water frequentl}'
;
rub

the crucible with this mixture. * * Make a fire of

paddy husks and apply gentle heat. In the course of one to three

days the mercury is reduced to ashes.” [Vuic Illustrations]

Efficacy of the Apparatus

“For killing and colouring mercury, an apparatus is indeed a

power. Without the use of herbs and drugs, mercury can be killed

with the aid of an apparatus alone
;
hence an expert must not

disparage the efficac)' of the apparatus.”

Ha/I/sapaka Yantra^/

^'Take an earthen dish and fill it with sand and place another
over it

;
apply gentle heat. Now digest in this apparatus [the

ingredients] with the five alkalies (cf. pp. 24 and 38), the urines

(see p. 16), and the bida (see p. 40). This is known as Hamsapaka
yantmm by the adepts.” ^

Crucibles

“Earth of black, red, yellow and white colour * *

burnt husks of paddy, soot, earth from the ant-hill, well burnt

excrements of the goat and the horse * * rust of iron”
* * [varying proportions of the above ingredients are used
for making crucibles, retorts. &c.

]

(i) A paste of merciir\- and sulphur.

{2j R. R. s. lias borrowed the descriptions of Garbha Yafi/rom and
sapCika Vantram.
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“There are two kinds of crucibles, vis., open and covered (lit,

blind) * * * the covered one resembles the nipple of a cow

and is fitted with a lid, which has a raised head.

“For the purification of silver the crucible is best made of two

parts of the ashes of Sclirebera swietenioides, and one part each

of brick dust and earth.”*

Colour of Flames

“Copper yields a blue flame that of the tin is pigeon-

coloured
j

that of the lead is pale-tinted" that of the iron

is tawny *, ...that of the “peacock ore (^sasyakci) is red.

Tests of a Pure Metal

“A pure metal is that which, when melted in a crucible, does not

give off sparks nor bubbles, nor spurts, nor emits any sound, nor

shows any lines on the surface, but is tranquil like a gem.^

Kosiirl Apparatus

“For extracting the es.sence of metals a koshti apparatus [
Vtde

Illustiation-s] is preferred, which is i6 digits in width and 2 cubits

in length.”

Colophon to Chapter IV

“Here ends Chapter fourth of Rai'Sr//ava, which tieats of

apparatus, crucibles and the colour of flames.

The Alkalies

“The three alkalies are the borax, trona (natron) and Yavakshdra

(carbonate of potash). The ashes of sesamum, achyranthcs aspera,

musa sapientum., butea frondosa, morinoa ptery^ospcrma, mochika,

(schrcbera swietenioides), raphanus sativus, zingiber officinale, tamar-

(1) The porous crucible is of the nature of a “cupel .

(2) Cf. “Lead compounds impart a pale tint to the non-luminous gas

flame.” (Roscoe and Schorlemmcr)

(3) Or in modern phraseology shows “signs of tranquil fusion.
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indnx mdicus and ficus relig., respectively are regarded as the

standard plant ashes (fWTO:) i” VII. 12-13

The Maharasas

“Bhairava said :

—

'"makshika, znmala, sila, chapala, rasaka,

snsj'dka, darada (p. 43) and srotonjana,—these are the eight maha-

rasas.”
[
Vide p. 43 and Explanatory Notes on Minerals.] VII. 2-3

Copper ero.m the Fvrites

''Makshika, repeatedly soaked in honey, oil of riciniis com-

munis, urine of the cow, clarified butter and the extract of the

bulbus root of musa sapicntum, and heated in a crucible, yields an

essence in the shape of copper.” VII.- 12- 13

'"Vimala, digested with alum, green vitriol, borax and the

watery liquid expressed from Moringa pter., musa s. and finally

roasted in a covered crucible in combination with the ashes of

schrebera siviet., an essence in the shape of chandrarka^

(lit. copper of gold like lustre.)”

Chapala : [See under R. r. s. Bk. ii.] VII, 20-21

Brass from Calamine and Copper Mistaken for Gold

’’''Rasaka ; There are three kinds of it
;

namely of }'ellow

colour, of the appearance of treacle, and of the colour of stones.

What wonder is it that Rasaka mixed with [certain organic mat-

ters] and roasted three times with copper converts the latter into

gold?” VII. 31-34

Extraction of Zinc from Calamine

'dlasaka, mixed with wool, lac, T. chcbula and borax and roasted

in a covered crucible, yields an essence of the appearance of tin : of

this there is no doubt.” VII. 37-38

Sasyaka. VII. 41-44

[
I hese couplets have been borrowed word for word by R. r. s.

Vide Bk. ii
;
hence repetition is unnecessar)’.]

(i) R. K. s. lias borrowed this description and added some more charac-

teristics of tlie mineral, from w hich it would appear that Mmala is also a variety

of pyrites. {Mde R. R. s. Bk. ii.)
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Saurastki

(alum), distillation of: See under R. R. S., which has

also borrowed this description verbatim. VII. 73-74

The Metals

‘^O goddess ! listen now to what I say about the metals.

“Gold, silver, copper, iron, tin and lead, these are the six metals

and their resistance to waste [/.^. rusting] is in the order in which

they have been mentioned.” VII. 89-90

The Killing of Metals

“Hear attentively as I shall now speak of the killing of metals.

“There is no such elephant of a metal which cannot be killed

by the lion of a sulphur.” VII. 138-142

Bhairava said: ^'Kasisa^, rock-salt, the pyrites, Sauvira\

the aggregate of the three spices^, sulphur, saltpetre, the juice

expressed from Malatiy—'sW these moistened with the juice of

the root of moringa pter., makes a bida

,

which would kill all [the

metals].” • 2-3

“Sulphur, orpiment, sea salt, salt, sal-ammoniac, borax—these

digested with the ashes and the urines, give rise to another kind ot

bidap * * * * “Having

thus collected the ingredients, O goddess, begin the chemical

operations ! I have told you all, what more do you want to

hear?” IX. 4-20

Purification of Quicksilver

“Quicksilver, rubbed with the juice of the aforesaid plants {vide

original text) and distilled seven times, becomes pure.”

“Quick -silver, made into a paste by being rubbed with copper

and subjected to distillaion, leaves behind tin and lead [with which

they are often adulterated ]
and becomes pure.” X. 55-56

Killing of Mercury

“Green-vitriol, alum, salt, borax, mixed with the afore-said

(1) Green vitriol. (2) Slihnite. (3) namely, black pepper, long pepper and

dry ginger. (4; Echitcs caryophyllata
,

Ro.\.
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vegetable drugs {vide original text), kill mercury in an instant [in

the shape of calomel].” XI. 24

Killing of Gold

“.Salt-petre, green vitriol, sea-salt, rock-salt, mustard, borax, .sai-

ammoniac, camphor, the px'rites— all these are to be taken in equal

parts. The crucible is to be smeared with the milky juice of

euphorbia neriifoLia and nsclepias gigautea
;
then, having added the

powder of the aforesaid bida, the gold is to be killed, my beloved !”

XI. 83-84

Tests for Killed Mercurv

^‘VVhen the mercury assumes divers colours after having given

up its fluidity, it is known as swooned
;

killed mercury is that

which does not show signs of fluidity, mobility and lustre.”

XI. 197-198

Colouring of Metals

“Iron, lead, and copper are coloured by means of calamine

—

the whole turns into gold.” (Cf. VII. 31 —34.) XII. 50

“Mercury is composed of the five elements and represents Viva

himself.” XII. 78

“Take one pala of the ash of mercury and rub it with the same
weight of sulphur and roast the mixture in a covered crucible :

thus we get vermillion of the colour of the rising sun.” XV^'l. 8i

“Take the vitriol which is of the colour of the throat of the pea-

cock, saffron, calamine, as also the excrement of a \-oung calf, the

poisons, powdered plumbago sej'lauiea, all in equal proportions, rub

them with the acids and dry in the shade. Having added hone}'

to the above mixture, smear it on a thin sheet of lead. When
roasted in a covered crucible, the lead is coloured in no time

;

the lead which is now of beautiful colour is fit for bedeck-

ing the persons of the gods.”' XV^lII. 70 74

i t ) Refers probably to the “gold-like alloy used by watch-makers" into

the composition of which copper, zinc and lead enter. .Sec Roscoe and Schor.,

1 1, p. 494, ed. 1897.

6



THE IATRO=CHEMICAL PERIOD

{From 1300 A. D, to circa 1550 A. D.)

CI-iAPXKR I

Chemistry in Rasaratnasamuchchaya

BOOK I

Salutation to him—the excellent, the greatest physician of the

world, b)' the nectareous ocean of whose benign glance, resplendent

with brilliance, born of everything that is joyous and auspicious

and which acts like unfailing elixir, the diseases of his devotees,

such as birth, death, old age and worldly attachment, are cured

in an iiistant. ^ i

Adima,2 Chandrasena, Lanke^a, Bijarada, Kapali, Matta,

Mandavya, Bhaskara, Surasenaka, Ratnakoi'a, Sambhu, Sattvika,

Naravahana, Indrada, Gomukha, Kambali, Vya<i^i, Nagarjuna, Sura-

nanda, Nagabodhi, Ya^'odhana, Khanda, Kilpalika, Brahma,

Govinda, Lampaka and Hari—these are the twenty-se^'en experts

on Alchemy as also Rasa;;/kui’a, Bhairava, Nandi, Svachchhanda-

bhairava, Manthanabhairava, Kakachandl^vara, Vasudeva, Ab'sh)-a-

^ringa, the compiler of alchemy, the ascetic Rasendratilaka,

Bhaluki, who has got the appellation of Maithili, INIahadeva,

Narendra, Ratnrd<ara and Haiij'vara. 2-7

This treatise on well-tried mercurials and minerals, named

“Rasaratnasamuchchaya,” adapted to the treatment of diseases, is be-

ing compiled by the son of Si//diagupta, after having consulted the

works of the aforesaid ade[)ts and others. It will treat of mercury.

(i) The salutiation is strictly Buddhistic aud is on all fours with the open-

ing lines of X'agbhata’s Astangarhidaya and of Amarakosha^ both of which are

known to be by Buddliist authors ; cf. ;dso iMlihivisicit'ci :

c^t f^»Tt I

VII. p. 123, R.L. Mitra’s ed.

51^51 I

XII. p. 150.

2) The Benares Ms. reads Ag<wia.
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the minerals and the metals, the construction of the apparatus,

the mystical formuhi; for the purification of the metals, the extrac-

tion of the essences (active principles), liquefaction and incinera-

tion. 8-10

[Here follows a description of the virtues of mercur}' and its

mythical origin.]

By partakino- of mercury, men are freed from a multitude of

diseases, arising out of the sins of former existence—of this there

is no doubt. 26

He who falls foul of mercury, which is the generative principle

of Niva, will rot in the hell cBon after ceon. 29

From the mouth of the God of fire * * mercury drop-

ped into the country of Darada' and it has there remained ever

so long. The soil of that region, on being subjected to distillation,

yields mercury. 89-90

Colophon

Here ends Book first of Rasaratnasamuchchaya, composed
by Vagbhata, son of Siwhagupta, Prince of Physicians.

BOOK II

The Ra.sas

[In the Hindu Materia Medica the mineral kingdom is broadly

divided into the Rasas and the Uparasas, the Ratnas and the

Lohas (metals). The term Rasa is in general reserved for mercur}',

though it is equally applicable to a mineral or a metallic salt. In

the oldest medical works, e.g. the Charaka and the Siuo-uta, Rasa

(i) Dardistan, the mountainous region about Ka.fmlr, is famous for the ores of

cinnabar from which mercury is e.Ktiacted. Darada is in fact a name of cinna-

bar. The auriferous region of the Daradas is mentioned by Humboldt (Cosmos
II. p. 513, IC C. Otte) who places it either in the Thibetan highlands east of

the P>olor chain, west of Iskardo, or towards tlie deseit of Gobi described

also as auriferous by Hiouen Thsang. Regarding Parada and Darada see also

Lassen’s Alterthum.skundc, i. pp. 848-49. It seems probable that “parada”
(quicksilver) and “darada” (cinnabar) owe their names to the countries from
which their supply was obtained.
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has tlie literal ineaning of juice or fluid of the body which accor-

ding to the notions of humoral i)atholog}- engenders blood, serum,

sweat, &c. (see p. ^3). Kasaki-ia'^ in the Suj-ruta means fluid extract

or concentrated decoction. As mercurial and metallic preparations

gradually came into vogue and even began to supplant the vege-

table drugs, the term rasa began to be substituted for quicksilver

on account of its semi-fluid character and its supposed miraculous

therapeutical action on the juices or humours of the bod\' (Cf. Rig-

Veda, Soniarasa : Vide Intro.). In the Bhavapraka^a we find j'asa

used in a two-fold sense, ancient and comparatively modern.

-

In the older works, Rasaya?ia (derived from 7'asa, juice, and

ayana, way) means a medicine preventing old age and prolonging life

—the Elixir vitced Later on Rasayana was almost exclusively appli-

ed to the employment of mercury and other metals in medicine and

at present it means also alchemy (chemi.stry). Our author uses the

term Rasasiddhip^'addyaka (1-5)) which is derived from rasa,

merciif)', siddhi, accomplishment and praddyaka, giver or bestow-

er, i.e., lit. giver of accomplishment in mercury i.e. an expert on al-

chemy. Wilson in his Dictionary thus happily renders Rasasiddhi :

“The knowledge of alchemy, the possession of peculiar familiarity

with mercury obtained b}’ the performance of chemical opeiations

(1) ^
^ I

Sidra. Chap, xxxvi, 19.

(2) I

^ g 11
b p- 59- ed. Kalu-a Chandra

Sen Gupta.
In the above jloka, 7'asa is used in the sense of chyle. Again

TTTgt 1

^ ^ '?T^Tfq II
ibid. p. 442

Here f'asa is used as a synonym of mercury and regarded as a metal.

(3) For the definition of the term Rasayana in the Charaka, see p. 17 ;
cf. also

Sarngadhara. Cf. also ; “Dies Wort {rasa)

niimlich hat nicht nur der 7‘asagfidmi, d. i. Kenntniss der Siifte, einem

Kapitel der Medicin, sondern ciner Benennung der Alchemic rasasdsira, dann

rasasiddhi, durch Quecksilber erlangte Vollkommenheit, das Vertrautsein mit der

.Alchemic, sowie desgl. rasendradarsatta (worth Untersuchung des Safte-Herrs-

chers, d. i. Quecksilbers), Lehre der Alchemisten (dieser heisst Rasdyana) seinen

Namen geliehen und ausserdam in Compositen einer Menge chcmischer

Substanzen.”— Pott, Chemie oder Chymie ? Zeit. deut. Morg. Ges. xxx, 7.
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conjoined with certain mystical and magical rites and the securing

thence to the adept of happiness, health and wealth
;
the power

of transmuting metals and the art of prolonging life.”

[With these prefatorx' remarks, we shall now allow our author

to proceed.]

Abhm (mica), Vaikranta, Mdkshika (pyrites), Vimala, Adrija

(bitumen), Snsycika, Chapala and Rasaka ; these 8 Rasas are to

be identified and collected.* \^Vide ‘^Explanatory Notes on the

Minerals” at the end of Chap. I]'

Abhr.a

There are three varieties of mica, namel)', pifidkam, ndgainan-

dukam and vajram and each of these again are of four different

colours—white, red, yellow and black. 5-10

Mica, the la}’ers of which can be ea.silx’ detached, is preferred.

Mica, which is as bright as the moon and which has the

lustre of the rust of iron, does not take up or combine with (lit.

swallow) mercury. That wh.ich has taken up mercury can alone

be used with the metals and administered in medicine.

Mica, which has been killed, is prescribed in the treatment of

various diseases. The variety which has the lustre of the moon,

if taken internally, brings on dyspepsia and urinary disorders.

1 2-14

Mica, heated seven times and plunged into sour gruel or cow’s

urine or decoction of the chebulic myrobalans or cow’s milk, is

freed from all impuritie.s. 17-18

Mica, mixed with paddy grains and reduced to powder, tied

in a piece of cloth and suspended in sour gruel and then passed

through linen, is known as Dlidnyabhram (lit. mica in combination

with paddy). Dlidnyabhram rubbed with the juice of cassia sophora

and roasted ten times in a closed crucible is killed thereb}’. 24

Vaikranta

Vaikranta has eight faces and six angles, is slippery and

I Rasdnun/a (p. 39) recojjnises the following ei.i(ht minerals:—vidl'shikaa'iwnla,

adrija^ chapala, rasaka, sasyaka, darada (cinnabar) and srotonja?ia (stibium).
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heavy and of uniform or mixed tint. It has 8 different colours,

white, red, \’ellow, blue, with the shades met with in the down

of the pii^eon, grass-green, black and variegated. 55-56

Vaikranta is a powerful tonic and reckoned among the

sovereign medicines. It is a destro)’er of all (bodily) disorders

and is employed in the place of diamond. 57-58

Vaikranta is of the shape of diamond. It is found in the north

or south of, or all about, the Vindhya mountains. 60-61

Vaikranta is purified b}^ being heated three days with the salts

and the alkalies or by digestion with the acids, urines or a decoc-

tion of dolichos uniflorus and the plantain or ofpaspalum scrohi-

culatum. It is killed by being roasted in a covered crucible eight

times in combination with sulphur and lemon juice and pasp.

scrobi. 67-68

Vaikranta, after being heated and plunged into the urine of the

horse, ought to be repeatedly roasted and then reduced to ashes. 69

Vaikranta after incineration is substituted for diamond. 70

Macerated in the ashes of scJn'ebera swiet., butea frondosa

and cow’s urine and mixed with the powdered root of euphorb.

antiq., turmeric . . . borax, powdered lac and made into balls

with the milky juice of asclepias gem. and honey and strongly

heated in a closed crucible, vaikranta yields its essence. Of this

there is no doubt. 70-72

CorPER Pyrites

Mdkshikam (
pyrites )

is born of mountains >'ielding

gold . . and is produced in the bed of the river Tapi and

in the lands of the Kiratas, the Chine.se and the Yavanas. 77

Pyrites is of two kinds—golden and silvery : the former is a

native of Kanouj and is of golden )^ellow colour. The silvery

pyrites is a.ssociated with stones and is of inferior quality. 81

Rubbed with the juice of lemons and sulphur and roasted

in a closed crucible it is kdled. 84

Mdkshika, repeatedly steeped in honey, oil of the .seeds of

ricinus commnnis, urine of the cow, clarified butter and the

extract of the bulbous root of musa sapientum and gently roasted

in a crucible, yields an essence in the shape of copper. 89-90
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VimALA

]^imala is described as of three kinds according as it has the

lustre of gold, sih'er and brass respective!}'. 96
It is rounded and is also endowed with angles and faces. 97
It is killed by being roasted ten times with sulphur, bitumen,

nrtocarpns lakoocha ^\m\ the acids. lOO

I unala, rubbed with bora.x, the juice of artocarpus lakoocha

and the ash of schrehera siviet., and roasted in a covered crucible,

yields an e.s.sence of the appearance of gold.' 101

Vimala, digested with alum, green vitriol, borax and the watery
liquid expressed from mormga pter., musa v., and finally roasted in

a covered crucible in combination with the ashes of schrehera

siviet., N’ields an essence in the shape of chandraka (lit. copper of
gold-like lustre). 103- 104

Nilajatu

Stlajatu (bitumen) is of twa) kinds, one ha\'ing the smell of
cow’s urine, the other resembling camphor. It oozes out in the
heat of the sun at the foot of the Himala}’as from the bowels of
gold, silver and copper respectively.

2 (cf a?ite p. 21) 106

Sasyaka

Sasj'aka (blue vitriol) . . . has the play of colour in the
U-iroat of the peacock {i.e. has blue tint). Mayiirafntlhaw
is an emetic, an antidote to poisons and a destroyer of the
whiteness of the skin.

i -^7-1 '79

It is killed by being roasted in a covered crucible with the juice
of artocarpus lakoocha, sulphur, bitumen and borax. 1 22

Extraction of Copper

Take blue vitriol and one-fourth its weight of borax and soak
the mixture in the oil expressed from the seeds of pongamia

D) The text reads
: \ which however conveys

quate meaning-. A variant is ',=gol<i-like.

(2) Ihciesins of the styrax bcnsoicum and also a variety of
especi.dl) the latter are refei red to. The description is evidently
from the Charaka and the .Sn.nuta.

no ade-

bitumen,

borrowed
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(^lab)'ci for one clay only and then place it in a covered crucible and

heat in the charcoal fire—by this process an essence is obtained

from it of the beautiful appearance of coccinella insect.* i33-*34

Or, enclosed in a crucible with borax and the juice of lemons

and strongly heated, it yields an essence in the shape of

I 3 3co])per.

Pure blue vitriol, of the colour of peacock, in combination with

the aforesaid drugs and by the application of various processe.s,

gives up its essence. ^3^

Chapala

There are four varieties of Chapala—yellow, white, red

and black. That which has the lustre of gold or silver is most

appropriate for the fixation of mercury. The last two are

indifferent and readily melt like lac and are useless. Chapala

melts like tin when heated over fire—hence the name. I43-H4

Chapala has six faces and the lustre of a crystal . 146

RASAKA

Rasaka (calamine) is of two kinds : the one of laminated struc-

ture is known as dardura
;
the other, non-laminated, is called

karavellaka.
.

Calamine is to be heated and plunged seven times into the juice

expressed from the seeds of lemon or immersed in the urine of

man or of horse or in sour gruel or sour milk and thus purified.

154-155

Extraction of Zinc

Rub calamine with turmeric, the chebulic myrobalans. resin,

the salts, soot, borax and one fourth its weight ot scmicarpus

anacardium, and the acid juices. Smear the inside of a

tubulated crucible with the above mixture and dr>- it m the sun

( I) i e red ;
in the Ckaraka, Ijlood is described as having the colour of the

...aWADnsect. Couplets .33 and .34 have been borrowed almost

from Rasdnuivn.
w.:

,.) It is not cletu- wh.it substance is rcihy lucaiit by the temi < .

radical meaning is mobile or fickle,hence it is a name olten given to qtncksilyet.
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and close its mouth with another inverted over it, and apply heat.

When the flame issuing from the molten calamine changes

from blue to white, the crucible is caught hold of by means of a

pair of tongs and its mouth held downwards and it is thrown on

the ground, care being taken not to break its tubulure. ‘ The
essence possessing the lustre of tin which is dropped is collected

for use. 157-161

Calamine is to be powdered with lac, treacle, white mustard,

the myrobalans, natron and borax and the mixture boiled with milk

and clarified butter and made into balls. These are to be enclosed

in a crucible and strongly heated. The contents are then poured

on a slab of stone—the essence of calamine of the beautiful

appearance of tin (thus obtained) is to be used. 163-164

Or a vessel filled with water is to be placed inside a kosh/hl

apparatus and a perforated cup or saucer placed over it
;
a crucible

charged as above is to be fixed in an inverted position over the

saucer and strongly heated by means of the fire of jujube (sizyphus

iujuba) charcoal : the essence which drops into the water should

be applied (in medicine), \yide illustrations] 165-166

This essence is to be mixed with orpiment and thrown over an
earthen dish and rubbed with an iron rod till it is reduced to ashes,

[krom the context it is evident that the operation is to be per-

formed over fire.] 167-168

BOOK III

The Upar.vsas or Inferior Ra.sas

Sulphur, red ochre, vitriol, alum, orpiment, realgar, anjana and
kamkustha—these are the eight upamsas, useful in operations of

mercury.
j

[Mere follows the mythical origin of sulphur.]* * *

(I) The Benares Ms. reads and drops sr which would mean
so “as to break its tubulure.”

7
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Sulphur

Sulphur is of three kinds : that of tlie first quality resembles the

beak of a parrot
;

that of the second quality is yellow
;
whereas

the white variety is the worst. Another authority sa>’s ;

there are four kinds of sulphur according as it is of white,

yellow, red and black colour respectively the black variety is

rare. ' 12-15

Melted sulphur is poured into the juice of verbesina calendula-

cea and thus i)urified. 23

A vessel which contains milk has its mouth tied down with a

piece of cloth, over which is deposited finely powdered sulphur
;

the latter again covered with an earthen bowl. Heat is applied

from above by burning cow-dung cakes. The melted sulphur

drops into the milk and is thus purified. 24-25

Gairika

Gairika (red ochre) is of two kinds : the one, pclshana gairika,

is hard and copper-coloured
;
the other is svarna gairika i.e. of

the colour of gold (yellow). 4^

Kahsa

Kdsisa (sulphate of iron) is of two kinds : valuka-kasisa

and pushpa-kasJsa. [The former termed in other works dhatu-

kassia is the green variety and the latter, the basic or 3'ellowish

variety.] ^ ^

Its essence is to be extracted like that of alum. 54

Tuvart

Tnvarl (alum) : the fragrant earth produced in the mountains

of Surat is known as iuvarl, which dy’es cloth and fixes the

colour of madder-. 59

A second v'arict}' of it called phataki or phullika is slightl)'

yellow . . . Another variety known as phulla tnvari is white

(1) Cf. ..“il y a des soufrcs dcs divcrses coulcurs
;
Fun rouge, Faulie jaune

un aulie Idanc paiiel a Fivoire :...un autre, noir, qui ne vaut rien.'—La Chimie

au nioyen .nge, I, 307

(2) i.c. forms lakes.
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and acid in taste
;

iron changes to copper by the process of

lepa [cf. Bk. Vlir, 8o
;
where the term is used in the sense of

transmutation of the baser metals. The author seems to convey

the idea that alum plays an important ):>art in this process.] 60-62

Alum is astringent, acid, beneficial to the eye. ..and a killer

of mercury E ^3

Alum is to be macerated in the bile of the ox one-hundred

times and then its essence is to be extracted by distillation- — a

very secret process, not to be divulged. 65

Tala K A

Talaka (orpiment) is of two kiiicls : the one is of a leafy

structure, the other is found in balls or cakes and is of golden

colour . . . and bright. 66

It is purified by being digested in the juice of cucumber and

the alkaline water of the ashes of sesamum or in lime water. 69

Talaka is to be rubbed with buffalo’s urine and thrice mace-

rated in the decoction of butea frondosa of the consistency

of honey, and then to be roasted in a covered crucible and

powdered. This operation is to be repeated twelve times.

It is then fit to be used in medicines,^ 74"75

Take one pala of talaka and rub it for one day with the milky

juice of calopropis gigantea and mix it with the same weight of

oil and heat it in an open place for 7 days and nights together.

Collect the white essence when it has cooled down.’^ 80-8

r

Manasaila

Manassila (roalgar) is mixed with one-eighth part of its weight

(1) \
Cf. the various formuUe for the preparation of calomel in

which alum yields sulphuric acid and plays an important part.

(2) ;
here distillation is expressly mentioned. Couplet 65 is

borrowetl fron'. Rasanniva.

(3) .Most likely a sulpharsenite of potash is formed. The process in

RascndrasarasanigraJia is more scientific. ‘‘‘’Talaka is to be cut into small j)ieces

and rubbed with lime water and the alkaline water derived from the ash

of achyranthes aspera and is then to be enclosed in carbonate of potash

and roasted.”

(4) It is evident that the operation is to be performed in a glass retort or

in the kosh/i apparatus described below under realgar.
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of iron-rust, molasses, bdellium and clarified butter and enclosed

in the kosh/i apparatus [see p. 38] and strongl)^ heated, when it

yields its essence. 95

The Anjanas

The Anjanas (collyriums) : of these there are Saiwhuifijana,

Rasa^y'ana, Srotonjima, Pushpanjana and Nllnfijana
;
their pro-

perties are described below. 97*98-

Nilanjana is a killer of gold [cf. the killing o{ ^oV\

,

silver,

iron and copper in Vagbhata, p. 30] and induces softness in iron

t.e. renders it easily pulverizable [as the iron becomes impregnated

with the brittle sulphide of iron
;

cf. also Bk. viii., 38.] 104

The essence of the anjanas is to be extracted like that of

realgar. 105

[ We quote below the account given in Dutt’s Materia Medica

of the Hindus, as our author gives rather scanty information on

this point :

“ Galena or sulphide of lead is called anjana or samnravjmia

in Sanskrit, and krishna surma in vernacular. It is called

anjana, which literally means collyrium or medicine for the eyes,

from the circumstance of its being considered the best application

or cosmetic for them. The other varieties of afijana mentioned

are Srotonjana, Pushpanjana and Rasanjana.

Sauviranjana is said to be obtained from the mountains

of SauvTra, a country along the Indus, whence it derives its

name. The article supplied under its vernacular name Surma is

the sulphide of lead ore. Sauvira is usually translated as sul-

phide of antimony, but I have not been able to obtain a single

specimen of the antimonial ore from the shops of Calcutta and

of some other towns. The sulphide of antimony occurs in fine,

streaky, fibrous crystalline masses of a radiated texture. The

lead ore on the contrary occurs in cubic masses destitute of

rays and is tabular in its crystalline arrangement.

^'Srotoiyana is described as of white colour, and is

said to be produced in the bed of the Yamuna and other rivers.

It is called Sapped S 7irma in the vernacular, and the article sup-

plied under this name by Hindustani medicine-vendors is cal-
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careous or Iceland spar.* It is used as a collyrium for the eyes,

but is considered inferior to the black surma or galena,

“Pushpaujana is described as an alkaline substance.

I have not met with an\^ vernacular translation of this word nor

with any person who could identify or supply the tlrug. Wilson,

in his Sanskrit-English Dictionar\', translates the term as calx

of brass, but I know not on what authority.

Rasafijana is the extract of the wood of berberis

Asiatica called rasol in the vernacular.”]

Kamkustham is produced at the fcjot of the Himalayas .

Some are of opinion that it is the excrement of a new-born
elephant ... it is of white and and j’ellow colour and is a

strong purgative.^ 10Q-112

The Common Ra.s.as

Kampilla, Chapalap Gann'pdshdna, Navasdraka, Kaparda,
Agnijdraj Gtnsindura, Huigula, Mriddarasringakam \ these are

the eight common Rasas regarded as useful adjuncts to chemical
operations by Nagarjuna and other experts. 120-121

Rauipilla^ is like brick-dust . . .a purgative

natural product of Surat . . . and a vermifuge.

Gauripdshdna"'’ is of the lustre of rock-crystal, conch and tur-

meric respectively . . .its white essence is to be extracted
like that of orpiment. 124-121;

Navasara and other Rasas

Navasara (sal ammoniac) is begot of the decomposition of the
shoots of bamboos and of the wood of careya arborca

; nava-
sara IS an alkali, its another name is chulihdlavana (lit. salt

( 1 ) See, however, ajite p. 30,

(2) Not well made out. According to Wilson, it is a medicinal earth, des-
cribed as of two colours, one of a silvery and one of a gold colour.

(3) Including Chapala there are nine common Rasas
; but Chapala has

already been considered as a maharasa. (see p. 48)

(4) The red mealy powder covering the capsules of mallolus Phtllippcnsis,
also known as kamala. It is not clear why this substance should have found
a place among the products of the mineral kingdom.

(5) Not easy to identify
;

lit., it means white stone or marble.
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deposited in the hearth)^ it is produced during the burning of the

brick ... it kills mercury, liquefies iron, is a stomachic,

an absorbent of the spleen, and aids digestion after much eating.^

1 27- 1 29

Vamtaka (cowrie or marine shell): alchemists prefer shells

which are of yellow colour, knotty and possessed of circular

lines on -the dorsal side . . . macerated for three hours

in sour gruel, it undergoes purifications. 2 I 30-U54

Agnijdra is a substance discharged from the womb of a kind

of sea-crocodile and dried in the sun.'^ ^35

Girisindura (lit. vermillion derived from the rocks) occurs

among the big mountains (inside the rocks). ^37

Hingula (cinnabar : Syn. darada, see p. 43) ;
quicksilver ex-

tracted from it is as efficacious as killed sulphur. When darada

is placed in a retort and its essence collected in water, it yields

the same substance as quicksilver—of this there is no doubt.

[The apparatus referred to is shown in the illustrations.] 141-144

Mriddarasringakam [various readings of the text are given
;

it is not easy to make out what substance is meant]. It is yellow

and of leafy structure and occurs in Gujarat and round about

mount Abu. '45

Rdjavarta (Lapis lazuli) has a bluish tint but with slight admix-

(1) It is of interest to note that Royle, who wrote in 1837, rej^rets that “no

Hindu work on this subject (chemistry) has yet been translated” and is bold

enough to predict that “Sal ammoniac must have been famdiar to the Hindus,

ever since they have burnt bricks, as they now do, with the manure of animals

as some may usually be found crystallized at the unburnt extremity of the

kiln of Hhuht Medicine. Royle’s surmises have proved to be

literally correct The word “Navasara” is apparently of Persian origin being

corrupted from ^dVausadar.”

(2) The text is almost exactly the same as in A\isendrasdrasa;ngm/ni, which

Cives an additional method of |.mifyii.« the cowrie, namely ; “niR a hole in

the ground and fill it partly with the husk of |>addy, now place on it a crucible

containing cowries ;
cover it with cow-dung cakes and set fire to the mass.

By this process the cowries are reduced to ashes.” It is the hn.e thus obtained,

which is often used in medicine.

(3^ Not identified. Perhaps the origin is mythical, vrw >s a crocodile,

but as is well-known this Samian never flourishes in the sea. According to

fWW agnijara is a marine medicinal plant.
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ture of red it is killed by being powdered in combination

with lemon juice and sulphur and roasted 7 times in a covered

crucible. 149-153

BOOK lY

The Gems

The gems also are regarded as the agencies, which hel[) the

fixation or coagulation of mercury. These are the gems : /07/-

krdnia, Snryakdnta (sun-stone), Hlrakain (diamond), Maiikfikam

(pearls), Chandrakdnta (moon-stone), RCijCwarta (lapis lazuli) and

Garudodgara, the emerald (lit. derived from the vomit of Gai Lu/a)
;

the topaz, the sapphire, the coral, the cat\s eye are also reckoned

among the gems. These are to be carefully collected for the fixa-

tion of mercury.^ 1-3

Vajram

Vajram (diamond) is of three kinds : male, female and

hermaphrodite, and its medicinal properties vary in excellence

in the order in which they have been spoken. 26

The one with 8 angles and 8 faces and 6 corners, very brilliant,

with the play of rainbow-colours- is known as the male diamond,

whereas the female diamond is flattened and rounded whilst the

neuter is rounded, obtuse-angled and slightly heavy. 27-28

(1) The ruby and the zircon are also mentioned. The Vaikrarjta “is a kind
of gem said to resemble a diamond, and to be of similar properties.” Wilson.
Suryakiuita and Chandrakanta are gems of fabulous e.xistence, supposed to be
formed by the congelation of the rays of the sun and moon respectively. Thev
may also refer to some sort of crystals. Tlie descri])tion of the gems, other
than diamond, is meagre and vague. The following e.xtracts from Maiiimala
or “A Treatise on Gems” by Sir Raja Saurindra Mohan Tagore, Mtis. Doc., will

to a certain extent, make up for tlie^deficiencies.

“Mention is made of gems and Jewels in the earliest writings of the Hindus.
The Vedas speak of a place illuminated by rubies and diamonds, which gave
out a li^ht as refulgent as that of the planets. Precious stones play a
prominent part in the mythologies of the Hindus, in their traditions, poems and
legends. In the two great epics of Hindustan, the Rajuayana and the Maha-
hharata^ frequent mention is made of stones and pearls with which the
kings and the people (T the' period used to decorate their ])crsons.”

(2) I he high lefiactive and dispersive power of diamond is evidently-
referred to.
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Each of these again is divided into 4 classes according to its

colour namely; Brahmawa, Kshatriya, Vai.9va and NudraU 30

Diamond is a bestower of longlife, a tonic, an allayer of the

three derangements [namely, of air, phlegm and bile], a killer of

all the ailments, a fixer of mercury, a subduer of death—in short

it is like nectar. 3^

Diamond is digested in the decoction of kiilattha {doli-

chos imijiorus) or of kodrava {Paspidiun scrobiculatum') for three

hours and thus purified. Diamond is to be macerated four

times in the blood of the bug and enclosed in a ball made of the

flesh of the musk-rat and then to be roasted in a covered crucible

30 times or to be heated 100 times and plunged in the decoction

of kulattha. 3 4" 3

7

Diamond is to be placed in a covered crucible, the inside

of which has been coated with realgar, rubbed with the decoction

of kulattha and the juice of artocarpus lakoocha and roasted 8

times in succession in the fire of dry cow-dung cakes. It is then

heated 100 times and thrown into pure mercury—the diamond

is thus kilied and reduced to fine ashes. 38-39

The veracious alchemist Somasenanl, after having convinced

himself of the success of this process by his own experiments, has

given it to the world. 40

Diamond is to be 7 times smeared in the blood of the

bug and dried in the sun and then to be placed in an iron pot and

filled with the juice of cassia sophora and heated 7 times.

The diamond is sure to be reduced to ashes. This process

has been described by the sage Brahmajyoti. 41-42

Diamond smeared with the powder of lead, levigated in the juice

of the fruit of madana {randia dumetorum), and roasted 20 times in

a covered crucible, is reduced to fine powder, which is to be used

in medicines.

(1) “Diamonds white like the conch, waterlily, or crystal are Brahmanas ;

those which arc red like the eyes of the hare are kshatriyas ;
those which aie

verdant like the cool plantain-leaf are Vaisyas ;
those which resemble m colour

the cleaned sword, are known as .‘'udias.” Mammala, 1,100.

(2) One or two processes not mentioned by our author may be quoted from

Rasendrachintamanis :

—
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General I^rocess of Reducing; Gems to Ashes

All the gems with the exce[)tion of diamond are killed when

roasted eight times with a mixture of realgar, sulphur^ and oipi-

ment, rubbed in the juice (jf artocarpns Lxkoocha. 63

Take asafcjetida, the fice salts, the three alkalies, ruuiex

vesicarius, sal ammoniac, the ripe fruit of the croton [)lant,

jalainukhi {anthericum tuberosum)^ radonti (asdepias rosea), the

root of plutidhig'o xscylanica, and the milk) juice of eaphorl ia axiti-

quorum and calotropis gigantea—rub all these together and make
them into a ball. Place inside it the noble and luck-) iclding gems.

Wrap the ball with the leaves of beta/a bhojpattra and tic them with

thread and enclose the ball again in a piece of cloth and suspend it

in a dolayantra (see Bk. IX) filled with the acids and scnir gruel and

apply strong heat for three da\^s and nights— the liquid princi-

ple of the gems is thus collected. 64-69

Powdered pearl is to be rubbed with the juice of rnviex

vesicarius and then transferred inside a lemon and stowed in a

mass of paddy. At the end of a week it is heated in a crucible

and licpiefied.^ /O-71

Diamond, placed inside the stem of vitis quadrongaloris‘^ and

heated four weeks in acids, is liquefied. 72
Vaiknhita, which is of white colour, liquefies when macerated

in the juice of runiex vesicarius and exposed to the sun for a

week.

Take the juice of pandanas odoratissinius, rock-salt, svarna

“Take the root of piper betle or of the cotton plant {Gossypium Jicrboceam)

three years old, and rub it into a paste and enclose the diamond in it and

roast it in a covered crucible seven times, when the diamond will be killed.
'

“.An intelligent person should place in a brass vessel a frog which out of

fright will pass water. .A diamond is to be heated and plunged into this

urine. This process being repeated several times, the diamond is killed.’'

This last recipe is also to be found in Sarngadhara. Couplets (44-45) do not

occur in the Benares Ms.

(1) Couplets 70, 71 and 72 do not occur in the Benares Ms.

(2) according to is the same as

i.e., vitis quadrangularis.

8



pnshpika together with coccinella insect. Vaikra^ita melts on

being digested in this concoction for a week. 74

BOOK Y

On Metals*
( )

The pure metals are
:
gold, silver, and iron. The putilohas (lit.

metals emitting a foetid odour) are two : lead and tin. Dhatu loham

is iron proper and often conveys different meanings. The alloys

are three in number : brass, bell-metal and vartaloha. i

Gold

Gold is known to be of five kinds ;—of which 3 are attributed

to mythical and celestial origin
;

the fourth is called kshanija

(lit. begot of mines)
;
the 5th is obtained by the transmutation of

the baser metals. See Bk. VIII. 80-83 2

Gold is to be purified and killed, as otherwise [if taken inter-

nally] it robs one of strength, virility and happiness and brings a

series of maladies. 1

1

Gold-leaf of the weight of one karsha is to be smeared with

salt and placed between two earthen saucers and heated on a

charcoal fire for an hour and a half when its true colours

will come out. 12

The best method of killing all the metals is with the aid of the

ashes of mercury. 2 The next best is through the agency of

the roots, whereas killing with sulphur is least to be recommended.

13

When a metal is killed with ariloha (meaning : not clear), it

is injurious. Gold-leaves, pierced with holes and coated with a

paste of lemon juice and the ashes of mercury and roasted ten

times are thereby killed. 14

Project into melted gold its own weight of the ash of mercury
;

[when cooled] powder it and rub it with lemon-juice and cinnabar

and roast it in a covered crucible twelve times. The gold

(T) Loha (lit. iron) is often used in the wider sense of a metal.

(2) Generally sulphide of mercury (see p. 37).
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tluis acquires the colour of safifronC (cf. Rasaiv/ava XVI. 8i,

p. 41) i5"I6

Gold-leaf is killed by being rubbed with one-fourth of its own
weight of killed mercury and acid of any kind and roasted eight

times. ^ 17

Silver

Silver is of 3 kinds : namely sahajam (of mythical origin;, begot-

ten of mines and artificial. 22

Silver melted with lead and borax undergoes purification

Arrange on an earthen dish a mixture of lime and ashes in a

circular row and place in it silver with its equal weight of lead.

Now roast it over fire until the lead is consumed. Silver thus

purified is to be used for medicinal proposes.^ (Cf. p. 38) 32-34

Silver-leaf is to be rubbed with mercury and the juice of

artocarpHs lakoocha and is to be embedded in sulphur and heated

in a covered crucible over a sand bath
;
when cold, the mass

is once more rubbed with orpiment and acids and roasted 12

times. By this process, the silver is reduced to ashes. 35'37

Silver is reduced to ashes by being 3 times rubbed with

powdered iron pyrites and lemon juice and roasted in a covered

crucible. 38

Take 4 parts of silv^er-leaf and one of orpiment and rub them
with the juice of lemon and roast the mixture and repeat the

operation 14 times and thus silver is completely incinerated.^

40-41

(1) This refers to the mistaken notion that the sublimate of factitious

cinnabar (vermilion) contains gold.

(2) It will be seen that although with sulphur direct is not recom-

mended, the g"old is in reality converted into the sulphide and afterwards into

metallic gold in a fine state of powder. See under “Killing of Metals.”

(3) Cf. Rasanuwa , ?lf^ I
“Silver is ]nirified by

being melted with lead and the ashes.” The process is practically that of

cupellation.

(4) We shall complete the account with an extract from Rasemirasara-

samgraha : “Silver-leaf is pierced with holes and smeared with twice its weight
of cinnabar and subjected to distillation in the Paiami Yatifra (see Bk. ix on
api)aratus). The mercury comes off and silver remains behind.”
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'There arc two varieties of copper ; the one brought from

Nepal is of superior qualit)'—that dug out of the mines of other

countries is designated Mlechchha.'^ 44

Copper-leaf is killed by being rubbed with lemon-juice and

sulphur and mercury and roasted thrice. 55

Iron

There are three kinds of iron : namely, mundam (wrought iron),

tikshnam and kdntam
;
miindam again is of 3 varieties : viz., viridu,

kuntham and kaddram.

That which easil)^ melts, does not break and is glossy is

mridu
;

that which expands with difficulty when struck with a

hammer is known as kuntham
;

that which breaks when struck

with a hammer and has a black fracture is kaddram. 71-72

Tikshnam (properly cast-iron, steel): theie are 6 vaiieties

of it. One variety is rough and free from hair-like lines and has

a quicksilver-like fracture and breaks when bent. Another variety

breaks with difficulty and presents a sharp edge. 75-78

Kdntam : there are 5
kinds of it namely, bhrdmaka, chumbaka,

karshaka, drdvaka and romakdnta. It possesses one, two,

three, four and five faces and often many fiices [with which to

attract iron] and is of x^ellow, black and red coloui respecti\ ely.

The variety which makes all kinds of iron move about is called

bhrdmaka, that which kisses iron is called chumbaka, that which

attracts iron is called karshaka, that which at once melts the

iron is called (lit. a solvent) and the fifth kind is

^

that

which, when broken, shoots fi^rth hair-like filaments. bq 89

Mercury is like an intoxicated elephant and kdntam is like

the bent hook wherewith to restrain it. The wise man digs it

out of the mines. That which has remained expo.sed to the sun

and the atmosphere is to be avoided.^
^

92 93

If water is kept in a vessel and oil poured over it and the oil

does notspread about
;
if asafcetida gives up its odour and decoction

(1) The generic term for a barbarian or a foreigner.

(2) Couplets 84—93 are taken bodily from Kasar;/ava.
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of mein {Mdia azadinichta) its bitterness and milk, being boiled in it,

does not overflow but rises high like a peak—if such be the

characteristics of the v'essel, know that it is made of Kantu

iron,

Fowdered iron is to be macerated awhile in the decoction

of the three myrobalans, in cow’s urine and then to be mixed up

with clarified butter and fried in an earthen vessel and stirred with

an iron rod until a blade of straw thrown over it catches fire.

The iron powder is to be pounded and the abo\ e process repeated

five times.

Or iron is roasted four times in a covered crucible with the

decoction of the myrobalans and is reduced to fine powder. ^

1 04- 1 05

Leaves of tikshna iron are repeatedly to be heated and plunged

into water and then to be powdered in a stone mortar with an

iron i)estle
* * * The powder of iron thus obtained is to

be roasted twenty times in a covered crucible in combination with

mercury and sulphur, and after each roasting the powder of iron

is to be pounded as directed above—-iron thus reduced to ashes

is to be used in medicine. 107- 1 10

Take one part of iron and twentieth part of its weight of

cinnabar and rub them with lemon juice and sour gruel and roast

the mixture in a covered crucible. This operation being repeated

40 times, kdntain, tikshnain and inundam are killed—of this there

is no doubt. 1 13-1 14

Take of mercur}- one part, sulphur two parts and iron powder

three parts and rub them with the juice of the Indian aloe and

after 6 hours transfer the mass to a brass-vessel and cover it

with the leaves of the castor-oil plant. At the end of an hour

and a half the mass will become heated. It is then buried under

a heap of paddy grains and taken out after three da^'s and
then powdered ver\’ fine and the contents passed through linen,

^

(1) The process is practically the same as that of Chakrapawi, who ascribes

it to Nagarjuna.. (See p. 34.)

(2) Rasendrasarasamgraha has the same recipe with slight variations. Ac-
cording to it the powder is so fine that it “floats on water like a duck.” Cf,

below p. 66.
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All the three varieties of iron are thus complete!)^ killed. Gold

and other metals can be killed by this process after being reduced

to fine powder like iron. 134- 137
Rust of iron is to be heated and powdered till it is reduced

to fine powder—this is called mandura.^ 147

The qualities which reside in killed iron are also to be found

in the rust of iron, hence the latter may be substituted for the

treatment of diseases. ^ 148

Tin

VangiDu (tin) is of two kinds

—

kshurakan and viisrakam
;

the

former is endowed with superior qualities
;

the latter cannot be

recommended for medicinal uses. 153

Kshumkaui is white, soft, cool (to the touch), readil)’ fusible

and bright and does not clink (when struck). i 54

Mismkani is dirty white * * * This is an anthel-

mintic and a destroyer of the urinary disorders. 155

Molten tin is dropped into the juice of Negjindo zntex mixed

with turmeric
;

the process being repeated 3 times, the metal

undergoes purification. 154-156

Tinfoil is to be smeared with a paste of orpiment and the

milky juice of Calotropis gigmitea and then to be covered with

the ashes of the bark of Ficus religiosus and Taniarindus hidicus

and roasted and then reduced to ashes. ^ 159

Lead

Slsakam (lead) is readily fusible, very heavy, presents a black

(1) Analysis of “Mandura” : see Appendix II.

(2) This couplet also occurs in Rasendrasarasamgraha.

(3) A few more recipes are given in all of which orpiment plays an import-

ant part
;

the. one quoted below from Rasc/idrasardsamgraha will yield the

“ash” of tin in the shape of an oxide : “Melt tin in an earthen pot and to the

molten metal add an equal weight of powdered turmeric and Ajowan {Ptyciwtis

ajowan) and cumin seeds, and afterwards the ashes of the bark of Taniarindus

Indicus and Ficus religiosus and continue stirring over fire. The tin will be

reduced to ashes.”
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and bright appearance on fracture, is of foetid odour ‘ and black

exterior. 17

1

fake of lead 20 pa/as apply strong heat to it and drop

into the molten metal one karsa of mercury and throw into it

one after another the ashes of Termmalia arjuna, T. bcllerica,

pomegranate and Achyranthes aspera, weighing one pala each.

1 he mass being vigorousl}' stirred with an iron s[joon for 20

nights in succession, the metal is calcined yielding a bright red

ash. 2 176-179

Leaves of lead are to be smeared with a paste of or[)iment

and the milky juice of Calotropis gigmitea and roasted in a covered

crucible till the metal is entirely killed. 184

Brass, Bell-Metal, &c.

Pittala (brass) is of two kinds

—

ritikas and kakatundi
; the

former on being heated and plunged into sour gruel turns copper-

coloured. 192-193

Bra.ss, which is heavy, soft, of yellow colour, capable of resist-

ing strokes, is to be recommended. 193
Brass, which is light and of offensive odour, is not good for

medicinal purposes. 105

(1) Lead and brass (see below) are said to emit an offensive odour. In con-
nection with this it is interesting to read Ih'ofessor W. E. Ayrton’s address
“On the Smell of Metals”— Brit. Assoc. Rep. 1898, p. 772. Cf. also Alch.
Syi. I lad., 121, as well as the opening lines of the present Book describing
tin and lead as metals of foetid odour.” In the Syrian Alchemy “Silver
is distinguished from tin by its absence of foetid odour”

;
regarding this

M. Berthelot very pointedly remarks : “on voit que I’odeur propre que
degagent les metau.x frottes avec la main, ou bien au contact d’une maticre
organique, jouait un role important dans leur etude chez les anciens auteurs

;

importance que cette odeur a perdue aujourd’hui.- La Chimie au moyen age ;

T. ii. 121 Arad).

(2) The following piocess is given both in the Rase7idrachintdina?ii and
Rascndrasarsam^^raka . “Rub lead with the juice of vasica and melt
it in an earthen pot and add to it one fourth its weight of the ashes of Ad/ia/oda
and ,ic/iyr<mt/ic’s aspera and stir the inass with a rod of and
heat over a fire. Repeat the process seven times. The lead will be turned to
vermilion-like powder.”
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Brass, smeared with a paste of lemon juice orpiment and

sulphur and roasted 8 times, is reduced to ashes. The process

of killins^ brass is the same as that of copper. 201 -102

Kdmsya (bell-metal) is made by melting together 8 parts of

copper and 2 parts of tin. 205

It is completely killed by being roasted 5 times with sulphur

and orpiment.

Vartalohani is produced from kdmsya, copper, pittala, iron and

lead ;
hence it is regarded by metallurgists as an allo>- of 5

,-petals It is killed with the aid of sulphur and

4. 212-216
orpiment. —

BOOK YI

Initiation into Discipleship

[This cliapter is full of directions for the mystic lantric rites

after the performance of which the pupil is to be initiated into the

secrets of mercurial lore.]

The instructor must be wise, experienced, well-versed in

chemical processes, devoted to Siva and his consort Pdnniti, sober

and patient. The pupil should be full of reverence for his teacher,

well-behaved, truthful, hard-working, obedient, free from pride

and conceit and strong in faith. 3‘7

Chemical operations are to be performed under the auspices

of a ruler, who is God-fearing, who worships vSiva and Parvatl

and whose territory is free from anarchy ;
and the Laboratory,

to be erected in the depth of a forest, should be spacious,

furnished with 4 doors and adorned with the portraits of the Gods.

13-15

Take of gold-leaf 3 niskas in weight and quicksilver 9 niskas

and rub thenrwith acids for 3 hours. Make the amalgam into a

phallus (emblem of Niva, the creative principle) the

phallus to be worshipped in due form. By the mere sight of the

phallus o{^^^^xc^xxy, the sins accumulated by the killing of 1,000

Brahmans and 10,000 cows are redeemed. 19

The science of mercury was c(Mnmunicated b>^ Niva himself
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and is to be imparted by the instructor to the disciple according

to the prescribed rules with closed eyes. 30

[
Here follows an account of certain disgusting and obscene

rites borrowed from Rasdniava and other Tantric works.
]

The apparatus and implements as also the ingredients

rec]uired for chemical operations (see ne.xt Hook) are also to be

addressed in prayer and the names of the 27

alchemists to be invoked. [See opening lines : Bk. i, p. 42.] 53-61

The science of mercur)- is to be strictly kept a secret . . . .

if it is divulged, its efficac)' is gone. 70

BOOK YII

On the Lauoratorv

Tlie Laboratory is to be erected in a region, which abounds

in medicinal herbs and wells it is to be furnished

with the various apparatus. The phallus of mercury is to be

placed in the east, furnaces to be arranged in the south-east,

instruments in the south-west
;
washing operations in the west

;

drying in the north-west The kosh/i apparatus

for the e.xtraction of essences, the water vessels, a pair of bellows

and various other instruments are also to be collected as also the

threshing and pounding mortars, the pestles, sieves of various

degrees of fineness, earth for the crucibles, charcoal, dried cow-

dung cake.s, retorts made of glass, earth, iron and conch-shells,’

iron-pans, &c. 1-18

1 hose who are truthful, free from temptations, given to the

worship of Devas and Brahma;/as, self-controlled and used to live

upon proper diet and regimen—such are to be engaged in perform-

ing chemical operations. 30
Such herbalists as are not deceitful and are well-versed in the

knowledge of the drugs and plants and in the language of many
countries should be emplox'ed. 32

(i) Probably lime crucibles and retorts are meant.

9
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BOOK YlII

On Teciinicat. Terms

For the comprehension of ignorant physicians, Somadeva* is

now expounding the technicalities as made use of by experts, i

The ph)^sician is entitled to half the share of prepared mercury

and eighth part of medicated oils and ghee and seventh part of pre-

pared iron and other metals. 2

Mercury, on being finely rubbed with melted sulphur and other

minerals, attains the tint of collyrium and is called kajjali

(see p. 34), which again on being rubbed with a liquid substance

is known as Rasapanka (lit. mud of mercury). 5-6

Tests for Killed Iron

Killed iron is that which in the shape of impalpable powder

floats on water and when rubbed between the thumb and the

fore-finger enters the lines
;
which, on being mixed with treacle,

abrus p., honey and ghee and heated, does not revert to the

natural state
;
which floats on water like a duck and does not

sink down even when heavy things like paddy grains are placed

over it. (Cf. ante p. 61, foot-note) 25-28

Killed iron (or in general a killed metal) is that which on being

heated with silver does not mix (or alloy) with it.'-^ 29

Antimony from Stibnite

Nllanjanap mixed with Tikshnani (cast iron) and strongly

heated several times, yields a superior kind of lead, which is

readily fusible and is of mild black colour. 38

[Here follows a list of metaphorical expressions which are

technically used.]

(1) The author ev idently reproduces this chapter from a standard work on the

subject by Somadcva^ no longer extant.

,''•^'1 Tne Poona ed. has irw^I'T mixes with silver ; but the Benares and
\ *" /

the Ka.unlr Mss. read »I not mix with silver. The latter is no

doubt the correct reading.

(3) .Stibnite. A synonym for it is Souvtrahjana. The “superior kind of lead”

is evidently antimony.
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Certain Other Technical Terms

The resurrection of the dead is known as utthdpa7ia (lit, raising). ‘

39

The capacity of mercury to swallow food \i.e. to combine

with certain substances or to take up the qualities inheient in

them] is known as grdsamdnain. ^4

Mercury, alloyed with one-sixty-fourth part of its weight of gold

or silver, acquires a mouth wherewith to swallow even haid metals.

68-69

Lepa, Kshepa and Kunta signify Dhfima i. e. smoke. B)' the

process of Lepa is meant the conversion of iron into gold or silver.

80

The conversion of iron into gold or silver with the aid of

mercury thrown into a smoky flame, emitting vapor, is known as

Dhumavedha (lit. pierced by smoke). 83

The conversion of a small quantity of a metal into gold through

the agency of mercury which has acquired

a mouth (see j-loka 68), is called sabdavedhad <84

Somadeva collected these brilliant gems of technical terms

with efreat care from the ocean of mercurial lore and strung them

into a necklace which adorns the best of physicians in assemblies.

89

BOOK IX

On Api>aratus (the Yantra,s)^

Somadeva will now give a brief account of the apparatus after

having consulted innumerable works on chemistry. i

(1) e. g., the conversion of /’//AvOron into the metallic state.

(2) It is to be regretted that the details of the processes have been withheld.

We have here sufficient indication of the belief in the transmutation of metals.

The processes here mentioned are probably of the same nature as given in

Rasdrmiva-

(3) lldc illustrations : Appendix I.

(4) This chapter also is evidently quoted from the work of now

unfortunately lost.
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Dola Yantram

Dold yantram ; a pot is half-filled with a liquid and a rod placed

across its mouth from which is suspended the medicine tied in a

piece of cloth. The liquid is allowed to boil and a second pot ‘

inverted over the first. 3-4

SVEDANI YANTRAM

Svedani yantram : a pot with bcdling" water has its mouth

covered with a piece of cloth and the substance to be steamed is

placed on it and a second pot arranged in an inverted [)osition

over the rim of the first. 5

Patana Yantram

Pdtand yantram [lit. apparatus for sublimation and distilla-

tion] : two vessels are adjusted so that the neck of the one fits

into that of the other. The junction of the necks is luted with

a composition made of lime, raw sugar, rust of iron and buffalo’s

milk. [Tedious details are given as to the exact measurement

of the vessels.] 6-8

Adhaspatana Yantram

Adhaspdtana yantram : a modification of the above apparatus

in which the bottom of the upper vessel is smeared with the sub-

stance, the vapour or essence thereof condensing into the water of

the lower one. Pleat is applied on the top of the upper vessel by

means of the fire of dried cow-dung cakes. 9

Dheki Yantram

Dheki yantram : below the neck of the pot is a hole into

which is introduced the upper end of a bamboo tube, the lower

end of it fitting into a brass vessel filled with water and made of

two hemispherical halves. Mercury mixed with the proper ingredi-

ents is subjected to distillation till the receiver gets sufficiently

heated. 11-14

Valuka Yantram (Sand bath)

Vd/nkd yantram (sand bath) : a glass flask with a long neck,

(i) Unless otherwise stated earthen pots are meant.
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containing' mercurials, is wrapped with several folds of cloth smeared
with cla}' and then dried in the sun. The flask is buried up to three-

fourths of its length in sand and placed in an earthen pot whilst

another pot is inverted over it, the rims of both being' luted with
clay. Heat is now a[>plied till a straw placed on its top gets burnt.

34-36

Lax'ana Vantram
If in the above apparatus salt is substituted for sand, it is

called Iavana vantram (salt-bath). ^8

Nalika Yantram
If in the above an iron tube be substituted for the glass flask,

it is called nalika yantram.

1 lace theciucible containing chemicals inside a mass of sand
and apply heat by means of cov\’-dung cakes. This is known as
the Bhudhara yantram.

Tiryakpatana Yantram
Tiryakyatana yantram (lit. distillation per descensum)

: place
Hie chemicals in a vessel provided with a long tube, inserted in an
inclined position, which enters the interior of another vessel arranged
as receiver. The mouths of the vessels and the joints should be luted
with clay. Now urge a strong fire at the bottom of the vessel con-
taining the chemicals, whilst in the other vessel place cold water.
This (process) is known as thyakpdtatiam. 48-50

Vidyadiiara Yantram
Vidyadhara yantram is for the extraction of mercury from

cinnabar. [Two earthen pots are arranged as in the illustration.
The upper one contains cold water and the mercury condenses
at its bottom.]

J 5/-5S

Dhupa Yantram
Dhftpa yantram (lit. fumigating apparatus) : bars of iron are

laid in a slanting position a little below the mouth of the lower
vessel and gold-leaves are placed over them and at the bottom
of the vessel is deposited a mixture of sulphur, realgar, orpiment.
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etc, A second vessel, with its convexity turned upwards, covers

the mouth of the lower one and the rims are luted with clay.

Heat is now applied from below. This is called fumigation of

gold-leaves. Silver may also be similarly treated, 70"74

[This chapter concludes with a detailed description of mortars

and pestles—their sizes, measurements, &c.]

BOOKX

On thk Ingredients for Crucibles, &c.

Earth which is heavy and of a pale colour, sugar or eaith fiom an

ant-hill, or earth which has been mixed with the burnt husks

of paddy, fibres of the hemp plant, charcoal and horse-dung pound-

ed in an iron mortar and also rust of iron are to be recommended

for crucible-making,

ViV/NTAKA Crucible

A crucible of the shape of the fruit of brinjal {Solanum melong.)

to which is attached a tubulure, which is expanded towards its

mouth like the flower of Datura a, . , . and whieh is either 12 or

8 digits in length, is suitable for the extraction of the essence of

calamine and other readily fusible minerals, - 3-4

[The particular kind of crucible described here is the same as

referred to in the extraction of zinc from calamine in the couplets

157-161, Bk. II,]

[Here follows a tedious account of the different kinds of

crucibles to be used for different chemical operations,]

Calcination, Roasting, &c.

When metals liave undergone roasting tliey cannot be restored

to their former condition {i.c. tl,ey lose tireir own propert.es)

and they acquire superior qualities, fill up the lines in the fingers

and do not sink in water.
, n ,i

A quadrangular pit 2 cubits in length, breadth and depth

respectively is filled with l,ooo cow-dung cakes. The drugs to be

(i) Cf, VIII, 25-28 ;
also ibid. 39, pp. 66-67,
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roasted are placed in one crucible
;
this is covered with a second,

the rims being luted with clay. The crucibles are deposited

over the cow-dung cakes and 500 more thrown ov^er them :

fire is now applied. 54-55

[The description given above is that of a typical roasting pit.

1 he size of the pit, as also the number of cow-dung cakes often

varies according to requirements. It is unnecessary to reproduce

the minutice.^

The Metals

The six metals are
:

gold, silver, copper, tin, lead and iron.

Kdmsya and Pittala (see pp. 63-64) are artificially made [i. e.

alloys].

The Salts

1 he six salts are : Sdmiidram (lit. derived from the evapora-

tion of sea-water)
;
Saindhava (or rock-salt)

;
Vidam, Sanvar-

cItala, Roinaka and ChulikO. lavafia. ^

The Alkalies

The 3 alkalies are : carbonate of potash, carbonate of soda
(trona or natron) and borax.

^ j

The Oils

[A list of plants is given from the seeds of which oil is

expressed.]

The Fats

1 he fats of the jackal, the frog, the tortoise, the crab, the
dolphin, the ox, the pig, man and also of the goat, the camel,
the ass, the sheep and the buffalo are to be used. 76-77

The Urines

The urines of the elephant, the she-buffalo, the ass and the
horse are to be used. (Cf. ajite p. 16)

The Acids

The acids are : riimex vesicanus, the citrons and lemons, oxalis

(i) A syn. Navasiira (Sal ammoniac'), see p. 53
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corniciilata, tamarind, the acid exudation of cicer arietinum,

zizvphns jnjnba, pomegranate, averrhoa carainbola—these are the

acids well suited for the purification, dissolution and killing of

mercury and the minerals^ 80-84

The Earths

Brick, red ochre, saline deposits, ashes, earth from ant-hills—

these 5 kinds of earth are recommended by the experts. 85

The Poisons

Kdlakuta, aconite ferox,.sringika and the biles of animals are

the chief poisons.

The minor poisons are -—gloriosa superba, strychnos nux vomica,

neriiun odorum, anacardium semicarpus, datura stramonium,

calotropis gigantea. ^

The Solvents

Treacle, bdellium, abrus precatorious, clarified butter, honey,

borax—-these are used for helping the fusion of the most infusible

metals and hence they are classed among the solvents. 100

BOOK XI

On The Purification of Mercury

'

I am now going to describe briefly the various processes for

the purification of mercury after having consulted Rasdrnava and

other works.

There are 3 natural impurities in quicksilver, zns/ia (poison),

vanhi (fire) and mala (dirt, dregs) and two artificial, due to its

being alloyed with lead and tin. ^ I 4 ^5

(1) See under Mineral Acids.

(2) The information on the poisons is most elaborate m Siu-ruta from whom

our author evidently borrows the classification as given later on m Bk. X\ ;

namely :

vegetable, animal and artiticial poison. It is^j

worthy of note that opium is not included among the minor poisons.

(3) Cf. Rascndrachintamani :

hflpEfftT 1

flWT ^ig II

“Trades-people fraudulently adulterate quicksilver with lead and tin, hence

it is to be freed from these artificial defects [impurities] by means of three

distillations” as given above under Tiryakpaianaiy. 69).
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Hence for the purification of mercury the operations (named
below) are to be undertaken with the aid of appliances and skilled

assistants. 20
In an auspicious day and under the influence of a benign star

a quantity of mercury weighing 2,000 or 1,000 or 100 or 18 or 10

palas is to be taken and the operation begun. 21-22

[It is useless to enter into the details of the several processes

described here
;
they are more or less repetitions of what has

already been given.]

Pdtnnavid/u
: [purification of mercury by distillation as des-

cribed in the foot note p. 72]. ^3

Fixation of Mercury
Rasavandha

; processes for destroying the fluidity of mercury :

Take mercury and one-fourth its weight of killed gold and
with the addition of sulphur make a ball. Now add an ecjual

weight of sulphur and roast the mass in a covered crucible. ' 72
'The mercury thus treated is afterw'ards killed with six times

its w'eight of sulphur. ^

Incineration of Mercury
[The chapter concludes with certain recipes for the killing of

mercury, with the aid ofpurely vegetable products.]

Mercury, roasted in a covered crucible with asafoetida, which
has been previously digested in the milky juice of ficus oppositi-

folia, is reduced to ashes. ^
, , r

I I) 111 other works a glass retort is recommended.

I,-) the sliinmg reddish brown crystalline sublimate of sulphide of mercurv
thus obtained is a favourite and freciuently-used remedy with the Hindu physi-
cians. It is reputed to be a panacea for a variety of ills that flesh is heir to. In the
Rascjidrachintanianl Rascndrasarasamyraha and other treatises, this iircparation
IS described as Makaradhvaja and Rasasindura (lit. minium-like mercury). From
the supposed presence of gold it is often named (lit. gold and
veimilion). During sublimation the gold of course is left behind. The
geneial belief is that by association with gold the mercury acquires most
potent elficacy. ,-\ later work, Rdsnpntd/pn, is sceptical about the part which
gold plays ami recomemnds its being left out.

( 3 ) -3arngadhara also gi\'es a similar recipe.

10
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Andropogoii serraius and Clitorea ternatea are to be pounded

in a mortar with sour gruel and with the paste thus formed,

mercury is to be triturated and digested 7 times and finall}' roasted

in a covered crucible after addition of fresh quantities of the

above paste. The mercury is reduced to ashes, resembling salt.

1 1 2-1 13

rhe seeds of Achyranthes aspcra and Ricinns communis are

to be pounded together. The mercury is to be placed inside

the powder and the mass roasted as before. The mercury is

reduced to ashes. ‘ 114

Purified mercury is to be preserved in the hollow of a horn

or tooth or of bamboo. 1 19

* * * * *

Here ends chapter XI of Rasaralnasamuchchaya, which treats

of the purification, fixation and incineration of mercur)’.

Notes on the IVUnerals

Mr. T. H. Holland, F. G. S., A. R. S. M., of the Geological

Surv^ey of India, to whom was submitted the translation of the

descriptions cf the minerals {vide pp. 43‘5‘^)) favoured me with

his opinion, which is reproduced below in his own words. It will,

to a certain extent, help in the identification of the minerals.

“I have appended notes giving suggestions which may

help to explain some of the passages, but the majority of descrip-

tions are altogether too vague to permit identification of the

minerals. The names of minerals already given are presumabl)-

recognised translations
;

for the descriptions accomi)an) ing the

names might just as well, in man)- instances, apply to several

minerals known in this countr)'.

(i) Cf. Rnscndraclii/ifdiiiani, whicli evideiuly quotes froni a 1 antric work ;

“O ('.ocldcss, I shall now eiuiinerate die substances wliich /77/nieicury, williout

the use of sulphur.” A list of 41 plants is K'' cn of which any ten may be

employed at a time for the roasting operation. 'I'he names of the following

among others occur in the list : vifis (juaiiraniittlnn!;, andropogim serraius^

plumbago zcylanica, clitorea icrnaica, milky juice of calatropis giganiea and

of cophorbia ncrilfotia ; vitex 7ugi/;i<lo, datin-a stramonium, achyranthes

aspcra, ficus oppositifolia and ti^'spm-a cordifolia.
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"Vaikranta has 8 faces and 6 angles” &c. (p. 45) possibly refers to

a mineral crystallizing in the octahedral form, and of the many

minerals crystallising in this form the famil)' of spinels is more

likel)' to exhibit the great range of colours gi\'en.

“White”—Unknown.

“Red”—Ruby spinel.

“Yellow”— Rubicelle (orange to j-ellow)
;

d)’sluite (yellowish

brown).

“Blue”—Almandine (violet).

“Grass-green”—chlorospinel, herc)mite (black when massive,

green by transmitted light and in powder), pleonaste (dark-green)
;

“black”—magnetite, gahnite, franklinite See.
;

“variegated”—some magnesia spinels;

“8 Faces and 6 angles” might possibly also refer to the hexa-

gonal prism with basal planes, a common form of corundum,

which gives the variet)' of colours referred to even more perfectly

than the spinels.

But the remarks on pp. S 7
'
5 ^ to the “lic}uefaction” of this

mineral cannot apply to either spinel or corundum. Unless there is

some failure to appreciate the original meaning the statements are

nonsensical.

''Mdkshikam (pyrites) Pyrites is of two kinds—
golden and silvery

;
the former is a nativ'e of Kanauj, and is of

golden yellow colour. The silvery pyrites is associated with

stones and is of inferior qualit)’.”

Mdkshika repeatedly steeped in [organic substances] and
gently roasted in a crucible yields an essence of the appearance [in

the shape] of copper” (p. 46).

Iron pyrites (Fe S.^) is brass-yellow in colour, and its dimorphous
form marcasite is pale bronze-yellow

;
but there are other p\-rile-

like minerals which are silvery white
;

for instance, cobaltite

(Co S.^. Co As.J, smaltite (Co As^,), Idllingite (Fe As„ with S)

and leucop)’i'ite (beg As^). Iron pxrites roasted in air would
give a red residue of h'e^, O... But it .seems more likel\- that the

“golden-yellow” variety is copi)cr-[)yrite, which has a deep
)'ellow colour and besides which iron-i)yrite when freshly

fractured would appear almost silvery in colour. In that case
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the “essence of the appearance of copper” might be the metal

itself. ‘

Sasv(i/i’(i (blue vitriol) has the play of colours in the throat

of the [)eacock.” (p. 47)

The experiments referred to might apply to any copper com-

pound. There is a copper ore, bornite or erubescite (C113 Fe S3),

which, on account of its peculiar colour and iridescence, is known

as “peacock" ore. It occurs in several parts of India.

Gairika : hematite which is red and often hard, and limonite

which is )’ellow or brown, both occur in the form of ochres.

“Kanikuslitham is produced at the foot of the Himalayas .

it is of white and yellow colour and is a strong purgative.”

Possibly an efflorescence of magnesium sulphate or .sodium

sulphate
;
both are not uncommon. The yellow colour might

be due to admixture with ferruginous dirt due to oxidation of

the ferrous sulphate produced by similar causes with the other

sulphates.

\’^ajrani : the remarks “8 faces and 6 corners” would be correct

for an octahedral crystal of diamond
;
but I know of no crystal

form which has at the same time “8 angles.” The faces of the

diamond are frequently rounded, which may account for the state-

ments about the “female” and “neuter” diamonds. Many trans-

parent minerals give a play of colours through either schillerization

or refraction
;
but the diamond is of course particularl}- noticeable

on account of its high dispersive power.”

The following extracts from Ball’s “Economic Geology of India”

will also throw considerable light on this subject. It will be seen

how in India the traditions of the technical arts of which we get

vivid glimpses in the Rasarwava has been preserved even to our

own da>’s from time immemorial.

‘Rajputana—Coj^per ores are found in several of the indepen-

dent States of Rajputana, and also in the British district of Ajmir.

Mining has been practised on a large scale, but at present the

trade of miner is becoming extinct and the 0[)erations, which are

only carried on in a few of the localities, are of a very petty nature.

(1 ; X'imala (p. 47) would appear also to be a variety of pyrites.
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‘‘The names of the States in which tliere are mines are as

follows : Alwar, Bhartpur, Jaipur, Udepur, Ikmdi, and Bikanir.

“Alwar State.—According to Mr. Hacket there are ancient

copper mines at the following localities in this state : Daribo,

Indawas, Bhangarh, Kusalgarh, Beghani, Bratabgarh, Tassing,

and Jasingpura. The most important of this is the first.

“Deribo .—

1

he mine is situated on a sharp anticlinal bend in a

thin band of black slates intercalated in the Alwar quartzites.

1 here appears to be no true lode
;
the one, which is p3’iites

mi.xed with arsenical iron, occurs irregularly’ disseminated through

the black slates, a few specks and stains only being seen in the

quartzites
; occasionally lich nests of ore were met with

From an interesting account by Major Cadell, the follovving facts

regarding the manufacture have been extracted. The ore, as

usual in the native process, is pounded, made up into balls with

cow-dung, roasted, and then smelted in a closed furnace and refin-

ed in an open charcoal fire. Thirty pounds of ore require four

times that quantity of charcoal and yield pounds of metal, or

i6. 6 per cent. During the last 1 2 years the average annual out-

turn has been onlv 3 tons 8 cwts., and it is diminishing owing too o
the influx of European copper.

‘Singhana (Jaipur State).—The copper mines at Singhana are

situated in rocks belonging to the Arvali series. The earliest

account of these mines, which is believed to have been by’ Captain
lioilcan, was published in the y’ear 1831. The principal produc-
tions were co[)per, blue vitriol or copper sulphate, alum, and an
ore of cobalt called schta or saita.

“The mines are described as being tortuous and of great extent
;

at the woiking face.s it was the custom to light fire.s which caused
the rock to split up. Lamps were used which the miners carried
on their heads and with a gad and hammer extracted the ore.

The principal ore found a[ipears to hav'e been px'rites. It was
sold retail by auction to the proprietors of different furnaces.

“The pounding or crushing was effected on a stone anvil with
a hammer weighing eight or ten .seers

; when completely reduced
to powder the ore was made up into balls with cow-dung and
roasted. The blast furnaces {^inde illustratioiis) were prepared in
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the following manner. A quantit)’ of common sand was spread

on the floor of a circular hut, in the centre of which a depression,

12 to 15 inches in diameter and 2 or 3 inches deep, was made
;

in

this a laj^er of fine sand and another of ashes were laid to prevent

the metal from adhering to the bottom of the receiver
;
two clay

nozzles or tuyers were then placed on opposite sides of this

hollow, and a third between them, leaving the fourth side vacant

for the slag to escape. The nozzles were then connected by moist

clay and a circular rim of mud, a few inches in height, was laised,

on which three annular vessels of fire-clay were placed to form

the body of the furnace, each of these was 15 inches in external

diameter, 10 ii'.ches high, and 3 inches thick. T. liey were used

repeatedly, but the lower part of the furnace had to be reconstruct-

ed for every charge. The bellows were simply goat-skins connect-

ed with the nozzles, and were worked by the families of the

smelters. After a preliminary firing, to dry the mud, the furnace

w'as charged with charcoal, roasted ore, and iion slag, the latter

being employed as a flux.

“In a day of nine or ten hours’ duration, 3 maunds of charcoal,

2 of the roasted ore, and 2 of the iron slag were consumed.

The slag was drawn off and the smelted copper which had accu-

mulated at the bottom of the furnace was removed on the follow-

ing day. It was then re-melted and refined in an open furnace

under a strong blast from bellows, and cast into small bais or

ino-ots which w^ere subsequently removed to the Mint and cut up

and fashioned into coins.

“The ore was said to yield only from to 2)^ to 7^ per cent

of metal, but the profits must have been not inconsiderable as the

Khetri Raja is said to have claimed one-sixth of the value of

the copper in addition to Rs. 14,000 received for the lease. Ihe

quality of the metal is said to have been inferior to that of Basawar,

this being attributed to the use of the iron slag as a flux

Considerable quantities of blue vitriol (copper

suli)hate), alum, and copperas (iron sulphate) are manufactured

from the decomposed slate and refuse of the mines. The slates

arc steeped in water, which is afterwards evaporated in large iron

vessels, when the blue vitriol is crystallized out, afteiwaids the
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alum, and lastl)’ tlie copperas. Mr. Mallet found traces of nickel

and cobalt in all three of these substances.

“Copper smeltiii" in the Sini^hbhuin District (Eengal).

—

Indi-

cations exist of mining and smelting having been carried on in this

region from a very early period, and the evidence available, points

to the Seraks or la)- Jains as being the persons who, perl)a[js 2,000

years ago, initiated the mining. ^ The number and extent of the

ancient workings testify, to the assiduity with which ever\- sign of

the [wesence of ore was exploited by these early pioneers and

those who followed them up to recent times.”

1 he Treatise on Alchemy attributed to Bubacar (loth to iith

century A. D.) also contains many similar descriptions of the gems
and minerals

;
speciall)- noticeable is the classification according to

sQK~ma/e female (cf. Bk. IV, 27-28, p. 55). We append below

one or two short extracts.

“Viennent ensuite les treize genres de pierres, savoir : les

marcassites, les magnesies, les tuties, Tazur (lapis lazuli ou cina-

bre?), 1 hematite, le gypse, etc., et toute une suite de mineraux
designes sous des noms arabes. Barmi les marcassites (sulfures),

on distingue la blanche, pareille a Targent
;
la rouge ou cuivree

;

la noire, couleur de fer
;
la doree, etc.

‘ Les magnesies ^ sont aussi de differente couleur. Tune noire,

dont la cassure est cristalline une autre ferrugineuse, etc. Une
variete est elite male

;
une autre, avec des yeux brillants, est ap-

pelee femelle
;
c’ est la meilleure de toutes.

Les tuties'^ sont de differentes couleurs ; verte, jaune, blanche,
etc.”

La classe des vitriols (atramenta) comprend six especes :

celui qui sert a faire du noir, le blanc, le calcantum, le calcande, le

calcathar, et le surianum. II y en a un jaune, employe par les
orfevres ; un vert mele de terre, emplo\-e par les megissiers, etc.”— La Chimie au mo)-en age, T. I., 307.

(1) Proc. As. .Soe. June 1869, p. 170.

(2) Cc mot clesignait certains sulfmes et o.xydes metalliqiies, tels que les
o-xydes de fer maKnetif|uc, le bioxyde dc manganese, etc.

(3) Offie des yeux brillants.

(4) Oxydes ct minerais de zinc, renfermant du cuivre.
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Alum and Green Vitriol

Dutt speaking of alum states : “it is not mentioned by Su.vruta,

in his list of metallics, but later writers give its synonyms and

uses’’. This is evidently incorrect. Alum, with green vitriol, is

distinctly referred to in the Siu'ruta, e. g

:

SOtra. XXXVI, 12.

In the above s]oka. surds/^trajd, lit., begot of Surashtra (modern

Surat), is used in the sense of alum. From the ancient times the

“earth of Surat’’ has been known to yield this mineral. Amara-

Simha in his Lexicon, written sometime between 400—600

A. D., ‘ gives among others the following synonyms of alum :

—

kdinkshl, tuvarl, and siirastraja. Rasaratnasamnchchya also gives the

same synonyms. (Bk. iii., 59—62). The manufacture of alum

survives to our own days, as the following description will show :

“Alum shales, so called, are of rare occurrence in peninsular

India, and, so far as is known, the only considerable native manu-

facture is situated in Rajputana
;
but as will be gathered from

what follows, the tertiary rocks of the extra-peninsular regions

often contain such shales.

‘ In two localities lumps of alum. ..occur natural!)’ in sufficient

abundance to be a regular article of export.

“Alum is principally used as a mordant in dyeing, but as a

drug its emplo)’ment is extensive in India.

‘Beiiar.—Captain Sherwill in 1846“ stated that a small quantity

of alum was manufactured from slates obtained in the district ot

Shahabad
;
these rocks, it is believed, belonged to the Bijigarh

pyritous shales of the Kaimur group of the Vindhyan series.

“The alum was sold at the high price of one rupee per tola
;

it

was identical with the salajit of Nepal. Copperas or iron sul-

phate is obtained in the same regioig -which is situated to the

north of Rotasgarh, and to the west of the Sone.

‘^Rajputana, Rhetri, and Singhana. In connection with the

copper mines at the above localities there are manufactories

II) Ihe lowermost limit of his age may l)c taken about 948 A. n. as made

out from au inscription in Budh Gaya.

(2) Journ. As. Soc\ / .. p. 58-
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which turn out considerable quantities of blue vitriol (copper
sulphate)^ coppeias (iron sulphate), and alum. The process has
been very fully described and illustrated by Colonel J 3rooke. In

1864 theie were twenty of these factories at Khetri and about
double the number at Singhana. The broken shale from the
mine which contains the salts is placed in earthen g/^dras, together
with the crusts from the refuse heaps of previous lixiviations and
water is added. The gharas are arranged on ledge.s prepared for
the purpose on the heaps of refuse, as will be seen b\- reference to
the wood-cut {vide illustrations).

Kach charge of shale is exposed to three changes of water
and the watei itself is changed from one g/iara to another till it

has tcd->.en up the sulphates from sev^en different steepings. It is

then of a thick dirty-bluish colour and is taken to the boiling
house, where it is boiled in earthen gharas

; when sufhcientl)’ con-
centrated it is left to cool, and thin sticks being introduced the
blue vitriol crystallizes on them. The mother liquor is then
poured off and again boiled, and on the addition of saltpetre, the
alum crystallizes at the bottom of the vessel. The residual sul-
phates still in solution are allowed to crystallize out by exposing
the mixture to the sun.

* #
“CUTCH. Ihere are numerous accounts of the manufacture of

alum in Cutch. The earliest is by Captain Me Murdo. who states
that before 1818 the export of alum amounted in some \-ears to
several hundred thousand maunds, which chiefly went to Guzerat
and bombay to be employed in dyeing. The following account
by Mr. Wynne is the most recent and complete. The site of the
operatioiis is at Mhurr or Madh.

1 lie rock containing the materials is a p\nitous dark-gra)' or
black shale, wliich is in close association with a soft aluminous
pseudo-breccia of the sub nummulitic group.

i Ids shale is excavated from [dts and is exjiosed for four
month.s^ a slow combustion taking place owing to the decomposi-
tion of the px'rites.

"It IS then spread in squares re.sembling salt pans and ^prink-
led with water. Alter about 12 rla>’s it consolidates into efflo-
rescing mammillated cr\-stalline [ilates or crusts called pliitkan-

1

1
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ka bij or seed of alum. These crusts are boiled in large iron

vessels (luted inside with lime), together with saltpetre (or othei

potash salt), in the proportion of 15 of Tdum seed’ to 6 of the

latter ;
when it has settled, the liquor is placed in small earthen

vessels somewhat the shape of flower-pots, and crystallization

takes place in three days. These crystals are again boiled one

or more times to concentrate the solution, which is finally ladled

into large thin bladder-shaped earthen mutkas or gharas with

small mouth ;
these are sunk into the ground to prevent then

breaking, and in five days the alum is found crystallized in masses.

The vessels are then broken and the alum is stored.

“Alum is also manufactured from the water of a hot spiing

north of Mhurr. The impure salt-petre, which is employed to sup-

ply the second base in the above-mentioned manner, is obtained by

lixiviation of village refuse.” (Ball’s Economic Geology.pp. 431-33)

“Iron SulphaTK.—I'he green vitriol or copperas of commeice,

which is known to the natives as kahi and hara kasis, is produced

principally from the so-called alum shales from which alum is

prepared. As is the case also with alum, copper as is found

sometimes as a natural exudation upon alum shales and other

rocks which include iron pyrites.

“This native copperas goes by several different names in India,

according to the nature of the other substances with which it is

combined.

“BEHAR.-ln the year i833> Mr. J.
Stevenson published an

analysis of native sulphate of iron obtained from Behar, which

was at that time used by the native d)’ers of Patna.

He found that it consisted of—

Iron sulphate ••• •••390

peroxide

Magnesia

Loss

36-0

23-0

20

ibid p. 419 -

ICX)0



ON

METALS AND METALLURGY
In tlie Veclic Period gold and silver were not only known

but were worked into ornaments of various descriptions. Gold

was often called by the name “yellow” and silver by the name
“white.” The warriors of old were protected with coats of mail and

helmets of metal. Loha was a term applied to the metals in

general though in later ages it came to stand for iron alone.

In the Vedic literature iron proper seems to be designated by

krishndyas or the black metal and copper by lohitdyas or the

red metal. '

Besides gold and silver^ several other metals, e.g. iron^ lead and
tin, are mentioned in the White Yajurveda : ^ %,

^ ^ ^ i
XVI 1

1

, 1

3

In the Chhandogya Upanishad IV, 17,7. we also read : “as

one binds gold b}' means of lavana (borax), and silver b)- means
of gold, and tin by means of silver, and lead by means of tin, and
iron by means of lead, and wood b}' means of iron, and also by
means of leather.”

Unfortunately very little material is now available to enable us

to present a connected narrative of the metallurgical skill of the

ancient Hindus. Many important links are missing
;
we shall here

try to put together only a few, which we have been able to recover.

Megasthenes says that the Indians were “well skilled in the arts.”

According to the Greek writer, the soil too has “underground

(i) ftfw
I
A\^ 5, 28, I. Here

(yellow) is explained by .Saya;/a as eciuivalent to gold. 3?TT*T«T?frs^

1
AV. II, 3, 7. Here according- to .Saya;/a =• black

metal i.c. iron and ?^tf%cr?T?r. •= red metal j.c, copper. The .Sti.n uta also

differentiates iron by the term krisJmaloha fblack metak, though copper is

known by its proper name tann\i.
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numerous veins of all sorts of metals, for it contains much gold

and silver, and copper and iron in no small quantity and even

tin and other metals, which are emplo)'ed in making articles of

use and ornament, as well as the implements and accoutrements

of war.”

Coming to comparatively later times, we find that the Indians

were noted for their skill in the tempering of steel. The blades

of Damascus were held in high esteem but it was from India that

the Persians and, through them, the Arabs learnt the secret of the

operation. '

The wrought-irc'>n pillar close to the Kutub near Delhi which

weighs ten tons and is some 1500 years old
;

the huge iron

girders at Puri
j
the ornamental gates of Somnath and the 24"ft

wroLight-iron gun at Nurvar—are monuments of a b}’e-gone art

and bear silent but eloquent testimony to the marvellous metal-

lurgical skill attained by'the Hindus. Regarding the Kutab pillar,

Fergusson says: “It has not, however, been yet correctl}- a.scertained

what its age really is. There is an inscription upon it, but without a

date. From the form of its alphabet, Prinsep ascribed it to the 3rd

or 4th centui'}' ;
Bhau Daji, on the same evidence, to the end of

the 5th or beginning of the 6th century. Ihe truth piobably lies

between the two. Our own conviction is that it belongs to iMie of

the Chandra Rajas of the Gupta d>ma.sty, either subsequently to

A. I). 363 or A. l>. 400.

“Taking A.D. 400 as a mean date—and it certainly is not far

from the truth—it opens our eye to an unsuspected state of affaiis

to find the Hindus at that age capable of forging a bar of iron

larger than any that have been forged even in Europe up to a very

late date, and not frequently even now. As we find them, how-

ever, a few centuries afterwards using bars as long as this C?/ in

roofing the porch of the temple at Kanaruc, we must now believe

that they were much more familiar with the use of this metal than

they afterwards became. It is almo.st equally startling to find that.

( 1 ) l ufe Trempc du Fcv Indien : EHe a etc decouvcrte par

ens et exposee par les Perscs, et c’est de ccux-ci qu’elle nous est

llerthelot : Coll. Alch. Grec., 1. 3U’ad. p. 3 j-'

Ics Indi-

venue,”—
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after an exposure to wind and rain for fourteen centuries, it is un-

rusted, and the capital and inscri[)tion are as clear and as sharp

now as when put up fourteen centuries ago.

There is no mistake about the pillar being of pure iron.

Gen. Cunningham had a bit of it analysed in India b)" Dr.

]\Iurra\’, and another j)ortion was anal)’sed in the School of Mines

here by Dr. Percy. Both found it {)ure malleable iron without any

allo)'.” Hist, of Indian and Eastern Architecture, [). 508 ;
ed. 1899.

The Ritter Cecil von Schwarz, who was for sometime in charge

of the Bengal Iron Works Company, thus speaks of the superior

iron smelting industry in India :
—

‘Tt is well-known by every manufacture of crucible cast-steel

how difficult it is sometimes to get the exact degree of hardness

to suit certain purposes, especially with reference to steel for

cutting the blades^ etc. With the ordinary process endeavours

are made to reach the required degree of hardness by selecting

such raw materials as on an average have the required contents

of carbon in ordjr lo correspond with the required degree of

hardness as far as possible. The natives [of India] reached this

degree by introducing into their cast-steel an excess of carbon,

by taking this excess gradually away afterwards, by means of the

slow tempering process, having it thus completely in their power

to attain the exact degree by interrupting this de-carbonising

process e.xactly at the proper time in order to cast steel of a

qualit}' e.xactly suitable for the purpose,”

Zinc

The extraction of zinc from the ores can be followed in every

detail from the account left us both in Rdsariiava and Rasarat-

fiasamnchchaya.

Rasaka is mentioned in Rasar;^ava as the mineral which turns

copper into gold (p. 39). We have also in the succeeding coup-

lets a process described for the reduction of the ore. This pro-

cess is so elaborately given in R. R. S. that it may be quoted

almost verbatim in any treatise on modern chemistry
;

it is

practically the same as distillation per desccnsum—the flame of

bluisli tint issuing from the mouth of the crucible indicates the
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combustion of carbon monoxide, so often observed in metallur-

gical operations. ^ (See pp. 48-49)

From the time of the Siuruta to that of R, R. S. we find

all along six metals recognised (see pp. 26 and 71) and the last

work distinctly says brass and bell-metal to be simply alloys.

Owing to the veneration paid to ancient authorities, the Indian

alchemists had at first some hesitation in classing “the essence

of the lustre of tin (p. 39) as a separate metal. In the

medical Lexicon ascribed to king Madanapala and written about

the year 1374 A. D., ^ zinc is, however, distinctly recognised

as a metal under the designation o{Jasada. ’

It is evident rasaka is the cadmia of Dioscorides and Pliny

and tutia of the alchemists of the middle ages. 1 he pseudo-

Basil Valentine writing about 1600 A. D. uses the word zinc but

‘'he does not appear to have classed it with the metals proper.

Paracelsus mentions zinc sometimes as a metal and sometimes

as a bastard or i'eVz/Z-metal, but it is doubtful whethei he liad any

distinct notion of its true character specially as he says, “it has

no malleability” (keine malleabilitat hat er) or of the ore which

yielded it.'^ “Libavius was the first to investigate the properties of

zinc more exactly, although he was not aware that the metal was

derived from the ore known as calamine. He states that a pecu-

liar kind of tin is found in the East Indies called Calaem. Some

of this was brought to Holland and came into his hands.” (Ros-

coe and Schorlemmer).

The terms rasaka, kharpara, kharpara-tuttha and iuttha aie

all applied to calamine, while tnttha sometimes stands for blue

vitriol as well. Some writers have, however, mistaken khaipaui

(i) Cf. “A mixture of 2 pans of ground roasted ore and i part of coal

dust is brought into the retorts, each holding about 40 Ihs. of the mixture.

As soon as the temperature has risen high enough, the reduction begins and

carbon monoxide is evolved and burns from tlie end of the clay adapter with

a blue flame (the italics are ours). Roscoe and Schorlemmer’s Chemistry,

Vol. 1 1., Pt. T, p. 255, ed. 1879.

(2) Roth : Indischen Studien, XIV, 399 ;
also Biihler ; Intro, to Manu, CXXV.

(3) I

(4) Cesch. d. Cliemie, I \', 116.
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for blue vitriol, but R. R. S. is very explicit on this point. The

name tntenague by which Chinese zinc was known in commerce

is evidently derived from the Tamil tatcviagam. “In Persian,

sulphate of zinc is called suffed (white)
;
sulphate of copper,

neela (blue) tutia
;
and sulphate of iron, Iiiaa (green) tutia

;
so, in

Avicenna, different kinds are described under this name, which

occurs also in Geber” (Royle). 13oth the Tamil tatanagain and

the Persian tutia are probably corruptions of the Sanskrit word

tuttham. At the beginning of the last century the Baron de Sacy

was at considerable pains in tracing the history of tutia. In

a note appended to certain extracts from Kazwini, the ‘‘"orien-

tal Pliny,” the learned Frenchman gives the following description

of tutia. The account necessaril)' involves some digressions on

the Aristotelian theory of the formation of dew, hailstone, metals,

&c., and the reader may with advantage compare it with that of

the Vaijeshika Philosophy. (Chap, i, pp. 1-5)

“Le khar-sini est aussi nomine fer dc la Chine >eX or

cru Je crois que ce meme metal est aussi designe sous les

noms de djosd ou djost dans Plncle, de tutic fossile chez

les Arabes, enfin Cesprit de tJitie dans VAyin Aehe'ri, et

que e’est la toutenague, dont il y a plusieurs vari<§tes plus ou moins

analogues au zinc.

“Je vais rapporter, pour mettre le lecteur a portce de juger de

ma conjecture, ce que je trouve dans le Dictionnaire des medica-

mens simples par Ebn-Bei'tar, sur les diverses especes de tutie

fossile, et un article curieux de YAyin Aeheri, omis pour la tres-

grande partie dans la traduction angloise de M. Gladwin
;
j’en

doimerai le texte d’apres deux manuscrits de cet ouvrage, dont

run m’appartient, et I’autre faisoit autrefois i)artie de la bibliotheque

de feu M. Tangles, et d’apres le Traite de mcxlecine, dedie au

prince Dara-schekouh, ou il se trouve tout entier (manuscrit de M.
Brueix, acquis par la bibliotheque du Roi, n.° 16, fol. 62 et suiv.).

Je joindrai a cela ce que dit Kazwini de la formation du khar-sini

et de ses usages medicaux et economiques, laissant aux minth-a-

logistes a juger si, dans ces descriptions melees d’h)potheses

arbitraires, et de quelques traits suspects de charlatanisme, on
pent reconnoitre la toutenague.

“VT'ici d’abord le passage d’h'bn-Beitar.
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“Edu-Waficl (lit : il y a deux especes de tuties
;
I’une se trouve

dans les mines, I’autre dans les founieaux ou Ton fond le cuivre,

comine la cadmie
;
cette derniere espece est ce que les Grecs nc^m-

ment pompholyx. Quant a la tutie fossile, il y en a trois varietes ;

Tune blanche, I’autre vei'datre, la derniere d’un jaune fortement

roimeatre. Les mines de celle-ci sont dans les contrees maritimes
o

de la mer de Hind et de Sind : la meilleure est cede qui semble

an coup-d’ceil couverte de sel
;
apres celle-ci, la jaune

;
quant a

la blanche, elle a quelque chose de ^raveleux :

et est percee : on I’apporte de la Chine. La tutie blanche est la

[dus fine de tcjutes les varietes, et la verte, la plus grossiere
;
quant

a la tutie des fourneaux, Dioscoride dit, livre V.e ; Le pompholyx,

qui est la tutie, differe du spodion PfcP

“L’ Ayin ex[)ose la formation des mineraux et celle des

metaux en particulier, suivant une hypothese, commune, je crois,

a tons les alchimistes anciens
;

et quoique ces details nmritent

par eux-memes pen d’attention, je rapporterai le passage en entier,

i.° prace que M. Gladwin I’a omis ;
2.° parce qu’il est necessaire

pour que Ton puisse juger de la nature du khay-suii

,

et de 1 ide-

ntite que je suppose entre cette substance nmtallique et Vespnt de

tutie. Il y a dans le texte de XAyin Acb/ri quelques omissions

que je retablirai d’apres le Traite dedie a Dara-schekouh, oii ce

chapitre se trouve tout entier, et il n’est pas le seul qui soit com-

mun a ces deux ouvu'ages, L auteui de ce deiniei tiaite,

annonce lui-meme, tol. 62, verso, c[u’il va tirer

quelques chapitressur les metaux, de I’ouvrage de feu Abou’l hazel,

formant le IIl.^-' tome de \'Acber-nameh : I’un de ces textes me

servira a corriger I’autre.

De la formation des mdtaux.

“Le dieu createur de Tunivers a donne I’existence a quatre (iL'-

mens en op[)osition les uns aux auties, et il a suscitc quatie ctics

d’une nature admirable ; le feu chaud et sec, qui posscde une \c-

geret(i absolue ;
I’air chaud et humide, done d’une Lgeretc; relative ;

I’eau froide et homide, qui possede une pesanteur relative ;
la terre

froide et seche, douce d’une pesanteur absolue. La chaleur produit

la Lgeret(j. et le froid la pesanteur; riuimiditc: facilitc la separa-

tion des parties, la sechercsse y met obstacle. Par la combinaison
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de ces quatre puissances elementaires, ont ete produits tons les

etres dont I’existence est due a I’influence des corps celestes, les

mineraux, les vegetaux et les aniinaux.

“Les particules acjneuses, a\-ant ac({uis j>ar les ra\’ons du soleil et

autres causes un plus grand degrc de legerete, se inelent avec les

particules aeriennes, et s’elevent en I’air : c’est cette coinbinaison

que Ton nomine vapenrs. Par le moyen de cette coinbinaison, les

molecules terreuses etant melees elles-memes avec les particules

aeriennes, s’elevent aussi en I’air
;
et c’est ce qu’on nomme exlia-

laisons : quelquefois aussi les particules aeriennes se melent [im-

mediatementj avec les molecules terreuses. 11 y a des philosophes

qui appliquent egalement le nom de vapenrs a ces deux sortes de

combinaisons elementaires : ils designent cedes qui sont le produit

des particules acpieuses, par le nom de vapeures humides on aqueu-

ses : et cedes qui doivent leur formation aux molecules terreuses, j)ar

le nom de vapenrs seches ou fnliginenses. Ce sont ces deux sortes

de v<q3eurs qui fjrment au-dessus de la terre les nuees, le vent,

la pluie, la neige et autres phenomenes semblables
;
et dans I’in-

terieur du globe, les tremblemens de terre, les sources et les mines.

On regarde les vapenrs comme le corps, et les exhalaisons comme
l’es[)i'it : des Lines et des autres, suivant la div^ersite de leurs com-

binaisons et les differentes proportions dans lesquedes elles s’unissent,

sont produites dans le laboratoire de la nature un grand nombre
de substances diverses. Suivant ce cju’on lit dans les traites de

philosophie, on ne compte pas plus de cinq especes de mineraux ;

ceux qui sont infusibles a cause de leur secheresse, comme \epa-

kont
;
ceux qui le sont a cause de leur humidite, comme le vif-

argent
;
ceux qui se fondent promptement, mais qui ne sont ni

malleable, ni combustibles, comme le vitriol
;
ceux qui ne sont

pas madeables, mais qui sont combustibles, comme le soufre
;
ceux

enfin c[ui sont madeables, mais incombustibles, comme I’or. La
fusion d un corps consiste dans la liquefaction de ses jiarties, due
a la coinbinaison de lasecheres.se et de I’humidite : la mad^abilite

[ou ductilite] est la faculte qua un crops de recevoir [jeu a pen une
augmentation d’etendue, taut en longueur qu’en largeur, sans sepa-

ration (1 aucuiie fie ses parties et sans aucune addition.

“Ouand les vapenrs et les e.xhalaisons se melent de maniere (jue

les [premieres soient le [)rincii)e dominant, et.que le melange etant

12
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acheve et la coction parfaite, I’arcleur du soleil coagule cet amal-

game, le produit est du vif-afgcnt. Comme il n’y a aucune des

molecules de ce produit qui ne renferme quelque portion d’exha-

laisons, ce corps a une qualite seche dont les effets sont sensible^ ;

il ne s’attache pas a la main
;
an contraire, il fuit le contact : comme

la chaleur a <^te le princi[)e de sa coagulation, la chaleur ne i)eut

la detruire. Si les deux principes [les vapeurs et les exhalaisons] se

combinent dans des proportions a-peu-pres egales, il se manifeste

dans le melange une humidite d’une nature visqueuse et onctueuse :

a I’instant de la fermentation, des particules aeriennes s’insinuant

dans le melange cjui se coagule alors par le froid, les pioduits de

cet amalgame sont inflammables. Si les exhcdai.sons et la qualite

onctueuse cU^minent, le produit est du soufte, qui est louge, jaune,

bleu ou blanc
;

s’il y a plus d’exhalaisons et peu de principe onctu-

eux, I’amalgame donne I’arsenic qui e.st rouge et jaune
;
enfin si ce

sont les vapeurs qui dominent, il se trauve, quand la coagulation

est achevee, que le produit est de la naphte qui est noire et blanche.

Comme, dans ces amalgames, la coagulation est produite par le

froid, ces corps sont fusibles par la chaleur ;
et a cause de 1 abon-

dance de leur qualite huileuse et de leur humidite visqueu.se, ils

sont susceptibles de prendre feu
;
enfin, a raison de leui exces d humi-

dite, ils ne sont point malleables. Les sept corps [ou metaux] a)-ant

tons pour principes constituans le vif-argent et le soufre, la variete

de ces corps ne pent avoir pour cause que les divers degres de purete

de ces deux principes, la plus ou moins grande perfection de leur

melange, et la diversite d’influence qu’ils exercent I’un sur I’autre.

“Si les deux principes ne .sont alteres par aucun melange de par-

ties terreuses, s’ils sont dans toute leur purete naturelle, si enfin ils

eprouvent une coction parfaite, alors le soufre etant blanc, et le

vif-argent dans une proportion plus grande, le produit de I’amal-

gamc est de I’argent
;

il e.st de Tor, si les deux principes sont dans

des pro[)ortions egales, et (pie le .soufre soit rouge et po.ssede la

force colorante. Si, les circonstances etant les memes, apres le

m(51ange mais avant la jiarfaite coction, 1 anicdgame est coagule

par le froid, il se forme du khar-tchini, que Ton nomine aussi

fcr de la Chine, ce qui equivaut pour le sens a de Vor cru :

quelques-uns le regardent comme une sorte de cuivre.” (La meme

doctrine sur la formation du khar-tchini ou dhen-tchini, nomme
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encore or cm, se trouve dans cet ouvrage, fol. 60 recto, lig. i

et sniv). “Si le soufre seal n’est pas pur, que le vif-argent domine,

et que la force brulante unisse les deux principes, le produit est

du cuivre. Ouand le melange n’est pas fait convenablement, et

que la proportion du vif-argent est la plus forte, il se forme de

retain
:
quelcjues-uns pretendent que I’etain ne se forme pas a moins

que les deux [irincipes ne soient I’lin et I’autre dans un etat de

purete. Si les deux principes sont mauvais et tres-alteres, qu’il y
ait dans le vif-argent des molecules terreuses interposbes, et dans

le soufre Line qualite bridante, il resulte, de I’amalgame, du fer :

enfin le produit est du plomb, si, les circonstances etant d’ailleurs

l^s memes, le melange ne se fait pas completement, et que le vif-

argent domine. On donne a ces sept substances le nom (Xo. corps
;

on appelle le vif-argent la mere des corps, et le soufre leur pcre : on

considere aussi le vif-argent comme Vesprit, et I’arsenic ainsi que le

soufre, comme Vame. Le djost, suivant cjuelques personnes, est Vesprit

de tutie, et approche du plomb : il n’en est fait aucune mention

dans les livres de philosophie. Il y en a une mine dans I’lndoustan,

dans le territoirede Djalour, qui fait partie du soubah d’Adjmir.

“Les alchimistes disent que I’etain est un argent malade de la

lepre, le mercure un argent frapp^ de paralysie, le plomb un or

lepreux et bride, et le cuivre un or cru, et que I’alchimiste, sem-

blable a un medecin, remedie a ces maux par des moyens contraires

ou assimiles.

“Les savans qui s’adonnent a la pratique des arts, font, avec ces

sept corps, des compositions artidcielles dont on se sert pour fa-

briquer des bijoux, joyaux, &c. Du nombre de ces compositions

est le si-fid-rou [c’est-a-dire, blanc a I'exterieur, peut-etre le pe-tong

des Chinois], nomme cansi^ par les Indiens, qui se compose de

quatre seres de cuivre et d’un sere d’etain unis par la fusion : le

roni, compose de quatre seres de cuivre et d\m sere et demi de

plomb, et que Ton appelle dans I’lnde baJnigar

:

le bironndj, nomme
par les Indiens petel.- et dont il y a trois variet(^s ; la premiere,

qui se bat a froid, et contient deux seres et demi de cuivre, et

un sere d’esprit de tutie
;

la seconde, qui se bat a chaud, com-

(ij Kamsya, See p. 64

(2) Pittala, See p. 63
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posee de deux seres de cuivre et d’un sere et demi d’esprit de

tutie ;
la troisienie, qui ne se bat point, niais qui s’eniploie pour

les ouvrages jetes en moule, et dans laquelle il entre deux seres

de cuivre, et un sere d’esprit de tutie : le sitn-sakliteh \(xrgent marque

ou pesi- ; peut-etre faut-il lire soukJitek, brule],” dans la composition

duquel il entre de I’ar^ent, du plomb et du cuivre, clout la cou-

leur est d’un noir eclatant, et qui s’emploie dans la peinture : le

hcft-djousch\l)oxiilli sept fois\ on se contente d’amal-

oamer six metaux,^lorsqu’on n’a pas de khar-tchini ; quelques-uns

lui donnent le nom de talikoun [catholicon]
;
mais suivant tbautres,

le talikoun est un cuivre prepare: Vescht-d/iat, compost de huit

choses, savoir, les six metaux susdits, I'esprit de tutie et le ca?isi ;

on le fait aussi avec sept substances seulement : le caulpair com-

pose de deux seres de sefid-rou, et d’un sere de cuivre
;

il prend

line couleur foncee tres-agreable. C’est une des inventions de notre

saint empereur.”^

On the Essence of Minerals

Calamine

It will be seen Gladwin’s rendering of A'in-i-Akbari is not very

reliable
;

it may, however, be noted here that even Blochman

in his much improved and more accurate translation erroneously

renders post as “pewter.”'^ The ruh i h'ltia (spirits of tutia)

is used in the above extract in the same sense as in Rasdrnava

,

which describes zinc as the svattam (essence) of rasaka (see p. 39).

In R. R. S. also we find that blue vitriol yields a '^svattam'’

which is no other than copper”^ (p. 48).

(1) Chrcstomathie Arabe, T. III. pp. 453 '
5 l^ cd. 1827.

(2) \'ol. I.
i>.

40,

(3) The essence or spirits of minerals is used here in a different sense

from that of the generality of the Arabian and European alchemists.

According to the latter tliere are four spirits of minerals, namely, sulphur,

arsenic, sal-ammoniac and mercury. “Les mots cspriis, corps, o/ncs, sont

frequemment employes par les alchimistes dans un sens special, cju il

importe de connaitre pour 1
’ intelligence de leurs ecrits. Les passages suiv-

ants, quoique d’une epoque plus moderne, jettent beaucoup de lumieie sur ce

point.”
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The Vitriols

From the writings of Dioscoricles and PHn)' it does not appear

that the ancient Greeks and Romans drew an\^ sharp distinction

between blue and ^^rfeen vitriol resj)ectivel)c The word chalcan-

thum was applied now to the one, now to the other’. In the

Hindu Materia Medica no such confusion f^ccurs. Iv\en in

the Charaka and the Vuvruta tuttham (blue vitriol) and kdsisa

(green vitriol) are mentioned side b)’ side.

Blue Vitriol

The word tuttham is general!)' applied to blue vitriol
;

in

Rasendrasarasamgraha and Sarngadhara, the following .S)monyms

are given
: g i

R. R. S. w?<Q,‘?,^mayfirati(ttham (?igTgsi) in Bk. ii. 129, which is a

combination of the last and the first names in the above sloka.

SikJngnvavi (lit. resembling the neck of the peacock) is practically

the same as mayurakantha sachchhdyam in sloka, 1 27, i.e. having

the play of colour in the throat of the peacock.

The term sasyaka as a synon)'m for blue vitriol does not

occur in an)' other medico-chemical work that I have come
across except Rasarriava.

That an e.s.sence in the .shape of copper is )delded by blue

“On lit dans le traite de Mincralihus, pretenclii d’Albert le Grand (L. I.

tr. I, ch. ler) : ‘ce qui s’evapore au feu est esprit, ame, accident
;

ce qui ne
s’evapore pas, corps et substance.’—Coll, dcs Alch. Grecs, 1

. pp. 247-8. Cf. “Le
cuivre est comnie rhonime : il a corps et ame.”— Introd. a la Chimie des
Anciens, p. 294. See also, “La chimie au moyen age,” T. I. p. 73, and ibid.

T. III. pp. 168-70
;
also ante p. gi.

(0 “Ichhabe schon bei der Geschichte des Eisenvitriols darauf aufmerksam
gemacht, welche Unsicberheit in den friiheren Mittheilungen iiber \’itriol im
Allgemeinen herrscht. Audi die iilteren Angaben, welche am passendsten auf
den Kupfervitriol bezegen werden, kdnnen zum theil auf Eisenvitriol gegangen
sein.” Ges. der Chem. IV. p. 168.

“Observons les sens divers de ce mot couperose [chalcanthon], ou de son
Equivalent vitriol, tels que : vitriol bleu ; sulfate de cuivre

; vitriol vert : sulfate
de fer, et sulfate de cuivre basique

; vitriol jaune et rouge : sulfates de fer
basiques.” Coll. d. .Vlch. Grecs. I. pp. 241-242.
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vitriol is worthy of note from a historical point of view. Rasarwava

very often hits upon it but is not so explicit as R. R. S., as it modest-

ly contents itself with the mere assertion that the essence is of the

colour of Coccinclla insect red (see pp. 47-48). In the Bhavapra-

kasa (ca. 1 550 A.D.) occurs this remarkable passage : “gw g crraTq'^igf^

blue vitriol is indeed a semi-metal ofcopper as it

is derivedfrom copper. The nomenclature itself is in wonderful

agreement with that adopted nearly two centuries later by Boer-

have' (1732 A. d).

Our knowledge of the nature of the “essence” of blue vitriol

has thus been gradually advanced from Rasdrnava downwards.^

(1) “Die krystallisirten Verbindungen eines Metalls mit Sauren erkannte

er nicht unbedingt als .Salze an ;
die Vitriol namentlich rechnete er zu den

Halbmetallen”. Kopp : Ges. d. Chem. in. p. 6.

(2) “Basil Valentine” seems to have known that some vitriols contained copper,

but his “Blue vitriol” does not necessarily mean sulphate of copper. “Der

blaue Vitriol heisst bei Basilius vitriolum commune : was bei ihm Vitriolum

Veneries gennant wird, ist oft (jriinspan und iibeihaupt geht diese Bezeichnung

bei iiltern schriftstellern auf sehr verschiedenartige Kupfersalze, wie denn

Libavius in seiner Alchymia ('1595'' fur die Bereitung des vitrioh Veneris

vorschreibt ” Even Agricola (i494-« 555 ),
contemporary of Bhava does

not make any great distinction between green and blue vitriol. “Agricola

beschreibt in seiner Schrift de re metalUca die Darstellung des Kupfrevitriols

bei der des Eisenvitriols und des Alauns, ohne die beiden ersteren als wesenthch

verschieden anzusehn, und auch in seiner .Abhandlung “de natura fossilium

unterscheidet er nur verschieden gefarble, nicht aber wesentlich verschiedne

Vitriole ”Ges. d. Chem. IV 170-171.



ON

GUNPOWDER, SALTPETRE
AND THE

MINERAL ACIDS

Gunpowder

1 he ancient Hindus are sometimes credited with the know-
ledge of the art of manufacturing gunpowder, in support of which

the several recipes given in the Sukranlti or the Elements of

Polity of Aukracharya. which we have already had occasion to

quote, are cited. Take for example the followinsj :

—

» c

qquT II 201

q'gS'q^; 1

^qqqiqqq =q
1

fq?T viqrf
||

20 2

^fq?flqqiT5FTT; q'?! qq qj I

qjqiFqTqtfqqw g qi^iT^TTT g g^qg ii 203

qwqfeqi: qfq^tsfq qt
1

qr^qigiq ^^qqTgvrftsfq qr 11 204

qrfq givn^ tq^qig^g
1

f^qqnqq^^?T?qqrfifWTTqfUT
11 205

^^u:^q q^q^q gqf^qqj*q g I

fqgiqT 'ffqqrgqj qqi ^ H 206

gqi qu^l^gg; qfqr^
|

qr^^qjTq crfq ^ n 207

gg^qTfq#r^^fTi'^Tii|jj^if^3T.
,

V C\

qrqrqhq ^ gfqqnqTq^THTfqgfiq ^ h 208

fqfqpq qifqqqiqiqTg gqi^qg h 209
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2 I I

?l^T il
2 10

m: ^TfT fET;

3fUt f^qifltrT^ II

“Take five pains of saltpetre, one pa/a of sulphur and one pa/a

of charcoal, prepared from the wood of Calotropis gigantea and

Euphorbia neriifolia by destructive distillation “
;

powde-i them

and mix them intimately and macerate them in the juice of the

above-named plants and of garlic and afterwards dry the mixtuie

in the sun and pulverise it to the fineness of su^ar. Gunpowder

(lit. fire-powder) is thus obtained. 201-202

“If the fire-powder is to be used for a gun, six or {o\xr pa/as of

saltpetre are to be taken, the proportion of charcoal and sulphur

remaining the same as before.

“For a gun with a light barrel, balls of iron or of lead or of othei

metals are to be used.
"

“The gun made of iron or of other metals are to be constant y

kept clean and bright by the skilful artillerymen. -05

“By varying the proportions of the ingredients, charcoal,

sulphur, saltpetre, realgar, orpiment, calx of lead, asafcetida,

iron powder, camphor, lac, indigo, and the resin of Shoroa ro/?usta,

different kinds of fires are devised by the pyrotechnists giving iorth

r. , r . r 14-” 206-208
flashes of starlight.

From the circumstantial details given above, especially of the

method of preparing the charcoal, one is naturall)' led to suspect

that the lines relating to gunpowder as quoted above are later

interpolations. The suspicion is further enhanced when it is

borne in mind that in the Polity of Kamaiidaki, an ancient woi '

of undoubted authenticity, there occurs no reference whatever to

firearms nor is there any in the AgnipurcU/a in which the subject

of training in the use of arms and armours takes up four chapters,

archery forming the leading element.’^

The more rational conclusion would be that the Su/caniiti is

(
1 )

Ed. J.
Vidyasagani, pp. 555-57-

(->)
•• ht., (wood) clianed 1)V smoke circulating through it

(3 )
See huro. to Ur. R. L. Mitra’s edition of Agiipurdna.
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a patch work in which portions of chapter IV were added some

time after the introduction of gunpowder in Indian warfare during

the Moslem period. ^

In Halhed’s “Code of Gentoo Laws,” there is a passage whicli is

sometimes quoted as a proof that the ancient Hindus knew the

use ol firearms. Halhed, not having an acquaintance with .Sanskrit

had to depend on the Persian translation of the .Sanskrit digest

prepared by some learned pundits. We have been at some jjains

in finding out the original text which is generally credited to Manu,

It is only by a forced interpretation that anything in Manu ma)' be

taken to refer to a projectile discharged from a gun. -

In .Sanskrit literature, there are frequent but vague refer-

ences to agni astra or firearms, but we have no reason to suppose

(1) Dr. R. L. Mitra, judging from the description of guns alone, con-

cludes this portion to be spurious ;—%>uie Notices of Sanskrit Mss. \'ol. p. 135.

M. Berthelot’s concluding remarks on Marcus Gnecus’ Book of Fire are

equally applicable to SukratiHi :

—

“Mais je n’insiste p.as, si ce n’est pour rappeler comment ces additions mani-
festent le caractere veritable de la composition de ces manuscrit et livres de

recettes, dejk repandus dans I’antiquite et dont lis formules sont venues jusqu
au XVIIIe si^cle, parfois meme jusqifk notre temps, ho. Lider ign i la/i qw csi

un exemple, et I’analyse precedente montre bien comme il a ete compose avec.

des materiaux de dates* multiples, les tins remontant a I’antiquite, les autres

ajoutes k diverses epoques, dont les dernieres etaient contemporaines, ou tres

v'oisines de celle de la transcription de chaque manuscrit.” La Chimie au moyen
kge T. 1. 135.

(2) The passage in Manu runs thus ;

^ 11
Vli. 90.

We give below the commentaries of kledhatithi and Kulliika Bhatta

I % ff vr^firr,
1

The correct rendering should be as follows “The king°^ shall not

slay his enemies in warfare with deceitful or barbed or poisoned weapons,
nor with any having a blade wade red hot hy fire or tipped with burning

13
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that the combustible matter these fire arms contained supplied a

motive power of the nature of gunpowder. The fire missiles were

probably of the same category as the “Greek fire,” i.e, arrows or

darts tipped with oiled flax, resin, realgar, naptha or other bitu-

minous substances discharged from bows
;
sometimes elaborate

machines being deyised to hurl the weapons with more deadly

effect. In the Udyogaparava of the Mahdbhdrata, Yudhisthira is

described as “collecting large quantities of resin, tow, and other

inflammable articles for his great fratricidal war.” ‘ But there is

nothing to show that gunpowder of any sort was in use or any

chemical which would act as a propelling agent.

materials”
;
Buhler, who also follows the above commentators, thus translates :

“when he (the king) fights with his foes in battle, let him not strike with

weapons concealed (in wood), nor with (such as are) barbed, poisoned, or the

points of which are blazing with fire.” Whereas Halhed’s version is : “the

magistrate shall not make war with any deceitful machine or with poisoned

weapons or with cannon and guns or with any other kind of firearms.”

(1) See Dr. Mitra’s Antiquities of Orissa, 1.121.

(2) In the iith century, Ka.j'mlr remained safe behind its mountain

ramparts and was hermetically sealed to all foreigners without exception. Here,

according to Alblruni, Hindu sciences retired and took shelter when the

Mohammedan invasion of India began. But in the indigenous mode of war-

fare no reference to gunpowder is to be found
;
thus we read in Kalhaz/a’s

A\ijatarahoini thiitin 1090 A. D. “he (Kandarpa) threw into the melee burning

arrows smeared over with vegetable oil, struck by which the enemies caught

fire. Believing that he knew [the use of] the weapon of f\re 'dyneya astra),

they became frightened and fled in bewilderment, cursing their return.”

Stein’s Trans. \"ol. i. p. 344 -

The original passage is

^ I

\TI. 983, 989.

For further references to similar fire-missiles see Mahdndtaka or Hanuntd-

mi Ndtaka’xw Wilson’s Hindu T/ieatre, \’ol. II. ed. 1835, appendix, pp. 369-70.

The first record of the use of cannon and gunpowder in Indian warfare

is in the memoirs of Baber. In 1528 he forced the passage of the Ganges near

Kanatij with the aid of artillery. For much valuable information on the
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The mention of "unpowder and of some sort of explosives with

identical formularies occurs almost simultaneously in the Latin

redaction of the work on ‘^Fire” by Marcus Grrecus and in the

writings of Roger Bacon about the 13th century. * Greek fire

was introduced into Constantinople from the East about the }’ear

673 and the Bw.antians evidentl)' knew that saltpetre was its

basis
;
but they kept this knowledge strictly a secret, and ab-

stained from speaking of it by any distinct name lest the in-

formation might leak out. Thus the ven^ word saltpetre is

conspicuous by its absence in the literature of the ancients.

Nitrum (natron) was all along e.xclusively applied to carbonate
of soda. '

Saltpetre

It will thus be seen that there is much in common in the

history of the word used for nitrate of potash both in the .Sanskrit

and in the Latin languages, as in the former sauvarchala and
yavakshara are indiscriminately applied to it.

It is very remarkable that in the later Sanskrit chemico-medical
literature the very word smivarchala, which stands for saltpetre

in the SukranJti and in the Rasdrtiava, ceases altogether to be
applied to it, but is used as a synonym of sdrjikd (natron), while
yavakshdra has been pressed into service, it beine clean foro-otten

that from the time of Charaka and Siurruta this word has been
used in its radical sense, vis, the ashes of barley (impure car-

bonate of potash, from barley kshdra. ashes)-. Both
Wilson and Monier Williams in their Sanskrit English Dictionaries,

following no doubt the authority of modern writers, erroneously

subject of the early Asiatic tire-weapons the reader may consult an exhaustive
article by Maj. Gen. R. Maclagan in the Journ. As. Soc. Beroal \M 1 . XLV.
pp. 30 ff.

(1) La Chiniie au moyen ^ge, i. p. 94.

(2) Cf. C est par eiieui c[ue la plupart des editeurs des auteurs grecs ou latins

traduisent ces mots par nitre ou salpetre, substance presque inconnue dans
Pantiquite, ct que apparait seulement h partir du VI e siecle h Constantinople,
avec le feu gr^geois clout elle etait la base. Les anciens parlent aussi dJ
nitrum factice, prepare avec les cendres de chene, e’est-h-dire du carbonate de
potasse.”— Intro, a I’etude de la Chimie, p. 263.
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render yavakshara as saltpetre as also does Colebrooke in his

Amarakosha. Roth and Bdhtlingk in their Worterbuch, however, cor-

rectly translate it as “Aetz.kali, ous der Asche von Gerstenstroh.” ‘

It is strange indeed that a substance which occurs extensively

in Bengal and in upper India as an efflorescence on the soil should

have been allowed to go without a definite name for several cen-

turies.'^ Dutt says “nitre was unknown to the ancient Hindus.

There is no recognised name for it in Sanskrit.^ * * * Some

recent Sanskrit formulas for the preparation of mineral acids con-

taining nitre mention this salt under the name of This

word, however, is not met with in any Sanskrit dictionary and is

evidently sanskritized from the vernacular sora, a term of foreign

origin. The manufacture of nitre was therefore most probably

introduced into India after the adoption of gunpowder as an imple-

ment of warfare.” Mat. Med. of the Hindus, pp. 89-90, ed. 1900.

(i^ In the chemistry of Bubacar, “le sel de cendres” is the equivalent of

yavalcsJuVa.—l.^ Chimie an moyen age, i. 308.

(.) We purposely use the words “allowed to go without a definite name, for

the term sauvanhala was all along vaguely used now for saltpetre, now for

natron.
1 1

h) He is ill error on this point, .is lie li.id not consulted, or probably

had no acquaintance with, the old literature on the subject. Prof. Macdonell

verv properly points out “the dangers of the [as] fin-

nislied by the fact that salt, the most necess.ary of minerals, is never once nien-

rioned in the /fftW,.. And yet the northern P.anjab is the very part o Indna

where it most abounds, ft occurs in the salt range between the Indus and

the Iheluni in such quantities th.at the Greek compamons of Alex.ande, accord-

ing 'to Strabo, asserted the supply to be sufficient for the wants of the whole

of India.” It would be equally h.azardous to rush to the conclusion that

nitre was “unknown” to the Hindus.

(4) Dutt is probably correct in so far as he states his views with regarc

to “the manufacture of nitre” as an ingredient of gunpowder. For it is wel

known saltpetre has been in use from time immemorial as the basis of rocket

and other fireworks both in China and India. In the Dasakumaracl,aniahy

Dandi mention is made of yogavar/ikd (magic wick) and yagachurmi (magic

powder), of which saltpetr e was pr-obably the basis. The earlrest account of

L manufacture of saltpetre on a cornmerxial scale that we have come across

occurs in a rar-e work entitled “The Travels of John Albert de Mandelso from

Persia into the East Irmlies. London, rfibq.” The book is in the valuabU

collection of my friend. Mr. BritlivDa Chandra Raya. Says our author .
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Mineral Acids

Gebei* was up till recently credited with being’ the di.sco\eier

of nitric acid, aqua regia, silver nitrate. &c. A careful examination

of the works of Geber, both real and pretended, notably of the

celebrated Summa pevfectionis magisterii has convinced M. Ber-

thelot that the knowledge of the mineral acids was unknown not

only to the Arabs but also to the European alchemists of the

thirteenth century. It was a Latin author of the latter half of the

13th century who wrote the above memorable woik and assumed

the venerable name of Geber to gain public confidence. Such

instances of literary forgery are by no means uncommon in the

alchemical literature of the East and the W est.

The distillation of alum is referred to in Rasdrnava and of

green vitriol in R. R. S, (see pp. 4^, 50 > SO* ® have, however,

no evidence that the acid thus deiived was evei used as a

solvent. Hoefer justly remarks that real progress in chemistry

w^as impossible in India and China, as the preparation of mineral

acids was unknowm in both these countries. ^ At the same

time we should remember that Rasdrnava and similar other w^orks

lay stress upon vida, -in which aqua regia may be said to be

“Most of the saltpeter which is sold in Guziiratta comes from Ajmer, sixty

Leagues from Agra, and they get it out of Land that hath lain long fallow.

The Idackest and fattest ground yields most of it, though other Lands afford

some, and it is made thus : they make certain trenches which they fill with their

Saltpetrous Earth, and let into them small Rivulets, as much water as will

serve for its soaking, which may be the more effectually done, they make use

of their feet, treading it till it becomes a Broath. When the Water hath drawn

out all the salt-peter which was in the Earth, they take the clearest part of it,

and dispose it into another Trench, where it grows thick, and then they boil

it like salt, continually scumming it, and then they put it into earthen pots,

wherein the remainder of the Dregs goes to the bottom
;
and when the water

begins to thicken, they take it out of these pots, to set it a-drying in the sun,

where it grows hard, and is reduced into that form wherein it is brought into

Europed pp. 66-67.

(1) “L’hypothese la plus vraisemblable h mes yeux, c’est qu’un auteur

latin, reste inconnu, a ecrit ce livre dans la seconde moitie du Xllle. siecle,

et I’a mis sous le patronage du nom venere de Geber.” La Chimie au moyen

dge, I. 349-

(2) Hist, de la Chimie, T. I. p. 25, cd. 1866.
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potentially present and which is fitly described as capable of

“killin" all the metals” (see pp. 40-41).

The preparation of mineral acids is incidentally described in

several exclusively medical works, composed probably in the i6th

and 17th centuries, e.g. Rasakanmndi by Madhava, Rasaratna-

pyadlpa and Bhaishajyaratnavali by Govindadasa, &c. In the last

work under the heading' of directions are given

for distilling a mixture of, among other things, alum, green vitriol,

salammoniac, saltpetre and borax in a glass retort. In this way

a dilute solution of nitro-muriatic acid is obtained, which -is

prescribed in derangement of liver and spleen. We have a

similar recipe in which in addition to the above ingredients, rock-

salt and sea-salt are used, thus yielding what is called Sauikha-

dmvixka (lit. solvent for conch-shell).

The term dnivaka (solvent) seems to have been expressly

coined to do duty for the mineral acids. We have seen all along

that in the older works drdvaka was used invariably in the sense of

solvent or flux (see p. 72), but never in the .sense of a mineral acid, the

knowledge of which seems to have spread both in the P^ast and the

West almost simultaneously. The regular application of the mineral

acids to technical operations dates from the time of the Empei'or

Akbar or perhaps a little earlier. Thus, in the A'in-uA'kbari

the “Method of Refining Silver” mention is made of the u.se of

Rasi (aqua fortis). It is not easy to make out how much of the

processes of the assay of gold and silver as described in the A'in is

of Hindu origin.

Royle, Sir W. O’shaughnessy (“Manual of Chemistry”), Ainslie

and others maintained that the Hiiidus were acquainted with the

methods of preparing the mineral acids. These authors who

wrote more than half-a-centur}' ago derived their information

at second-hand as none of them had probably read the Sanskrit

works in the original. Ainslie gives the following recipes as used

in Southern India among the Tamil physicians for the preparation

of sulphuric, nitric and muriatic acids respectively :

^ Sulphuric acid : “The Tamil physicians prepared their article

nearly in the same way that we do, zdz, by burning sulphur with

a small piece of nitre in strong earthen vessels.”



O’shaughnessy says ; “sulphuric acid, the Gjindak kd attar of

the Hindus has long been known among the Eastern nations. In

southern India it has been prepared for many centuries.”

Nitric acid : This acid the Hindus make a clumsy attempt at

preparing in the following manner which must not be rigidly

criticised by the chemists of Europe.

Take of saltpetre 20 parts.

„ alum 16 „

„ the acid liquid from the leaves and stem of the Bengal

horsegram 18 „

Mix and distil with an increasing heat till the whole of the

acid is condensed in a receiver.

Muriatic acid ; “Take of

common salt „ 8 parts

alum 6 parts

The acid liquid from the horse gram and distil &c.”

The very name of sulphuric acid, Gnndak kd dttar is Urdu i.e.

the h\'brid lingua franca, an admixture of Hindi with Persian.

Attar in Persian means the volatile principle, often odoriferous,

e.g. G uldb kd dttar i.e. otto de Rose. Gundhak in Sanskrit is the

equivalent for sulphur.



KNOWLEDGE OF TECHNICAL ARTS
AND

DECLINE OF SCIENTIFIC SPIRIT

In ancient India the useful arts and sciences, as distinguished

from mere handicrafts, were cultivated by the higher classes.

In the White Yajur-Veda and in the Taittirlya Brahma;/a,

we meet with the names of various professions which throw light

on the state of society of that period
;
unfortunately a knowledge

of these perished with the institution of the caste system in its

most rigid form. ^ Among the sixty-four Kalds or arts and sciences

which are enumerated in the old work of Vatsayana - called

Kdmasutni occur the names of the following :

:—or the examination and valuation of gold and

gems.

or chemistry and metallurgy.

’•— knowledge of the colouring of gems and

jewels, as also of mines and quarries.

In the Silkyanitisdra or the Elements of Polity by Aukiachaiya,

we also read an account of the various Kalds : e.g.

:
—“the art of piercing and incin-

erating the stones and the metals is known as a Kaldl'

=

—“a knowledge of the combina-

tions of the metals and the herbs and the plants is also legaided

as a Kald”

^cTT I

(1) See Dutt’s Civilizaiion in Ancient India, pp. 155'15"> Calcutta ed.

(2) “Vatsayana is another old authority The name occuts in

Pa;/ini 4. i. 73- and probably the author of the Kilniasiitras was' meant as some

of his rules refer to terms chiefly used in the latter. The text has come down

to us almost undefiled, showing its great popularity among our ancestors, which

IS also clear from its commentaries and reference by Dandl, \Amana and other

great writers.”— Preface to Barua’s Ainara/;oslia,\^i<iii\.c<t, xiii.
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“The art of alloying and separating the metals is also known

as a kala.

clrf |

“The art of extracting alkali (see pp. 17-22 under Siuruta) is

likewise counted as a kala. In the science of Ayurveda, there

are altogether ten kalds.”

We also find that among the companions of the poet Va//a

were an assayer and a metallurgist. ' Such terms as Lo/iavid 3.\\d

Dhatuvid which occur repeatedly in Sanskrit literature show that

the metallurgists were held in high esteem and expert knowledge

sought after.

The art of dyeing was carried almost to perfection, the fast

colours resembling the Tyrean purple.

In the Vedic age the ATshis or priests did not form an exclu-

sive caste of their own but followed different profe.ssions accord-

ing to their convenience or natural tastes, thus fulfilling the ideal

laid down by Emerson : “Has he (man) not a calling in his

character ? Each man has his own vocation. The talent is the

call.” But all this was changed when the Brahmins reasserted

their supremacy on the decline or the expulsion of Buddhism.
The caste system was established de novo in a more n'o-id

form. The drift of Manu and of the later Purawas is in the
direction of glorifying the priestly class, which set up most arro-

gant and outrageous pretensions. According to Siuruta, the
dissection of dead bodies is a sine cjiici no?i to the student of
surgery and this high authority lays particular stress on know-
ledge gained from experiment and observation. 2 But Manu

(1) Cowell and riiomas’ Frans, of IlticslKi-cliarita, p. 3j.

(2)
1

II 43-45

14
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would have none of it. The very touch of a corpse, accordingto

Manu, is enough to bring contamination to the sacred person of

a BiTdnnin.* Thus we find that shortly after the time of Vagbhata,

the handling of a lancet was discouraged and Anatomy and

Surgery fell into disuse and became to all intents and purposes

lost sciences to the Hindus. It was considered equally undigni-

fied to sweat away at the forge like a Cyclops. Hence the cultiva-

tion of the kaliis by the more refined classes of the society of which

we get such vivid pictures in the ancient Sanskrit literature sur-

vives only in traditions since a very long time past.^

X,- X-- * '= >;=

II
4!^-

.Sarira. Ch. V.

(1) 77ie Lazos of Ma>ii(, 64,85,87.

(2) Similar dangers have threatened Europe from time to time but her

sturdy sons have proved better of them in the long run. Thus “Aristotle’s

opinion that ‘industrial work tends to lower the standard of thought’ was

certainly of influence here. In accordance with this dictum the educated

Greeks held aloof from the observation and practice of technical chemical

processes
;
a theoretical explanation of the reactions involved in these lay

outside their circle of interests.”—Meyer’s His/, of C/icmis/ry, trans. by

McGowan, p. 10, ed. 1898.

Paracelsus flings a sneer at the physicians of his time and compares them

with the alchemists in the following terms : “For they are not given to idle-

ness nor go in a proud habit, or plush and velvet garments, often showing

their rings upon their fingers or wearing swords with silver hilts by their

sides, or fine and gay gloves upon their hands, but diligently follow their

labours, sweating' whole days and nights by their furnaces. 1 hex do not spend

their time abroad for recreations biu take delight in their laboratory. 1 hey

wear leather garments with a pouch, and an apron wherewith they xvipe

their hands. They put their fingers amongst coals, into clay, and filth, not

into gold rings. They are sooty and black like smiths and colliers, and do

not pride themselves upon clean and beautiful faces.” Quoted by Kodwell

in his Birth of chemist?-)/.

Even so late as the middle of the last century, the pursuit of Chemistry m

England was not regarded in a serious liijht and “chemists were ashamed to

call themselves so because the apothecaries had appropriated the name

a circumstance which led Liebig in 1837 to declare “that England was not

the land of science.”
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I’he arts bein^ thus relegated to the l<n\' castes and the pro-

fessions made hereditar\', a certain degree of fineness, delicac)' and

deftness in m inipulation was no doubt secured but this was done at

a terrible cost. The intellectual portion of the coinmunit}’ being

thus withdrawn from active [)iarticipation in the arts, the /w7c

and ivhv of phenomena—the coordination of cause and effect

—

were lost sight of—the s[)irit of cnquir\’ graduall}' died out among

a nation natural!)’ prone to s[)eculation and metaphysical subtleties

and India for once bade adieu to exi)erimental and inductive

sciences.' Her soil was rendered morall)’ unfit for the l)irth

of a Boyle, a Des Cartes or a Newton and her ver)’ namewas all

but expunged from the map of the scientific world.

-

(1) The Vedanta philosophy, as inodiried and expanded by Sa/z/kara, which

teaches the unreality of the material world, is also to a large extent res-

ponsible for bringing the study of physical science into disrepute. Sawkara

is unsparing in his strictures on Kaz/ada and his system. One or two extract

from Sazzzkara’s Commentary on the Vedanta Sturas, will make the jzoiiu clear ;

?rq: 1 1 .

^iUhr[aFr ^q-

qT^jqi^r; I |
Vediinia Darsana, Bombay ed.

‘'It thus appears that the atomic doctrine is supported by very weak argu-

ments only, is opposed to those scriptural passages which declare the Lord to

be the general cause, and is not accepted by any of the authorities taking their

stand on scripture, such as Alanu and others. Hence it is to be altogether

disregarded by high-minded men who have a regard for their own spiritual

welfare.” II. 2, 17.

“The reasons (zn account of which the doctrine of the A'ai^eshikas cannot

be accepted have been stated above. That doctrine may be called semi-

destructive azr semi-nihilistic).” Thibaut’s trans.. Ibid. 18.

(2) .-Vmong a people ridden by caste and hide-bound by the authorities

and injunctions of the Vedas, Pura7tas, and Smritis and having their intellect

thus cramped and paralysed, no Boyle could arise to lay down such sound

principles for guidance as :

P. X\\'I.“. . . I saw that several chymists had, by a laudable diligence

obtain’d various ])roductions, and hit upon many more phenomena, consider-

able in their kind, than could well be expected from their narrow ])iinciples
;
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In this land of intellectual torpor and stagnation the arti-

zan classes, left ver\' much to themselves and guided solely by

their mother wit and sound commonsense, which is their only

heritage in this world, have kept up the old traditions^ In their

own way they display marvellous skill in damescening, making

ornamental designs on metals, carving on ivory, enamelling, weav-

ing, dyeing, lace-making, goldsmith’s and jeweller’s works, etc.

The successive stages in the manipulation of one branch of the

arts have been carefully watched’ by Mr. Jnanasarawa Chakravarti

M. A., late Scholar, Presidency College, and his experiences

embodied in a paper, which, for the most part, is reproduced below

with certain alterations
;

it is of singular intere.st as a contribution

to the history' of the Inrlian technical arts. It now remains only to

add that some of the inoces.ses described below were in vogue at

the time of the Emperor Akbar and probably existed long before, as

Rasarwava amply testifies (p. 38). The very terms ^^poonoor"

{Jyiuihdr) and “Neharwalla” (Niariyah) occur in the descriptions of

the assay of gold in Ain-i-Akbari. ®

but finding the generality of those addicted to chymistry, to have had scarce

any view, but to the preparation of medicines, or to the improving of metals,

I was tempted to consider the art, not as a physician or an alchymist,

but a philosopher. And, with this view, I once drew up a scheme for a

chymical philosophy ;
which I shou’d be glad that any expeiiments oi

observations of mine might any way contiibute to complete.

P. XVIII. “.
. . And, truly, if men were willing to regard the

advancement of philosophy, more than their own reputations, it were easy to

make them sensible, that one of the most considerable services they could

do the world is, to set themselves diligently to make experiments, and

collect observations, without attempting to establish theories upon them,

before they have taken notice of all the phenomena that are to be solved.”

.Shaw’s ed. of Hoyle’s works, 3 vols. 1725.

(1) Vdde manufacture of alum, pp. 80-82.

(2) For detailed information on some of these branches the reader may

consult Bird wood’s IndusiKuil Aids of Itidtn.

(3) .Along with Mr. ChakravartT’s Essay should be read .-Vins 7, 8 and 9 “on

the Manner o"f Refining Gold,” “the Method of Refining Silver” “and the Me-

thod of Separating the Silver from the Gold.” Blochmann’s trans. Vo\. i. pp. 20-25.
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The wastage of Gold in the course of Preparing

Jewiry in Bengal '

Soldering

The next process that we shall consider is soldering. This

is undoubtedly the most important process that the goldsmith

has to perform from a commercial point of view. It is in the course

of this process that the practical goldsmith plays those mis-

chievous tricks which go so hard against those who purchase his

productions or order for them. The quality or quantity of solder

(or employed is the first question that is universally en-

quired into in all cases of commercial dealings in Indian jewelry
;

and while by melting some articles the value of the gold per

tola is reduced by Re. i or 2 only, we frequent!)' find cases in

which the value is decreased at the ruinous rate of Rs. 8 or Rs. 10.

This last state of affairs arises when the solder consists almost

entirely of a mixture of baser metals and is at the same time

fraudulently used in larger quantities than what is absolutely

necessary.

Considered, however, from the standpoint of a chemical student

who investigates the subject of ascertaining the amount of
metal that is lost in the operations of tlie goldsmith, the process
of soldering is scarcely important enough to receive a separate
treatment. The preparation of the solder and its reduction
to the condition of small thin bits are embraced in the discussion
of melting and hammering

;
while the loss during the blowing

operation, during which the reducing flame of an oil lamp is

made to play upon the solder and the parts it is meant to join
together, may be supposed to have been treated during the
discussion of the subject of lo.ss of gold by volatilisation. The
fact that almost all solders contain a little zinc perhaps makes
the loss in their case to be much greater than in that of an alloy
of gold and copper only. The following three sets of figures
give the weight of gold and the weight of solder before the

(1) [ndian Knoinccring. XI.X (1896). The Mechanical Operations of
Melting and Hammering have been left out.
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process of soldering and the weight of the article alter the

operation has been finished :

—

tiokl Solder Wi. of Dold &; Solder after operation

I'olas annas pies. Tolas annas pies. Tolas annas pies

6 0 0 TOO 6 '5 0

2 0 0 080 2 7 13/4

3 S 0 140 4 10 3

Thus, on the whole a loss of 1
1 ^ pies takes place in dealing

with tolas of materials. This gives the rate ot loss at 79

pies per tola.

It is proper to observe that of the loss that takes place during

soldering, about one-third is due to purely ph)’sical causes, e.g.

the loss of pieces of solder which fly off before the blow[)ipe.

Tlie above figures are accordingly not to be supposed as afford-

ing an accurate estimate of the amount of material that is lost

by vapourisation during the operation of soldering.

Filing and Cutting

These are the two operations ot the goldsmith in the course of

which gold is lost to an appreciable e.Ktent. The work of cutting

is done by a class of men called nakashhvalas to wliom the

articles are made over for the purpose. In lecognition of tlie

fact that loss of gold must inevitably take place during the ope-

ration of cutting, the goldsmith, when he takes back the articles

and the particles that are chopped off the surface from the

nakashiwalias, generally makes an allowance of one pie per tola

in favour of the latter.

The loss which takes place during the operation of cutting

as well as the loss during filing, i. e. rubbing the surface of gold

with a steel file to make it smooth, is due to causes of a purely

mechanical nature and can be prevented to a great extent by

the means suggested for minimising such loss in the course of

hammering and drawing.

I'he operation of cutting is always, and that of filing some

times, effected after the article has been coloured and polished.

Hut as the chemical process of colouring will be tieated of sepa-

rately in tlie following pages, the mere mechanical operation
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of cuttirxg and filing are here put in for the purpose of preser\ ing

continuity.

The Chemical Operations of the Goldsmith :

Cleansing, Colouring and Polishing

VVe now come to a process which, though not so important

in the eyes of the goldsmith as some of the processes before

described, is yet of the greatest consecjuence in the enquiry in

which we are engaged. This is the process of colouring.

If it were possible for our goldsmiths to work with pure gokl,

the appearance of the material would suffer ver}' little by the

various processes of heating^ hammering, &c., and a mere me-

chanical rubbing would throw off the superficial dirt and be suffi-

cient to expose the natural yellow surface of the unalloyed

metal. This propert)' of pure gold is due to the fact that

no oxides of gold are formed at temperatures to which the

metal is exposed during the operations of the goldsmith.

Indeed it is well-known that gold does not unite with oxygen

at an)’ temperature.

But the case is different with copper, the oxide of which is

formed at temperatures which are ordinarily attained by the gold-

smith in the course of his operations. Hence, if a mass of copjoer is

heated in the goldsmith’s fii’e. it is divested of its bright red colour

and acquires a dirty black appearance due to the formation of

a coating of cupric oxide. Now, an allo\’ is nothing but an in-

timate mechanical mixture of its constituent metals—the molecules

ol the several metals lying promiscuously as it were. In an alloy

of gold accordingly in which copper forms a constituent part,

the particles of the latter are freeh^ intei‘sper.sed between those of

gold. When such a substance is heated in air. the gold particles

retain their primitive )^ellow, but the particles of copper, which
are exposed to air, are oxidised into CuO. This substance is,

as we know, a black amorphous powder and it gives to the whole
mass a black appearance, which becomes darker as the metal
is hammered over and the powder is thoroughh’ spread o\’er the
surface of the metal.

An interesting and rather curious experiment clearl)’ illus-

trates the above explanation. If a piece of gold containing



a little copper be heated in air and care be taken not

to rub the metal in an)’ way so as to spread the black oxide

of copper over the surface^ it will be found that the metal,

if .free from external dirt or soot, will be still yellow and

tolerably bright. The yellow of the more numerous gold parti-

cles overpowers the colour of the black oxide of copper. If,

however, this black substance be spread over the surface (jf the

metal, the colour instantl)’ changes. The spreading of the oxide

is easily brought about by hammering, and thus we can take

an apparently bright piece of metal and, by hammering, reduce

it to a jet black mass.

The ignorant goldsmiths explain this blackening by supposing

the stain of the black steel hammer to adhere to the surtace

of gold.

We may, perhaps, in this connection mention a particular artifice

which is sometimes employed by our goldsmiths to cleanse the

surface of a gold and copper alloy, which has been blackened

by fire. This method is employed whenever it is desirable in the

course of working to expose the bright surface, but wheie it

would be inconvenient, impossible or unnecssary to apply the

long and laborious mode of cleansing or colouiing which we

shall hereafter describe. It is found that if a blackened piece

of gold and copper alloy be heated in a charcoal fire to redness

and then water be sprinkled on the fire, the alloy at once acquiies

the bright colour of gold. This phenomenon, though often prac-

tised by our goldsmiths, is a puzzle to the most intelligent among

them.
***** The true explanation of the operation

seems to be that, when placed in a charcoal fire, the cupric oxide

is reduced to metallic copper. But il it is taken out when hot,

it comes into contact with the air again and is oxidi.sed. What

the goldsmith does is to suddenly cool down the metal when in

the reduced state and not to allow it to come into contact with

the open air, until it lias cooled sufficiently down, so as not to be

liable to re-oxidisation.

From what has been stated above, it will be easily seen that when

a piece of golden ornament has been completed b)’ the manufac-

turer, it is of a dirty dark colour and must be cleansed before
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it can be used. In this country mere cleansing' is not suffi-

cient, for the popular taste does not approve the new golden

articles appearing and being used in the j’ellow colour of true

gold. The articles must be ‘ coloured” before they can be made
over to the customer, by which is meant that a bright reddish

colour must be imparted to them. The particular tinge which

is liked by different persons is different, some people liking a

colour verging very nearly on red or orange, wliile others have

a fancy for a colour which approaches to reddish violet.

The process t)f imparting the requisite shade of colour to

articles of gold is one of the most cumbrous and complicated

chemical operations in the whole range of indigenous arts and

manufactures of India. The numerous chemical reactions that

take place in the several stages of the business are of more than

ordinary interest
;
while the immense loss of gold that apparenth'

takes place leads one to wonder why the subject has not as \-et

been taken up seriously by commercial or scientific men.

The process of colouring, so recently as 20 years ago, was
universally carried out by the goldsmiths them.selves, and in the

villages and smaller towns the state of affairs is still the same.

But in the metropolis and at the bigger stations of the province,

the advantages of the principle of division of labour have
lately begun to be felt in every branch of art and manufac-
ture, and the result, so far as this particular subject is concerned,

has been the springing up of a class of people whose sole business

is to colour ornaments and other articles of gold. The.se men are

known among our goldsmiths as the rungwalas. The\- do not

charge any remuneration for their labour, but retain the fluid in

which, during the process of colouring, a quantity of gold is

dissolved.

We will now follow the rungivala through the course of a

complete set of processes for colouring, skij^ping over the mere
mechanical parts of the work, but dealing a little fully with the
portions which are of a chemical nature.

The Processes of the Runowala
The shop of a Calcutta yuiigwala is one of the most miserabl

v

furnished working-places in the whole metropolis. A charcoal
15
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fire, a pair of bellows, a few crude pieces of indigenous earthen-

ware, two or three coarse pots of China, together with a few

other little things, are all that greet the eager sight of the observer

whom business or curiosity leads to his dark and ill-ventilated

den.

The nmgwala has to wait till a sufficient number of golden

articles are accumulated in his hands. He does not generally

commence the process until he has got at least ten tolas of

sold for colouring. Because the cost, the trouble and the time

required, as he says, in going through a complete series of ope-

rations are such as to prohibit his doing the work with a smaller

amount of gold at a time. Ordinarily a “khola’', as the amount

of gold coloured at one operation is called, consists of about 20 to

30 tolas of gold.

Having got the amount of gold sufficient for working a khola,

the first thing that the rnngivala has to do is to cleanse the

articles of all external dirt as well as of the blackness due to the

formation of CuO. With this view he first heats them in a

charcoal fire, thus causing all the oil, charcoal dust, and other

foreign substances on the surface to burn off. He next puts

an earthen vessel on his fire and boils in it about a seer of the

unripe fruit of tamarind (Tamarindus Indica), a substance con-

taining considerable amount of tartaric and other acids. in the

free state. Taking out these boiled articles and squeezing them

so as to extract the extremely acid pulp he forms a thick syiupy

fluid. In this fluid he boils the articles till the dilute acids dis-

solve away the cupric oxide, leaving a yellow surface of pure gold.

It is found that the solution of tamarind pulp becomes distinctly

blue in virtue of the formation of copper salts.

In the place of this rather clumsy mode of cleansing, which is

largely practised even in the metropolis, some of the more adven-

turous rungzvalas use a rather more clever and neater method.

Instead of preparing a large amount of tamarind pulp, they obtain

from the grocer’s an ounce or two of a dull white cr\'stalline sub-

stance which they call '“acid,” and a solution of this serves equally

well, if not better, for their purpose. To the question as to what

the substance called “acid’ is, they cannot give a satisfactory reply.
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And even the grocer who sells it cannot enlighten the inquirer

more than to this extent that the article is a gnd (scum) or a b}'e-

product in the manufacture of some acid. Having subjected the

substance to a rough chemical anal)’sis, we came to the conclusion

tliat the substance could be nothing more nor less than KHSO 4
or

hydric potassic sulphate, an acid salt and a b)'e-product, as we

know, in the process of manufacturing nitric acid. The reaction

of this substance on the copper seems to be this :

—

2 KIISO4 + CuO = + CuSO^ + H.,0.

The normal salt di-potassic sulphate, copper sulphate and

water are formed.

What takes place in the gold as regards the particles of

copper takes place also in the solder used as regards the particles

of both zinc and copper that are on the surface.

The oxides of copper and zinc are acted on b\' the dilute acids

of the tamarind or the hydric potassic sulphate as the case may

be, and are dissolved away in the form of soluble salts. The

reaction in the latter case is :

—

2 KHSO^+ZnO-ZnSO^ + KaSO^ + H.O.

As the solder contains a large amount of silver, its appearance^

after the copper and zinc have been dissolved away, is almost per-

fectly white, which appears rather prominent by the side of the

bright yellow surface of gold.

The next operation of the rungivala is perhaps intended to

carry on the operation of cleansing to a further extent. He takes

about half a pound of common salt, and mixes it with an equal

amount of ordinary potash alum, purchased from the bazar.

1 he mixture is then reduced to the form of a fine paste. The
ningivala now covers each of the articles to be coloured with a

thin la\’er of this paste of salt and alum and then places them on

the firCs After the paste has dried up it it is washed off with

water, and generally the colour of the gold appears a little bit

improved. The reason of this lies in the fact that the few par-

ticles ot cupric o.xide that remain on the surface and are not

wholly dissolved out by dilute acid in the first operation are got

rid of by this process.

After having been subjected to these two processes, the article
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acquires almost perfectly the beautiful j^ellow of pure gold ;
but

as has been stated alreach’, the pa}i or solder ap[)ears at the same

time as white as pure silver. The contrast of the.se two differer.t

colours placed in close contiguity is rather marked
;
and the next

operation of the rungu'ala is intended to remed)' this defect. In

order to make the solder and the metal appear of the same colour,

he actually covers the surface of the solder with a la\ er of gold

taken from the article itself. This is done in the course of the

third process, which we will describe rather full}’, as it is the

most important of these stages of manipulation at which loss of

gold takes place in considerable amount.

Having [)laced an open earthen vessel on h.is fire and having

put some water in it, the nitigivala prepares a mixture consisting

of about four parts of nitre (sav i Ih.), one part of common salt and

I part of alum (say fb each). ‘ He then puts the mixture into the

vessel, taking care always that the water in the vessel be not more

than what is necessary for dissolving about half the amount of salts

added. The solution is then heated till it boils, evolving large

(]uantities of gases and fumes, amongst which chlorine can be

easily detected by its unmistakable corroding odour.

In this boiling solution the goldsmith places the cleansed orna-

ments so as to keep them wholly immersed. He examines them

from time to time and after a while finds that a laver of shining gold

has formed on the surface of the white solder. When this deposit

is sufficiently thick and the whole article presents the appearance

<;f being formed out of a homogeneous material he takes them

out and, washing them well, prepares them for the ne.xt operation.

Chemical Explanation

It is difficult to find out exactly the series of chemical reac-

tions that take place during this period. Various impurities m

the articles employed make the inquiry doubly complicated. It

would, however, do for our purpose to investigate briefl}’ the

iu’incipal decompositions and formations that occur, and with

(,) Cf. pp. 40-4L “killing of mercury and gold,” where a mixture,

among other iuj,redients, of alum, common salt and saltpetre technically

called a viiia^ is used.
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this view we may suppose tlie reagents employed to be chemically

free from foreign substances.

It is well-known that if nitric and h}'drochloric acids are

brought together, certain reactions take place. If the acids be

tolerably concentrated they act upon one another at ordinary

temperature, the mixture becoming x'ellow and givn’ng off minute

bubbles of gas, smelling like chlorine. If the acids be dilute^ we
have to heat the mixture to bring about the chemical change. The
action that takes place consists of two stages ;

—

First, the oxygen from the nitric acid oxidizes the hydrogen

of the hydrochloric acid, thus :

—

HN03 + 2HCl = H.,0+HN0.,-fCl,... (i)

Secondly, the unstable nitrous acid that is formed acts on

another molecule of HCl, producing a compound known as nitro.s\d

chloride and water, thus :

—

HNO
, -p 1 1 Cl - N OCl -f H 2 O. .

.
(ii)

The reactions (i) and (ii) when expressed by a single equation

may be written as follows :

—

N0,0H-f-3HCl = N0Cl + 2lI,0 + Cl2 (iii)

Now, here, instead of free nitric and hydrochloric acids, we
have saturated solutions of a nitrate and a chloride, and an action

similar to the above may take place under the influence of heat

only, instead of of water, the hydrates of the metals present in the

nitiate and the chloride are formed. Ihus, instead of equation
(iii) we may have the following action ;

—

NO o .OK + 3N aC 1-p 2H
2
O = NOC 1 -p 3N aOH + KOH -4- C

1
2

.

When the solution boils and these actions set in, the vufigivala

puts the golden ai tides in it. I he chlorine liberated as well as
the chloiine in the nytrosyl chloride attacks the gold and reduces
it to the form of a soluble chloride, which mixes with the mass of
the fluid. 'I'he NO of the nitrosyl, which is liberated, is itself a
colourless gas, but it rapidly unites with the ox\-gen of the air
and fcjrms the red fumes of nitrogens peroxide which, together
with chlorine, are liberated in large (jiiantities during the third
stage of Colouring.

Now we know that if a .solution of gold chloride of sufficient
strength is formed and a piece of siher is dipped into it. gold is
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deposited on the surface of tlie silver, while a portion of the silver

is worn away. The reaction is as follows ;

AuCl3 + 3Ag = 3 AgCl + Au.

This reaction takes place in connection with the surface ot the

solder which is exposed. A la\'er of gold is formed upon it

entirely hiding the white surface, so that to all appeal ance the

whole article seems to be composed of the same mateiial.

In the explanation given above, the use of alum that is added

to make up the jamak (as the solution employed in the third

stage described above is called) has not been shown, and indeed

thi^ point we have not been able to clear as satisfactorily as

perhaps it is capable of. ‘ It seems to undergo no chemical change,

and hence does not act in the capacity of a mordant in this case,

as it does so widely in the arts of dyeing or calico printing. It

is also found that if no alum is added to the jamak, the coating

of gold on the solder is produced, but it adheres very lightly to

the surface and does not stand such processes as rubbing or

brushing. Hence it seems that the only function of the alum is

to fix the coating, i.e. to make it adhere firmly to the surtace of

the solder. Experienced goldsmiths are also, of opinion that,

but for the alum, the gilding of the pCm would not be permanent.

The way in which this is done by the alum is to a certain ex-

tent a matter of conjecture. We suppose that the action is of a

mere mechanical nature. When the particles of gold stick

to the surface of the solder, small quantities of alum solution

remain in the pores between the separate particles. These after-

wards dry up and crystallise, and the minute crystals act as a

sort of mortar between the particles of gold and the surface of the

solder, as well as between the particles themselves.

Tlie third process in the course of colouring is by far the

most important source of loss of gold in the whole series of mani-

pulations that the metal has to undergo. We have seen that the loss-

es at all other stages are due to causes of a mere mechanical nature

(i) Mr. ChakravartI all along fails to realise the imporiant part which alum

plays in yielding sulphuric acid. Moreover in the above equation chlorine

cannot be expected to be set free in presence of alkalies ;
see below under “the

Hindu method of manufacturing calomel.”
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and are necessarily small. In all these cases, the gold escapes

the vigilant eye of the worker and hence the extent to which it

is lost sight of is minute indeed. Here for the first time the gold

undergoes a chemical change—it ceases to exist as gold

altogether—and is con.sequently lost for ever to the illiterate

goldsmith.

We should remark that only a very small part of the gold

that is dissolved out in the jamak—as the solution of nitre, alum

and salt used in the third stage described above is called— is re-

deposited on the surface of the solder. A large portion of the

gold remains in the solution as AuClg. NaCl. The helpless

riDigivala can do nothing with his valuable fluid but dispose it off

for a trilling sum to a class of men called jainakwalas who have a

crude method of their own to extract some quantity of the

gold from the jamak. We shall return to the jamakwala sub-

sequentl}\ We must now proceed to the fourth or last stage

of colouring, during which the requisite colour is imparted to

the metal. The articles, after being extracted from the boiling

jamak solution, are thoroughly washed and rubbed with a brush,

after which another bath is prepared for them. This consists

of a solution of tamarind pulp, nitre and common salt in water,

which is placed in an earthen pot on fire and heated to ebullition.

A little sulphur is then added after which the articles are

placed in the liquid. The sulphur is added in a finely divided

state, obtained by rubbing a stick of sulphur with a little

water on a piece of slate. Care is always taken to add an

insufficient amount of sulphur at first, for it is found that the shade

of colour that is produced in the gold depends solely on the

quantity of this ingredient, which accordingl}’ requires exceedingly

careful regulation. The rungivala now examines the colour from

time to time, adding more sulphur gradually if he wants the colour

to deepen. When the requisite shade of colour is reached, he

stops adding the sulphur and keeps on bcfiling for some time

more, after which he takes the articles off the solution and gives

them a final wash and polish. If too much sulphur is added in

this operation the colour becomes deep violet and finally black,

and the whole process is vitiated. Under the circumstances the

Rungwala has to recommence the work from the ver)’ beginning.
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It may be noticed that the acid or the commercial hydric

potassic sulphate is never used in this stage, as it is used in the

first, instead of the tamarind pulp. The reason seems to be that

as nitre is also present in the mixture, the addition of KHSO4, in

the presence of other substances, may result in the formation of

nitric acid under the influence of heat.

The chemical actions that take place during the fourth or

last stage of colouring seems to be extremely difficult of expla-

nation. There can be little doubt, however, as to the fact that

the reddish violet colour is due to the deposition of a thin layer

of some compound of gold on the surface of the articles. It is

the determination of this compound and of the exact nature

of the process by which it is formed that presents all the difliculty.

The fact that the sulphur is one of the most essential things

that are required in the production of the colour would seem

strongly to suggest at the first glance that the reddish violet tint

is due to the formation of one of the suli)hides of gold. It appears

that the subject and constitution of the compounds of gold and

sulphur is one which has not yet been fully investigated by che-

mists. But it seems to be a well-established fact that no sulphide

of gold is known which is of any other colour than black. This

stands in the way of our accepting the hv[)othesis that the reddish

violet colour of gold obtained by the Indian goldsmith is due

to the formation of a layer of sulphide on the surface. From the

fact that if the colouring is allowed to be overdone i. e. if the

articles be boiled further after the required tint has been obtained,

the gold acquires a deep violet colour, the same conclusion is

arrived at.

Accordingly, in spite of the fact that the amount of sulphur

added regulates the wh(de operation of the last stage of colouring,

we are constrained to search for the reddish violet colour that is

dev^eloped in the formation of some other compound than a

sulphide. The nature of the colour being the .same as would be

produced by a thin layer of a violet substance on a yellow surface,

it follows that the colour of the compound formed must be

violet. And the fact that when the colour is overdone, i. e. when

a thick la)'er of the ccdoured substance is formed on the suiface,
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the appearance of the metal is dark violet, abundantly con-

firms the hypothesis. The only compound of gold that possess-

es this characteristic colour being aurous oxide AU.2O, we are

forced to the conclusion that the colour of gold is due t<j the

formation of a thin layer of suboxide on the surface of the

metal.

An examination into the nature of the chemical actions that

take place during the operation clearly shows that AugO is the

compound formed. We have seen in investigating the chemical

changes during the third stage of colouring that KNO^ and

NaCl being heated together, yield free chlorine together with

KOH and NaOH. This chlorine after being liberated in the fi.)urth

stage attacks the gold and a small amount of auric chloride is

formed. But at this point sulphur is added, and the nascent

chlorine, instead of going to attack the gold any more, combines
with the sulphur to form one or more of the sulphur chlorides.

1 he supply of fresh chlorine being thus cut off, the heated auric

chloride decomposes into aurous chloride and chlorine. The
chlorine thus liberated combines with the sulphur, while the

aurous chloride is acted on by the KOH and NaOH with

the result that Au^O is formed.^ This is partly deposited on
the surface of the gold producing ’the required colour and
paitly mixed with the saline solid matter present in the

solution.

The series of chemical reactions may be expressed by formula
as follows :

—

(1) KNO,. + 3 NaCl-f- 2H 20 = NOCl-P 3NaOH + KOH-f Cl,
;

this reaction itself consists of two stages as explained

before.

(2) 3C 1 + xAu =: AuClg

(3) 2C 1 + S.2=S2C1, (SCI., ma_\- also be formed in the pre-

sence of excess of nascent chlorine).

(4) AuCl3--^AuCl-pCl2

(5) 2 AuCl-f 2K0H = Au,0 -f 2KCI + H.2O.

(i) The e.xplanation is scarcely satisfactory
;

it may he taken for what it is

worth.

16
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It will be observed from the above formula that the addi-

tion of sulphur is indispensable in this operation. If the excess

of chlorine were not removed by sulphur, as is done in (3)

above, the gold would continue to be dissolved out and a large

loss of the metal would arise as in the course of the third

stage.

Moreover, with a free supply of chlorine, the auric chloride

would never be reduced to aurous chloride, and thus no formation

of aurous oxide could take place. It is thus .seen that, though

the sulphur used is not directly contained in the compound which

gives the colour, it regulates the whole reaction in the most

important stages of its progress.

The above hypothesis is supported by the fact that if a little

sulphur is added to the fluid obtained in the fourth stage of colour-

ing, it will be found to dissolve in the fluid. This could not be

the case unless a compound like S2CI2, which can hold sulphur

in solution, were formed during the re.-action.

It has been mentioned above that the loss during the third

operation of colouring is considerable. Indeed, from the records

of observation given at the end of this section, it is clear that

the loss is not only large, but that its extent is also uncertain

in the extreme. In some cases it is as low as half a pie per

tola, while in others it reaches the ruinous figure of six pies per tola,

or nearly one tenth of the whole weight. The average amount

of 2>4 pies per tola, which is obtained from our figures, is not

very different from the idea of experienced naigwalas and

goldsmiths on the subject. The largeness and uncertainty of

loss are easily accounted for by the ever-var)’ing constitution

of the bazar articles used in the operation, some of them being

very nearly pure, while others contain as much as 25 to 30

percent of impurities, as well as by the want of any accurate

precision as regards the proportion of materials employed.

The ingredients are seldom weighed before being mixed together
;

and the varying amount of water present physically in the

salts is an additional source of error and confusion m settling

the proportion by mere inspection of bulk.
^

The following figures will give some idea as to the magni-

tude of the loss in colouiing .
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Weight before Weight afte r
Loss.

colouring. colon ring.

Tolas. Annas Pies. Tolas. Annas. Pies. Pies.

6 JO 0 6 7 1-5 10-5

3 2 0 2 14 I 15

12 12 I 1

2

5 3
26

5 3 2 5 2 0 6

3 0 2 2 1

2

0 18

The Restorative Processes

Having in tlie previous paragraphs described with tolerable ful-

ness the various sources of loss of gold in the course of its artistic

manipulation by the Indian goldsmith and having in each case

pointed out the form in which the metal escapes the hold of

the worker, we will now turn our eyes to the methods which

now obtain in our country for recovering, as far as possible, the

amount of material which is lost. It is perhaps worth while here

to point out that to re-obtain the entire amount of lost material

is absolutely impossible from the innate property of the extreme

divisibility t)f matter
;
and our sole object in these restorative

operations should be to secure the recovering of the largest

amount of metal that can possibly be saved. There are two

small classes of men in Bengal who obtain their living by

extracting gold from the refuse and b)-e-products of the gold-

smith’s workshop. These are the neharivala and the jamak-

wala before alluded to. These classes of men are found to

cluster in the suburbs of large towns and important centres

of jewelry manufacture. In the smaller towns and more insigni-

ficant villages, the bye-[)roducts have either to be thrown away
or to be disposed of in the best manner that the goldsmith can

hit upon. Not unfrequently in such cases the goldsmith himself

undertakes to play the part of a jamaktvala and neharivala

to the best of his abilities. But the unpractised manipulation

of processes, which are themselves far from being satisfactory

is sure to result always in the loss of a large portion of gold.

We will now proceed to describe the operations of the nehar-
wala and the jamakivala. It may, however, be remarked here
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that tlie immense difficult)’ in the way of obtaining the slightest

information regarding the indigenous methods adopted by these

workmen, in the exercise of their profession, can hardly

be appreciated by one who has not personally made an attempt

to penetrate into the mysteries of any of the trade or manufac-

turing secrets of India. The unfortunate stagnation of alnwxst

all de[)artments of knowledge, art and industr)- in India that

perplexes and mortifies an inquirer, owes its origin to a long-

standing and universal spirit of conservatism inherent in our

people which, however eloquently defended by orthodox jidvocates

of caste, is manifestly one of the principal causes why the Indian

craftsman laq's so far behind in the modern race of nations.

The healthy broadness of views, resulting from the dissemination

of liberal English ideas among the ma.s.ses, ha.s, indeed, broken

some of the most pernicious strongholds of the intellectual mc^no-

polies of India
;

but there are classes of men who still in

obscure nooks of society keep to themselves what they regard as

the treasures of professional secrets but what, after all, may be

mere child’s play to the eyes of the scientific world.

To our enquiries about the nature of the nehnrwala and

the jamakwala the deafest ears were turned. Our attempts to

impress upon these people the necessity of the a[)plication of

chemistry to improve their methods were mere cries in the

wilderness. And it was not until we had spent several weeks in

constant intercourse with these people that we could begiii to

collect the information necessary for such an inquiry, hit by bit

we gained from different sources some knowledge of the processes

which are given below in a continuous and well-arranged form.

The Neiiarwala

Now and then the neharwala makes his a{>[)earance in the

goldsmith’s workshop, in order to obtain the collected sweep-

in'^s and other refuse of the rooms. 'I'he interval of time varies

from one to three months according to the nature of the work

that is carried on in the rooms as well as to the amount of

gold that is manufactured into ornaments. It is useful to state here

that every day before work is commenced, the room is swept very
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clean ;ind the sweepings, instead of being thrown away, are care-

fully stored up in a corner.

The heap of dust and rubbish thus accumulated from da\' to

day is the chief object of the visit of the ncharwala. Having

inquired as to the amount of gold that has undergone manipulation

since the last disposal of sweejungs or nehar (from this the

neJiarwala gets his name) as well as the nature of the articles that

were manufactured, he proceeds to settle the price which depends

chiefly on these conditions. The nehar of twenty tolas of good

gold manufactured into articles, which required drawing, beat-

ing as well as soldering, would generally be disposed of for a

single rupee. It may be interesting to observe that a goldsmith,

however dishonest in other respects, would never deceive a nehai-

waLa by selling to him a heap of ordinary rubbish for fear of

losing credit and custom in the department of fiehar-selling.

The next thing that the neharivala wants to obtain is the

heap of rejected crucibles.

It has been stated before that indigenous crucibles cannot be

employed more than once for melting purposes, and hence the

number of waste crucibles is not small in our goldsmith’s workshop.

The nature of the crucibles and the amount of metal melted in

each, together with the qualities of the gold, settle the price. We
have seen a score of crucibles of average size selling for eight

annas

.

If the goldsmith’s shop is large, the soot hanging from the

ceiling and walls is also purchased.

The last thing that the neharwala asks the shopkeeper is

whether that day he would give a taljhar, b\' which is meant if he

would allow the workmen’s mats to be removed and shaken and
the space below the mats swept. This operation is ordinarily

perfomerl once a }'ear. The sweepings thus obtained are again

valued. And after pa\’ing the prices, the fieharwala returns

home with his heavy load, which sometimes reaches the respectable

weight of 50 or 60 pounds.

The fiist thing that the neharivalcz does with his materials
is to Cl Lish them fine. This is only necessarv when earthen
lumps of large size are foimed and mixed up with the Jiehar
in considerable numbers and is dispensed with in most cases
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where the large pieces are few in number and can be picked

up and thrown away.

The second process is to throw the crushed materials into a

big earthen pot in which the nehar remains immersed in water

for a certatin number of days, depending on the quality and

quantity of the nehar. The object of this is to reduce fiagments

of clay to a fine state of division by which particles of gold

that might otherwise remain imbedded inside the mass of earthy

lumps are at once exposed to view.

The next and the main operation is that of working. The

thoroughly soaked nehar is put in large earthen vessels and more

water is added if necessary. The mass is then thoroughly

stirred and the lighter earthy material, which yet floats when the

heavy metallic matter has settled in the bottom, is taken off.

By the repetition of this process the solid matter is reduced to

a very small bulk. It is then allowed to settle and the water is

slowly poured off The moisture that yet remains is dried up

either on fire or in .the sun.

When several nehars have been separately washed in the pre-

ceding way, the remnants of all the washings are mixed together

and the mixture is washed once again. This operation is exactly

like the preceding but is carried on more carefully and in better

vessels. When it has been completed, about one-quarter of the

mixture may be perceived to consist of metallic substances.

Among the metals present in this mixture, iron is often found

and, as its presence is extremely undesirable when the mate-

rials are placed on the crucible for melting, it is generally got rid

of at this stage. Formerly this was done by picking up the

separate bits of iron by fine pincers, but now-a-days the magnet

is almost universally used for the purpose.

The next process is that of melting. This is carried on in

the ordinary way, care being taken to procure a crucible big

enough for the purpose. The earthy matter sticks to the sides

of the crucible, while the metallic portion melts and falls to the

bottom. A mixture of gold, silver, copper and zme is thus

obtained.

The old method of obtaining pure gold from such a mixtuie

as this is said to have been as curious and interesting as certainly it
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was laborious and protracted. The alloy was first of all beaten into

leaves of extreme thinness, about 5 inches square in size. Each leaf

was then covered with a thin layer of a paste of brick dust and

common salt. The leaves were finally arranged one above

another and exposed to the heat of fire. After a certain number

of days, depending on the nature of the alloy and the temperature

of the fire, the gold was found to be very nearly pure.

This method has now, however, been entirely superseded by

the far easier and more economical process of treating the alloy

with strong nitric acid. For this purpose, however, the metal

must be obtained in a fine state of division. This is done rather

ingeniously by melting the material and, while molten, by sud-

denly dropping it in water. By this means the metal is at once

reduced to a fine powder without the expenditure of an\' manual

labour in the way of hammering. Care, however, should always

be taken to see that the vessel of water in which the molten metal

is dropped has a wide mouth. On one occasion, at which we were

present, the liquid metal was poured into a narrow-mouthed

vessel, and the steam suddenly generated was so great and power-

ful as to very nearly cause an explosion.

The extraction of gold from rejected crucibles is done much
in the same fashion. These are pulverised and treated in the

same way as ordinary nehar. Sometimes the powders of cru-

cibles are mixed up with the common nehar to avoid the necessity

of a separate series of operations, but more frequently the small-

ness of their bulk induces the ncharwala to treat them separately.

The Jamakwala

We will now turn our attention to the methods of the
jamaktvala. He periodically visits the workshops of his
patron, the rimgwala, from whom he obtains the necessary
amount of jainak on the payment of a price which depends
on the quality and the quantity of gold that has been
coloured, as well as the loss of weight that has taken place
m the articles during their make. To give an approximate
idea of the commercial value of jamak it may suffice to state
that we once purchased a jamak of 20 tolas of sovereign gold
(which is 22 carats or 91666 per mille fine) for one rupee on\y.



We may also observe that the demand of jainak is not at present

at par with the amount of its supply
;
and at some of the bigger

rungwala s working-rooms, one may see big earthen jars full

of this substance, collected and stored up for want of purchasers.

It may be interesting to add that even in this obscure depaitment

of business, the evil genius of man has set to work, and one has

to be careful in dealing with a famakwala, if one is a new hand

in these affairs.' On one occasion we happened to be defrauded

and were given a substance as a jainak of 35 of gold for

what we considered the modest price of Rs. 2. But the thing

turned out to be an imitation jaiuak only and all our best efforts

could not discover in it the slightest trace of gold.

Having obtained a sufficient amount of this fluid the jamak-

ivala returns home. Ilis first step is to get rid of the fluid

part of W\Qjainak by boiling it. For this purpose he has got

large earthen vessels with wide mouths which can be placed

over a fire. When almost the whole amount of water has been

evaporated off, he pours out the viscous mass into an open earthen

vessel and proceeds to what we shall call the second process of

the jamakwala.

With the solid matter of the janiak obtained by the first

operation, the jainakivala mixes a small quantity of borax

as well as a large amount of a substance known as poonoor.

The weight of powdered poo7ioor that is thus added is about

four tires the weight of the jainak matter. Having thoroughly

mixed these substances with such an amount of cow-dung as

is required to give consistency to the material, he forms

them into balls of about two or three inches in diameter. He

then dries these balls and when perfectly dried they are ready

for the third process.

The poonoor emplo)’ed in the above process is a hard quasi-

metallic substance that can be pin chased from certain grocers

at the rate of three or four seers per rupee. It is, they say,

nothing but a bye-product in the operation of rupd-pakdno by

(I) It may be observed, however, that a runt^wala would never deceive a

Jamakiuala in tlie same way as lie would deceive a stran^^er for fear of losing

credit and custom in the deparlmet of jamak-selling.
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which is meant the operatioii of chemically purifying silver

which has been alloyed with a large amount of copper and

other metals. The usual method of conducting this o])eraticn

in (,)ur country is to mix up the alloy with a large amount

o( lead and after melting the whole mass to blow air from above.

[Ibis operation, as also the next one, is practical!}' that of

cupellationj. The juire silver, it is found, separates in the course

ot the operation and collects at the bottom, while the ])artial!\'^

oxidized lead, together with the impurities which existed originall}’

in the silver, constitutes the poonoor of trade. \\c anal\ sed

qualitatively a sample of ordinal'}' bazar poonoor hy the wet wa\'

alter dissolving it in nitric acid and found it to contain lead,

copper and zinc with traces of silver and iron.

1 he third process of the jainakzvala is the main step

in the reduction of gold. He scoops out on the earth in an

open [)lace a hollow of the shape of a hemispliere about a

toot in diameter, and having thoroughl}’ smoothed the interior

ot this hollow, he covers it with a la}’er of slaked lime about

halt an inch thick. After the lime has dried, it presents the

appearance of a coarse white china vessel, imbedded in the

earth. In this the balls prepared by the second process are

placed. The jainakzvala then forms a powerful charcoal fire

over it and with two or three large pairs of bellows causes the

flame to [flay on the mass below. The lead of the poonoor is

soon reduced and dissolves, as it were, the reduced gold, silver

and co[)per, A large metallic mass thus collects at the bottom

of the hollow, consisting maiidy of lead. The blowing is now
continued as hard as possible from above and the metal being

oxidised to litharge begins to be blown off. The process must be

continued till the whole of the lead has passed off and a mixture

of gold, silver and copper remair.s behind. Care should alwax s be

taken in this operation to see that the last trace of lead is

thoroughly got rid of
;
for nothing affects so much the ductilit}-

and malleabilit}'—virtues most important for the pur[)oses of

the goldsmith—of gold as a mixture ever so little of lead.

Thus “one two-thousandth part renders the metal too brittle

for rolling and its very fumes [)ioduce a serious effect upon it.” ^

(i) .Mauiulcr’s Treasury nf Srioncc. .Article : ('.old.

17
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Such is the tedious length and such tlie laborious and com-

plicate I nature of the processes which the neharivala and

the jamakuala extract precious metal trom the large heaps of

rejected sweepings and dirt and b\'e-products of the goldsmiths

workshop. But their labours have oid\- the empirical experience

of years to guide them and not the acuteness of a well trained

scientific mind
;
and accordingl)’ we find that a large portion

of their w'ork is directed to achieve in a laborious and lound-

about way an object which a slight knowledge of chemistry

enables us to .secure in the simplest manner imaginable.

With a view to shorten the labours of the jamakivala as far

as possible, we began a series of experiments, investigating the

pro[)erties of the jdi/uik and trying to find out the easiest mode

of extacting gold therefrom. As the results of our experiments

we have found that, working on ordinary plans in the wet way,

we can recover an amo unt of gold, which is equal to, if not in

all cases greater than, the quantity which Xha jamakwala can

obtain by his expensive and protracted methods.

We need scarcely give the properties and the constituents of

the various specimens of jainak which we obtained from the bazar

from time to time for experimental purposes. The way m which

a jauiak is formed having been before described in full, the

results of analyses will be nothing but tedious. It will be

sufficient to observe that in all cases the jai/iak was a cleat

greenish \ ellow liquid of rather thick consistency with a large

mass of grey solid matter at the bottom consisting almost wholly

of soluble saline matter.

It may be also added that among bases, silver, copper, zinc,

gold, aluminium, p')tassium and sodium were the principal ones

that were found
;
while amongst the acids present, nitric, sulplunic

and hx’drochloric were recognised in large quantities. liaces

of free chlorine could also be found in some of the solution,

wfiiile perceptible amounts of iron were found in almost all.

The microscopic appearance of jainak may be interesting as

showim^ the exact state in which gold exists in the solution.
^ ....

With this view we examined under a miciosco[)e (magnit\ mg j>73

times) a drop of a clear solution of as Vvell as an amount

of the solid saline matter lying at the bottom. The appearance.
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in both cases was the same, only in the latter tlie crystals were

more numerous and closer to;^ether. The octahedra of alum with

occasional facets of cubes, the long furrowed and rhombic prisms

of nitre and the cubes of common salt were ver\' prominent.

Between these, in numbers far less, could be discov^ered long,

transparent needles. These were most probably crvstalsof double

chloride of gold and sodium which is invariably formed when

a solution of auric chloride is mixed with chloride of sodium.

The constitution of this substance is AuCl.^. NaCl + 2lIoO,

aiml it is the commercial ^‘non-deliquescent chloride of gold”

which is ordinarily sold in one gramme tubes.

Besides the above crystals, we frecpiently found amorphous

particles, whollx’ or partially opaque. Those that did not transmit

light at all were in all probability particles of dust or other earth\-

matter which were present in the ingrerlients in the shape of

impurities. But there were others which transmitted a beautiful

green light and these were likely to be fine particles of gold. As
these were rather few in number, it might be inferred that in

thejamak, gold existed chiefly in combination. It is also probable

that the greatest part exists as NaAuCl^ + 2II2O.

From a liquid containing such a variety of substances in solu-

tion as thejamak does, it is no doubt a difficult task to precipitate

the gold which is present [)erhaps in the minutest quantity of

all. The reducing agents that are mentioned by chemists as

suited for reducing gold from solutions are exceediimlv numerous.

Of those that are practically employed, the principal ones are

ferrous sulphate, oxalic acid, sulphurous acid and metallic iron.

We tried each of the.se in a large number of cases and found that

ferrous sulphate gives the best result of all. The reaction that

takes place during reduction by ferrous sulphate is something

like the following :

—

2AuCl3-p6FeSO.t = 2Au-f 2Fe_2
( SO.j )g -f Fe.XFo- The gold

is precipitated as a fine, heavy, black powder and easily settles

at the bottcmi.

At first we used the pure material (obtained from the chemists

for precipitating jamak
; but afterwards found that the crude

article of the bazar, after being dissolved in water and filtered,

)'ields a solution which .serves equally well.
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I'his makes the process a matter of ver)' little expense and

with an anna worth of <^ood crj'stals of hirakcish (the Bengali

name of ferrous sulphate), a javiak containing 8 annas weight

(for about Rs. [4 worth) of ^U)ld can be satisfactorily extracted.

We arc far from thinkiiy^ that in our experimental attempts to

extract Rold, we were able to catch the whole of the material that

was present in the soluti(')n. It is very j)robable that in the fine

state of division, in which the |)recipitation takes place, a con-

siderable amount of the metal is washed awa\’ in the process of

collection. lEit this loss is due to causes of a mere physical

nature and can be prevented to a lar_4c extent by the use of better

and more refined instruments.

It has. however, been ascertained that even with rough instru-

ments the easy and inexpensive mode of wet working gives as

good results as the laborious and costly method of the

jamakwala. The indigenous worker thinks himself fortunate if

the amount of gold which he extracts is of twice the value of the

jiDuak from which it is obtained, and we are convinced from

the results of repeated experiments that the wet method promises

in general no le.ss than twice the amount of profit with the advan-

tage of saving time, labour and expense.

Conclusion

The importance of the subject that has been descrilied and

discussed in the major portion of the preceding pages is far greater

than it appears to be at the outset. Month after month, in Calcutta

and in the larger towns of Bengal, considerable quantities of

gold undergo transformation under the goldsmith’s hammer ;
and

as every article so manufactured is coloured before being used,

the amount of /(iwdk that is jjroduced must be laige indeed.

By a rough calculation we have estimated that about 350® persons

earn their bread in Calcutta by following the occupation of a

manubicturing Jeweller ;
and allowing for holidays, illness and

want of work it maj' be safel>- held that about 2,oOO hammers

pl\’ on an average ever\' (ku’ on gold and silver within the boun-

daries of Calcutta and its suburbs. Out of the.se 2.000 hands

1,500 may be supi)o,sed to work on the more precious metal of

o-old alone. On the modest calculation that a man works one-
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liair of a tola of gold in the course of a da\', 750 tolas of golden

articles are turned out ever}' da\' in the metropolis. Supposing

as we have pointed out before that in colouring onl}’ one-half

of an anna of weight of gold is dissolved out into the jamnk per

tola, as much as 375 annas or more than 23 tolas of gold are

ever}' da\' dissolved in Calcutta alone. As has been shown

before, we have ample reasons to believe that \\\>ijamaktvala can

seldom get out as much as one-half the amount of gold that

exists in the jamak b}- his crude and imperfect methods. Grant-

ing however that he can reclaim so much as two-thirds of the

gold lost in colouring, we are still forced to the astonishing

conclusion that seven tolas of gold are absolute!}' lost in the

town of Calcutta alone with the lapse of each da}'.

There can be little doubt that if the whole of thejamak that

is' now thrown awa}' or otherwise washed could be collected and
worked on the lines suggested by the newest and the most re-

fined chemical methods, no less than three fourths of the entire

loss could be reclaimed. Thi.s would amount to some thine like

15 or 16 lakhs of rupees per annum in these hard da}'s of struggle

for existence.

I his is not the place for gi\ ing even the outlines of any ela-

borate scheme b}- which the collection ofjamak and the extraction
of gold thereform may be carried out in practice on an extensive
scale.

Business ma}- be commenced at once b}' setting up a laboratca-y

fitted u{) for the purpose after the latest fashion, at a convenient
station in the centre of the Province and b\' purchasing the
jamak that has already accumulated in the hands of the rmigwala.
In the meanwhile agencies may be established in every district

for the purchase and storage ofjamak. When the accumulated
jamak is all exhausted, the.se agencies will be able to feed the
laboratory continuall}- by the suppl}- of fresh jamak from time
to time, from all parts of the countr}^

Note ox the Salts. ^

Romaka, also called .SakambarT, is the salt produced from the
Sam bar Lake near Ajmere. (Dutt).

(1) See pp. 1 5,24 and 71.
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Sauvarchalfi : see under saltpetre.

Aiidbhida (lit., beoot of the soil) is the name applied to the

saline deposit cominonK' known as the vch effloiescence. It

consists “chiefl\' of sodium chloride and sulphate in varyin" piopoi-

tions. In addition there are soinetimes carbonate of soda, and

we have usually found some magnesian sulphate. In certain loca-

lities the last named salt is in very considerable proportion. In

other cases nitrate of lime or alkali is ]iresent.”

“The efflorescences thus producefl consist of three groups: ist,

the neutral, which contain no carbonate of soda (these consist

chieflx- of sodium chhudde and sulphate, and frequently magne-

sium s^ilphate) ;
2nd, the alkaline chlorides and sulphates, but

no lime or magnesian salt
;

3rd, the nitr(ms efflorescences.”— Dr.

Center’s Note on Reh quoted in Watt’s Dictionary of the Economic

Products of India. Vol. VI. Part I. pp. 4 iO"4 ^ 7 -

We have thus a ready explanation of the conversion of mercury

and other metals into their chlorides when they were heated in

combination with audvida and other salts (see p. 26). The magnesi-

um sulphate would readily yield suluhuric acid, which with sodium

chloride and nitre, might be expected to produce aqua regia;

(for further information see under rasakarpura or the chlorides of

mercury).

Vi('/a or Vit is at present taken to be the same substance as the

Kcddniinak or “black salt”
;

it is difficult to ascertain what it

stood for at the time of the Charaka and the Niuruta. 1 he fol-

lowing account is given in Watt’s Dictionary of the Ivconomic

Products of India. “Black S.\LT is prepared in upper India

chiefly at Bhewani in the Hissar district by heating together in a

large earthen pot 82IV) of common .salt, one pound of the fruit

of Terminalia chebnla, and one pound of Phyllanthns emblica, and

one pound of sajji (impure carbonate of soda), until by fusion

of the salt the ingredients are well mixed, when the pot is removed

from the fire and its contents allowed to cool and form a haid

cellular mass. This preparation is u.sed medicinally principally

as a digestive.” The salt h.as a reddish brown colour and comsists

mainly of .sodium chloride with traces of .sodium sulphate, alumina,

magnesia, ferric oxide and sulphide of iron. Most of the samples,

we have examined, were found to evolve minute quantities of
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sulphuretted h\dro"en when treated with an acid; even when
placed in the mouth the taste of this ”as was distinctly felt.

It is very probable that when the saline mass is fused with

the oi-o-anic matter [T. chebula], a portion of the sodium

sulphate is reduced to sul[)hide, which b\' double decomposition,

converts the traces of iron salt present into the sulphide. The
sulphide was detected both in the insoluble residue (as I'eS)

as well as in the aqueous extract.

In the Chemisti')' of Bubacar, the following' salts are men-
tioned :

—

La classe des sets renferme onze especes : le sel commun, que
Ton mange, le sel pur, le sel amer, emplo)^^ par les (H-fe\res,

le sel rougeb le sel de naphte-, le sel gemme pro[)rement dit,

le sel indien®, le sel alcaliiv^, le sel d’urine, le sel de cen dressy

le sel de chaux'-’. (La Chimie au moyen age, T. I. p. 308).

It will be seen, however, that the last 3 or 4 products are in

Hindu Chemistry very properly placed under the ksJidras or the
alkalies fp. 24),

Note on the Killing of Metals

Fiom the time of the C haraka and the SinsTuta we find metallic

preparations in the shape of oxides, sulphides and sometimes
chlorides recommended for internal administration. The various

formulas, which will be found scattered throughout above,
give us methods for killing the metals.^ But a killed metal is

not necessarily a compound
;

it sometimes means a metal deprived
of its well characterised physical properties, eg. colour, lustre &c.
I hus the Ayurvedic killed gold and siK’er often represent the
respective metals in a fine state of division. Take for instance
the following reci[)e from Rasaratndkara b\- Nitv'anatha : “Rub
gold leaf with 4 times its weight of killed mercur>- {i.e. sulphide

(1) Sel gemme colore.

(2) Sel gemme bitumineiix.

(3) Salpetre ?

(4) Carbonate de soude.

(5) Carijonate de potasse.

(6) I’otasse caustic|ue impure.

(7) See pp. 16-17. 26, 40-41.
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of mercury) and sublime the mixture in a closed crucible. On

repeating the process 8 times, the ^'old is killed. (Cf. also the

proces.ses described in pi). 5^"^-59)- the pre[)aration of ma-

kiD'iidvaja (p. 73) note), the gold, which is left behind, would

be regarded in the same light. As the Hindu latro-chemists

were very particular about the killing the metals being ensured,

they had often to hit upon [)roper tests f(U' securing this puri)ose.

Thus Rasaratnakara says “In order to examine whether the

mercury has been comi)letely reduced to ashes, it has to be heated

over a gentle fire for 3 houns. If the weight remains constant,

know^ then that it has been completely killed.” In other w'ords

it means that if there be any free mercury present, it would

volatilise off and thus there would be a loss in weight. In page

66 will also be found some tests for killed iron. 1 he language of

a portion of couplets 25-28 is somewhat ob.scure and the

meaning seems to be the very reverse of what the context would

suggest
;
'denied iron is that which, on being mixed with treacle

honey and heated, does not revert to the natural state." B>'

“natural state” the author probably conve>'S the state in which

it originally ioas,i.e.ei 'AC, oxide, as immediately below he figur-

ativel)' speaks of the resurrection of the dead (p. 67). Indeed,

the ideas of the alchemists of the East and the West ran so closely

on parallel lines that the best commentary wm can offer to the

above is the following extract from Hoefer’s work, describmr

the notions current among the old Egyptians.

Experience. On bride, on calcine du plomb ou tout autre

metal (excepte I’or et I’argent) au contact de I’air. Le metal perd

aussitot ses proprietes caracteristiques, et -se transforme en une

substance pulvCrulente, en une espece de cendre ou de chaux.

En reprenant ces cendres, qui sont, comme on disait, le resultat

de la mort du metal, et en les chauffant dans un creuset avec

des grains de froment, on voit bientot le metal renaitre de ses

cendims, et reprendre sa forme et ses propriaEs premiO-es.

.--Le inetal, que le feu daruit, est par

les orains de froment et par I’action de la chaleur. (
F. 1. p. 228).

<y

(1) Lcs mols rcTtvifar,

comme synonymes dc ;rV//r//Vv/. dc dcsoxydation.

rvivifeatiflu sont encore anjourd’ hm employes
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“N’est-ce pas la 0[)erei‘ le miracle cle la resurrection ?’'

T. I. p. 228

Other “ex{)eriences” as well as technical terms have also their

exact analogues in the language of the Western alchemists. Thus
side b\- side with the “tests f(jr killed mercur}-’’ fp. 41J and the

process for the fi.xation of mercur)'” (p. y 3) we ma)’ quote :

“Viennent ensuite toutes sortes de recettes pour la “combustion”
de largent. de Tor, du cuivre, de I’etain, etc., faisant parfois double
emploi a\'ec le livre II. Rappeloiis ici que le mot combustion signifiait

la calcination des metau.x en pre.sence dediver.ses matieres spcciale-

ment le soufre, le mercure, les sulfures metalliques, etc. Les
pioduits en etaient des lors fort multi[)les.”—Ua Chimie an mo\'en
age. I. p. 309.

La calcination du mercure etait apjjelee a cette epc)que coagu-
lation ou fixation du metal.” Ibid, p. 154.

1 he passage in Kasarnava, describing the efficac)- of the
apparatiKs. especiall)’ the line “without the use of herbs and drugs
mercury can be killed with the aid of an apparatus alone" (j). 37)
is highlv significant. It refers no doubt to the formatifin of
the red oxide of mercury, the precipitate /c/- .sr. Cf. “II s’agit de
la fabrication de I’oxyde de mercure prepare per se, e’est-a-dire

sans addition d'aucun corps etranger.” Ibid, p. 154

On the Hindu Method of Manufacturing Calo.mel;
1 HE Hindu and Japane.se Methods Compared
1 HE LnPLAN.VTION OF THE Re.VCTIONS INVOLVFH)

According to the Hindu alchemists, there are four kinds of the
ash [bhasma) of mercury, namely black {kajjali, p. 34), red (vermi-
lion), white and t'ellow. ‘ The white variet\- is often spoken of as
msakarpura or camphor of mercur)-

; it is often found to be almost
pure calomel and sometimes a mixture in indefinite proportions
of calomel and corrosive sublimate.

The chlorides of mercur)- are finmd to be medicinall)- u.sed
from the 1 2th century downwards and various recipes are* given

') or
dl,ic

u hat the ash refers tn is noi easy to make out.

18



for their preparation. The earliest account seems to occui in

Rasdniava (ch. XI. 24), where we find a mixture among other

drugs of green vitriol, alum and salt, described as capable of

“kUling mercury in an instant” (see pp. 40-41). A more detailed

description is found in Rasendrachintamani, a work which may

safely be placed in the I3th-I4th century. Says the author Dhun-

dhukanatha : “I am now going to explain the process of prepaiing

rasakarpftra which is a remedy for all diseases : take a strong

earthen pot and fill one-fourth of it with common salt and place

over it a mi.xture of brick dust, alum and rock salt. Rub meicuiy

with the juice of Indian aloe and an eciual weight of the above

mixture into a paste
;
deposit it in the earthen pot and cover

it with the same ingredients. The pot is to be firmly closed with

a well-fitting lid. Now ap[)ly heat fin' 3 days togethei.

Another work of the latro-chemical period, Rasemirasdra-

samg-raha, describes the following process for obtaining the sveta-

bhashma or (white ash). “Rub mercury repeatedl)' with pdmsu salt

{i.e. audidda salt ; see p. 134) and the juice of Euphorbia ncriifoha ;

place the mixture inside an iron bottle, the mouth of which is

closed with a piece of chalk. The bottle is embedded in a mass

of salt (cf. the salt-bath, p. 69) and then fire is urged for an

entire day. The white deposit in the neck of the bottle is to be

collected.”

The Bhdvaprakdsa, written about 1550 A. D., prescribes

calomel in the treatment of Phiringa-roga (lit. the disease of the

fq^' qt^tq?

qrf
4 4 3^ 1
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Eortug-ue.se?>. syphilis) and gives the following recipe: “Take

of purified mercury, gairika (red-ochre), brick-dust, chalk, alum,

rock-salt, earth from ant-hill, kslidri lavana (im[Mire sulphate of

soda) and bhandarajijika or red earth used in colouring jjots,

in equal parts, rub together and strain through cloth. Idace the

mixture in an earthen [)ot, cover it with another pot, face to face,

lute the two together with layers of cla\' and cloth. The pots

so luted are then placed on fire, and heated for four da)cs, after

which the\' are 0[)ened, and the white camphor-like deposit in the

upper part is collected for use.”’

The Japanese method has been described by Professor Divers

at length - and a summary of it is given below in the eminent

chemist’s own words :

—

“The Japanese pre[)are calomel pure, above all things from

corrosive sublimate. They heat balls of porous earth and salt

soaked in bittern along with mercur)’, in iron pots lined with earth.

The heat forms hydrochloric acid from the magnesium chloride

in the bittern, and the mercury sublimes into the close-fitting but

unattached clay covers of the pots. Air enters by diffusion and

oxygen and hydrochloric acid gas act together in the hollow cover

on the vapour given off from the sublimate of mercury there

fornied.”

^ IIs. O "

?I,cT
II

clfqT
I

II

II

II

T he translation from lihavaprakasa as given al.)ove is by Diitt.

(2) Jour?!. Soc. C/tem. Imi. Vol. XIII. (1894) pp. 1 08-11
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It will be seen that the process st)mewhat approaches that

of Rascndrasanrsaiiigra/ia in which the pamsu salt, which contains

magnesium sulphate (see p. 134) sets free hydrochloric acid. The

recipe of Rasendnichintamani and BhavaprakCisa would seem to

have their analogue in the Chinese method, for a short account

of which we are also indebted to Professor Divers’ Memoir ;

—

“The Chinese process, if correctly described, differs from that

used in Japan in several material points, one of which is that

the mercury is intimately ground up with the other materials,

and one fails to see what reaction can take place between it

and the two others, namely salt and alum. Heated, the mixture

must give off mercury and hydrochloric acid, and then these,

as in the Japanese process, will with air give the calomel, but

this is independent of the previous intimate mixture of the mer-

cury with the salt and the alum. Another point is that in place

of the magnesium chloride of sea-water as the source of hydro-

chloric acid, the Chinese are said to use alum or copperas, which,

with the salt, will react to give hydrochloric acid. A third,

point is that the cover is said to be closel)' luted to the iron pot,

which must nearly exclude the air, without which it is impossible

to explain the formation of the calomel. Perhaps this is the

reason why the Chinese process is said to take four or five

hours’ firing, since this may give time enough for the needed

oxygen to diffuse through the cup and luting, it will also account

for the fact, if it is one, that the yield of calomel is markedly

less in weight than the mercury used.”

The Chinese and Hindu methods » are essentially the same

as in both alum plays an important part in that it yields sulphuric

acid. Professor Divers in his explanation of the Japanese me-

thod supports the view that the hydrochloric acid at first liberated

(i) To which may be added that of the Latin fieber

‘'Argentum vivum .sic siiblima. .Same de eo lil)ram imam, vitrioli rubificati

libras duas, aluminis rochae calcinati libram imam, et salis communis libram

semis, et salis petrae quartam partem, et incorporatum sublima, et colhge

album, densum, clarum et pondcrosum, quod circa vasis sponditia inventum

fuerit, et serva, ut tibi de aliis scripsimus. .Sed si in prima sublimatione

inventum fuerit, turbidum vel immundum, quod tibi accidere poterit propter

luam neglegentiam, illud cum eisdem fecibus noveris iterum sublimare, et

serva.”— Ges. it. Clieiii. IV. p. 189.
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unclerg-oes aerial oxidation, thus: 2 HCI + 0 = II,,0 +C1„ ; and

it is the chlorine thus set free, which attacks the mercur}-, forming'

calomel—a view which has been acce[)ted by no less an authority

than Mendeleeff. ‘ The author has all along entertained doubts

as to the correctness of Divers’ hxq^othesis and he has, in his

lectures, pointed out to his students that some “catalytic agent’’

as in Deacon’s process must account for the reaction involved.

This now turns out to be so. It is the ferric oxide, a constituent

of the burnt earth ^^initsicc/ii," - which really acts as the chlorinating

agent, if we may so call it, in that it combines with the h\'dro-

chloric acid forming ferric chloride, and the latter in turn dissoci-

ates into ferrous chloride and free chlorine.

The alumina of the clay also plays a similar part. A series

of experiments were undertaken to establish this point, the results

of which are stated below :
—

I. Mercury, intimatelx' rubbed with moist magnesium chloride,

was gently heated in a combustion tube in a current of carbonic

acid gas
: globules of mercury and hydrochloric acid condensed

in the cooler parts of the tube, but no calomel was formed.

II. Mercury, intimately mixed with magnesium chloride and
a small quality of jeweller’s rouge (ferric oxide), was treated

exactly as above—a crwstalline sublimate of calomel was at once
obtained, with only a faint trace of corrosive sublimate. There
was very little free mercury left.

III. I he experiment under ii was repeated, only alumina being
substituted for ferric oxide—almost chemically pure calomel was
obtained, the yield being rather less.

IV. Mercury, was vapourised in a current of air mixed with
hydrochloric acid gas—calomel was formed, but the yield was

(I) Principles of Chemistry, Vol. II. p. 54 (Eng. trans. ed. 1897)
(2^ The composition of the earth, as found in use at the works, but ren-

dered anhydrous, is as follows ;
—

Qtiartz 38-4

Combined Silica ... 2y2
.Alumina ... ... 26'3

Ferric o.xide ... ... io'5

Magnesia ... ... o’3

997
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proportionately very much less than in i
;
by far the largest amount

of mercury volatilised as such and condensed in the coolei paits

of the tube as globules. '

The formation of calomel as in exp. IV. is, in itself, an inter-

esting reaction and it is rather surprising that Roscoe and

Schorlemmer’s latest edition of the standard work on Chemistry

fails to take note of it. Our contention, however, is that the

traces of air that would diffu.se through the porous lid would

give rise to a cjuantity of calomel which may almost be legaided

as negligible. For the true explanation, as we have already

pointed out, we should look to the presence of ferric oxide. Our

view receives additional support from the fact that the residue

in exp. I. was found to contain ferrous chloride.

The Chine.se method as also that of the Latin Geber recom-

mends the addition of saltpetre as thereby more of corrosive

sublimate would be formed than calomel, and this purpose is

equally served in the process of Bhdvaprakdsa which uses, over

and above brick-dust, gairika (red ferruginous earth, see p. 76),

thus further increasing the chlorinating capacity. Professor

Divers is of opinion that the sulphuric acid set free by alum

acts upon sodium chloride giving rise to hydrochloric acid

(loc. cit.) and does nothing more
;
our view is that the sulphuric

acid simultaneously acts in a two-fold capacity ;
first, it liberates

hydrochloric acid; secondly, it acts upon mercury forming

mercurous or mercuric sulphate as the case may be and then

double decomposition takes place between the two, thus :

Hg2 S04 + 2HCl=Hg2 CI2 + H2 SO4

The sulphuric acid in turn acts upon a fresh quantity of sodium

chloride and mercury and so on. By far the larger portion of

the chlorides of mercury would seem, however, to be formed

through the agency of the ferric oxide.

(i) The author avails himself of this opportunity to express his indebted-

ness to Mr. Chandrabhusa//a UhadurT, li.A., Demonstrator, Chemical Dept.,

Presidency College, with whom he has, of late, had frequent discussions on the

Chemistry of the Japanese Process. It was Mr. Bhadurl who hit on the true

explanation as given ab.ave. The experiments i, ii, in and iv were all performed

bv him -Vs Mr. Bhaduii has expressed a desire to work out the subject in

all its bearings, we can confidently look forward to some very interesting results.
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The processes of Rasejidrachhitdinani and Bhdvaprakdsa were

also put to an experimental test, the globules of mercury were

broken up by being rubbed continuously with a mixture of

brick-dust, alum and common salt, and the mass was transferred

to a stout bottle, wdiich was wrapped in several folds of doth,

smeared with clay b The bottle was embedded in sand and

heated for 3 hours -—vide illustration. The sublimate that was

obtained was a mixture of calomel and mercuric chloride
;

in

one experiment brick-dust was omitted and the product was pure

calomel. ^ There w^as necessarily some loss of mercur\- b)' vola-

tilisation in these cases and the xdeld was short of the theoretical

quantity. It will be seen that common salt, with alum or green

vitriol, is quite competent to convert mercur}' into calomel
;
but

the addition of brick-dust increases the chlorinating capacity,

giving rise to a certain proportion of corrosive sublimate, which

can probably be avoided by gentle heating as in the Japanese

method.

APPENDIX I

Analysis of some Preparations used in the Hindu Medicine

yETHior.s Mineral

{Kajjali or rasaparpati p. jP)

As might be expected from its mode of preparation, the

substance always contains a large excess of free sulphur.

(1) The experiments were conducted under the authors personal supervi-

sion by Kaviraj Frakritiprasanna Kaviratna, who is well skilled in the Ayur-

vedic methods of metals.

(2) The heating for 3 or 4 days together as recommended in the Hindu

method need not be taken seriously, indeed it must be regarded as an cxira-

vai^anza of the old alchemists. Professor Divers in applying his theory of

aerial oxidation to the Chinese process has been led to su])pose that it “takes

4 or 5 hours’ firing, since this may give time enough for the needed oxygen

to diffuse through the cup and luting”.

(3) Dutt writes ;

—

“The white form called rasakarpnra is now prepared,

not according to the processes described in Sanskrit works, but by subliming

the black sulphide of meia ury with common or rock salt. In this form it is

argely manufactured and sold in all the bazars.”
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0645 gram subst., digested with carbon bisulphide, yielded

0'2845g. sulphur : whence tree sulphur ammounts to nearly 44 per

cent.

Sulphide of Copper

(Parpati tamram p. 32)

0'704 subst., heated in a current of hydrogen with powdered

sulphur (Rose’s method), till the weight was constant, gave

0‘697 g. It is thus evident that this preparation is nearh' pure

cuprous sulphide (Cu._,S).

Calomel

( Rasakarpfira, p. ijj)

Five samples, procured from the market and prepared accord-

ing to the indigenous method, when exhausted with water gave

in the filtrate only faint brown coloration with sulphuretted

hx'drogen. It is thus evident that these were all tree trom

corrosive sublimate.

Rust of iron

{ Miindura, p. 62)

Hindu physicians generally procure the scales from the black-

smith’s forge, which peel off the red-hot bars of iron, when

the\’ are struck on the anvil with an iron hammer. Iheseare

subjected to further roasting, sometimes as many as 500 times

and powdered very fine.

Sample 1.

The power was reddish brown in colour ;
and slightly magnetic

;

0’6638g was boiled a few hours with hydrochloric acid in a current

of carbonic acid gas. On adding a drop of potassium ferncyanide

solution to a drop of the iron solution, a faint blue colour was

noticed. Weight of insoluble residue, which was simply siliceous

matter, was equal to 0'i07g‘ ; the oxide of iron was theiefore

Dutt, we are afraid, derived much of his information on chemical sulrjects

from hearsay. By “subliming the black sulphide of mercury with common

salt,” we got, as we e.xpected, merely cinnabar. The sodium chloride was

simply left behind. It is to be regretted that the new edition of Dutl’s valuable

work, which claims to be “revised,” reproduces all the glaring errors of the rirst.
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equal to 0’6638g—O'lO/g. =o‘5568g. I'he solution, distinctl}' )'ello\v

in colour, was treated with ammonia and the precipitate, ignited

in the usual wa)', weighed o‘56og. The sample was thus practicall)'

ferric oxide (Fe^ O^).

Sample ii.

It was magnetic and of dark iron colour
;
0'2 59g, digested as

above with hydrochloric acid, gave as residue (sand &c.) 0‘i3ig,

Wt. of the real oxide =i28g. The solution was treated with

ammonia and the precipitate, ignited as usual, weighed 0'i30g.

The latter was once more dissolved in HCl and tested with

K3 Fe Cy^
;
but no indication of a ferrous salt was obtained.

It is thus evident that both the samples contained onl)- a trace of

ferrous oxide.

As a check upon the above analyses, black scales were procured

from a smith’s and examined. These were carefull)^ sifted by
means of an electro-magnet and freed from dust and other foreign

impurities. 0'622g scales were heated in a platinum crucible over
a blow-pipe flame and cooled at intervals, till the weight was
constant at O’bqqg.

Now Fe O. Fe.2 O3 thus becomes Fe Of. Fe., O,,

'^•' 232g „ „ 240g
Now 0-622 X Iff g=o-643g
The difference between the theoretical amount and that actually

found is thus only 6 milligrams. This is no doubt due to the
scales enclosing minute traces of metallic iron.

In the Hindu method of killing and purifying metals, the juices
ex[)ressed from various plants are frequently used (cf. pp. 34, 73).
The ashes of plants rich in potash are also utilised as a .source of
alkali. (Cf p. 19) We give below one or two typical anal3'ses.

(i) Ackyranthcs aspera
1

“The ashes are used by the Hindus in preparing alkaline pre-
parations. The diuretic properties of the plant are well known
to the natives of India, and European plu’sicians agree as to its

value in dropsical affections.******
Chemical composition .— 1 he wliole plant collected in August

was used. A [woximate analysis failed to indicate the presence

19
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of any principle of special interest. No alkaloidal body was

detected, and the alcoholic extract contained no principle reacting

with ferric salts.

“I"or the ash determination, the roots, stems and leaves were

separately examined with the following results :

—

I

Leaves. .Stems. Roots.

3-0257 2-6939 1-8594

Si()‘-^ as Sand.... 39-7192 1 2-9716 21-4219

1-3200 26534 3-9523

CaO 13-8893 J 3-'233 12 9335

MgO 3
-

477 <‘^ 3
'

5‘49 5-4419

K‘A) i 7-«454 32-0008 28-5830

Na-O •9860

Fe‘H4 -^

Manganese
2-7931

Traces, not

3-0352

Not estimated

5-6297

.Not estimated.

estimated.

KCl 5-7416 9-5221

NaCl 1-1770 1-5261 3-2951

A 1 ‘A4
-'^ 2-065 1 Not estimated. Not estimated.

CO‘^ 8-8687 13-6294 1 1-0057

Carbon •3297 -5525 Not estimated.

100-2526 95-2232 95-1085

“The leaves, stems, and roots dried at ioo°C. afforded respect-

ively the following percentages of ash Leaves, 24-334 -
stems,

8.672 ;
roots, 8-863. The large amount of sand present in the ash

is due to the fact of the plants having been collected during the

rains, and when received they were coated with finely dixided

siliceous matter.

“The total potash calculated as K '^0 was equivalent in the

leaves to 21-4986 per cent., in the stems to 38-0122 per cent., and

in the roots to 28-5830 per cent. It is possible that the plant

might be of value as a cheap green manure on account of its

pottsh content. (Warden, diem. Neivs, Vol. ii., 1891).”

(ii) ]u\cG odfriant/iema monogyna \

Although Punaniava is Boerhaavia diffusa, the plant univer-

5all>- used by our Kavirojes as is different. A sample
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was submitted to the authorities of the Royal Botanical Gardens,

Sibpur, for examination, and it was indentified as Trianthe)na
monogyna (nat. ord. f'icoidas). On chemical anal)csis of the

juice of the succulent stems, we found it to consist of a large

proportion of potassium and sodium chlorides
;
a nitrate was also

detected. 1 he cooling and diuretic properties of the plant are

thus easii)' explained.
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Cunningham, Gen
Cureton, Ixiii

D
Dalva;;a, xix
Dandi, 100
Davids, Rh}\s, xxiii
Deacon, 141
Democritus, I, I r

Des Cartes, 107
Dhanvantvari, XV
Dietz, Ixiii, Ixvii

Dioskouroi,
i

Dioscorides, Ixxiv, 86, 93
Divers, Professor, 139, 140
Draper, A'iii, Ixxvii

Driffavala, xi, xiii

Dutt, R. C. iv, 104
)> C- C. lix, 17, 100

D\-mock. Ixxiv

E
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I. I r
IGn pedoclcs.

doctrine of. 10. I 1
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A

Ablira (mica). 45
killed 45

z'\cid, the 22, 71
mineral, 95, loi

sulphu ric. 102
nitric. 102

Adrija (bitumen). 45
“Aet/.kali,” 100
Aethiops mineral. 32, 34
Agniastra, (firearms

). 97
Agneya astra „ 98
Agnijara, 53 , 54
A hen-chin

i. 90
Akdsa, (ether) 2

Alchem}’, S}'rian

Air
63

i V 1 1 f

Alchemical ideas
2

in the J'edas, i

Alchemy (Hindu), dawn of, ii

Alkali (kshara), the.

22, 24. 38,71
art of extracting. los
caustic 20, 22
mild. 22
neutralization of, 22
use and preparation of, 22

/vlloys, the 58
Almandine,

75
40, 49, 78, 80

distillation of. 40, 10

1

essence of,

Alum earth,

Alum seed.

Antimony,
sulphide of,

Analysis of

mthiops mineral,
calomel,

rust of iron,

sulphide of copper
A;?us (atoms),

Apologia, Vagbha/a’s.

51

25
82

66
16

H3
144

144

144

9
xviii

Ap[)aratus (sec ymitraui'), C:>'j

on, 36
efficac}- of, 37

Ashes, lixi\’iation of the, 19
Atomic theor}-, the, r

Atoms, 9
binar}’,

3
double,

3
quaternar)-,

3
simple,

3
ternary (tr)'a/mka), 9
theory of, 9

Aj'?/n>0(la, (science of life), viii

B
Bell-metal,

38, 63
B/ias;;ia (ash), J37
Bhramaka, 5q
Bidam,

36, 40
Bile, of the ox,

3 i

Bitumen, origin of, 25
doctrine of, 28

JBood, description of, 23
Bornite, 75
Bower Ms. xvi, Iviii

chemistry in the, 28

58_ 53
calx of, 29
killing of, 64

C

V^UUKUIte,

86, 88Cadmia,
Calamine, 39, 4 B 48, 49, 86’ 92

essence of, 4^
Calces, the, j5

of the six metals, 24
Calcination, of metals, 70
Calomel, method of manufac-

turing,

formation of, 142
Cat’s eye,

Caustics, alkaline, 17
lunar,
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C7/'<;;/<'//v«/77;//'<?(moon-stone), 5 5

Chapala, 39 - 45 - 4 ^"^. 53
Chlorospinel,

Chiilikdlavana,

Chumbaka,
Ch)’Ie (rasa),

Colon r,

Collyriuin, a,

Combustion,

75

53
6o

23

6

1 (3
, 3 C 32

137

Copper, 16,24,30,39,40,41
extraction of, 47
killing of 60
killed 32

sulphate of, 1 6, 24, 28, 30

sulphide of, 32

Copperas (iron sulphate), 78,80

Coral,

Crucibles,

ingredients for,

D

55

37
70

39 , 43 54

45

Darada (cinnabar),

Dhdnj'dbhram,
Dhdtuloliam, 5^

Dhdtuvid 105

Dliuma, (37

Dhfimavedha, 67
Diamond,

dispersive power of, 55

killing of, 56

liquefaction of, 57

refractive power of, 55

Distillation, per descensiim 85

Earth, the,

Earths, the

Eleatics, doctrine ol the.

Elements, the five,

Elixir vitae,

Erubescite,

Essences, the

2. 3

72
1 1

XXXV, 44
76

43. 92

Eats, the 71

Eire, 2

Ei rearms, the. 97

Flames, colour of. 3^

Eluidity, 8

h'ranklinite, 75

Eurnace (blast), 77

G
(Edmite, 75
Galena 29, 52

Gairika, 50, 76
Garm/odgara (lit. derived

from the vomit of Gariu/a).
1“

Ganripdshdna, 3 3

Gems, the 55

killi)ig of 57 ,
(3 i

Girisindura, 53 , 54

Gold, 5,7, 13, 1 (3 , 24,

:

50, 40, 83

dust. 25

killing of, 41, 5^

killed. 41

wastage of. 109

Goroehand, 13

Gravity, 7

Grdsamdnani, 67

G reek-fire, 98

“Culture,” XXV
Gunpowder. 95 , 9(3

H

Harakdsisa, 82

Hair-d)-e, formula for 28

Hartshorn, spirits of. 28

Haematite, 7(3

Herc)’nite, 75

Heft-djouscli, 92

Hindu, Pharmacopoeia, xxix

Hingul (cinnabar), 53, 54

Hirakam (diamond). 55

1

Hirakash, 132

Horn, fumes of,

1

28

Incineration, 43
! Initiation (into discipleship) 64

1

Iron, 16,24.30,40, 41, 60, 83

i

killing of. 33, 34, (32

j

killed, tests for. 66

roasting of. 25

rust of. 16, 35. 62

science of. Iv

Iron pyrites. 25, 75

J

[aniak. 118, 110
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faniak'walas. 127

[asada (zinc). 86

lost, 92

K

Kaddrani, 60
Kahi, 82
Kajjali, 34
Kdkatundi, 63
Kalas (arts and sciences) 104 !

Kdinkshi, 80
1

Kanipilla, 53
Kanikushthani, 49 , 53 , 76 1

Kdnisya (bell-metal)
, 64

;

Kdntain, 60 !

Kaparda, 53 '

Karsliaka, 60 ’

Kdsisa (sulphate of iron),

essence of.

40, 50, 53

50
:

Khdrtehini, 87, 90
Kliai'para, 86
Krishndyas, 83
Krishnaloha (iron), 24, 83
Kslidra, niadhyama. middll 20

(alkali), 16
Kshdrataila, 28

’

Ksliepa, 67
'

Kshurakani, 62
Kunta, 67 :Kuntilam. 60
Kutuv, the 84 1

L
i

Laboratof)-, on the, 65
Lead, 24, 30, 40, 41, 62, 83

killing of. 63 1

use of. 24
Leucopyrite, 75 :

Lepa, 67
Levit}', 8
T,iber ignium. 97
Light,

4, to
'

Iviquefaction, 43
f.olia (iron). 58, 83

'

Loliasdstra, Iv

Lolias, (the metals).
1

43 1

Lollavid. 105
Lotiiidyas,

J

83 ^

Lollingite,

n
/ .1

Magnetite, 75
Mahabha^ga, xxii

Makaradhvaja, 73
MdksJiika (p)-rites), 39,45,46,75
ManasSlid (realgar), 5 r

Matter, constitution and
properties of,

Mayuratuttham,
Mercury,

ash of, 41.

black sulphide of,

earliest historical ev'idence

of the internal use of, xvii

fixation of,

incineration of,

killing of
purificaticjn of,

su’ooning stale of,

tests for killed (mercur) ), 41
Metals, the, 13, 26, 57, 70, 83

i

93
41

58

34

73

73
40
72

xliii

'“bastard,”

calces of,

colouring of,

calcination of,

killed,

killing of,

smell of,

roasting of,

the five,

the six,

tests of a pure,

Metal lurg)-.

Minerals, the,

definition of,

essence of,

notes on the,

jMisrakam,
Mridddrasnngakain.

l\'ii

'3

70
16

40
63

25, 70
13, 40
24, 86

38

83

45

5

92

74
62

53 , 54
60Mundam, (wrought iron).

N
Nagdi'Jnna varti,

Maksliiivalas

,

j [q
Xausddara, (salammoniac). 54
Xavasdra

'

-3, 3^
x\ eliar,

j 2 1:

32
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Neharwala, io8, 124 '

Nildnjana, 52, 66
!

Nitrurn (natron). 99
1

0

Ochres, 76
1

Odour, 7 !

Oils, the. 7
Orpiment, i6, 24, 25, 30, 40, 49

P j

i

Parchment, Leyden, 26

Pdi'ada (quicksilver), ^'i, 43 1

Paipatitdmram, 32

Pdtanavidhi, 73 '

Pathology, humoral. xxi

I’earl, liquefaction of, 57
I

“Peacock” ore 76
:

Period, the Ayurvedic, I

the latro-chemical, lii

the Tantric, XXXV

Petel, 91 ^

Pe-tong, 91
!

Phallus 64, 65

Philosopher’s stone, XXXV

Phiranga - I'oga, li, 138

Phitkdrikabij (seed of alum)

81, 82

Pitta, (bile), xxiii ‘

Pittala, (brass) 63

Pleonaste, 75 :

Pewter, 92
!

Poisons, the. 25, 72

Book on. Ixv, Ixvii

Pompholyx, 88

Poo 7ioor (pu 7ihdr), 108

Potash, carbonate of. 24, 28

P7ishpdiljana, 52, 53
P/ltilohas (lit. metals emitting

foetid odour). 58

Pyrites, the, 39 , 4<^> 4 i

iron. 25

0
Quicksilver, 32

purification of. 40

R

Rdjdvarta (lapis lazul i), 54, 55

Rasa (ch)'le), 23

the term, 44
Rasas, the, 36, 43

the common, 53
Rasaka fcalamine), 39, 45, 48,

85, 86

essence of, 92
Rasamritachurnam, 3 2

Rasdyana, vi, 44, 52, 53
definition of, 17,28

Rasakria, 44
/v 4^7’ (aqua fortis), 102

Rasakarpura, 137
Rasapanka, 66
Rasaparpati, 34
Rasasindnra, 7 3
Rasavandha, 37
Rasarat7iasammhchaya,

chemistry in, 42
Rasot, 29
Ratnas (gems), the 43
Realgar, 24, 25, 29, 30, 49
Red ochre, 29, 30,49
Reh, 1 34
Ritikds, 63
Rock-salt, 24, 40, 41

Romaka, 24
Romakdtiia, 60
Rubicelle, 75
Rubi spinel, 75
R^mgtvala, 1

1

3
5

Sahajai)i{p{ mythical origi 11)94

Sahidhava, 1 5

Salammoniac (navasara), 40
41, 53, 54

Salajit (alum), So
Salts, the, 15, 24, 40, 71

notes on, 133
Saltpetre, 40, 41, 95, 99
Samkhadmvaka. 1 02
Sdmudra, 1

5

Sapphire, 55
Sdrjikdkshdra, (trona or na-

tron), 24, 99
Sasyaka, 39, 45 - 47 , 7 f>, 93
Sauj'dskh'i (alum),

distillation of, 40
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Sauvlra, 40
Sauvarc/iala, (Saltpetre) 15,

24, 99, 1 34
Sauvirdfijana, 32, 66
Savour, 7
Scientific spirit, decline of, 104
Sea-salt, 24, 40, 41

Sefid-rou, 9 '

Siddhayoga,
chemistry in the. 32

Sikhign'va, 93
Si/a, 39
Si/djatu, 47
Sim-sa/e/iteh, 92
Silver, 16, 24, 30, 40, 59, 83

nitrate. 17

incineration of. 59
Slsa/ca)n (lead), 62
Sleshman, (phlegm). xxiii

Smaltite, 75
Soap, recipe for a. 35
Soda, carbonate of. 28

Soldering, 109
Solvents, the. 72
Soma 7'asa, 44
Sora/ca, Soj'a 100
Spinels, 75
Spirits (essence). 92
Srotaiijana, 29, 30, 39 , 52
Stibnite, 30, 66
Stibnium, 30
Sulphur, 16, 49 , 50
Siilva {sutra) xxiv
Surya/idnta (sun-stone). 55
Surdshti-ajd, 80
Svetabhasma, 138

T

Td/a/ca, (orpiment). 51

essence of. 51

TdjHvayoga^ 34
Tanjui', xxix
Tanmdtni (particles). 2, 9
Tan/i'as, Brahmink and

BuddJiistic xl

Tdntric rites, 64
works. 65
cult. i

origin of the, XXXV

Tastes, the 13

a discourse on tlie, xiv, 1 3

7'atanagam

,

87
Terms, technical. 66, 67
Tikshnam

^ 60, 66
Tin, 30, 40, 24, 62, 83

use of. 24
Topaz, 55
Tripitaka, ix

'Trona (natron). 38
Tutenague, 87
Tuttha, 86, 93
Tutid, 86, 87
hura (green). 87
spirits of. 88, 92

Tutie, spirits of. 88
Tuvari (alum). 50, 80
Tyrean purple, 105

U

Uparasas, the 36, 43 , 49
Urine, the 71

eight varieties of. 16

of buffalo, 51
Utthdpana. 67

V

Vaikrdtita, 45, 46, 55 , 75
liquefaction of. 57

Vajram (diamond). 55,76
Vangani (tin). 62
Varataka (cowrie or marine

shell), 54
Vartaloha, 58,64
Vdta, xxiii

Vermilion, 41
Vida, 36, 40, 41, 1 01
Vimala, 39 , 45 , 47

Vit, 134
Vitriol, 49

blue, 32,47,48,76,78,81,93,94
green, 40, 41, 80, 93

W
Water, 2, 4

Y

Yantras (apparatus), 67
A dhaspdtana, 68
Dheki, 68
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DJillpa, 69 J'iiyakpdiana, 69
Dola, 36, 68 Vdlukd fsand-balh), 58
Garbha, 37 Vidyddhara, 69
Haiiisapd/x'a, 37 Yavakshdra, 24. 38, 100
Koshthi, on, 38, 49, 52 Yoga, 1 I

Lavana, 69 Z
Ndlikd, 69 Zinc, 85

Pdiana, 68 extraction of, 39. 48

Svedani 68 . “Zinken,” Ivii
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SANSKRIT TEXTS

EXTRACTS FROM V/?/NDA

Abbreviations used : M. Ms. = Madras Manuscript.

K. Ms. = KaTinir Manuscript.

R. R. S. = Rasaratnasamuchchaya

Rr. by Nag. = Rasa ratnakara by

Nagarjuna

’^TrTTtr^rsn i

||
VII, i i.

C\ s ' »J

t%ts oiTm ftt ^ »lR I

rnr#
ii

^ojfr^rrif^ chi^i
i

^
c\

f%f%rrr
ii

LX, 148-149.

^W^rTPTt VRfn
I

45= rTcT! ||

=;? ^5= h

WTcf
i

y»i4i^T^ ^fHrioii wiiian: 11

®\

?:frT tTfr^ffTrTH ||

=-
I

s



2 HINDU CHEMISTRY

^ man I

C\ N

mn ^if%f^ ii

ffTcT ^^feT^‘ II

W^rTT#, I

^nfei rf^* TTTT^ ^ I

^ rRT^?rfw II

^

(i) The edition of published by the Ananda^rama Press, Poona,

does not contaion the last three dokas, which, however, occur in the

K. Ms. of the same.



EXTRACTS FROM RASARNAVA

3^^ —

^ ^ ^TTf^T^ciH I
V

^ ^ II
C\

N.

irfH^5TTi% ^ wlcrtT^H ii

^

. ^ II

^ ^W ^JTT^cf II%

fT rr^JTrr ^rW II

w^ ^T^^n^^WT^Trr: i

ti^fw^T ^ fw^f^rrm^
ii

T^mT?TT?T^^t err i

s.

(0 Cf. ^
I

AT A I- , c^ .
N^ag. Ch. IV.

M. Ms. reads w^ftTI^^arT
I

M. Ms. has ^nutfT'T^
I

N >>,

K. Ms. reads vn^ ^ ^ I
The reading adopted

text IS that of the M. Ms., which quite agrees with R. R. S. (see
Poona ed.)

(5) M. Ms. reads fsrf^sTrfi^fn^^Ti;
1

(2)

(3)

(4)
the

73>



4 HINDU CHEMISTRY

17IT 51^1^11^ II

^T5ft77^^ ITT I

^ f% II

^lTt<TH5t^ =timr«*l'iT I

17^ g ^sirg »

•T rTT ^ ^ ^T=^frl U

^fwTWift 7TW g I

nsr^if^ fiif^^^HictiK^g I

’^gT^^ft’&T ^ ^ ffig n

f^sjf^Hkr qch*iHHg ggi^:

»

^5^ g <ft^ i

rifi: gi
'^Tg ^ fsTtw^g ii

(1) Rr. by Nag. reads iT^g

(2) M. Ms. has
I

(3) 3i3Tifrf^^ in R. S. S. (p. 74, Poona ed.)

couplets .... have been borrowed by

S. in the Book on apparatus.

(4) Rr. by Nag. reads

—

g ^^qfg II

f^atw?TTf% g t

qqfqt^T g^ it

ggr-%4 ^ ggj ^qim ^ftign gg: 1

gnqtg ggiftt ggt g gg^gg ^g^g ii

(5) K. Ms. reads I

(6) K. Ms. has fggfgg’ gfgfg^g 1



HINDU CHEMISTRY 5

fRZim ^ ^ ^ ^ ^TT^cf I

^’fkr?? m vr^Tfit n

WTT^ ^nr% i^TfTW I

ITT^ TT^m«n II

^

^fnTf^f^rT^^r I

?rWT^ ^ ^ f%^PTrn II 3-24.

?§TTT nr^rTT^TT r^^^^T I

%fTj(i 3[^ rT^ 7T^?f^f?;f?n IT%T II

IT^^TT^T^T I

^^^T3R: ^ fkw^ ^
^r?TT<Twra^f^t: 11

IfTiTT T^T ^ ^ ^ ^ I

W ^f^T ^ TH^TTn TT^rm THTT II

^if^T iTTsr^ 11

^trr ^T gm i

'%J^|a5!Hi TRI ^'^ni TlrTT II

c|lfl=h^ ^ MC<iPiI ^gr ^Tf I

W^fTt ^Trm ||

TT^g^ ^ I

^tTT gm g^ ^^^Prign n

f^T^nrr^: g#wrfg ^ fvr^ 1

g^WTW ggOTTT vrrwr 11

fgTTT^TT^: ?n 11

(1) M. Ms, reads g^gfi^ffV^TT
|

(2) M. Ms. has qt qr»ir q^lT-^JT i

(3) M. Ms. reads fq»?iTcT: i

(4) M. Ms. has wit’ll 1

(5) M. Ms. reads
i



6 HINDU CHEMISTRY

XT^Tan^T^iJ^T ^ XT^fHf^^W WfH I

n^rar^r
ii

m ^ t1%^: maim n
^

^ artm^RiTT^rf^HT I

xm%^ r^m war ^ cmr i

f^fe^lf^dl ar^TT II

^ ^ T^tarararfa^ i

arm ^m% iftcn rnt f%frT mrr i

® ^^farvTT ^tw irarmr ii

^ ^qtfTT ^ arrai TTf^arwm I

S\

5% g %f% ’?TTai% ^^IWT II

’^RTwa^ w% ^f%?n vm^ i

C\ "

^ armif^W W% ® TTP^TTWT II
nJ

ar f^^lwT ar ^ ar^ ar ^ ar^: i

mFTrl amar %T ^ rmr II

• %>

^igai^^pTmcnlf ii 49-57-

^ ^TTW<ftTTa:Ha^^^% w^if%frmt ara^mif^-

anar '

(1) M. Ms. has I

(2) M. Ms. reads ^T Trai??^^ I

(3) M. Ms. has 5CT I

(4) M. Ms. reads
|

(5) K. Ms. has T5#, which seems to be incorrect.

(6) M. Ms. reads i
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r^WTTT: ^^frfrn: II
V. 35-36.

JTTpcIch ^
I

WTrf ^11 12-13.

Sj

HTf%fT II

mf^r^ 1

^tR: H3j^^ I

^ iT^ ^ g f^Tsgr^ 1

^ ?t: II 26-27.

^ ?^i^tf%n?T 11
vii. 31.

(1) K. Ms. has f^^T
I

(2) K. Ms. reads which is incorrect.

(3) 1

vrif^ n

>?f»Trr
I

’cftifiT
II

II
VII. 2-3.

^r^‘ im^fri 5T ?hT?j: 11 20-2 T.

rTRWt II

Hii%rr: I

Rr. by Nag. II, 35, 36.

(4) YI. Ms. has
1
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g^ti^ ^%fT:

^
ii

^ v 1

1

. 34.

^?t: I

5t II

^ VI I. 37-38.

-'f '"f

ajiJsfrf^rWW ^ f^iq^cf I

r{m Htsnf^ m^#rHF7I#5rTW II

^

*\

wm^cT II

iTrifH II
V 1 1

.
4 1 -44.

^ wk mTT^T ^iff viiq^^ rTfi: 1

mrlt^ 5hR<!T II
VII. 72-74.

^ €rwT^rrm?:iT -

^4^ rTT^ I

^t^qi ^ rl^TITT II
VII. 89-90.

^ II
VII. 92.

7Hl-^|grt ^wTf%rTH^:^ 1

(1) M. Ms. reads I

(2) This doka is exactly the same as it is in Rr. by Nag. I. 3.

(3) 1

qcTfcT sTT^^q: II
Rr. by Nag. II. 31-32.

(4) M. Ms. reads I

(5) M. Ms. has which is doubtful.

WTrf^^^ II

5TTf^

VI I. 1 38-142.
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5Tm mm: irz:^; i

^T^—
TTT=^t ^tftr o^TSflT^^

I

V

h
^ IX. 2-3.

'*'' T(? W 5jc

fim 1

0 ^
^ c,

^Tfm ^ f%f : II

^

^ ^VTTT ^TiTMfci I
V

I -q T^ f=h -R «ti 'gffgf^^'

H

k II
IX. 9-20.

?:^^if%frT?jT vtt?t

=til=h?TT=lt WT’^
I

wiir^H ( ? ) II

I

^JTTTt W^TaT^
I

II X. 52-54.

rT^^: ^ qj^: qqqj f?iqi^ vi^cT |

N

f^f%^T ^CG|| qiH^^^'IMiri^ I

(r ) M. M.s. has ttf-j^i'^T ami ?rr”Tcfhfft?:^?»jj^TT
I

(2) Cf. Rasakalpa II. 51-66. Here Tffsr^r ami seem
to be correct.

( 3 ) 'eads =

5(4 f^^:, which is gramiDatically incorrect.

(4) M. Ms. lias vff?ct?T I

(5) M. M.s. reads cTT#^ i
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vr^fcT II
X. 55-56.

IrT^^TfH W’lim II
XI. 24.

^ W[fl^ rl^T I

^ ^ II

^^J5T%r <5 II

<T<Tl ^T II
XI. 83-86.

• o\ ^

f^fw^ ^ ^^fsrl II

^5TT^^ ^ ^ I

H^mOT ^ f^TcI fl iJrRJfl^JT II

^

XII. 197-198.

(Tt’^ ^TRT rl^T T^%5T g I

^TT^ fJT >'
X 1 1

.
50.

TT^^ffiTfJT^: 1
XI I. 50.

II
X I \\ 8

1

.

^ =t\ I i I

(1) M. Ms. reads which is preferable.

(2) (h'. W (4 ^ I

?T^rnf^ ^1 1'??^ ci f^^T^^rhUfiW II

»n»ii'^w vi^fi ijrl I

2^4 ?i^ ^ f% II
R'- 8y Nag. IV.

(3) M. Ms. has * =- '= ^ I

cl fi^T I
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1

rT^nf ^^HTW^lSfrUTT II
XVI I. /O-74.



EXTRACTS FROM

RASARATNA5A/V\UCHCHAYA.

B. = Benares Manuscript.

K. = Ka'miir Manuscript.

N

W^T-

iTvr^^Ti-f^aTTTTmTf^fr^: ^T-

rtw ii

vn^r: ii

^ ^ II

>thh4^: i

?^w. WWT ^r, »

I.

(
r )

a variant in the Poona ed., which also agrees with

B. and Iv.

(2) another reading in the Poona ed., which also agrees with

B. and K.

(3) a different reading in the Poona ed., which also agrees

with B. and K.
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II
2-7.

f^^RT II

^5TT T^T:m^^^^’ I

WOTfl? ^ I

^f%: II
8-10.

II
26 .

^ I

;FI 17^?:% II 29.

^ »?rr^ ^sT^cTcrtarfH^lR^: 1

crt^ mrT5TTW f%HT ^rf R II
89-90.

I \ I

f^ftswr^; I

w3 chl^ilT^^fdTT^Tf^W^^ I

II
I

ftl^TT^ WmWW^ ^^71751^ ilfW I

e\ ^

fT^^r«d>7H II 5-

(t) K. reads which is probably tbe correct reading.
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^ ^ iftri ^ lO.

^%rNin? ^ 7^ II
12 .

^ 1%Tm ^T I

^f%?rg ^ II
T 3 .

^ ^TT %ojf ^ I

%f%ri ^Tc[ I
1 4 .

TTcTK ^FTH^Tlf^ |
V,

nf^TT ^ifti II

miM ^ f^^ri: I 17 - 18 .

f% ^if%% I

fwrr II 23 .

\fRTT^ T%^ ^fT?TffHH I

TTT^ II 24 .

—
WTwr^^; 1

^c<|*rf '3'^d II

^TTt TW^ ^\rr^ m?T^rr^d%: 1

WT^: f% 11 55
- 56 -

ftKlf^^^ T7f%^?TT^^IWT^

II

Nn^: ^rffr^T II 57-58.

#/f ^S' d^TdlK I

-s

^WK dT^%W fT. I

fWTTRlf^ IWT^di: ^ri: II

60 - 61 .
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nJ

^5niri ii

l^r^: ^TTM^f^ \

II
67-68.

g I^T^ 1 7^

V

=hl^^ T^: I

^ ^ II 77 -

wf^ f^r^ %Wlf%^^TT?^TfsT^g I

<T^T^ ^wTif^vrg 11
8o-

^\^v^ irl

^

4^' IfT^TwgTOT^: 11

II 84.

Hlf^ri TUfm^ gi: I

ijg
II

^ 89-90.

f^^:—

^rr^^^T^^cifRT^^T ^ wm^ 11 96.^ V N.

1 97 -

^^fVr: gf; 11
100.

vr^i 1

f^: ^ ^ II

(1) fTT^, a variant in the Poona ed., which also agrees with B.

and K.

(2) ^Trses 89-90 as also 103-104 occur both in Rasar;/ava and Rr.

by Nag
;
the Poona ed. reads qcT% 1

U\
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6

tm : ^ ii
i o i - 1 o 2

.

wrfxTrf i

^ II
1 03- 1 04.

f^T^MTg:—

II 109

#t^4riK«r. 1

1 10- 1 1 1,

’?THT —

®\
I 27.

T^FT^T ^TT’g-

fwTtr# ^Frrg^fi 11 129,

^Ff^rTH I

fern 11 132.

^ ^
II 133-1 34 -

(1) Both the B. cand Iv. Mss. read I
The Poona ed. gives a

variant 4tcT¥f%w: i

(2) d’he Poona ed. reads I
We have adopted the

reading of Rasdr/iavn.

(3) RftfH another reading in tlie Poona ed., wliich also agrees with B.

K. and Rasar;/ava.
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g^rl ^^Sfm \\ 135.

^T^TTf^^FT^tTi^T f^f^JT II ] 36 .

^n^:—

^Tti:
i

^ttt^
II 143 .

w g ?T^
<5 I

w#t RTT^^d ^ffTTr: ii" 144 .

^

n 146 .

Tw^:—

491^; II ]^g,

WI7t: ^f<^•nd: ?FRTt f^^rf^Td": 1

4^Fdf^^R dJT^Td II
sj

WT rm ^T ^Tf^^Sddl I

ITdTR TTf^d ?fTTT
II 1 54 - 1 55 .

^f^?nfd^«riTraf%i^;R:
ii

dRRiTg m^Td: dT^: d^Rr ^tjtjt i

f%?r‘ WdTT4I^JWr ^JtdfdRT ^ II

^*^1 ^ Rqr iTMdd dd: I

HWd ^dT fddT df^ II

(1) The Poona ed. reads f^sjMTnT^r
|

(2) Ylokas 143 and 144 are from Rasdrnava.

(3) another reading in the Poona’ ed. which we have adopted.
5lokas 143-146 are evidently borrowed with slight modifications from
Rasar/?ava VII. 27-27.

(4) a variant in the Poona ed., which also agrees with
B. and K.

2
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rT^T I

^ ^ II

WHT TTfHrf ^ccf ^TTT^II I
i 57 ' i ^

i

.

rfdlM^ ^d*l ^ II

N ^ N O

fwzf I

Wc^T ^HT^nssr f3T^m% i

^Tl\ frl "mw II
163-164.

^^rlT ^rnff I

HW ^ fcT^cl I

N> j

^^Tcrfr Tif^reT II

nfHri i
165-166.

^ rlT^TMt^ irf^W^ i

X

vr^f^ f^f^rW II
167-168.

wi 1

%rgq?:m^T€t mT<«ti*ili% II
I •

^ WV^t^ ^cn-q^pl^ 1

. »f j*'.. 5'^«

•'?. >V<
•’<«“ ''

•vr

^ ^lltioi^HT^^*. II 1
3‘

^ 5-

(i) ii variant in the Poona ed., which we have adopted.
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I 23.

wmj TO f^iTO ^ I

<\

TOTO I

V s.j

^ f^mfrmT TOT TTf^rof^ 11 24-25.

N

TOT’^T^f^ ^IW^TO II 46 .

^ 71^ TO^f^rl iJjf^^ffT I 49-

N

4W4 i^4wTOTfl I 51-

g^T^^i^cT Tmr^g 1 54 -

g^—
#rTT?T5?Tf^ ^rn ^ m g^T^ T4fIT I

TO g 1%^^ ^IT^ II

^5= ^’? gifm^T f^^T ^fV^fffr^

ti^g;Tf^i^ -== -

f^mki TOwr^ wn^TTO Hrn 1

^ g,igc(f1 ^WT %mg riTO 11 62.

^IT#t TOim f^T^^TTJT^t ^ I

f^TOTO ^(^r^rU ^11 63.

g^ ^it%% I

WTrlT ^T^* M^g II 64.

^f^7T 5f 3Xri ^mg; ^^ift vn^tg rm: i

^TOT mri^g to' TiifdgfiTO ii 65.

(0 a variant in the Poona ed., which also agrees with B
and K.
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^51 —
N

s.

1%^‘ ^ HT^?T II 66.

WT ^ I

<Tt^ m ^f?r II 69.
0\

f%wTT vn5?i 1w ?TTf%^ II

^i#^TfVr%V ^Cl^cT I

II 74-75-

TJ^fT^ f^^rl I

fkm flrT. t7%fT II

’a’^JT I

80-81.^ ^ifi

?T^:f^^T—

=^ 84 l WS WTrlT *i^*i(*i;rki«!tl II 95 -

^ ?:^T^iTfi:TKJT I

s

^ II

^ 1% I

W TWTw^^ f%^fT II 98-99-

^4^¥Wx^rT ^iTTltcT ||

^ ^ s>

W ^ W^WW, II

(i) The Poona ed. reads and K. reads q^T’l?, which we have

adopted.
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HTl%rf ^rT^JT || 1 05- 1 07.

^fT—

^ ^ H^t^TrTOT ^f^: I
III.

nJ

rf^fTW I
i I 2.

s

-%r^ ^rn^TT’^wr:—

wrn:
i

^twT 5TT»rm5TgT:^l: ii
120-121.

^3fir^€^3r^^T^sl7Tt^5T: i

5FT f% ^
122.

^z:^frmw wt^ w rrr: i

&W IT^^cT II 1 24- 1 26,

^^<lTl^cnT«g TT^TTR^
I

^rf qi^< «rqTlf ^ |

rT^ ^q^KMeii =q1%^r^rW ^ rTcf |

^’^< 1
=
1^ ^iilf^lKT II

•V

TO^qrr:—
iftrrmr ^rf^qn w ^Trfzqrr i

^T W^^R^rfWT II 1 30.

^ttt: qtif^% ^rwi^r^*^4iyij: ii 134.
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^TT^rmtsT ^sf^TT^ II 1 35-

C\ ^

tJriwT^'WH: ^^: w hi-

mfrlrra I

rfcT^ ^fJrT^rir qidy^T^ ^ram*. II 1 44-

^ apTTii^% I

fiit: qw' II

fi I

%ajT^5T^^, II

^K<nw. ’^Tgirr^^iwT i

f^T^ vTif^riT: ii h5- H7-

I
^ H9-

TT^TTrrf f^=^fw^*. I

TT^NWf Vlt^^ II 1 53>

(i) another reading in the Poona ed., which agrees

with B. and K., but it is grammatically inaccurate.
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?T^:—

I^TSrU Tlfw: II

’^rl^ II

yu^THT miTT»r i

1^ ^ ^ Hrfi: II
I

—
s

^ ift# ^ft I

ii
26

wzm TSTZ^’^TTTfHVTT^TH I

II 27.

<T^ cjHfdl^rTJT I

35l H I ri<=n^ T^fjl^^iRT I

^;IT^ ^

^isi^giTsm^ fich^rm^j’STfl; 1

rT^?TtmT^^ II 32-

IRT^IWT^ m I

ti^rarrfrr^f^ f^f^HH

iTcT^T#5
=I fwf^rw I

II
28.

o.

(i) another reading in the Poona ed., which also agrees

with B. and K.
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rifi: tRir I

'iTT^ WT^T^ ^f^TSrafRI% ftdQd II

SlrT ^TTHT II 34-37.

fwm 1%HT ^ II

«|rI4K flfTt fM%fi WIT?:% II

fern^ vrei mfrrnr vrtcr ii 38-39.

I •ftt inr^iT 1

M%K f^^Ttfisirm II

PillajdH I

m{^ji tiRwm ntq; 11

TjffK^fn fi: I 41 -43-

flTtsT ^^rf^STHT^: I

^ II 44-45-
®\

^Tir^irTwfw: f3MPT5y^HH«S; 1

^ f^5TT*?K^p( ^ II 63.

TT?T7 fkrm rnn I

rrarr II

^ ^m rim wr I

^5tft ^ ^ TT^T II

WWT^Rn4^^ ?I^rT: I

r^^TJ{ II

(i) a variant in the Poona ed., which we have adopted

and which also agrees with B. and K.
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wrf?wf% ^ I

rf ?T^rr: II

^rrarf ^^cT
I

?fWT^n'f?T fl'cjI'JM
II 64-69.

g ^rf trr^itiT ^rm 1

g f^f^rf^g 11

WTfTg^rT gt gfw ’ftg I

'

V

HTTr^T^^rTT
II

^
s

g i^?fi7nitrww1%rm IV

wr^T (7 ?g7w ^^<5r^?T
s

?nii: §5^^^

^iir HTW f%f%f^QrT II

fl’KT'# ^^Hff ^qrii w^g I 74-75.

70-71,

72.

II 73 >

^^msWRT:
I

^ ^gwr:—
^ vrrg#^T??mTT

grlt^T 1%rRigf^rf ^TT^W^TfVn^T^JT I
N.

fir^ f^rRigfgrT ftTrl^

g^ f;f^ ?Trr: ^iU4*i=ni^<m^

(1) ^t?T, a variant in the Poona ed., which we have adopted.

(2) a variant in the Poona ed., which we have adopted.

4
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miTri I

^ II
2.

^ ^ rl^T^# II
II-

' rig ^?TT^ 3TTm# I

lI^TT'lTn^ Hc[ wr^ II
^ 2

?^t^T5TT T^VIWTT I

mr. ii
1 3-

^fT^1%5T mTT^ I

^^fvr; hI: II 1 4-

^ f^f^f^^rl ^ I

^^^fvr: HZ': ii
1 5- 1

6

-

%^\ ^fi 1xiz?T?nt^ I

f%HT Hz: " itH- ii
S;.

^ T^H—
f^T ^ iTfW II

2 2.

zw^^ ^xf^rT I

?ir^t ^fKK, mf^^t ii

rl(5f ^T2i f^f^rf^ ^jTT^^^nRfj^rW I

W[r{^wwj rTT^^ H^: H^: II

(1) w4^TT4 ,
another reading in the Poona ed., which we

have accepted.

(2) ^ different reading in the Poona ed., which we ha\e

retained.

(3) tfl; qN ^ variant int he Poona ed., which we have adopted.

(4) ^ fqqt, nnother reading in the Poona ed., which also agrees with

B, and K.
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I 32-34-

II

^TfT^ ^ I

II

^T^aftm ^ m f^f^ ?nwrn%^ ^rffriiH 1

WTTf’H ^Jl 3 5 - 3 7 •

^T^’. I

=\ '-»

rT^ rTTT vr^?TT^n^^<TTTO II 3 ^-

rUX^^' Vrm^ I

^ ^ 44) %q^cT ||

^ q%^ I

qg^aryfr# f^r^‘ ii
40-4 1 •

rTTOH—
s.

#=^f^^rvrftq^ II 44-

5T?|tTT«T#fq^T^7T^%fxTrrfr I
V

ii^^‘ ’

31?:^^* f^gl^rif^ ^^w{^ 11 55-

<ftW ^ qiTJrt ^ T^^^T^m'> WrTJT I

^ l»q?‘ qrfR ^ 11 70.

'frf ?TcT rrcT*<I^ WrTJT II
>. Sj V ^ V

g^fi vr^5?T^^ ^’qif ^Trf rf^ h 7 1-72.

s

'-'? * '^'
II 75.

(r) The Poona eel. reads which is grammatically inaccurate
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17^ I

nJ

Vr^ 7m rTrT II 7 6.

^ clfHTrHT I 7^-

>*

^ fim I

^ ^IPff ftTT^Jrf ^ ^^5ff II

^ fim ?:# fk^ ^RT II 84-85.

g fl^ ^RrT ^IrW II

Sfi^ fim I

\» \» ^

^ fRT ^3^ vrtcT II

rr% dTRTRrf ^fecU^ ?RTt ^Tt?T I
88 .

^?t: ii

WTccTT ^rl^ cTcT IRlt^ 'ft^TrTT 1

?TTW?rq|%f%H W ^W. II 92-93-

w ^ w iT^rTf^ f%K

fw ^5lfH ^ fHmrrr f^^W. I

m%^ ^ ^ 7^
WX^ rlf^^igf^ 5T II

(1) 'I'he Poona ed. reads t^Tvr^^w^*!, which is grammatically

accurate.

(
2

)
Cf. grrqm 5T 5it t?cth

^ f^5i I

tTFf ^I\i ftl^TT^KW ^fcT

fi'^TT; ^T?t II

(3) A variant in the Poona ed., which agrees with the vti^wrat,

quoted in the foot-note.
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f%TT^ II

fiT^T fq^ q%<q qWWi: q?;JT I

^fjqrr qrf^T II
103-105.

>JircqT II

^T^pT^Tri: ^T«Rn I

(T^WTcf ^ ^ TTw^r^rrsfiT h
^ <\

^

vjn^i f^T »i4=iq; ^ 1

rl^‘ ^rIiT^T«ri f^ferTT^W II

gi: fq^rTSET ^^^rTTiT I

^ vr^wi ^^ II
107-10.

f^iREnN fw^ I

•>3

1wW rl^: qr^^^ 15^: II

^cqrfT^cT qiTSfr ?ftw ^ i

fern II
113-1^5-

^PRJfi f^qr TT^q g I

^?T ?T^cT qH?iqiT?[l: II

C\ ''

qi^T^qTrl rH*=iqi^^ I

^

qmrifs^'^!r<TT vrtri 11
s> N

qHqTT^ qgm I

^ ^frm vrtrf 11

^ gw ^ fqw 5TTqq WT I

=qw ^ €t=fqri 11 134-137-
N C\

(i) rT^^TWTT) another reading in the Poona ed., which also agrees with

B. and K.

{2) qr^qri^li, another reading in the Poona ed., which also agrees with

B. and K.
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ffcT wifT I

II 147 -

Cv C\

^ ^\Tt^ ^ ^T I

II 148.
V 2\

r{^ ^ 5f f%fT II
I 53.

^rT^‘ I

II 153-

^ f^f^^TTipw II 155-

5Rf^T fWH I

^ ^ai^: II 156.

f%¥T I

'

^ II

^rIHi^T W II 159-160.

TjpT^r;^ ^f%:irair‘ ^ ^^iTrrts^T ii 171-

^ cHTT fWcT^ II

f%W I

^TTirrSTfiTTTf^T I

0

^jfk^m ???TT^ fWHT ^T II

^ f^aifh^mif^ ^%rT 1

z4 mmw. II

?:# fTwr^ vr^ ^irtrf^Tii^ m I 175-179-

(i) a variant in the Poona ed., which also agrees with B. and K.
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cmr 11

fqrT^H—

^Twm ^ vrt^ 1

^lf^% f^KT rn^THT ^T II

xj^ m ir^T ^^g^fcT irm 11 1 9 2 -
1 93.

^ ^ ^rlTHT ^TTWt rH^^^TT I

^ W II 195-

rTSTT ^if^l I 196 .

^\f^T?TTfh fr^ II
V

rfrBf^^TTTW WmW IT^T I
•>

^rrwT—

rn^’iT f%vrnrirfz%^ ^ 1

f^^5T vrtcT II 205.

ir^'^fTT^^rr ^^Tw. gl: 11 210.

V

rT^ ^^^T^=^i II
212.

^TJ^rTT^T^t gf^ri I
216.

fTT^TT^Tir^JT I

•s
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ytjHHtr. ^<sfldi*.

ir^rr^t^ ftfwn:

O N»

^ ii

^^og’ ^|g«{ <T^ I

?r^ ITT^ WrT^ I

1

-
7 -

13-15-

TT^I^ ?mT 1w g II

fdw ^ II

Rt'g*=iilfiti''5M^ ^<T ^4l<i-c(»tia I

fTq;w ^f^^jfef ??eiRt^t=^H II

fTcT^^ T^rfw^ ^iT^cT II
1 9 -

2
f^ggt^n <Mo4u 1 1

f%^T%5T II 30 -

gWTT^^^MT: I

vf%^ 11

-2 'f

(1) a variant in the Poona ed., which we have

adopted.

(2) B. and K. read i
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WT# ?r^ I

T^rfWHTT ^?T €#tH^cT rl^ II

^ 'A« ^ sy?
^S:

^?rf^srfHW^9?TcFT
|

ij^i: tt2I#5t <Tri: ii 52-61.

II
^ 62.

s.

^rtwi JTig^^?T^ ’^^fi I

^T fJT^T U^m^TTfl II 70.

I

T^an^t ^il^Twrfef#rrT?T i

II

2

5TT%I^TTOrn in^t?!j ^^fVrrlHT II

^^trit; TWT^rr i

=^ia^ jn# iTRuir^Ri ^ II

'HR: WT^^HTTf^^lT I

^lanf ^ tw^Tir r\m ii

0
^

: ^TIRf II

^rRR<THchl?rf ^ ^aftHRH |

rrr^t%%
i

a variant in the Poona ed., which also agrees with B
a variant in the Poona ed., which we have adopted.

5
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I

^ ^(^Tfw ^:s= >il= »r? II

^XX^^^^xfsX ^11 I
- 1 8 .

f^f^i: xxr?miiTTT i

35?f?X5X: iX^HtHTfr II 30-

fTrXrX^ri^WJI^T: I

N

Tmx II 32-

wf I

rrfTHXm I

xxtxx^^ I

^1THtm ^T#; fxxt^ Hxfw II
I •

rl^TT ^HXR: I

a\ filT^TTXX

ht^t: ^ ii

fWWt^fXt TXT: 1

^T^ XXf^T Txrm' TfH ^'. II
5-6-

XJfT rTTf^ xx^ XTt^ ^ifTXTT 1% I

xm fX^Wl^t ^
II

^ txin«J5TlTT>XT^: II

2.

t?snm, a variant in the Poona eel, winch we have adopted.
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^ mf^rTH i

wfw II

rl^lTTfT ’^P5T \^f{ I

^tIt^^TT irfT^fW rl^T II 25-28.

^Tri ftw ^ ^ I

rT^TJSTW^^ II 29.

Wr«4 g’fint I

^ rf^^ II 38.

^rn?T ^^twt^^^rR=^I?IT I 39.

^?T^T5T^ ^^?^lff?T^T JlTw. I

T?T?fW^^ ^Tuft ^WtTT?lfiT?ftfVrrJT II 64.

T^ ^TO«ft^T7t H%r[ II

II 68-69.

%qfg I

%^5T WT T^ rfWT II 80.

^T ^?T|i|*IMS*fr nf^FTH’giTrr: I

=\ !\

^"TT^mi^iT ^ tfrrr ii 83.

^^%rrT%^’3T?^tW I

^^^c5rc^5T5T5f ^T 11 84.

T^t%7T?T5R^Tw:
V.

^^7^T^f^iTTm5TT?TTWT1% W^ I

(1) Cf. ’?cT?T’^'»r^T?r|': ^4
i

?r?T ^ ?TW^ CPJT T?TT?R ||

?r?T 3T^4 cf TpmkgiT 4^: I

"5n^?TTT?in>j?nT:
i

( 2 ) \Ve have adopted the reading in B. and K. The Poona ed., how-
ever reads Tips’ll "hich from the chemical point of view, is

untenable.

(3 ) ^T^t4, a variant in the Poona ed.. which also agrees with B.
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^ ^nrnnfl ii 89.

^ Trmrf^ \

«

iWT?#t^T ?T?TTH5T TTT’inTJT II
i •

VTTW^ ^ I

?5^vRmt T^m^: 11 3-

fT^^ <T^^ TqTTt^r^H I

g II 4-

TJ^ ljd( II 5.

mrfHlil^FI

—

<Ttm^ ar^^; 11

vn^^MRcifT?^: I

^taj^ri n

C\ '^

f%HT f%aIlt(^cT ^rf^ I

mfT^y*tN'4^fCrTO II
6-8.

^2Ttf ^ ^if^rT^ I

f^K ^R2TT^’.mfT H<46(H; II 9-

(1) ^^5Tg, another reading in the Poona ed., which we have adopted.

(
2 )

K. reads which we have retained.
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lO.^rr: iftw ii

s.

^T II

rf^ f^ fT^rf^ ^TT^
tj§ fT(?^ T^: 1

mf^m ^ rif^jr irrn?m: ii

^q; vrr^^ f% i

II
11-14-

^T^^TRI^q—

f%i HFT^: ii

^rnii f%rrt%w^ ^ ^irf?rf%rn i

rT^HT^* MHT^rfiH44J<!?^rT H

tr%q; I

WTT
e\

T^rri% fT^ ^rgRTT^W II 34-36-

N

^ «f^f^%mq; iTt# i 38 -

•Tr1%^inr»^

—

N

f7[^ f%^%cT II 41 -

V, N V

^ fdj=hUM^?J5^?r—
N X

?TT ’*42.' <^>:|*idi4l*l(»»t«H^d I

^

rr^ fdr^Q^5€iy21i’^?flt II

(i) a variant in the Poona ed., which also agrees with B. & K.
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T ?TT5[»T I

^T^trl II

^rlTf^^T rft^ 1

frra^TrlJIHfrf^ ^TfW^Tfvrl^^^ II 4^- 50 -

J

fWT II

qrT^ ^ rit II S/'S^-

Ov
''

J • '

IT^T^TT f? rl^ ^ II

fTJff^ r^HITT?^fT II

W f% I

fici mm f% n

V Nj

^ ^*i^ '/J* w *a«* *VJ*

ir^^RI^ifVT^T^Tt f% ^ ^Tf%!TT II

'g(^m imiT TTfT^frTfW I

=\

rTTTT^ rnTq^TflT ^rI=(#^T ’!^^^rT ||

C\

0\

II 70-76.

(r) ?fi?T^if^, another reading in the Poona ed., which we have

accepted.
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mw T^n^T TfNmw tt i

J C\ -J

fT^Vrit 1% ^T II

^ ^ ^rffrn ^T ^
ii

5-^^-

^\wT%TT55nri^ rrms^m 1

t^TT^rn HtfT II 5 i •

T^^tw fr^ I

II

V

W rlfT I 54-55-

T5ifi rn^ I

jrfrnf^ ^ ^^ftiTi% II 70.

I

^ rrm II

C'^

WTT(^^ II 71 -

^fj, ^
->«• -4^ '/T W »Vv*

C\ Cs

m^z] fiTspnf^ ^ I

^w[ rmr ii 75-77-

(1) «)T^^and are two different readings in the Poona ed.. which

we have adopted.

(2) a variant in the Poona ed., which wc have adopted.
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^rmr^^^Tt w g ii 78.

^ TTJT 1

ffTf^nft^ ^ 5HT# T?mf^T I

^T3^ rim n^TTfi: 11

TI3T^ II

fww^f ^TT% f%rm II

rmt# II 80-84.

'^R^i vrei I

T^TT^^Tim#: q^^f-H^T: 11 85.

wt^ qn^r^ ^ ^cT^Rm Tr§iRR I

Ritt* ^ RR-q^rfi^ ^ ^r. ^R:^RT w. 11 86 .

W^X^J rRT I

^T^w. qR^s^w wqfqqrqiqr. 11 88 .

sj

<]'Sy ^ I^ H '.

I

^Tc(lPq^#Til4?N<»!li| Wt ?R: I
100.

^ ?RiftqqTfqqi2RH I

TqTwqrf^qT^Rr Rit^ ^iRr wjj i

T^q^iT qq fqrf%f^;^TR qq iRR5fR I

^IWTR ^TR^f II
lO.

fqq q%JRrtflT ^T q^rOrqiTwr: I

^rRi^ 5TRq# ft * ^11
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i 14 - 15 -

^^TTI^IT^TT^g II 20.

t ^5?^T^t ?5 J!r{^^ ^T I

^ ^3T ^T II

^ 11

T^ifl^iTT^TcT II
21-22.

ttT^T3I^’!T#<1T: fT^lKlT I

gfSTTJTiT^’l: Tjfzri: n 7

f^I^lI^>?^fTWfJTrfTTT4^T5#; T^fT^ufTrlT I

^riwi: ^ 11 73.

ivrrf^'^ f^'^; 1

^ri
II

III.

rl^l: ^ li^T^ld^rnjf^flH II

<T^^WT WIJ'< <5 I

^l7^fT ^%wr^T vrw II 112-113.

5. N

«T^w mr^ ^ II

^fT ^^mwgfA?^rIt *1^ I
I

I

4-II 5 .
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